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I

INTRODUCTION AND ANALYSIS

Tae Republic of Plato is tlie longest of his works with the

exception of the Laws, and is certainly the greatest of them
There are nearer approaches to modern metaphysics m the

Philebo and in the Sophist the Pohticus or Statesman is

more ideal the form and institutions of the State are more
clearly drawn out m the Laws as works of art the Sympo-
sium and the Protagoras are of higher excellence But no
other Dialogue of Plato has the same largeness of view and

the same perfection of style no other shows an equal know-

ledge of the world or contains more of those thoughts which
are new as well as old and not of one age only but of all

Nowhere m Plato is there a deeper irony or a greater wealth

of humour or imagery or more dramatic power Nor m any

other of his writings is the attempt made to interweave life

and speculation, or to connect politics with philosophy

The Republic is the centre around which the other Dialogues

may be grouped here philosophy reaches the highest point

(cp especially m Books V VI VII) to which ancient thinkers

ever attained Plato among the Greeks, like Bacon among
the moderns was the first who conceived a method of know
ledge although neither of them always distinguished the

bare outline or form from the substance of truth and both

of them had to be content with an abstraction of science

which was not yet realised He was the greatest tneta

physical genius whom the world has seen and in him more
than m any other ancient thinker the germs of future

knowledge are contamed The sciences of logic and psycho-
logy which have supplied so many instruments of thought

to after ages are based upon the analyses of Socrates and

Plato The principles of definition the law of contradiction,

the fallacy of arguing in a circle the distinction between the

we i b
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essence and ae dents of a tiling or notion be ween me ns

and ends between causes and conditions also the division

of the mind into the rational concupi cent and irascible

elements or of pleasures and desires into necessary and

unnecessary—these and other great forms of thought are all

of them to be found in the Republic and were probably

first invented by Plato Ihe gieatest of all logic 1 tiuth

and the one of which writers on philosophy are most apt

to lose sight the difference between words and things has

been most strenuously insisted on by him (cp Rep 454 A
Polit 261 E Cratyl 435 4^6 fi ), although he has not

always avoided the confusion of them in his own writings

(e g Rep 463 E) But he does not bind up truth m logical

formulae—logic is still veiled m metaphysics and the

science which he imagines to contemplate all truth and al1

existence is very unlike the doctrine of the syllogism which
Aristotle claims to haie discovered (Soph Elencbi 33 18)

Neither must we forget that the Republic is but the third

part of a still larger design which was to have included an

ideal history of Athens as well as a political and physical

philosophy The fragment of the Cntias has gnen birth to

a world famous fiction second only m importance to the

tale of Troy and the legend of Arthur and u said a3 a fact

to have inspired some of the early navigators of the sixteenth

century This mythical tale of which the subject was
a history of the wars of the Athenians against the island of

Atlantis is supposed to be founded upon an unfinished poem
of Solon to which it would have stood in the same relation

as the writings of the logographers to the poems of Homer
It would have told of a struggle for Liberty (cp Tim 25 C),

intended to represent the conflict of Persia and Hellas We
may judge from the noble commencement of the Timaeu
from the fragment of the Critias itself and from the third

book of the Laws in what manner FI»to would have treated

this high argument We can only guess why the great design

was abandoned perhaps because Plato became sensible o*

some incongruity m a fictitious history or because he had
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lost his inte est in it or because advancing years forbade the

completion of it and we may please ourselves with the fancy

that had this imaginary narrative ever been, finished we
should have found Plato himself sympatmzing with the

struggle for Hellenic independence (cp Laws in 698 if

)

singmg a hymn of triumph over Marathon and Salamis

perhaps making the reflection of Herodotus (v 78) where he
contemplates the growth of the Athenian empire— How
Drave a thing is freedom of speech which has made the

Athenians so far exceed every other state of Hellas in great

ness !
’ or more probably attributing the victory to the

ancient good order of Athens and to the favour of Apollo

and Athene (cp Introd to Critias)

Again Plato may be regarded as the captain ’ (ap^jjyos)

or leader of a goodly band of followers for in the Republic

is to be found the original of Cicero s De Republica of

St Augustine s City of God of the Utopia of Sir Thomas
More ana of the numerous other imaginary States which
are framed upon the same model The extent to which
Aristotle or the Aristotelian school were indebted to him in

the Politics has been little recognized, and the recognition

is the more necessary because it is not made by Aristotle

himself The two philosophers had more in common than

they were conscious of and probably some elements of Plato

remain still undetected m Aristotle In English philosophy

too many affinities may be traced not only in the works of

the Cambridge Platomsts but in great original writers hke
Berkeley or Coleridge to Plato and his ideas That there

is a truth higher than experience of which the mmd bears

witness to herself is a conviction whichm our own generation

has been enthusiastically asserted, and is perhaps gaining

ground Q£j&e Greek authors who at the__Renaissance

brought a new life into the world Plato has had. the greatest

influence The Republic of Plato* is also the^ first treatise

upon education of vrfuch the writings of Milton and-Locke,

RouasSau' 'X£an "Paul 'm3 Goethe are the legitimate descen

dantt Like Dante or Banyan he ha* a revelation of another
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1 fe lie Bacon he 19 profoundly impressed w th the un ty of

knowledge in the early Church he exercised a real influence

on theology and at the Revival of Literature on politics

Even the fragments of his words when repeated at second

hand’ (Symp 215 D) have m all ages ravished the hearts of

men, who have seen reflected in them their own higher

nature He is the father of idealism.in philosophy m politics

in literature And many of the latest conceptions of modern
thinkers and statesmen such as the unitv of knowledge the

reign of law and the equality of the sexes have been antic

pated m a dream by him
The argument of the Republic is the search after Justice

the nature of which is first hinted at by Cephalus the just

and blameless old man—then discussed on the basis of pro

verbial morality by Socrates and Polemarchus—then canca

tured by Thrasymachus and partially explained by Socrates

—reduced to an abstraction by Glaucon and Adennantus
and having become invisible in the individual reappears at

length ra the ideal State which is constructed by Socrates

The first care of the rulers is to be education of which an
outline is drawn after the old Hellenic model, providing only

for an improved religion and morality and more simplicity

jn music and gymnastic a manlier strain of poetty; and
greater harmony of the individual and the state \Ve are

thus led on to the conception of a higher State, in which
no man calls anything his own and in which there is neither

marryingJior givingm marriage and kings are philoso

phers and philosopher? ate kings and there is anotherand
higher education mteHectuaTas well as moral and religious

of science as well as of art and not of youth only but of the

whole of life Such a State is hardly to be realized m this

world and quickly degenerates To the perfect ideal succeeds

the government of the soldier and the lover of honour, this

again declining into democracy and democracy into tyranny
in an imaginary but regular order having not much xesem
blance to the actual facts When the wheel has come full

circle we do not begin again with a new period of human
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Ir*e but we have passed from the best to the worst and

there we end The subject is then changed and the old

quarrel of poetry and philosophy which had been more
bghtly treated in the earlier books of the Republic is now
resumed and fought out to a conclusion Poetry is discovered

to be an imitation thrice removed from the truth, and Homer
as well as the dramatic poets having been condemned as an

imitator is sent into'banishment along with them ^nd the

idea of the State is supplemented by he revelation of

a ruture life

The division into boots liie all similar divisions 1
is probably

later than the age of Plato The natural d visions are five m
number —(i) Book I and the first half of Book II down to

p 368 which is introductory the first book containing

a refutation of the popular and sophistical notions of justice

and conceding 1 ke some of the earlier Dialogues without

arriving at any definite result To this is appended a restate

ment of the nature of justice according o common opinion,

and an answer is demanded to the question—What is justice

stripped of appearances? The second division
(3)

includes

the remainder of the second and the whole of the third and

fourth books winch aie mainly occupied with the construe

tion of the first State and the first education The third,

division (3) consists of the fifth sixth and seventh books in

which philosophy rather than justice is the subject of inquiry

and the second State is constructed on principles of com
mumsm and ruled by philosophers md the contemplation

of the idea of good takes the place of the social and political

virtues In the eighth and ninth books (4) the perversions of

States and of the individuals who correspond to them are

reviewed m succession and the nature of pleasure and the

principle of tyranny are further analysed in the individual

man The tenth book (5} is the conclusion of the whole m
which the relations of philosophy to poetry are finally deter

mined and the happiness of the citizens in this life which

has now been assured is crowned by the vision of another

Cp Si S C Lewis in the Classical Mu™ n voL l p- I
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O- a more general d v sum nto ti ops ts may be adopted

he first (Books I—IV) containing the description of a State

framed generally m accordance with Hellenic notions of

religion and morality while in the second (Books V—X) the

Hellenic State is transformed into an ideal kingdom of

philosophy of which all o her governments are the pencr
sions These two points of view are really opposed and the

opposition is only veiled bythe genius of Plato The Republic,

like the Phaedrus (see Introduction to Phaedrus) is an imper

feet whole the higher light of philosophy breaks through

the regularity of the Hellenic temple which at last fades

away into the heavens (592 B) Whether this imperfection

of structure arises from an enlargement of the plan or from

the imperfect reconcilement in the writer s own mind of the

struggling elements of thought which are now first brought

together by him or perhaps from the composition of the

work at different t mes—are questions like the similar

question about the Iliad and the Odvssey, which are worth

asking but which cannot have a distinct answer In the age

of Plato there was no regular mode of publication and an
author would have the leas scruple m altering or adding to

a work which was known only to a few of his friends Iheie
is no absurdity in supposing that he may have laid his labours

aside for a time, or turned from one work to another and
such interruptions would be more likely to occur in the case

of a long than of a short wimng In all attempts to determine

the chronological order of the Platonic writings on internal

evidence this uncertainty about any single Dialogue being

composed at one tune is a disturbing element which must be
admitted to affect longer works such as the Republic and
the Laws more than shorter ones But on die other hand
the seeming discrepancies of the Republic may only arise

out of the discordant elements which the philosopher has

attempted to unite in a single whole perhaps without being

himself able to recognize the inconsistency w kch is obvious

to us For there is a judgement of after ages which few
great wrteri have ever been able to anticipate for thrm
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selves They do not perceive the want of connexion jn their

own writings or the gaps in their systems which are nsibl

enough, to those who come after them In the beginnings of

literature and philosophy amid the first efforts of thought
and language more inconsistencies occur than now when
the paths of speculation are well worn and the meaning of

words precisely defined Per consistency too is the growth
of time and some of the greatest creations of the human
imnd hate been wanting in unity Tried by this test several

of the Platonic Dialogues according to our modern ideas

appear to be defective but the deficiency is no proof that

they were composed at different tunes or by different hands

And the supposition that the Republic was written runnier

ruptedly and by a continuous effort is m some degree con

finned fc>j the numerous references from one part of the work

to another

The second title Concerning Justice, is not the one by
which the Republic is quoted either by Aristotle or generally

in atmquit) and like the other second titles of the Platonic

Dialogues may therefore be assumed to be of later date

Morgenstem and others have asked whether the definition

of justice which is the professed aim or the construction of

the State is the principal argument of the work The answer

is that the two blend in one and are two faces of the same

truth for justice is the order of the State and the State is

the visible embodiment of justice under the conditions of

human society The one is the onl and the other is the body
and the Greek ideal of the State as of the individual 19 a fair

mind in a fair body In Hegelian phraseology the State is

th reality of which justice is the idea Or described in

Christian language the kingdom o* God is within and yet

develops into a Church or external kingdom the house

not made wi h hands eternal m the heavens is reduced to

he proportions of an earthly building Or to use a Platonic

image justice and tire State are the warp and the woof

which run through the whole texture And when the cornu

tut on of the State u completed, the conception of jnauce
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is not dismissed but reappears under the same or d fferent

names throughout the work both as the inner law of the

individual soul, and finally as the principle of rew ds and

punishments m another life The virtues are based on

justice of which common honesty in buying and selling is

the shadow and justice is based on the idea of good which is

the harmony of the world and s reflee ed do h m the insu

tdtions of states and in motions of the Vavenly bodies

(cp Tim 47) The Timaeus which takes up the po'itical

rather than the ethical side of the Republic and is chiefly

occupied with hypotheses concerning the outward world vet

contains many indications that the same law 13 supposed to

reign over the State over nature and over man
Too much however has been made of this ques ion both

in ancient and modem times There is a stage of criticism

m which all works whether of nature or of art are referred

to design Now in ancient writings and indeed in liter ture

generally there remains often a large element which was

not comprehended m the ong nal design For the plan

grows under the author s hand new thoughts occur to him
in the act of writing he has not worked out the argument
to the end before he begins The reader who seeks to find

some one idea under which the whole may be conceited

must necessarily seize on the vaguest and most general

Thus Stallbaum who is dissatisfied with the ordinary explana

Hors of the argument of the Republic imagines himself to

have found the true argument in the representation of

human life in a State perfected by justice and governed
according to the idea of good There may be some use in

such general descriptions but they can hardly be said to
espress the design of th» writer The truth is that we may
as well speak of many designs as of one nor need anything be
excluded from the plan of a great work to which the mind
is naturad/ led by the association of ideas and which does
not interfere with the general purpose Wha+ kind or degree
of un ty is to be sought after n a building in he plastic arts

in poetry in prose, u a prob cm which has to be dete ed
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relatively to tne subject matter To Plato himself the

inquiry what was the intention of the water or what

was the principal argument of the Republic' would have

been hardly intelligible and therefore had better be at once

dismissed (cp the Introduction to the Phaedrus vol i

)

Is not the Republic the vehicle of three or four gTeat truths

which to Plato s own mind are most naturally represented

in the form of the State ? Just as m the Jewish prophets the

reign of Messiah or the day of the Lord or the suffering

Servant or people of Goo, or the Sun. of righteousness with

healing in his Aings only convey, to U3 at least their great

spiritual ideals so through the Greek State Plato reveals to

us lus own thoughts about divine perfection, which is the

idea of good~lihe the sun m the visible world —about

human perfection which is justice—about education begin

rung m youth and continuing m later years—about poets

and sophists and ty ants who are tne false teachers and evil

rulers of mankind—about the world which is the embodi

ment of them—about a kingdom which exists nowhere upon

ea th but is laid up m heaven to be the pattern and rule of

human life No such inspired creation is at unity with itself

any more than the clouds of heaven when the gun pierces

through them Every shade of light and dark of truth, and

of fiction which is the veil of truth is allowable in a work
of philosophical imagination It is not all on the same plane

it easily passes from ideas to myths and fancies from facts to

figures of speech It is not prose but poetry at least a great

part of it and ought not to be judged by the rules of logic

or the probabilities of history The writer is not fashioning

his ideas into an artistic whole they take possession of him
and axe too much for him We have no need therefore to

discuss whether a State such as Plato has conce ved is practic

able or not 01 whether the outward form or the inward

life came first into tlie mind of the writer For the practica

bihty of his ideas has nothing to do with their truth (v 472 D)
and the highest thoughts o which he attains may be truly

said to bear the greatest ms ks of des gn usticc more
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tl an the external framewo k of the State tl e dea of good

mo e than justice The great science of dialectic or the

organization of ideas has no real contents but is only a type

of the method or spirit in which the higher knowledge is to

be pursued by the spectator of all time and all existence

It is in tl e fifth sixth ana seventh books that Plato read e

the summit of speculation and these although they till

to satisfy the requirements of a modern thinker may there

fore be regarded as the most important as they are also the

most original portions of the work
It is not necessary to discuss at length a minor question

which has been raised by Boeckh respecting the imaginary

date at which the conversation was htld (the year 411 b c

which is proposed by him will do as well as any other) for

a writer of fiction and -specially a writer who like Plato is

notoriously careless of chronology (cp Rep 1 336 Symp
193 A, 8cc ) only aims at general probability Vt hether all

the persons mentioned in the Republic could ever have met
at any one time is not a difficulty which would have occurred

to an Athenian reading the work forty vears later or to Plato

himself at the ime of writing (any more than to Shakespeare

respecting one of his own dramas) and need not greatly

trouble us now Yet this may be a question having no
answer which is still worth asking because the investigation

shows that we cannot argue historically from the dates in

Plato it would be useless therefore to waste time m invent

ing far fetched reconcilements of them n order to avoid

chronological difficulties such for example as the conjecture

of C F Hermann that Glaucon and Adeimantus are not

tl e brotheis but the uncles of Plato (cp Apol 34 A) or the

fancy of Stallbaum that Plato intentionally left anachronism

indicating the dates at which some of his Dialogues were

written

The principal characters in the Republic aie Cephalus

Polemarchus Thrasymaciras Socrates Glaucon and Adei
mantas Cepha us appears _n the introduct on on y Po e-

m rrhn- H.ons -trhe . nd nf the finrt -Tfrumrnt -nd Tfir.. y
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nuchas s reduced to silence it the clo e of the first

book d he main discussion is carried on by Socrates Glaucon

and Adeimanlus Among the company are Lysias (the oiator)

and Euthydemus the sons of Cephalus and brothers of Pole-

muchus an unknown Charmantides—these arc mu e audi

tors aLo there is Cleitophon who once interrupts (340 A.)

where is ui the Dj ilogue which bears his name he appears

as the friend and ally of Thrasymachus

Cephalus the p triarch of the house has been appropriately

engaged m offering a sacrifice He is the pattern of an old

man who has almost done with life and is at peace with

himself and with all markind He feels that he is drawing

nearer to the world below and seems to linger around the

memory of the past He is eager that Socrates should come
to visit him fond of the poetry of the last generation, happy

in the consciousness of a well spent life glad at having escaped

from the ty ranny of youthful lusts His love of conversation

his affection his indiffe ence to nches even his garrulity

are interesting trai s of character He is not one of those

who have nothing to say because their whole mind has been

absorbed m making money let he acknowledges that riches

have the advantage of placing men above the temptation to

dishonesty or falsehood The respectful attention shown to

him by Socrates whose love of conversation, no less than the

mission imposed upon him by the Oracle leads him to ask

questions of all men young and old alike (cp 1 328 A) should

also be noted Who better suited to raise the question of

justice than Cephalus whose life might seem to be the

expiession of it ? The moderation with which old age is

pictured by Cephalus as a very tolerable portion of existence

is chaiacteristic not only of him but of Greek feeling

generally and contrasts with the exaggeration of Cicero in

the De Senectute T. he evening of life is described by Plato

m the most expressive manner yet with the fewest possible

touches As Cicero remarks (Ep ad Attic iv 16) the aged
Cephalus would have been out of place in the n
which follows and which he could neither have understood
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no taken part in wit! oat a olation of d amati p op cty

(cp Lysjnachua n the Lad « 89}

His son and heir Polemarchus hag the frankness and

impetuousness of youth he is
J
'or detaining Socrates by

force in the opening scene and vwil not let him off (v 449 B)

on the subject of women and children Like Cephalus he

s limited in his point of view and represents the proterbial

stage of morality which has rules of life rather than principles

and he quo es Simonides (cp Anstoph Clouds 1355 ff) as

ms father had quoted Pindax But after this he has no more

to say the answers which he makes are only elicited from

him by the dialectic of Socrates He has not yet experienced

the influence of the Sophists like Glaucon and Adeimantus

norishesersibleof the necessity of refuting hem heoelongs

to the pre Socratic or pre dialectical age He is incapable of

arguing nd is bewildered by Socrates to such a degree that

he does not know what he is saying He is made to admit

that justice is a thief and that the virtues follow the analogy

of the arts (1 333 E) From his brother Lysias (contra

Eratosth p 1 21) we learn that he fell a victim to the Thirty

Tyrants but no allusion is here made to his fate nor to the

circumstance that Cephalus and his family were of Syracusan

origin and had migrated from Thuru to Athens

The Chalcedoxuan giant Thrasymachus of whom vie

h ie already heard m the Phaedrus (267 D) is the persomfica

tion of the Sophists accoidmg to Plato s conception of

them m some of their worst charactenstics He is vain, and
blustering refusing to discourse unless he is paid fond of

makmg an oration and hoping thereby to escape the mevi

able Socrates but a mere child in argument and unable to

foresee that the next move (to use a Platonic expression)

will shut him up (vi 487 B) fie has reached the stage

of framing generai notions and in this respect is in advance
of Cephalus and Polemarchus But he is incapable of

defending them in a discussion and vainly tries to cover his

confusion w th banter and insolence Whether such doctrines

as are attr buted to him by Plato were really held e ther by
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him or by any o trier Sophist is uncertain m the infancy of

philosophy serious errors about tnoralitv might easily grow
up—they are certainly put into the mouths of speakers in

Thucydides but we are concerned at present with Pluto s

description of him and not with the historical reality The
inequality o* the contest adds greatly to th° humour of the

scene The pompous and empty Sophist is utterly helpless

in the hands o1 the great master of dialectic who knows
how to touch all the springs of vanity and weakness m him
He is greatly irritated by the irony or Socrates but his noisy

and mbeale rage only lays him more and more open to the

thrusts of his assailant His determination to cram down
their throats or put bodily into their souls his own words

elicits a cry of horror from Socrates The state of his temper

is quite as worthy of remark as the process of the argument
Nothing is more amusing than his complete submission when
he has been once thoroughly beaten At first he seems to

continue the discussion with reluctance but soon with

apparent good will and he even testifies his interest at a later

stage by one or two occasional remarks (v 450 A, B) When
attacked by Glauoon (vi 498C D) he is humorously protected

by Socrates as one who has never been bis enemy and is now
his friend From Cicero and Quintilian and from Aristotle s

Rhetoric (m 17 u 23 29) we learn that the Sophist whom
Plato has made so ridiculous was a man of note whose writings

were preserved in late ages The play on his name which

was made by his contemporary Herodicus (Ans Rhet 11 23

29) thou wast ever bold in battle seems to show that the

description of turn is not devoid of vens militude

When Thrasymachus has been silenced the two principal

respondents Glaucon and Adeimantus appear on the scene

here as m Greek tragedy (cp Introd toPhaedo) three actors

are introduced At first sight the two sons of Ariston may
seem to wear a family likeness like the two friends Simmias

and Cebes in the Phaedo But on a nearer examination of

them the similarity vanishes and they are seen to be distinct

characters Glaucon is the impetuous youth who can just
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n^ver have enough of fed t ng (cp the character of h m
in Xen Mem in 6) the man of pleasure who is acquainted
with the mysteries of love (v 474. D) v the juvems qi 1

gaadet cambus and who improves the breed of animals
(v 459 A) the lover of art and music (111 398 D E) who
has all the experiences of youthful life He is full of quickness
and penetration piercing easily below the clumsy platitudes
of Thrasymachus to the real difficulty he turns out to the
light the seamy side of human life, and yet does not lose faith
in the just and true It is Glaucon who seizes what may be
termed he ludicrous relation of the philosopher to the world
to whom a state of simplicity is a city of pigs ’ who is alwiy
prepared with a jest (111 398 C 407 A v 450 451 468 C
vi 509 C ix 58S) when the argument offurs him an oppor
tumty and who is ever ready to second the humour of
Socrates and to appreciate the ridiculous whether m the
connoisseurs of music (vu 531 A) or m the lovers of
theatricals (v 475 D) or in the fantastic behaviou- of the
citizens of democracy (vm 557 foil) His weaknesses are
several times alluded to by Socrates (111 402 E v 474 D
475 E) who however will not allow him to be attacked by
his brother Adeimantus (vm 548 D E) He is a soldier and
like Adeimantus has been di tinguished at the battle of
Megara(j68A anno 456 s

)
The character of Adeimantus

is deeper and graver and the profounder objections are com
monly put into his mouth Glaucon is more demonstrative
and generally opens the game Adeimantus pursues the
argument further Glaucon has more of the liveliness and
quick sympathy of youth Adeimantus has the mature
judgement of a grown up man of the world In the second
book when Glaucon insists that justice and injustice shall be
considered without regard to their consequences Adeiman
tus remarks that they are regarded by mankind m general
only for the sake of their consequences and in a similar vein
of reflection he urges at the beginning of the fourth book
that Socra es fails n making h 1 citizens happy and s

ered that happiness is not the hut b t the second th nP.
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not the d rect aim but the indirect consequence of the good

government of a State In the discussion about religion

and mythology Adeimantus is the respondent (in 376-398)
but at p 398 C Gfeucon breaks in with a slight jest and

carries on the conversation m a lighter tone about music and

gymnastic to the end of the book. It is Adeimantus again

who volunteers the criticism of common sense on the Socratic

method of argument (vi 487 B) and who refuses to let

Socrates p tss lightly over the question of women and children

(v 449) It is Adeimantus who is the respondent m the more
argumentative as Giaucon in the lighter and more imagine

tive portions of the Dialogue For example throughout the

greater part of the sixth book the causes of the corruption

of philosophy and the conception of the idea of good are

discussed with Adeimantus At p 506 C Giaucon resumes

his place of principal respondent but he has a dtffculty m
apprehending the higher education of Socrates and makes

some false hits m the course of the discussion (526 D 537 D)
Once more Adeimantus returns (vm 548) with the allusion

to his brother Giaucon whom he compaies to the contentious

State m the next book (ix 376) he is again superseded

and Giaucon continues to the end (x 621 B)

Thus m a succession of characters Plato represents the

successive stages of moralitv beginning with the Athenian

gentleman of the olden time who is followed by the

practical man of that day regulating his life by proverbs and
saws to him succeeds the wild generalization of the Sophists

and lastly come the young di aples of the great teacher who
know the sophistical arguments but will not be convinced

by them and desire to go deeper into the nature of dungs

These too like Cephalus Polemarchus Thrasymachus are

clearly distinguished f om one another Neither in the

Republic nor in any other Dialogue of Plato is a single

character repeated

The delineation of Socrates m the Republic is not wholly

consistent. In the first book we have mo e of the real

Socrates inch as he is dep ted in the Memorabilia of Xeno-
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phon a the e e 1 1> log- es of 1 laco and in the Apology
He is ironical provoking questioning the ola en my of +he

Sophist? ready to put on the mask of Siler us as well „s to

argue se lously But in the sixth book hfs enmity towards the

Sophists abates he acknowledges that the/ are the repre

sentatives rather than the corrupters of the world (vi 492 A)
He also becomes more dogmatic and constructive passing

beyond the range either of the political or the speculative

ideas of the real Socrate In one passage (vi 506 C) Plato

himself seems to intimate that the time had now come for

Socrates who had passed his whole life in philosophy to give

his own opinion and not to be always repeating the notions of

other men There is no evidence that either the idea of

good or the conception of a perfect state were comprehended

in the Socratic teaching though he certainly dwelt on tne

nature of the universal and of final causes (cp Xen Mem 1 4
Phaedo 97) and a deep thinker like him in his thirty or

forty years of public teaching could hardly have failed to

touch on the nature of family rJatJons for which there is

also some positive evidence in the Memo abilia (Mem i z

51 foil) The Socratic method is nominally retained and

every inference is either put into the mouth of the respondent

or represented as tne common discovery of him and Socrates

But any one can see that this 1 a mere form of which the

affectation grows wearisome as the work advances The
method of inquiry has passed into a method of teaching m
which by the help of interlocutors the same thesis is looked

at from various points of view The nature of tne process

is truly characterized by Glaucon when he describes nimself

as a companion who is not good for much m an investigation,

but can see what he is shown (iv 432 C) and may perhaps,

give the answer to a question more fluently than another

(v 474 A cp 389 A)

Neither can we be absolutely certain that Socrate3 himsdf

taught the immortality of the soul which is unknown to his

disciple Glauconm the Republic (x 608 D cp vi 498D E
ApoL 40 41) nor is there any reason ~o suppose that he used
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-nj ths or revelations of another world as a vehicle of mstruc

tion or that he would have banished poetry or have denounced

the Greek mythology His favourite oath is retained and

a slight mention is'made of the daemomum or internal sign

ivh ch is alluded to by Socrates as a phenomenon peculiar to

himself (vi 496 C) A real clement of Socratic teaching

which is more prominent in the Republic than in any of the

other Dialogues of Plato is the use of example and lllustra

tion (-a, tjiopriKa. avriii irpocr^apovres iv 442 E) Let us

apply the test of common instances You says Adeimantus

ironically in the sixth book are so unaccustomed to speak

m images And this use of examples or images though truly

Socratic m origin is enlarged by the genius of Plato into the

form of an allegory or parable which embodies in the concrete

what has been already described, or is about to be described

in the abstract Thus the figure of the cave in Book VII is

a recapitulation of the divisions of knowledge m Book VI
The composite animal in Book IX is an allegory of the parts

of the soul The noble captain and the ship and the true

tnlot in Book VI are a figure of the relation of the people to

the philosophers in the State which has been described

Other figures such as the dog (11 375 A D 111 404 A 416
A v 451 D) or the marriage of the portionless maiden

(vi 495 496) or the drones and wasps m the eighth and

ninth books also form links of connexion in long passages

or are used to recall previous discussions

Plato is most true to the character of his master when he

describes him as not of this world And wth this xepre

sentation of him the ideal state and the other paradoxes o£

the Republic are quite m accordance though they cannot be
shown to have been speculations of Socrates To him as to

othe great teachers both philosophical and religious when
they looked upward the world seemed to be the embodiment
of error and evil The common sense of mankind has revolted

against this view or has only partially admitted it And
even m Socrates himself the sterner judgement of the multi

tude at times passes into a sort of non cal p ty or love Met
MP T C
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n general axe incapable of ph losophy and are therefore a

enmity with the philosopher biit their misunderstanding

of him is unavoidable (vi 454 foil 11 5$9 D) for they

naie never seen him as lie truly is in hi? own image tney

are only acquainted with artificiil systems po essing no

native force of truth—woids which admit of many applies

tions Their leaders have nothing to measure with, and ire

therefore ignorant of their own statute But they are to be

pitied or laughed at, not to be quanelled with they mean
well with their nostrums if thev could only learn that they

are cutting off a Hydra s head (iv 426 D 37)
This moderation

towards those who arem error is one of the most characteristic

features of Soc ates in the Republic (vi 490-50-) In all the

different representations of Socrates whether of Xenophon
or Plato and amid the d fferences of the earlier or later

Dialogues he always retains the character of the unweaned
and disinterested seeker after truth, without which he would
have ceased to be Socrates

Leaving the characters we may now analyse the contents

of the Republic and then proceed to consider (i)The genera1

aspects of this Hellenic ideal of the State (-) The modern
lights in which the thoughts of Plato may De read

Book I The Republic opens with a truly Greek scene—

•

a festival in honour of the goddess Bendis which is held in

the Piraeus to this is added the promise of an equestrian

torch race m the evening The whole work is supposed to

be recited by Socrates on the day after the festival to a small

narty consisting of Critias, Timaeus Hermocrates and

another this we learn from the fiist words of the Timaeus

When the rhetorical advantage of reciting the Dialogue

has been gained th- attention is not distracted by any

reference to the audience nor is the reader further remirded
of the extraordinary length of the narrative Of the numerous

company three only take any serious part in the discussion

nor are we informed whether in the evening they went to the

torch, race, or talked as in the Sympoa urn, through the night
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The manner in which the conversation has arisen, is described

as follows —Socrates and his companion Giancon are about

to leave the festival when they are detained by a message

f om Polemarchus who speedily appears accompanied by
Adeimantus the brother of Glaucon and with playful

violence compels them to remain promising them not only

the torch race but the pleasure of conversation with the

young which to Socrates is a far greater attraction They
return to tne house of Cephalus Polemarchus father now
in extrem old age who is found sitting upon a cushioned seat

crowned for a sacrifice You should come to me oftener

Socrates for T am too old to go to you and at my time of

life having lost other pleasures I care the more for conversa

tion Socrates asks him what he thinks of age to which the

old man replies that the sorrows and discontents of age are

to he attributed to the tempers of men and that age is a time

of peace in which the tyranny of the passions is no longer

felt Yes, replies Socrates but the world will say CephaluB

that you are happy in old age because you are rich And
there is something in what they say Socrates but not so

much as they imagine—as Themistocles replied to the Sen
phian, Neither you if you had been an Athenian nor I if

I had been a Senphian would ever have been famous

I might in like manner reply to you Neither a good poor

man can be happy m age nor yet a bad rich man Socrates

remarks that Cephalus appears not to care about riches

a quality which he ascribes to his having inherited, not

acquired them and would like to know what he considers to

be the chief advantage of them Cephalus answers that when
you a e old the belief in the wo Id below grows upon you

and then to have done justice and never to have been com
pelled to do injustice through poverty and never to have

deceived any one are felt to be unspeakable blessings

Socrates who is evidently preparing for an argument, next

asks What is the meaning of the word justice * To tell the

truth and pay your debts? No more than this * Or must we
admit exceptions i Ought I for example, to put hack mto
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the hands of my fr en 1, vho has gom. mad the swq d >rh ch

I borrowed of him when he was n his right mind ? There

must be exceptions And yet saysrPolemarchus the

definition which has been given has the authority of Simo

mde Here Cephalus etires to look after the sacrifices

and bequeaths as Socrates facetiously remarks, the possession

of the argument to his heir Polemarchns

The description of old age is finished and Plato as his

manner is has touched the keynote of the whole work m
asking for the definition of justice first suggesting the

question which Glaucon afterwards pursues respecting ex

ternal goods and preparing for the concluding mythus of

he world below in the slight allusion of Cephalus Tne
portrait of the just man is a n tural frontispiece or intro

duction to the long discourse which follows and may perhaps

imply that in all our perplexity about the nature of justice

there is no difficultym discerning who is a just man The
first explanation has been supported by a saying of Simonides

and now Socrates has a mind to show that the resolution of

justice into two unconnected precepts which have no
common principle fails to satisfy he demands of dialectic

He proceeds What did Simonides mean by this

saying of his ? Did he mean that I was to give back arms to

a madman ? No no in that case not if the parties are

friends and evil would result He meant that you were to

do what was proper good to friends and harm to enemies

Every act does something to somebody and following this

analogy Socrates asks What is this due and proper thing

which justice does and to whom He is answered that

justice does good to friends and harm to enemies But
in what way good or harm ' Ir making alliances with the

one and going to w r with the other Then in time of

peace what is the good of justice ? The answer is that justice

is of use in contracts and contracts are money partnerships

Yes but how in such partnerships is the just man of more
use than any other man When yon want to have money
safely hep and not used Ilien ustice wil be useful when
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money is u e’e s And here is another difficulty justice

like the art of war or any other art must be of opposites

good at attack as well as at defence at stealing as well as at

guarding B at then, justice is a thief though a hero noiwith
standing like Autolycu the Homeric hero who was excel

lent above all men m theft and perjury —to such a pass have
you and Homer and Simonides brought us though I do
not forget that the thieving must be for the good of friends

ana the harm of enemies And still there arises another

question Are friends to be inte pretcd as real or seeming

enemies as real or seeming ? And are our friends to be only

the good, and our enemies to be the evil f The answer is

that we must do good to our seeming and real good f lends

and evil to our seeming and real evil enemies—good to the

good evil to the evil But ought we to render evil for evil

at all when to do so will only make men more evil? Can
justice produce injustice any more than the art of horseman
ship can make bad horsemen or heat produce cold > The final

conclusion is that no sage or poet ever said that the just

return evil for evil this was a maxim of some rich and mighty

man Penander Perdiccas, or Ismemas the Theban (about

ic 398-^81)

Thus the first stage of aphoristic or unconscious morality

is shown to be inadequate to the wants of the age the

authority of the poets is set aside and through the winding

mates of dialectic we make an approach to the Christian

precept of forgiveness of injuries Similar words are applied

by the Pbisian mystic poet to the Divine Being when the

questioning pint is stirred within him — If because I do

enl Thou pumshest me by evil what is the difference

between Thee and me ? In this both Plato and Kheyam
rise above the level of many Christian ( ) theologians The
first definition of justice easily passes into the second for

the simple words to speak the truth and pay your debts

is substituted the more abstract to do good to your friends

a id harm, to your enemies Either of these explanations

gives a sufficient rule of life for p am men, but th 7 both fall
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short of the precis on of philosophy We may no e n pa $ ng
the antiquity of casuistry which not only arises out of the

conflict of established principles in particular cases but also

out of the effort to attain them and is prior as util as posten i

o our fundamental notions of moraliti The interrogation

of mor 1 ideas the appeal to the authority of Homer the

conclusion that the raasam Do good to your friends and

harm to your enemies bemg erroneous could not have been

the word of any great man (cp n 3So A B) are all of them

very characteristic of the Platonic Socrates

Here Thrasymachus who has made seveial ttempts

to interrupt but has hitherto been kept in order by the com
pany takes advantage of a pause and rusnes into the ar_na

beginning like a savage animal with a roar Socrates he

says what folly is this ?—Why do you agree to be vanquished

by one another in a pretended argument? He then pro

hibits all the ordinary definitions of justice to which
Socrates replies that he cannot tell how many twelve is if

he is forbidden to say 2x6 0x3x4016x2014x3 A
first Thrasymachus is reluctant to argue but at length with

a promise of payment on the part of the company and of

praise from bocrates, he is induced to open the game
Listen he says my answer is that might is right justice

the interest of the stronger now praise me Let me under
stand you first Do you mean that because Polydamas the

wrestler who is stronger than we are finds the eating of

beef for his interest the eating of bee* is also for onr

interest who are not so strong? Thrasymachus is indignant

at the illustration and in pompous words apparently

intended to restore dignity to the argument he explains

Ins meaning to be that the rulers make laws for their own
interests But suppose says Socrates that the ruler or

stronger makes a mistake—then the interest of the stronger

is not his interest Thrasymachus is saved from this speedy

downfall by his disciple Cleitophom who introduces the
word thinks not the actual merest of the ru er but
wh-t h- tVi.nlt* or wb-t ir-Tn- to lv> fit- .. n.rir^
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The contradiction is escaped by the unmeaning evasion for

though his real and apparent interests map differ what the

ruler thinks to be his interest will aVaps remain what he
thinks to be hss interest

Of course this was not the original assertion nor is the new
in terpret non accepted bp 1 hraspmachus himself Bet
Socrates is not disposed to quarrel about words if as he
significantly in inuates his adversary has changed h:s mind
In what follows Thrasj machus does in fact withdraw his

admission that the ruler map make a mistake for he affirms

i that the ruler as i ruler is infallible Socrates is quite ready

to accept the new position which he equally turns against

Thrasymachus by the help of the analogy of the arts Ever)

art or science has an intere t but this interest is to be dis

tuigutshed from the accidental interest of the artist and is

on’y concerned wi h the good of the things or persons which
come urder the art And justice has an interest which is the

interest not of the ruler or judge but of those who come
under his swav

Thraspmachas is on the brink of the inevitable conclusion

3 when he makes a bold diversion Tell me, Socrates, he

Baps have you a nurse > What a question ’ Why do you

ash? Because if you have, she neglects you and lets you go

about drivelling and has not even taught you to know the

shepherd from the sheep For you fancy that shepherds and

rulers never think of thej own interest but only of their

sheep or subjects whereas the truth is that they f itten them
fcr their use sheep and subjects alike And. experience

pioves that m every relation of life the just man is the loser

4 and the unjust the gainer especially where injustice is on the

grand scale which is quite another thing from the petty

rogueries of swindlers and burglars and robbers of temples

The language of men proves tins—our giaaous and

blessed ' tyrant and the like—all which tends to show (i) that

justice is the interest of the stronger and (2) that injustice

is more profitable and also stronger than justice

I hrasymachus, who is better at a spec h than at a dose
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argument hav ng deluged the company with wo ds his

a m nd to escape But the others mil not let lum go and

Socrates adds a humble but earnest request that he wu1 not

desert them at such a crisis of their fate And what cm
I do more for you ?

* he says would you hate me put the

words bodily into your souls ! God forbid' replies Socrates

but we want you to be consistent in the use of terms and not

to employ physician in an exact sense and then again

shephe d or ruler * in an inexact—if the words art

strictly taken the ruler and the shepherd look only to the

good of their people or flocks and not to their own whe eas

you insist that rulers are solely actuated by love of office

No doubt about it replies Thrasymachus Then why are

they paid? Is not the reason that their interest is not com
prehended in their art and is therefore the concern of

another ar the art of pay which is common to the

arts in general and therefore not identical with any one of

them ? Nor would any man be a ruler unless he were induced

by the hope of reward or the fear of punishment —the reward

is money or honour, the punishment is the necessity of being

ruled by a man worse than himself And if a State [or

Church] were composed entirely of good men they would be
affected by the last motive only and there would be as much
nolo episcopan as there is at present of the opposite

The satire on existing governments is heightened by the

simple and apparently incidental manner in which the last

remark is introduced There is a similar irony in the argu

ment that the governors of mankind do not like being in

office and that therefore they demand pay
Enough, of this the other assertion of Thrasj machus

is far more important—that the unjust life is more gainful

than the just Now, as you and I Glaucon are not convinced

by him, we must reply to him but if we try to compare
their respective gains we shall w nt a judge to decide for us

we had better therefore proceed by making mutual admissions

of the truth to one another

Thrasymachus had asserted that perfect in usticc yas more
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gainful than perfect justice, and after a 1 ttle hesitation he
is induced by Socrates to admit the still greater paradox that

injustice is virtue and justice vice Socrates praises his frank

ness and assumes the attitude of one whose only wish is to

understand the meaning of his opponents At the same time

he is weaving a net m which Thrasymachus is finally enclosed

The admission is elicited from him that the just man seels

to gain an advantage ove- the unjust only but not over the

just while the unjust would gain an advantage over either

Socrates in order to test this statement employs once more
the favourite analogy of the arts The musician, doctor

skilled artist of any sort does not seel to gain more than the

skilled but only more than the unskilled (that is to say he

works up to a rule standard law and does not exceed it)

whereas the unskilled makes random efforts at excess Thus
the skilled falls on the s ue of the good and th“ unskilled on
the side of the evil and the just is the skilled and the unju t

is the unskilled

There was great difficulty in bringing Thrasymachus to the

point the day was hot and he was streaming wi h perspira

tion and for the first time in his life he was seen to blush

But his other thesis that injustice was stronger than justice

has not yet been refuted and Socrates now proceeds to the

consideration of this which with the assistance of Thrasy

machus he hopes to clear up the latter is at first churlish

but m the judicious hands of Socrates is soon restored to

good humour Is there not honour among thieves ? Is not

the st ength of injustice only a remnant of justice? Is not

absolute inju tice absolute weakness also? A house that is

divided against itself cannot stand two men who quarrel

detract from one another s strength and he who is at war

with himself is the enemy of himself and the gods Not
wickedness therefore but semi wickedness flourishesm states

—a remnant of good is needed in order to make union in

act on poss ble,—there is no kingdom of evilm this world

Another question has not been aniwe ed It the ust or

th'* nn ust th- h-rni -r? Trj ih,- W'* r'nly th-T rwry IT
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has an end and n exccll nee or rtne fcv 1 eh the end rs

accomplished And is not the end of the soul happiness ai d

justice the excellence of the soul by which happiness 1

attained Justice and happiness hang thus shown to lx

inseparable the question whether the just or the unju t s

the happier has disappeared

Thrasymachus eplies Let this be jour entertamn tit

Socrates at the festival of Ikndis \es and at n gei 1

entertainment with which jout kindness Ins supplied irx

now that you lnve left oft scolding And ><_t nit a gi J
entertainment—but that was my own fault for I tasted t

too many things First of all the nature of justice was the

subject of our nquirj and then whether justice is virtue

and wisdom or evil and folly and then the compantiu,
advantages o just and unjust and the sum ot all is tint

I know not what justice is how then shall I know tvheth r

the just is happy or not ?

Thus the sophistical fabric has been demolished, chiefly

by appealing to the analogy of the arts Justice is like the

arts (1) in having no external interest and (2) m not aiming

at excess and (3) justice is to happiness what the implement
of the workman is to his work At this the modern reaver

is apt to stumble because he forgets that Plato is writing n
an age when the arts and the virtues 1 ke the moral and
intellectual faculties were till undistinguished Among
early inquirers into the nature of human action the an*,

helped to fill up the void of speculation and at first the

comparison of the arts and the virtues was not perceived by
them to be fallacious They only saw the points of agreement
in them and not the points of difference 1 irtuc like art,

must take means to an end
,
good manners are both an a t

and a virtue character is naturally described under the

image of a statue (11 361 D vn 540 C) and there are

many other figures of speech which are readily transferred

from ait to morals The next generation cleared up these

perplexit es or at least suppl ed after ages w th a further

analysis of them The contemporaries of Plato were n
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n state of transition and iad not yet fully realized the com
mon sense distinction, of Ar stot’e, that virtue is concerned
wth action art with production (Nic Eth vi 4) or that

virtue implies intention and constancy of purpose whereas

art requires knowledge only (Nic Eth n 3) And yet

m the absurdities which Mow from some uses of the analogy

(cp 1 3^3 E 334 B) thexe seems to be an intimation con
veyed that virtue is more than art Tins is implied in the

reuuctto ad absuichm that justice is a thief and in ttie

dissatisfaction which Socrates expresses at the final result

The expression an art of pay (1 346 B) which is described

as common to all the arts is not m accordance with the

ordinary use of language Nor is it employed elsewhere either

by Plato or by any other Greek writer It is suggested by
the argument and seems to extend the conception of art to

doing as well as making Another flaw or inaccuracy of

language may be noted m the words (1 335 C) men who suv

injured are made more unjust For those who are injured

are not necessarily made worse but only harmed or ill

tieated

The second of the three arguments that the just does not

a m at excess has a real meaning though wrapped up m an

enigmatical fo m That the good is of the nature of the

finite is a peculiarly Hellenic sentiment which may be com
pared with the language of those modem writers who speak

of virtue as fitness and of freedom as obedience to law The
mathematical or logical notion of limit easily passes into an

ethical one and even finds a mythological expression in the

conception of envy (<£0ovos) Ideas of measure equality

order unity propoition still linger in the wntuigsof moralists

and the true spirit of the fine aits is better conveyed by such

terms than by sup riatives

When workmen strive to do better than well

They do contouud their skill in covetousness

(Ktngjobn Activ Sc 2)

The harmony of the soul and body (in 402 D) and of the
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parts of the seal vith 01 e ano her ^44 C) a hart any

fairer than that of ma ical notes is the true Hellenic mode
of conceiving the perfection of human nature

In what may be called the epilogue of the dnu *sion with

Thrasymachus Plato argues that evil ts not a principle ot

strength but of discord and dissolution just touching the

question which has been often treated m modern times bj,

theologians and philosophers of the negative nature of evil

(cp on the other hand x 610) In the last argument we
trace the germ of the Aristotelian doctrine of an end and
a virtue directed towards the end which again is uggested

by the arts The fina
1 reconcilement of justice and happiness

and the identity of the individual and the State are also

intimated Socrates reassumes the character of a know
nothing ’ at the same time he appears to be not wholly

satisfied with the manner in which the argument has been

conducted Nothing is concluded but the tendency of

the dialectical process here as always is to enlarge our con
ception of ideas and to widen their application to human life

Book II Thrasymachus is pacified but the intrepid

Glaucon insists on continuing the argument He is rot

satisfied with the indirect manner in which at the end of

the last book Socrates had disposed of the question VVhetner

the just or the unjust is the happier He begins by divid ng
goods into three classes —first goods desirable m them
selves secondly goods desirable in themselves and for their

results thirdly goods desirable for their results only He
then asks Socrates in which of the three classes he would
place justice In the second class replies Socrates among
goods desirable for themselves and also for their results

Then the world m general are of another mind for tney

ay that justice belongs to the troublesome class of goods

which are desirable for their results only Socrates answers

that this is the doctrine of Thrasymachus which he rejects

Glaucon thinks that Thrasymachus was too ready to listen

to the yo ce of the charmer and p oposes o ons der th
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nature of justice and injustice m themselves and apart from

the results and rewards of them which the world is always

dinning in Ais ears He will first of ail speak of the nature and
origin of justice secondly of the manner m which men
view justice s a necessity and not a good and thirdly he

will prove the reasonableness of this view

To do injustice is said to be a good to suffer injustice

an evil As the evil is discovered by experience to be greater

than the good the sufferers who cannot also be doers make
a compact that they will have neither and this compact or

mean is called justice, but is really the impossibility of doing

injustice No one would observe such a compact if he were
not obliged Let us suppose that the just and unjust have

two rings like that of Gyges m the well known story which
make them invisible, and then no difference will appear in

them for every one will do evil if he can And lie who
abstains will be regarded by the world as a fool for his

pains Men may praise him m public out of fear for them
selves but they will laugh at him m their hearts (Cp

Gorgias 483 B)
And now let us frame an ideal of the just and unjust

Imagine the unjust man to be master of his craft seldom

making mistakes and easily correcting them having gifts of

money speech, strength—the greatest villain bearing the

highest maracter and at his side let us place the just in his

nobleness and simplicity—being not seeming—without name
or reward—dothed in his justice only—the best of men who
is thought to be the worst, and let him die as he has lived

I might add (but I would rather put the rest into the mouth
of the panegyrists of injustice—they will tell you) that the

just man will be scourged racked bound, will have his eyes

put out, and will at last be crucified [literally tmfaled]

—

and all this because he ought to have preferred seeming to

being How different is the case of the unjust who chugs

to appearance as the true reality 1 His high character makes

him a ruler he can many where he likes trade where he
likes help his fnends and hurt his enemies having got neb
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by dishonesty he can wo sh p he g ds bet e and 1 ] ere-

fore be more loved by them than the ju t

I was thinking what to answer when Adeimantus joined

m the already unequal fray He considered that the most

important point of all liad been om tted — Men are taugnt

to be just for the sake of rewards parents and guardians

make reputation the incentive to vi tue And other adi an

tages are promised by them of a more solid kind such a^

wealthy marriages and high offices There are the pictuus

in Homer and Hesiod of fat sheep and heavy fleeces rich

cornfields and trees toppling with fruit which the gods

provide m this life for the just And the Orphic poets add
a similar picture of another The heroes of Musaeus and
Eumolpus lie on couches at a 'estival ivith garlands on their

heads, enjoying aB the meed of virtue a paradise of immortal
drunkenness Some go further and speak of a fair posterity

in the third and fourth generation But the wicked they

bury m a slough and make them carry water m a sieve and
in this life they attribute to them the mfamy which Glaucon
was assummg to be the lot of the just who are supposed to

be unjust

Take another kind of a gument which is found both n

poetry and proBe — Virtue a3 Hesiod says is honourable

but difficult vice is easy and profitable vou may often

see the wicked in great prosperity and the righteous afflicted

by the will of heaven And mendicant prophets knock at

rich men s doors promising to atone for the sms of them
selves or their fathers m an easy fashion with sacrifices md
festwe games or with charms and invocations to get rid of

an enemy good or bad by divine help and at a small charge —
they appeal to books professing to be written by Musaeus
and Orpheus and carry away the minds of whole cities and
promise to get souls out of purgatory and if we refuse

to listen to them no one knows what will happen to us

When a lively minded ingenuous youth hears all this

what will be his condusion ? W 11 he * in the language of

Pindar make justice his high tower or fort fy h mself with
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crooked deceit ? ’ Justice lie reflects without the appear

ance of justice is misery and rum injustice has the promise

of a gionous life Appealance is master of truth and ford

of happ nes To appearance then I will tu n —I will put on
the show of vxtue and trail behind me the for of Archilochus

I hear some one saying that wickedn ss is not easily con

cealed to which I reply that nothing gieat is easy

Ur on and foice and rhetoric will do much and if men
say that the) cannot prevail over the gods still how do we
know that there are gods ? Onh from the poets who acknow
ledge that they mav be appeased by sacrifices Then why
not sin and pay for indulgences out of your sin? For if the

righteous aie only unpunished still they have no fuither

reward while the wicked may be unpunished and have the

pleasure of sinning too But what of the world below? Nay
savs the argument there are atoning powers who will set that

matter right as the poets who axe the sons of the gods tell

us and this is confirmed by the authority of the State

How can we resist such arguments m favour of injustice?

Add good, manners and as the wise tell us we shall make

the best or both worlds Who that is not a miserable caitiff

will refrain, from smiling at the praises of justice? Even if

a man knows the better part he will not be angry with others

,

for he knows also that more than human virtue is needed to

save a man and that he only praises justice who is incapable

of injustice

The origin of the evil is that all men from the beginning

Jieroes poets ms ru tors of youth have always asserted the

temporal dispensation the honours and profits of justice

Had we been taught m early youth the power of justice and

injustice inherent m the soul and unseen by any human or

divine eye we should not have needed otners to be our

guardians but every one would have been the guardian of

himself This is what I want you to show Sociates —other

men use arguments which rather tend to strengthen the

po ition of Thrasymachus that might is right but from

you I expect better things And plea e as Glaucon said to
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exdude reputation let the 313 be thought njust and the

unjust just and do you still prove to us the superiority of

justice

The thesis which for the sake of argument has been mim
tamed bp Glaucon 1 the converse of that of Thrasy machus

—

not right is the interest of the stronger but right is the

necessity of the weaker Starting from the s tme premises lit

carries the analysis of society a step further back —mght is

still right but the might is the weakness of the man) com
bmed against the strength of the few

There have been theories in modern as wel1 as in ancient

times which have a family likeness to the speculations of

Glaucon e g that power is the foundation of right or

that a monarch has a divine right to govern wdl or ill or

that virtue is self love or the love of power or that war is

the natural state of man or that private vices are public

benefits All such theories have a kind of plausibility •hrom

their partial agreement with experience For human nature

oscillates between good and evil, and the motives of actions

and the origin of institutions may be explained to a certain

extent on either hypothesis according to the character or

point of view of a particular thinker The obligation of

maintaining authority under all circumstances and some
times by rather questionable means is fdt strongly and has

become a sort of instinct among civilized men The divine

right of kings ox more generally of governments is one of the

forms under which this natural feeling is expressed Nor
again is there any evil which has not some accompaniment
of good or pleasure nor any good which is free from some
alloy of evil nor any noble or generous thought which may
not be attended by a shadow or the ghost of a shadow of self

interest or of self love We know that all human actions

axe imperfect but we do not therefore attribute them to

the worse rather than to the better motive or principle

Such a philosophy is both foolish and false like that opimon
of the clever rogue who assumes all other men to be like

himself
( u 409 Cj And theories of th s sort do not represent
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the real nature of the S^ate, which is based on a vague sense of

righ gradually co rected and enlarged by custom and aw
(although capable also of perversion) any more than they

describe the origin of society which is to be sought n the

family and in the social and religious feelings of man Nor
do they represent the average character of individuals which
cannot be explained simply on a theory of evil but has

always a counteracting element of good And as men become
better such theories appear more and more untruthful to

them because they are more conscious of their own dis n

terestedness A little experience may make a man a cynic

a great deal will bring him back to a truer and kindlier view

of the mixed nature of himself and his fellow men
The two brothers ask Socrates to prove to them that the

]ust is happy when they have taken from him all that in. which
happiness is ordinarily supposed to consist Not that there is

(i) any absurdity in the attempt to frame a notion of justice

apart from circumstances For the ideal must always be

a paradox when compared with the ordinary conditions of

human life Neither the Stoical ideal nor the Christian ideal

is true as a fact but they may serve as a basis of education

and may exercise au ennobling influence An ideal is none the

worse because some one has made the discovery that no

such ideal was ever realized (Cp v 472 D ) And in a few

exceptional individuals who are raised above the ordinary

level of humanity the ideal of happiness may be realized m
death and misery This may be the state which the reason

deliberately approves and which the utilitarian as well as

ev ery other moralist may be bound in certain cases to prefer

Nor again (2) must we forget that Plato though he agrees

generally with the view wipl ed in the argument of the two
brothers is not expressing his own final conclusion, but rather

seeking to dramatize one of the aspects of ethical truth He
is developing his idea gradually m a series of positions or

situations He is exhibiting Socrates for the first time under

going the Socratic interrogation Lastly (3) the word
happ involves some degr e of confui on because

UP I D
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associated m the langti ge of n odem phlo op h eon

suous pleasure or satisfaction which was no.. equally present

to his mind
Glaucon has been drawing a picture of the misery of the

just and the happ ness of the unjust to winch tl e miseiv if

the tyrant m Book IX is the answer and par h 1 4nd stil'

the unjust must appear just that is tne homage winch

wee pap to virtue But now Adtimantus t k ng up tne

hint which had been already given by Ghucor (n 3,8 C)

pioceeds to show that in tile opinion of mankind justice is

regarded onlv for the sake of rewards and reputation and

points out th advantage which is given to su h arguments

as those of Thrasymachus and Glaucon by the conventional

morality of mankind H seems to fed the didiculty of

justifying the wavs of God to man Both the brothers

touch upon the question, whether the mornlitv of actions

is determined by their consequences (cp iv 4-0 foil )
and

both of them go beyond the position of Socrates tJiat justice

belongs to tne dass of goods not desirable for themselves only

bn desirable for themselves and for their results to which he
recalls them In their attempt to view justice as an nternal

principle and m their condemnation of the poets the}

anticipate him The common life of Greece is not enough

for them they must Denetrate deeper into the nature oi

things

It has been objected that justice is honesty m the sense

of Glaucon and Adeimantus but is taken by Socrates to

mean all virtue May we not more truly say that the old

fashioned notion of justice is enlarged by Socrates and
becomes equivalent to universal order or well ben g first m
the State and secondly in the individual ? He has found

a nw answer to his old question (Protag 329) whether the

virtues are one or many viz that one is the ordering principle

of the three others In seeking to establish the purclv internal

nature of justice he is met by the fact that man is a social

being and he tr es to harmonize the two oppos ?e theses as

well af he can There is no mo e neons stcncy m this than
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was inevitable in hts age and country there is no use in

turning upon mm the cross lights of modern philosophy

which rrom some other point of view would appear equally

inconsistent Plato does not give the final solution of philo-

sophical ques 10ns for us nor can he be judged of by our

standard

The remainder of the Republic is developed out of the

question of the sons of Ariston Three points are deserving

of remark in what immediately follows —First that the

answer of Socrates is altogether indirect He does not say

that happiness consists in the contemplation of the idea of

justice and still less will he be tempted to affirm the Stoical

paradox that the just man can be happy on the rack But

first he dwells on the difficulty of the problem and insists on

restoring man to his natural condition, before he will answer

the question at all He too will frame an ideal but his ideal

comprehends not only abstract justice but the whole relations

of man Under the fanciful illustration of the la ge letters

he implies that he will only look for justice m society and

that from the State he will proceed to the individual. His

answer in substance amounts to this,—that under favourable

conditions it w the perfect State justice and happiness will

coincide and that when justice has been once found happi

ness may be left to take care of itself That he falls into some

degree of inconsistency when in the tenth book (612 A) he

claims to have got rid of the rewards and honours of justice

may be admitted for he has left those which exist m the

per ect State And the philosopher who retires under the

shelter of a wall (vi 496) can hardly have been esteemed

happy by him at least not m tins world Still he maintains

the true attitude of moral action Let a man do his dutv

first without asking whether he will be happy or not and

happiness will be the inseparable accident which attends

him Seek ye first the kingdom of God and his righteous

ness and all these things shall be added unto you
Secondly it may be remarked that Plato preserves the

genuine character Of Greek thought in beginning with the
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State and in going on to the nd dn 1 F r-t e ft cs then

politics—this is the order of ide s to ns the reverse is the

order of history Onlv after many struggles of thought does

the individual assert his right as a moral being In early ages

he is not ont but one of many the citizen of a S ate which

is prior to him and he lias no notion of good or etil apart

from the law of his country or the creed of his church \nd

to this type he is const ntly tending to revert whenever the

influence of custom or of party spirit or the recollection of

the past becomes too strong for him
Thirdly we may observe the confusion or identification

of the individual and the State of ethics and politics which

pervades early Greek speculation and even m modern times

retains a certain degree of influence The subtle difference

between the collective and individual action of mankind

seems to have escaped early thinkers and we too are some

times in danger of forgetting the conditions of united human
action, whenever we either elevate politics into ethics or

lower ethics to the standard of politics The good man and
the good citizen only coincide in the perfect Sta e and
this perfection cannot be attained by legislation acting upon
them from without but if at all by education fashioning

them from within

Socrates praises the sons of Ariston urpired off

spring of the renowned hero as the elegiac poet terms them
but he does not understand how they can argue so eloquently

on behalf of injustice while their character shows that the)

are uninfluenced by their own arguments He knows not

how to answer them although he is afraid of deserting justice

m the hour of need He therefore makes a condition that

having weak eyes he shall be allowed to read the large letters

first and then go on to the smaller that is he must look for

justice in the State first, and will then proceed to the inch

vidual Accordingly he begins to construct the State

Society arises out of the wants of man His first want s

food his second a house h s third a coat The sense of

these needs and the poss b lity of satisfying them by exchange.
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draw inchr.duals together on the same spot and this is the

beginning of a State which we take the liberty to invent

although necess ty is the real inventor There must be
firs a husbandman secondly a builder thirdly a weaver
to which may be added a cobbler Pour or five citizens

at least are required to make a city Now men have different

natures and one man will do one thing better than many
and business waits for no man Hence there must be a division

of labour into different employments into wholesale and
retail trade into workers and makers of workmen s tools

into shepherds and husbandmen A city which includes all

this will have iar exceeded the limit of four or five and yet

not be very large But then again imports will be required

nd imports necessitate exports and this implies variety of

pioduce in order to attract the taste of purchasers also

merchants and ship3 In the city too we must have a market

and money and retail trades otherwise buyers and sellers

will never meet, and the valuable time of the producers will

be wasted in vain efforts at exchange If we add hired

servants the State will be complete And we may guess that

somewhere in the intercourse of the citizens with one another

justice and injustice will appear

Here follows a rustic picture of their way of life They
spend their days in houses which they have built for them
selves , they make their own clothes and produce their own
corn and wine Their principal food is meal and flour, and

they drink in moderation They live on the best of terms

with each other and take care not to have too many children

But said Glaucon interposing are thejr not to have

a relish? Certainly they will have salt and olives and

cheese vegetables and fruits and chestnuts to roast at the

fire Tis a city of pigs Socrates ’ Why
,
I replied what

do you want more f Only the comforts of life —sofas and

tables also sauces and sweets I see you want not only

a State but a luxurious State and possibly in the more

complex frame we may sooner find justice and injustice

Then the fine arts must go to wo k—every on e vablc
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instrument and ornament of Inxnrv wli be wanted T1 ere

will be dancers painter's sculptor musicians cools barbus

tire women nurses aru ts swineherds and neatherds too

for the animals and phy sicins to cure the di orders of which

luxury is the source To feed all these supufluous n ouths

we shall need a part of our neighbours land „nd they will

want a part of ours And this is the origin of war which may

be traced to the same causes as other political evils Oui

city will now require the slight addition of a camp ur! the

citizen will be converted into a soldier But then again our

old doctrine of the division of labour must not be forgotten

Tne art of war cannot be learned in a day a id there must be

a natural aptitude for military dutits Theu. Will be some

warlike natures who have this apti ude—dogs keen of ao.nt

swift of foot to pursue and strong of limb to fight And
as spirit is the foundation of courage such natures whether

of men or animals will be full of spirit But these spirited

natures axe apt to bite and devour one another the unon
of gentleness to friends andfierceness aganst enemies appears

to be an impossibi ltj and the guardian of a State requires

both qualities Who then can be a guardian? The image

of the dog suggests an answer For dogs are gentle to

fnends and fierce to strangers Your dog is a philosopher

who judges by the rule of knowing or not knowing and
philosophy whether m man or beast is the parent of gentle

ness The human watchdogs must be philosophers or lovers

of learning which will make them gentle And how are they

to be learned without education?

But what sh 11 their education be? Is an/ better than
the old fashioned sort which is comprehended under the

name of music and gjmnastic? Music includes literature

and literature is of two kinds true and false What do you
mean? he said I mean that children hear ston s before

they learn gymnastics and that the stories are either untrue
or have at most one or two grams of truth in a bushel of
falsehood. Now early life a very impress ble, and children

ought not to learn what they will have to unlearn when they
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grow up we must therefore have a censorship of nursery

tales banishing some and keeping others Some of them are

very improper as we maj see in the great instances of Homer
and Hesiod who not only tell lies bu bad lies stories about

Uranus and Saturn which are immoral as well as false, and
which should never be spoken of to young persons or indeed

at all or if at all then m a mystery after the sacrifice not

of an Eleusmian pig but of some unprocurable animal

Shall our youth be encouraged to beat their fathers by tne

example of Zeus or our citizens be incited to quarrel by
hearing or seeing representations of strife among the gods

Shall they listen to the narrative of Hephaestus binding his

mother and of Zeus sending him flying for helping her when
she was beaten? Such tales may possibly have a my tical

mteruretation but the young are incapable of understanding

allegory If any on asks what tales are to be allowed we will

answer that we are legislators and not book makers we only

lay down the principles acco dmg to which books are to be

written to write them is the duty of others

And our first principle is that God must be represented

as he is not as the author of all things but of good only

We will not suffer the poets to say that he is the steward of

good and evil or that he has two casks full of destinies —or

that Athene and Zeus incited Pandarus to break the treaty

or that God caused the sufferings of Niobe or of Pelops or

the Trojan wa or that he makes men sin when he wishes

to destroy them Either these were not the actions of the

gods or God was just and men were the better for being

punished but that the deed was evil and God the author,

s a wicked suicidal fiction which we wiE allow no one old or

young to utter This is our first and great principle—God
is the author of good only

And the second principle is like unto it —With God is nO

variableness or change of form Rea on teaches us this for

if we suppose a change m God he must be changed either

by another or by himself By another?—but the best works

of nature »nd art and the noblest qnahtici of mind are least
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liable to be changed by anv external fonx By himself —
but he cannot change for the better

,
he w ill Hardly change

for the worse He remains for ever fai est and best in his ovi u
im ge Therefore we refuse to listen to the poets who tell

us of Here begging m the likeness of a priestess 01 of othe

deities who prowl about at night in strange disguises all

that blasphemous nonsense with which mothers fool *he

manhood out of their children must be suppressed But

some one will say that God who is himself unchangLabl

may take a form in relation to us Wby should lie
1 For god

as well as men hate the lie m the soul or punciple of fai e

hood and as for any other form, of lying which is used for

a purpose and is regarded as innocent m certain exc ptional

cases—what reed have the gods o this? For they are not

ignorant of antiquity like the poets nor are they afraid ot

their enemies nor is any madman a friend of theirs God
then is true ne is absolutely true he changes not, he

deceives not by day or night by word or sign This is our

second great principle—God is true Away with the lying

dream of Agamemnon in Homer and the accusation of

Thetis against Apollo m Aeschylus

In order to give clearness to his conception of the State

Plato proceeds to trace the first principles of mutual need

and of division of labour m an imigmary community of four

or five citizens Gradually this community increases the

division of labour extends to countries imports necessitate

exports a medium of exchange is required and retailers

sit in the market place to save the time of the producers

These are the steps by which Plato constructs the first or

primitive State, introducing the elements of political economy
by the way 4s he is going to frame a second or civilized

State the simple naturally comes before the complex He
indulges like Rousseau m a picture of primitive life—an
idea which has indeed often had a powerful influence on the

imagination of mankind but he does not seriously mean to

say that one s better than the other (cp PoLticui p ay )

nor can any nferencc be drawn from the deicr pt on of the
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first state taken apart from the second such as Aristotle

appears to draw in the Politics, it 4 is {cp again Politicus

272) We should not interpret a Platonic dialogue any more
than a poeir or a parable in too literal or matter-of fact a

tyle On the other hand when we compare the lively fancy

of Plato with the dried up abstractions of modern treatises on
philosophy weie compelled to say with Protagoras that

the mythus is more interesting (Protag 3 0 D)
Several interesting remarks which in modem times would

hai e a place m a treatise on Political Economy are scattered

up and down the writings of Plato cp especially Laws
v 740 Popula ion vm S47 Free Trade xi 916-7
Adulteratior 923-4, Wills and Bequests 930 Begging

Eryms (though not Pla 0 s) Value and Demand Republic

11 369 ff Division of Labour The last subject and also

the origin of Retail Trade is treated with admirable lucidity

in the second book of the Republic But Plato never com
binea his economic ideas into a system and never seems to

have recognized that Trade is one of the great motive powers

of the State and of the world He would make retail traders

onl, of the inferior sort of citizens (Rep 11 371 cp Laws

vm 847) though he remarks quaintly enough (Laws ix

918 D) that if only the best men and the best women every

where were compelled to keep taverns for a tune or to carry

on retail trade &c then we should know how pleasant and

greeable all these things are

The disappointment of Glaucon at the aty of pigs the

ludicrous description of the ministers of luxury in the more
refined State and the afterthought of the necessity of doctor

the illustration of the nature of the guardian taken from the

dog the desirableness of offering some almost unprocurable

victim when impure mysteries are to be celebrated the

behaviour of Zeus to hi3 father and of Hephaestus to his

mother are touches of humour which have also a serious

meaning In speaking of education Plato rather startles us

by affirming that a child must be trained in falsehood first

and n truth af erwardi Yet this is not very different from
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saving that eh dren must be taught 11 ough the med um
of imagination as well as reason tl at their nunds can only

develop gradually and that there is much winch they must

learn without understanding (cp m 402 A) This is al«o

the substance of Plato s view tliough he must be aclnovt

ledged to hate drawn the line somewhat differently from

modern ethical writers respecting truth and falsehood To
us economies or accommodat ons would not be allow able

unless they were required by the human faculti s or necessary

for the communication of knowledge to the simple mci

ignorant We should insist that the woid was inseparable

from the intention and that we must not be falsely t ue

1 e speak or act falsely m support of what was right or true

But Plato would limit the use of fictions only by requiring

that they should have a good moral effect and that such

a dangerous weapon as falsehood should be employed by the

rulers alone and for great objects

A Greek m the age of Plato attached no importance to the

question whether his religion was an historical fact He was

just beginning to be conscious that the past had a history

but he could see nothing bevond Homer and Hesiod Whether
their narratives were true or false did not serio isly affect the

political or social life of Hellas Men only began to suspect

that they were fictions when they recognized them to be

immoral And so m all religions the consideration of their

morality comes first afterwards the truth of the documents

in which they are recorded or of the events n tural or

supernatural which are told of them But in modern times

and in Protestant countries perhap more than in Catholic

we have been too much inclined to identify the historical

with the moral and some have refused to believe in religion

at all unless a superhuman accuracy was discernible in every

part of the record The facts of an ancient or religious

history are amongst the most important of all facts but they

are frequently uncertain and we only learn, the true lesson

which b to be gathered from them when we place ourselves

above them These reflections tend to show that t e
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difference be ween Plato and ourselves though not umm
portant is not so g eat as might at first sight appear For

we should agree with him m placing the moral before the

historical truth of eligion and generally in disregarding

those errors or misstatements of fa't which necessarily occur

in the early stages of all religions We know also that changes

in the traditions of a country cannot be made m a day and

are therefore tolerant of many thirgs which science and

criticism, would condemn
We note m passing that the allegorical interpretation of

mythology said to have been first introduced as early as the

sixth century before Christ by Theagenes of Rhegium was

well established in the age of Plato and here as m the

Phacdrus (229-30) though for a different reason was rejected

by him Tha anachronisms whether of religion or law

wher men have reached another stage of civilization, should

b got rid of by fictions is m accordance with unneraal

experience Great is the art of interpretation and by
a natural process which when once discovered was always

going on what could not be altered was explained away

And so without any palpable mcon Latency there existed ide

by side two forms of religion the tradition inherited or

nit ented by the poets and the customary worship of the

temple on the other hand there was the religion of the

philosopher who was dwelling in the heaven of ideas but

d d not therefore refuse to offer a cock to Aesculapius or to

be seen saying his prayer at the rising of the sun At length

the antagonism between the popular and philosophical

religion never so great among the Greeks as in our own age

di appeared and was only felt like the difference between

the religion of the educated and uneducated among ourselves

The Zeus of Homer and Hesiod easily passed into the royal

mind of Plato (Philebus 28) the giant Heracles became

the knight errant and benefactor of mankind These and

still more wonderful transformations were readily effected

by the ingenuity of Stoics and neo Platomsts in the two or

three centimes befo e and after Christ. The Greek and
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Roman rel gio s vere g adu ly pc meuted by he p r t of

philosophy haung lost their ancient meaning they were

resoli d into poetry and motility and probably were never

purer than at the time of their deuai when their influence

over the world was waning

A singular conception whicn occurs tow aids the end of

the boot is the lie in die soul tins is connected with tne

Platonic and Socratic doctrine that ms oluntarv ignorance is

worse than voluntary The he m the soul is a true he the

co ruption or the mghest truth tf e deception of the highest

part of the soul from which he who is dec ived has no power

of delivering himself for example to represent God as

false or immoral or according to Plato as deluding men
with appearances or as the author of evil or again to affirm

with Pro agoras that knowledge is sensation or that being

is becoming or with Thrasi machus that might is right

would have been regarded by Plato as a he of this hateful

so t The greatest unconsciousness or the greatest untruth

eg if in the language of the Gospels (John iv 41) he who
was blind were to say I see is another aspect of the state

of mind which Plato is describing 1 he he m the soul may
be farther compared wiji tne sin against the Holy Ghost
(Luke xu 10) allowing for the difference between Greek and

Christian modes of speaking To this is opposed the lie in

words which is only such a deception as may occur in a play

or poem, or allegory or figure of speech or m any sort

of accommodation—which though useless to the gods may
be useful to men in certain cases Socrates is here answering

the question which he had himself raised (1 331 C) about the

propriety of deceiving a madman and he is also contrasting

the nature of God and man Tor God is Truth, but man
kind can only be true by appearing sometimes to be partial

or false Reserving for another place the greater questions

of religion or education we may note further (1) the ap

proval of the old traditional education of Greece (2) the

prepa ation which Plato e making for the attack on Homer
and the poets 3 the p eparat on whi h he 1 also making
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for the use of economies m the State (4) the contemptuous

and at the same time euphemistic manner in which here as

below (ni 390) he alludes to the Chrontque Scanddeuse of

the gods

Book III There is another motive in purifying religion

which is to banish fear for no man can be courageous who is

afraid of death or who believes the tales which are repeated

by the poets concerning the world below They must be

gently requested not to abuse hell
,
they may be reminded

that their stories are both untrue and discouraging Nor
must they be angry if we expunge obnoxious passages such

as the depressing words of Achilles— I would rather be

a serving man than rule over all the dead
,

and the verses

which tell of he squalid mansions, the senseless shadows the

flitting soul mourning over lost strength and youth the

soul with a gibber going beneath the earth like smoke or the

souls of the suitors winch flutter about like bats The
terrors and horrors of Cocytus and Styx ghosts and sap

less shades and the rest of their Tartarean nomenclature,

must vanish Such tales may Have their use but they are

not the proper food for soldiers As little can. we admit the

sorrows and sympathies of the Homeric heroes —Achilles

the son of Thetis m tears throwing ashes on his head or

pacing up and down the sea shore m distraction
,

or Priam

the cousin of the gods crying aloud rolling in the mire

A good man is not prostrated at the loss of children or

fortune Neither is death terrible to him and therefore

lamentations over the dead should not be practised by men
of note they should be the concern of inferior persons only

whether women or men Still worse is the attribution of

such weakness to the gods as when the goddesses say

Ala9 1 my travail 1 and worst of all, when the king of

heaven himself laments his inability to save Hector or

sorrows over the impending doom of his dear Sarpedon

Such a character of God if not ridiculed bv our young men,

u likely to be imitated by them Nor should our citizens be
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given to eveess of laughter— Such Violent del ghts are fol

lowed by a violent reaction The description in the Iliad

of the gods shaking their sides at the clumsiness of HepJiaes'-us

will not be admitted by 139 Certainly not

Truth should have a high place among the virtues for

falsehood as we were saying is useless to the gods and only

useful to men as a medicine But this employment of false

hood must remain a privilege of state the common man
must not in return tell a lie to the ruler any more than the

patient would tell a lie to his physician or the sailor to in

captain

In the next place our youth must be t nperate and tern

perance consists in self conti ol and obedience to authority

That is a lesson winch Homer teaches m ome piaces The
Achaeans marched on. breathing prowess in 6ilent awe of

their leaders —but a very different one in other places

0 heavy with wine who hast the eyes of a dog but the

heart of a stag Language of the latter kind will not impress

self control on the minds of youth The same may be said

about his praises of eating and dnnLmg and lus dread of

starvation also about the verses in which he tells of the

rapturous loves of Zeus and Here or of how Hephaestus

once detained Ares and Aphrodite in a net on a similar

occasion There is a nobler strain heard in the words —
Endure my soul thou hast endured worse Nor must we

allow our citizens to receive bribes or to say Gifts persuade

the gods gifts reverend kings * or to applaud the ignoble

advice of Phoenix to Achilles that he should get money out

of the Greeks before he assisted them or the meanness of

Achilles himself in taking gifts from Agamemnon or his

requiring a ransom for the body of Hector or his cursing of

Apollo or his insolence to the river god Scamander or his

dedication to the dead Patroclus of his own hair which had
been already dedicated to the other river-god Spercheius

or his crueltym dragging the body of Hector round the walls

and slaying the captives at the pyre such, a combination of

m esi and cruelty in Cheuon 1 pupil s ccivable
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1 he amatory exploits of Pemthous and Theseus are equally

urworthy Either these so called sons of gods were not the

so is of gods or they were not such as the poets imagine

hem any more than the gods themselves are the authors of

evil The youth who behoves that such things are done by
thos who have the blood of heaven flowing in their veins

will be too ready to imitate their example

Enough of gods and heroes —what shall we say about

men? What the poets and story tellers say—that the wicked

prosper and the righ eots are afflicted or that justice is

another’s gam? Such misrepresentations cannot be allowed

by us But in this we are anticipating the definition of

justice and had therefore better defer the inquiry

The subjects of poetry have been sufficiently treated next

follows style Now all poetry is a narrative of events past

present or to come and narrative is of three kinds the

simple the imitative and a composition of the two An
instance will make my meaning clear The first scene in

Homer is of the last or mixed trad being partly description

and partly dialogue But if you throw the dialogue into the

oratio obliqua the passage will run tuns The priest came
and prayed Apollo that tne Achaeans might take Troy and

have a safe return if Agamemnon would only give him back

his daughter and the other Greeks assented but Agamem
non was wroth and so on—The whole then becomes descrip-

tive and the poe is the only speaker left or if you omit the

narrative the whole becomes dialogue These are the three

styles—which of them is to be admitted into our State? Do
you ask whether tragedy and comedy are to be admitted ?

Yes but also something more—Is it not doubtful whether

our guardians a e to be imitators at all? Or rather has not

the question been already answered for we have decided

that oneman cannot m his life play many parts any more than

he can act both tragedy and comedy or be, ihapsodist and

actor at once? Human nature is coined into verysmall pieces

and ai our gna dians have their own b ess air ady which is

fh- 1 - .* of fr- ^ n th'w wdl Ii-y **innvh to <lo wjtbont
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ries or baser.es but the good only for the ma L which 'tie

actor wea s is apt to become his face We cannot allow men
to play the parts of women quarrell ng weeping coldmg

or boasting against the gods —least of til when miking love

or in. laboui Thev must not rep escnt slates or bullies 01

cotva ds 01 drunkards or ntdmen or blacksmith or neigh

ing norses, or bellowing bulls or sounding river or a raging

ea A good or wise man will be willing to perform good and

wise actions, but he will be a hamed to play an inferior part

which he has never practised and he will prefer to employ

the descriptive style with as little imitation as po sible

The man who has no self respect on the contrary will

imitate anybody and anything sounds of nature and cries

of animals alike his whole performance will be imitation

of gesture and voice Now in the descriptive style there are

few changes but m the dramatic there are a great many
Poets and musicians use either or a compound of both and
this compound is very attractive to youth and their teachers

as well as to the vulgar But our State m which one man
plays one part only is not adapted for complexity And
when one of these polvphonous pantomimic gentlemen offers

to exhibit himself and his poetry we will show him every

observance of respect but at the same tune tell him that

there is no room fo his kmd in our State we prefer the rough

honest poet, and will not depart from our original models

(11 379 foil cp Laws vn 817)

Next as to the music A song or oac has three parte—the

subject the harmony and the rhythm of which the two
la3t are dependent unon the first As we banished strains of

lamentation so we may now banish the rmxed Lydian

harmonies which are the harmonies of lamentation
,
and as

our citizens are to be temperate we may also banish convivial

harmonies such as the Ionian and pure Lj dian Two remain

—the Dorian and Phrygian the first for war the second for

peace the one expressive of courage the other of obedience

or instruction or religious feeling And as we reject varieties
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of harmony, we hall also reject the many stringed variously

shaped instruments which give utterance to them, and in

particular the flute which is more complex than, any of

them The lyre and the harp may be permitted in. the town,

and the Pan s pipe in the fields Thus we have made a purga

tion of music and will now make a purgation of meties

These should be liie the hai monies simple and suitable to

the occasion. There are four notes of the tetrachord and

there are three ratios of metre | % f which have all their

characteristics and the feet hav* different characteristics as

well as the rhythms But about this you and I must asl

Damon the great mu ician who speaks if I remember

rightly of a martial measure as well as of dactylic trochaic

and iambic rhythms which he arranges o as to equalize

the syllables with one another assigning to each the proper

quantity We only venture to affirm the general principle

that he style is to conform to the subject and the metre to

the style and that the simplicity and harmony of the soul

should be reflected in them all This principle of simplicity

has to be learnt by every one in the days of his y outh and

may be gathered anywhere from the creative and construe

t ve arts as well as from the forms of plants and animals

Other artists as well as poets should be warned against

meanness or unseemliness Sculpture and painting equally

with music must conform to the law of simplicity He who
violates it cannot be allowed to work m our city and to

corrupt the taste of our citizens For our guardians must

grow up not amid images of deformity which will gradually

poison and corrupt their souls but in a land of health and

beauty where they will drink in from every object sweet and

harmonious influences And of all these influences the greatest

is the education given by music which finds a way into the

innermost soul and imparts to it the sense of beauty and of

deformity At first the effect is unconscious but when

reason arrives then he who has been thus trained welcomes

her as the friend whom he always knew As in learning to

read first we acqu re the elements or letters separate y and
- rr
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af erwards their combination, and cannot r ogtiizc reflex

t ons of them uni:' we know the letters themselves —in lilt

mannex we mu t fust attain the elements or esse itial forms

o die virtues and then trac then combimtions in life and

experience There is a musiL of thL bOul which answcis to

the harmony of the w oriel and tl e f irest object of a musical

soul is the fair mind m til fair body borne d * ct m the

latter may be exciued but not in the former Irue love is

the daughter of temperance and temperance is uttgrly

opposed to the madness of Lodily pkasuie Enough his

been said of music which makes a fair ending with love

Next we pass on to gymnastics about which I would
remark that the soul is related to the body as a cause to an

effect and therefoie if we educate the mind we may leave

the education oi the bodv in her charge and need only give

a general outline of the course to be pursued In the first

place the guardians, must abstain from strong drink for they

should be the last persons to lose their wits Whether the

habits of the palaestra are suitable to them is more doubtful

for the ordinary gvmnastic is a sleep} sort of thing and if

left off suddenly is apt to endanger health But our warrior

athletes must be wide awake dogs and must also be inured

to all changes of food and climate Hence, they will requue

a simpler kind of gymnastic akm to their simple music and

for their diet a mle may be found m Homei who feeds his

heroes on roast meat only and gives them no fish although

t aey are living at the seaside no boiled meats which involve

an apparatus of pots and pans and if I am not mistaken,

he nowhere mentions sweet sauces Sicilian cookery and
Attic confections and ConnJuan courtesans which are to

gymnastic what Lydian and Ionian melodies are to music

must be forbidden Where gluttony and intemperance

prevail the town quickly fills with doctors and pleaders and

law and medicine give themselves airs as soon as the freemen

of a State take an interest m them But what can show a more
disgraceful state of education than to have to go abroad for

justs e because you have none of your own at home? And
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vet tliere u a worse stage of the same disease—when men
have learned to take a pleasure and pride m the twistB and
turns of the law ,

not considering how much better it would
be for them so to order their lives as to have no need of

a nodding justice And there is a like disgrace m employing

a physician not for the cure of wounds or epidemic disorders

but because a man has by laziness and limtry contracted

diseases which were unknown in the days of Asclepius How
simple is the Homeric prac ice of medicne Eurypylus afte

he has been wounded drinks a posset of Pramman wine which

is of a heating nature and yet the sons of Asclepius blame

neither the damsel who gives him the drink nor Patroclus

who is attending on him The truth 15 that this modem
system of nursing diseases was introduced by Herodicus the

trainer who being of a sickly constitution by a compound
of training and medicine tortured first himself and then

a good many other people and lived a great deal longer than

he had any right But Asclepius would not practise this ait

becau e he knew that the citizens of a well ordered State

have no leisure to be ill and therefore he adopted the kill

or cure method whi h artisans and labourers employ

They must be at their business they say and have no

time for coddling if Jiey recover well if they don t there

is an end of them Whereas the rich man is supposed to be

a gentleman who can afford to be ill Do you know a maxim
of Phocylides—that when a man begins to be rich (or

perhaps a little sooner) he should practise virtue But
how can excessive care of health be inconsistent with an

ordinary occup tion and jet consistent with that practice

of virtue which Phocylides mculcites ? When a student

imagines that philosophy gives him a headache he never do*,

anything he is always unwell This was the reason why
Asclepius and his sons practised no such art They were

acting m the interest of the public and did not wish to

preserve useless lives, or raise up a puny offspring to wretched

s res Honest d-jeases they honestly cured and if a man
was wounded they applied the p oper rented es and then
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le him eat and drink vhat he ukcd B t the> declined o

reat intemperate and worthless subjects even though they

nought hare made large fortunes out of them As to the

story of Pindar that Asclepius was slam by a thunderbolt for

restoring a rich man to life that is a lie—following our old

rule we must say emaer that he did not take bribes or that

he was not the son of a god

Glaucon then ask Socrates whether the best phvsicians and

the best judges will not be those who have had severally the

greatest experience of diseases and of crimes Socrat s d aws

a distinct on between the two professions The physician

should have h d experience of disease in his own body for

he cure with his mind and not with his body But the judge

controls mind by mind and therefore his mind should not

be corrupted oy crime Where then is he to gam experience ’

How is he to be wise and also innocent? When young a good
man s apt to be deceived by evil-doers because he has no

pattern of evil in himself and therefore the judge should

be of a certain age his youth should have been innocent

and he should have acquired insight into evil not by the

practice of it but by the observation of it in o hers. This

is the ideal of a judge the ermnna1 turned detective is

wonderfully suspicious but when in company w th. good

men who have experience he is at fault for he foolishly

imagines that every one is as bad as himself Vice may be

known of virtue out cannot know virtue This is the sort of

medicine and this the sort of law which will prevail in our

State they will be healing arts to better na+ures but the

evil body will be left to die by the one and the evil soul will

be put to death by the other And the need of either will

be greatly diminished by good music which will give harmony
to the soul and good gymnastic which will give health to

the body Not that this division of music and gymnastic

really corresponds to soul and body for they are both

equally concerned with the soul which is tamed by the one
ariA aroused gnrl sustained by the other The two together

supply our guardians w th their twofold nature. The
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pas innate disposition when it has too much gymnastic is

hardened and brutalized the gentle or philosophic temper

which has too much music becomes enervated While a man
is allowing music to pour like wa er through the funnel of his

ears, the edge of his soul gradually weais away and the

passionate or spmted element is melted out of hun Too little

pint is easily exhausted too much quickly passes into

nervous irritability So again the athlete by feeding and
tra nmg has his courage doubled but he soon grows stupid

he is like a wild beast ready to do everything by blows and

nothing by counsel or policy There are two principles in

man reason and passion and to these not to the soul and

body, the two arts of music and gymnastic correspond

He who mingles them in harmonious concord is the tru

musician —he shall De the presiding genius of our State

The next question is Who are to be our rulers } First the

elder must rule tie younger and the best of the elders will

be the best guardians Now they will be the best who love

their subjects most and think that they have a common
interes with them in the welfare of the state These we
must select but they must be watched at every epoch of life

to see whether they have retained the same opinions and held

out against force and enchantment For time and persuasion

and the love of pleasure may enchant a man into a change of

purpose and the force of grief and pain may compel him
And therefore our guardians must be men who have been

tried by many tests like gold in the refiner’s fire, and have

been pass d first through danger then through pleasure and

at every age ha\ e come out of such tx als victoiious and with

out stain in full command of themselves and their principles

having all tneir faculties m harmonious exercise for their

country s good These shall receive the highest honours

both in life and death (It would perhaps be better to confine

the term guardians to this select class the younger men
may be called •auxiliaries )

And no v for one magnificent he, m the belief of which

Oh that we could tram our ruiew —at any rate let us make
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the attempt with the rest of the woild \\ h t T am going to

tell is onlv another version of the legend of Cadmus but

our unbelieving generation will be alow to accept such a story

The tale must be imparted first to t
1 e rulers then to the

soldiers lastly to the people We will inform them tnat

their youth wa a dream and that during the tine when
they seemed to be undergoing then education they were

really being fashioned in. the earth who suit them up when
they were ready and that they must protect and cherish

her whose children they are and regard each other as brothers

and sisters I do not. wonder at your being ashamed to

propound such a fiction * There is mor behind These 415

brothers and sisters have dificient nature and some of them
God framed to rule whom he fashioned of gold others he

made of silver to be auxihanes others again to be hu band

men and craftsmen and these were formed by him of brass

and iron But a& they are all sprung fiom a common stock

a golden parent may have a silver son or a silver p rent

a golden son and then there must be a change of rank the

son of the uch mist descend nd the child of the artisan

ri e m the social scale for an oracle says that the State will

come to an end if governed by a man of brass 01 iron
*

Will

our citizens ever believe all this ? Not in the present genera-

tion but m the next perhaps Yes

Now let the earthborn men go forth under the command
of their rulers and look about and pitch their camp in a high

place which will be safe against enemies from without and
likewise against msuirections from within There let them
sacrifice and set up their tents for soldiers they a e to be 416

and not shopkeepers the watchdogs and guardians of the

sheep and luxury and avarice will turn them into wolves

and tyrants Their habits and their dwellings should corre-

spond to their education They should have no property

their pay should only meet their expenses and they should

have common meals Gold and silver we wil1
tell them that

they have from God and this diy ne g ft n their souls they

must not alloy with hat ea thly dross win h passes nnder 417
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the rame of gold They only of the citizens may not touch it

or be under the same >-oof with it, or drink from it it is the

accursed thing Should they eves acquire houses or lands or

money of their own they will become householders ana

tradesmen instead of guardians enemies and tyrants instead

of helpeis and the hour of rum both to themselves and the

rest of the State will be at hand

The relig ous and ethical aspect of Plato s education will

hereaf er be considered under i separate head Some lesser

points m-iy be more conveniently noticed in this place

I The constant appeal to the authority of Homer whom,
with grave irony Plato after the manner of hi a age summons
as a witnebS about ethics and psychology as well as about

diet and medicine attempting- to distinguish the better

lesson from the worse (390) sometimes altering the text

from design (jSS and perhaps 3S9) more than once

quoting or alludmg to Homer inaccurately (391 406) after

die manner of the ea ly logog aphers turning the Iliad into

prose G93) and delighting to draw far fetched mfcrenc s

from his words or to male ludicrous applications o f them
He does not like Heracleitus get into a rage with Homer
and Archilochus (Ilerad Frag 119 cd Bywater) but uses

their words and etpre sions as vehicles of a higher truth

,

not on a system like Theagenes of Rhegium or Metrodorus,

or ja later times the Stoics but as fancy may dictate And
the conclusions drawn from them are sound although the

premises are fictitious Ihese fanciful appeals to Homer
add a chirm to Plato style and at the sime time they have
the effect of a satire on the fo'l es of Homeric interpretation

To ns (and probably to himself) although they take the form
of argument they are really figures of speech They ihay

be compared with modern citations from Scripture which
have often a great rhetorical power even when the original

meaning of the words is entirely lost ight of The real like

the Platonic Socrates as we gather from the Memorabilia of

Xenophon was fond of mJung similar adaptations Q 2 $8
6 ill G eat m ad ages and conntr es in religion as
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well as in. iaw and ktcntur- has been the art of interpre-

tation

2 The style is to conform to the subject and the me re

to the style Notwithstanding the fascination wl ich the

wo d classical exercises ovei us Wt, can haidly maintain

that this rale is obscned m all the Greek poetry which has

come down to us We cannot deny that the thought aitui

exceeds the power of lucid expres ion in Aeschylus and Pindar

or that rhetoric gets the better of the thought in the bophist

poet Euripides Only perhaps in Sophocles is there a perfect

harmony of the two in him alone do we find a giace of

language like the beauty of a Greek statue m which there

is nothing to add or to take away at least this is true of

single plays or of large portions of them The connexion in

the Tragic Chora ^s and in the Greek lyric poets is not

unfrequently a tangled thread which in an age before logic

the poet was unable to draw out Many thoughts and feel

mgs mingled m his mind, and he had no power o disengaging

or arranging them For there is a subtle influence of logic

which requires to be transferred from p ose to poetry
]
ist

as the music and perfection of language are infused by poetry

into prose In all ages the poet has been a bad judge of his

own meaning (Apol az B) for he docs not see that the word

which is full of assoc ations to his own mind is difficult and

unmeaning to that of another or that the sequence which

is dear to himself is puzzling to others There are many
passages m some of our greatest modern poets which are far

too obscure m which there is no proportion between style

and subject in which any half expressed figure any harsh

construction any distorted collocation of words any remote

sequence of ideas is admitted and there is no voice coming

sweetly from nature ’ or music adding the exp ession of

feeling to thought As if there could be poetry without

beauty or beauty without ease and clearness The obscurities

of early Greek poets aiose necessarily out of the state of

language and logic which existed m their age They are not

examples to be folio red by us for the use of language ought
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in every generation to become clearer and clearer Like

Shakespeare they were great in spite not m. consequence

of their imperfections of expression But there is no reason

for returning to the necessary obscurity which prevailed in

the infancy of literature The English poets of the last

century were certainly not obscure and we have no excuse

for losing whit they had gamed, or for going back to the

earlier or transitional age which preceded them The thought

of our own times has not outstripped language a want of

Plato s art of measuring is the real cause of the dispro

portion between them

3 In the third book of the Republic a nearer approach is

made to a theory of art than anywhere else m Plato His

views may be summed up as follows —True art is not fanciful

and imitative but simple and ideal—the expression of the

highest moral energy whether in action or repose To live

among works of plastic art which are of this noble and simple

character or to listen to such strains is the best of mRuences

—the true Greek a mosphere in which youth should be
biought up That is the way to create in them, a natural

good taste which will have a feeling of truth and beauty in.

all things For though the poets are to be expelled still art

is recognized as another aspect of reason—like love in the

Symposium extending over the same sphere but confined

to the preliminary education, and actmg through the power
of habit (vn 522 A) and this conception of art is not limited

to strains of music or the forms of plastic art but pervades all

nature and has a wide kindred in the world The Republic

of Plato like the Athens of Pericles has an artistic as well as

a political side

There is hardly any mention in Plato of the creative arts

only m two or three passages does he even allude to them
(cp Rep iv 420 Soph 236 A) He is not lost in rapture at

the great works of Phidias the Parthenon the Propylea, the

statues of Zeus or Athene He would probably have regarded

any abstract truth of number or figure (529 E) as higher than

the greatest of them. Yet t 11 hard to suppose hat some
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influence such is he hopes to asp re n
j
o th d d not pass

into his own mind from the works of art which he a\ around

him We are living upon the fragments of them, and find

in a few broker stones the standard of truth and beauty

But in Plato this feeling lias no txpressioi he non here ms
that beauty is the obj ct of art he seem to deny that wis hm
can tale an external foim (Pliaclrus 2^0 h) K does not

distinguish the fine from the Intel amcil arts \\ htt icr or

no like some miters he felt more than ht expicssid it is at

any rate remarkable th 1 the greatest perfection of the fine

arts should coincide with an almo t entire silence about them

III one very striking passage (iv 420) ht tells us that a work

of a t like the State is a whole and this cone ption of a

whole and the lore of the newlj born mathematical sciences

mav be regarded if not as the inspiring at anv rate as tl e

regulating principles of Gieek art (cp Yen Mem 111 10 6

and Sophist 2 ,5 236)

4. Plato makes the true and subtle remark that the phv tcian

had better not be m robust health and should have known
what illness is in his own person But the judge ought to

have had no similar experience of »vil he is to be a good

man who having passed hi youth m innocence became

a quamted late in life with the vices of others And there-

foie according to Plato a ludee should not be young just

as a young man according to Aristotle is not fit to be a hearer

of moral philosophy The bad on the other hand have

a knowledge of vice but no knowledge of virtue It may be

doubted however whether this tram of reflection is well

founded In a remarkable pas age of the Laws (xu 950 B)

it is acknowledged that the evil may form a correct "Sti

mate of the good The union of gentleness and courage in

Book II at first seemed to be a paradox yet was afterwards

ascertained to be a truth And Plato might also have

found that the intuition of evil may be consistent with

the abhorrence of it (cp infra ix 5S2) There is a duect
neas of aim in v rtue which g ves an insight nto wee
And the knowledge of character s m tome degree a
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natural sense independent of any special experience of

good or evil

5 One of the most remarkable conceptions of Plato

bee use tin Greek and also very different from anything

which existed at all in his age of the world is the transposition

of ranks In the Spartan, state there had been enfranchise

ment of Helots and degradation of citizens under special

circumstances And m the ancient Greek aristocracies mem
was certainly recognized as one of the elements on. which
government was based The founders of states were supposed

to be their benefactors % ho were raised by their great actions

above the ordinary let el of humanity at a later period the

services of warriors and legislators were held to entitle them
nd their d scendants to the privileges of citizenship and to

the first rank in the state And although the existence of an
ideal aristocracy is slenderly proven from the remains of early

Greek lnstoiy and tve have a d Eculty in ascribing Buch
a characte however the idea may be defined to any actual

Hell me state—or indeed to any state which has ever existed

m the world—still the rule of the best was certainly the

aspiration of philosophers who probably accommodated
a good deal their views of primitive Instory to their own
notions of good government Plato further insists on apply

ing to the guardians of his state a senes of tests by which all

those who fell short of a fixed standard were either removed
iom the governing body or not admitted to it and this

a ademic di cipline did to a certain extent prevail m
Greek state especially in Sparta He also indicates that the

system of caste which existed in a great part of the ancient

and is by no means extinct m the modern European world

should be set aside from time to time in favour of ment
He is aware how deeplv the greater part of mankind resent

any interference with the order of society and therefore he

proposes his novel idea m the form of what he himself calls

a monstrous fiction (Compare the ce emony of prepara

tion for the two great waves in Book V) Two principles

are indicated by him first, that there s a distinction of
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ranis dependent on eirctimst necs prior to the individual

second that tms distinction is and ougnt to b bioken

through by per onal qual ties He adapts mi tnology like

the Homeric poems to the wants of th_ state making the

Phoenician tale the vehicle of his ideas Every Greek state

had a myth respecting its own origin the Platonic tepublic

may also have a tale of earth-born men The grant} and

verisimilitude with which the tale is told and the analogy

of Greek tradition are a sufficient verification of the mon
strous falsehood Ancient poetry had spoken of a gold and

silver and brass and iron ige succeeding one arother but

Plato supposes these differences in the natures of men to

exist together n a single state Mythology supplies a hgue
under which the lesson may be taught (as Protagoras sais,

the myth is more interesting ) and also enables Plato to

touch lightly on new principles without going into details

la this passage he shadows forth a general truth but he does

not tell us by what steps the transposition of ranks is to be

effected Indeed throughout the Republic he allows the

lower ranks to fade into the distance We do not know
whether they are to carry rms and whethei in the fifth

book they are or are not included in the communistic regu

lations respectmg property and marriage Nor is there any

use m arguing strictly either from a few chance words or

from the silence of Plato or in drawing inferences which

were bevond his vision Aristotle m his criticism on

the position of the lowe classes does not perceive that

the poetical creation is lute the air invulnerable and
cannot be penetrated by the shafts of Ins logic (Pol a 5
18 foil)

6 Two paradoxes which strike the modern reader as in

the highest degree fanciful and ideal and which suggest to

him many reflections are to be found in the third book of

the Republic first the great power of music so much
beyond any influence which, is experienced by us m modern
times when the art or science has been far more developed
and has found the secret of harmony as veil as of melody
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secondly the indefinite ana. almost absolute control which the

soul is supposed to exercise over the body
In the nrst we suspect some deg ee of exaggeration such

as we may also observe mong certain masters of the art not

unknown to us a the present day With this natnr"!

enthusiasm which is felt by a few only there seems to mingle

ir Plato a sort of Pythagorean reverenc* for numbers and
numerical proportion to winch Aristotle is a stranger

Intervals of sound and number are to him sacred things

which have a law of their own, not dependent on the varia

tions of sense They rise above sense and become a connect

mg Lni with the world of ideas But it is evident that Plato

is describing what to him appears to be also a fact The
power of a simple and characteristic melody on the impressible

mind of the Greek is more than we can easily appreciate

The effect of national airs may bear some comparison with it

And besides all this there is a confusion between the harmony
of musical notes and the harmony of 6oui md body which
is so potently inspired by them
The second paradox leads up to some curious and interest

mg questions—How far can the mind control the body?

Is the relation between them one of mutual antagonism ox

of mutual harmony f Are they two or one and is either of

them the cause of the other ? May we not at times drop the

opposition between them and the mode of describing them
which is so familiar to us and yet hardly conveys any precise

meaning and try to view this composite creature, man in

a more simple manner f Must we not at any rate admit that

there is in human nature a higher and a lower principle

divided by no distinct line which at times break asunder and
take up arm* against one another ’ Or again they arc recon-

ciled and move together either unconsciously in the ordinary

work of life or consciously in the pursuit of some noble aim,

to be attained not without an effort and for which every

thought and nerve are strained And then the body becomes
the good friend or ally or servant or instrument of the mind
And the mind has often a wonderful and almost inpcrh
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power of banish ng d sease and weakness and call ng o t

a h dden strength Reason and the desires the intellect ami

the senses are brought into harmony and obedience o as to

form, a single human being They are ever parting ever

meeting and the identity or diveisity of their tendencies

or ope ations is for the most part unnoticed by us When he

mmd touches the bodj. through the appetit s weacknowlcdg

the espomibility of the one to the other There is a tendenev

in us which says Drink There is another which s y» Do
not drink it is not good for vou And we all of us know

which is the nghtfu superior We are also rcsponsibl for

our health although into this sphere the-e enter some le

ments of necessity which may be bey ond our cont-ol Still

even m the management of health care and thought con

t nued over many years may male us almost free agents if

We do not exact too much of ourseh es and if we acknowledg

that all human freedom is limited by the laws of nature and of

mmd
We are disappointed to find that Plato m the general

condemnation which he passes on the practice of medicine

prevailing m his own day, depreciates the effects 01 diet

He would like to have diseases of a definite character and
capable of receiving a definite trea ment He is afraid of

invalidism interfering with the business of life He do's not
recognize that time is the great healer both of mental and
bodily disorders and that remedies which are gradual and
proceed little by little are safer than, those which produce
a sudden catastrophe Neither does he see that there is no
way in which the mind can more surely influence the body
than by the control of eating and drinking or any other
action or occasion of human life on which the higher freedom
of the will can be more simply or truly asserted

7 Lesser matters of style may be remarked (i) The
affected ignorance of music which is Plato s way of expressing

that he is passing lightly over the subject (2) The tentative

manner m which here as m the second book he proceeds with
the coae u^t on of the Sta e {3) 1 he descr pt on of e
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S ate sometimes as a reality (389 D 416 B) and then again

s a tv01k of imagination only (cp 534 C 592 B) these are

tne aits bi winch he sustains the reader s interest {4) Con
nccting links (e g 408 C with 379) or the preparation

(394 D) for the entire expulsion of the poets m Book X
(5) The companion pictures of the lover of litigation and the

valetudinarian (405'1 the satirical jest about the maxim of

Bhocylides (407) the manner in which the image of the gold

and sil ei citizens is taken up into the subject (416 E) and
the argument from the practice of Asdepius (407) should

not escape notice

Book XV Adeimantus said Suppose 3 person to argue

Socrates that you male your citizens miserable and tins by
their own free will they are the lords of the city and yet

1 stead of having like other men lands and houses and money
of their own, hey live as mercenaries and are alwavs mounting
guard You may add I replied that they receive no pay but

only their food and have no morey to spend on 1 jownei or

a mistress Well and what answer do you givef My
answer is, that our guardians may or may not be the happiest

of men—I should not be surprised to find in the long run

that they were—but this is not the aim of our constitution

which was designed for the good of he whole and not of any

one part If I went to a sculptor and blamed him for having

painted the eye, which is the noblest feature of the face, not

purple but black, he would reply The eye must be an cj e

and you should look at the statue as a whole Now I can

well imagine a fool s paradise in which everybody js eating

and drinking clothed m purple and fine linen and potters lie

o 1 sofas and have their wheel at hand that they may woik

a little when they please and cobblers and all the other

classes of a State lose their distinctive character And a State

may get on. without cobblers but when the guardians

degenerate into boon companions, then the rum is comple e

Remember that we are not talking of peasants keeping holiday

but of a State in which every man is expected to do his own
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wort The happ ness res u.es not n 1 s or th 1 bu n

the State as a whole I bate another remark to make —
4. m ddle condition is best for artisans they should have

money enough to buy tools and not enough to be independent

of business And will not the same condition be best for our

citizens? If they are poor they will be mean if rivh

luxurious and lazy and in neither ca e contented But

then how will out poor city be able to go to war against an

enemy who has money’ There may be a difficult)- in

fighting against one enemv against two there will be none

In the fir&t place the contest will be earned on by trained

warriors against well to do citizens and is not a regular

athlete an easy match for two stout opponents at lea t f

Suppose also that before engaging we send ambassadors to

one of the two cities saying Silver and gold we have not

do you nelp us and take our share of the spoil —who would
ngnt against the lean wiry dogs when they might 30m with

them in preying upon the fatted sheep ? But if many states

join their resources shall we not be in danger? I am
amused to hear yon use the word state of any but our own
State They are states but not a state —many m one

For in every state there are two hostile nations rich and
poor which you may set one against the other But our

State while she remains true to her principles will be m
very deed he mightiest of Hellenic states

To the size of the state there is no limit but the necessity

of unity it must be neither too large nor too small to be
one This is a matter of secondary importance like the

principle of transposition which was intimated m the parable

of the earthborn men The meaning there implied was that

every man should do that for which he wa fitted and be at

one with himself and then the whole city would be united

But all these things are secondary if education which 13 the

great matter be duly regarded When the wheel has once
been set m motion, the speed s always increasing and each

generation improves upon the preceding both in physical

and moral qualities The ca e of the gov n should be
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di ected to preserve music and gymnastic from innovation

alter the songs of a country Damon says, and you will soon

end by altering its laws The change appear innocent at

first and begins m play but the evil soon becomes serious

working secretly upon the characters of individuals then

upon social and commercial relations and lastly upon the

institutions of a state and there is rum and confusion every

where But if education remains in the established form,

there will be no danger A restorative process will be always

going on the spirit of law and order will raise np what has

fallen down Nor will any regulations be needed for the

lesser matters of life—rules af deportment or fashions of

dress Like invites like for good or for evil Education will

correct deficiencies and supply the power of self government

Far be it from us to enter into the particulars of legislation

Lt the guardians take ore of education and education will

take care of all other things

But without education they may patch and mend as they

please they will make no progress any more than a patient

who thinks to cure himself by some favourite remedy and will

not give up his luxurious mode of living If you tell such

persons that they must first alter their habits then they grow

angry they are charming people Charming—nay the

very reverse Evidently these gentlemen are not in your

good graces, nor the state which is like them And such

states there are which first ordain under penalty of death

that no one shall alter the constitution and then suffer them
selves to be flattered into and out of anything and he who
indulges them and fawns upon them is their leader and

saviour Yes the men are as bad as the states Bat do yon

not admire their cleverness f Nay some of them are stupid

enough to believe what the people tell them And when all

the world is telling a man that he is six feet high and he has

no measure how can he believe anything else? But don t

get into a passion to see our statesmen trying their nostrums,

and fancying that they can cut off at a blow the Hydra like

rocmencj of mankind, is aa pood as a play Minute enact
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meats are superfluous n good states and are useless in bad
ones

And now what remains of the work of legislation ? Nothing
for us hut to Apollo the god of Delphi we leave the o deimg
of the greatest o? all things—that is to say religion Orly
our ancestral deity sitting upon the centre and natel of the

earth will be tiusted by us if we have an) sense in an affair

of such magnitude No foreign god shall be supreme n our

realms

Here as Socrates would say let us reflect on *
(tr/corw/io)

what has preceded thus far we have spoken not of the

happiness of he citizens but only of the well being of the

State They may be the happiest of men, but our principal

aim in rounding the State was not to make them happy
They were to be guardians not holiday makers In this

pleasant manner is presented to us the famous question both

of ancient and modern philosophy, touching the relation of

duty to happiness, of right to utility

First duty, then happiness is the natural order of our
mo al ideas The utilitarian principle is valuable as a cor

lective of error, and shows to us a side of ethics which is apt

to be neglected It may be admitted further that right and
utility are co extensive and that he who makes the happiness

of mankind lus object has one of the highest ana noblest

motives of human action But ud’ ty is not the histor cal

basis of morality nor the aspect in which moral and religious

ideas commonly occur to the mind The greatest happiness

of all is as we believe, the far off result of the divine govern

ment of the universe The greatest happiness of the inch

vidual is certainly to be found in a life of virtue and goodness

But we seem to be more assured of a law of right than we can

be of a divine purpose that all mankind should be saved

and we infer the one from the other And the greatest

happiness of the individual may be the reverse of the greatest

happiness in the ordinary sense of the term, and may be
realized in a life of pain or n a voluntary death Further
the ward happiness has several amb guides t may mean
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either pleasure or an ideal life happiness subjective or

objective in this world or in another of ourselves only or of

our neighbours and of all men everywhere By the modern
founder of Utilitarianism the self regarding and disinterested

motives of action are included under the same term, although

they are commonly opposed by us as benevolence and self

love The word happiness has not the definiteness or the

sacredness of truth and right it does not equally

appeal to our highe na ure, and has not sank into the con

science of mankind It is associated too much with the com
forts and conveniences of life

,
too little with the goods of

the soul which we desire for their own sake In a great trial

or danger or temptation, or in any great and heroic action

it is scarcely thought of For these reasons the greatest

happiness * principle is not the true foundation of ethics

But though not the first principle it is the second which is

like unto it and is often erf easier application For the larger

part of human actions are neither right nor wrong except

m so far as they tend to the happiness of mankind (cp Introd

to Gorgias and Philebus)

The same question reappears in politics where the useful

or expedient seems to damn a larger sphere and to have a

greater authority For concerning political measures we
chiefly ask How will they affect the happiness of mankind?

Yet here too we may observe that what we term expediency

is merely the law of right limited by the conditions of human
society Right and truth are the h ghest aims of government

as well as of individuals and we ought not to lose sight of

them because we cannot directly enforce them They appeal

to the better mind of nations and sometimes they are too

much for merely temporal interests to resist They are the

watchwords which all men use m matters of public policy

as well as in their private dealings the peace of Europe

may be said to depend upon them In. the most commercial

and utilitarian states of society the pow^r of ideas remains

And all the higher dam of sta lucre in them something

of that which Pericles b said to have gathered from
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the teaelnBg of Anaxagoras They reeogn ze that the tra

leader o men mast be above the motive o* ambition and

that national character is of greats- \ alue than material

comfort and prosperity And this is the order or thougl t

m Plato first he expects his citizens to do their duty and

then under fat ourable circumstances that is to say in a well

ordered State their h-ppmess is assured That he was n.

from, exc udmg the modern principle of utility m politics

is sufficiently evident from other passages m which the

most benefiaal is affirmed to be the most honourable

(v 457 B) and also the most sac ed (v 458 E)

We may note (1) Tiie manner in which the objection of

Adeimantus here as in u ^57 foil 363 vi ad mit &c is

designed to draw out and deepen the argument of Socrates

(2) The conception of a whole as lying at the foundation

both of politics and of art in the latter supplying the only

principle of criticism which under the various names of

harmony symmetry measure proportion unity the Greek
seems to have applied to works of art (3) The requirement

tha the State should be limited m size after the traditional

model of a Greek state as m the Politics of Aristotle (vu 4,

&c ) the fact that the cities of Hellas were small is converted

into a principle (4) The humorous pictu.es of the lean

dogs and the fatted sheep of the light active boxer upsetting

two stout gentlemen at least of the charming patients

who are always making themselves worse or again the play

ful assumption that there is no State but our owr or the

grave irony with which the statesman is excused who believes

that he is six feet high because he is told so and having

nothing to measure with is to be pardoned for his ignorance

—he is too amusing for us to be seriously angry with him

(5) The hgh and superficial manner in which religion is

passed over when provision has been made for two great

principles —first that religion shall be based on the highest

conception of the gods (ii 377 foil ) secondly that the true

national or Hellenic type shall be ms ntamed
Socrates proceeds But where amid all this is justice?
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Sot of Ariston tell me where Light a candle and search the

city and get your brother and the rest of our friends to help

in seeking for her That won t do replied Glaucon, you
yourself promised to make the search and talked about the

imp ety of deserting ju tice Well, I said, I will lead the

way but do you follow Mv notion is that our State being

perfect will contain all the four virtues—wisdom courage

temperance justice If we eliminate the three first the

unknown reminder will be justice

Frstthen of wisdom the State which we have called into

being will be wise because politic And policy is one among
many kinds of skill—not the skill of he carpenter or of the

worker m metal or of the husbandman but the skill or him
who advises about the interests of the whole State Of such

a kind is the skill of the guardians, who are a small class in

number far smaller than the blacksmiths
,
but m them is

concentrated the wisdom of the State And if this small

ruling class have wisdom then the whole Slate will be

wise

Our second virtue is courage which we have no difficulty

m finding in another class—that of soldiers Courage may be

defined as a sort of salvation—the never failing salvation of

the opinions which law and education have prescribed con.

cerning dangers You know the way in which dyers first

p epare the white ground and then lay on the dye of purple

or of any other colour Colours dyed in this way become
fixed and no soap or lye will ever vr>sh them out Now the

ground is educatior and the laws are the colours and if the

ground is properly Lid, neither the soap of pleasure nor the

lye of pain o fear will ever wash them out This power

which preserves right opinion about danger I would ask you

to call courage ’ adding the epithet political or civilized

m order to distinguish it from mere animal courage and from

a higher courage which may hereafter be discussed

Two virtues remain temperance and justice More
tlian the preceding v rtues temperan e suggests the dea of

k rmnny Some pht is upon the nature of this
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virtue by the popular description of a man as master of

himself —which has an. absurd sound because the master is

also the servant The express on really means that the better

principle in a man masters the worse There are in cities

whole classes—women slaves and the like—who correspond

to the worse and a few only to the better and in our State

the former class are held under contro’1 by the latter Now
to which of these classes does temperance belong? To both

of them ’ And our State if any will be the abone of temper

ance and we ware rigb tm describing this virtue as a harmony
which is diffused through the whole making the dwellers m
the city to be of one mind and attumag the upper and middle

and lower classes like the strings or an instrument, whether
you suppose them to differ m wisdom, strength or wealth.

And nowwe are near the spot let us draw in and surround

the cover and watch with all our eyes lest justice should slip

away and escape Tdl me if you see the thicket move first

Nay I would have you lead Well then oflrer up a prayer

and follow The way is dark and difficult but we must
push on I begin to see a track Good news Why,
Glaucon, ou dullness of scent is quite ludicrous 1 While we
are straining our eyes into the distance, justice is tumbling

out at our feet We are as bad as people looking for a thing

which they have in their hands Have you forgotten our old 4

principle of the division of labour or of every man doing his

own business concerning which we spoke at the foundation

of the State—what but tins was justice? Is there any other

virtue remaining which can compete with wisdom and
temperance and courage in the scale of political virtue? For
every one having has own ’

is the great object of govern
ment and the great object of trade is that every map should 4
do his own business Not that there is much harm m a car

penter trying to be a cobbler 01 a cobbler transforming

himself into a carpenter but great evil may arise from the
cobbler leaving his last and turning into a guardian or
legislator or when a single individual w trainer warrior

legislator all in one. And this evil u injustice, or every man
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do ng anothe
!
s ousmess I do not Bay that as yet we are in

a condition to arrive at a final conclusion For the definition

which we believe to hold good in states has still to be tested

by the individual Having read the large letters we will now
come back to the small From the two together a brilliant

light m y be struck out

Socrates p oceeds to discover the nature of justice by
a method of residues Each of the first three virtues corre-

sponds to one of the three parts of the soul and one of the

three classes in the State, although the third temperance

has more of the nature of a harmony than the first two If

there be a fourth virtue that can only be sought for in the

relation of the three parts in the soul or classes m the State

to one another It is obvious and simple and for that very

reason has not been found out The modem logician, will

be inci ned to obiect that ideas canoot be separated like

chemical substances but that they run into one another and
may be onlv different aspects or names of the same thing and
such in this instance appears to be the case For the definition

here given of justice is verbally the same as one of the defim

tions of temperance given by Socrates in the Charmides

(162 A) which howeveT is only provisional, and is afterwards

rejected And so far from justice remaining over when the

other virtues are eliminated, the justice and temperance of

the Republic can with difficulty be distinguished Tern

perance appears to be the virtue of a part only and one of

three whereas justice is a universal virtue of the whole soul

Yet on the other hand temperance is also described as a sort

of ha mony and in this respect is akin to justice Justice

seems to differ from temperance m degree rather than m
bad

,
whereas temperance is the harmony of discordant

elements justice is the perfect order by which all natures

and classes do their own business the right man m the right

place, the division and co operation of all the citizens

Justice again, is a more abstract notion than the other

ea and therefore, from Plato i po nt of v ew the founda-

tion of them to which they are referred and wh ch n dea
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precede them lue proposal to om t cmpera fleets a mere

trick of style intended to avoid monotony (cp vn 528)

There is a famous question discussed in one of the earlier

Dialogues of Plato (Protagoras 329 330 o Anst Nic

Ethics vi 13 6) Whether the virtues are one or many?

This leceives an answer which is to the effect tha the e are

four cardinal virtues (now for the first time brought together

in ethical philosophy) and one supreme over the rest wh ch

13 not like Aristotle s conception of universal justice virtue

relative to others but the whole of virtue relative to the

parts To this universal conception of justice or order m the

first education and m the moral nature of min the still more
universal conception of the good in the second education

and in the sphere of speculative knowledge seems to succeed

Both might be equally described by the terms law order

harmony bit* while the idea of good embraces all time

and all existence the conception of justice is not extended

beyond man
Socrates is now going to identify the individual and

the State But first he must prove that there are th ec

parts of the individual soul His argument is as follows —
Quantity makes no difference m quality The word just

whether applied to the individual or to the State has the

same meaning And fhe term mstice implied that the

same three principles in the State and m the individual were

doing their own business But are they really three or one ?

The question is difficult and one which can hardly be solved

by the methods which we are now using but the fuer and
longer way would take up too much of our time The
shorter will satisfy me Well then you would admit that

the qualities of states mean the qualities of the individuals

who compose them? The Scythians and Thracians are

passionate our own race intellectual and the Egyptians and
Phoenicians covetous because the individual members of

each have such and such a character the difficulty is to
determine whether the several pnncipl 1 a e o e or three

whe Jic that is to *ay we reason with one part of our nature
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desire with another are angry with another or whether th

whole soul comes mto play m each sort of ac ion This

inquiry however requires a very exact definition of terms

The same thing m the same relation cannot be affected m
two opposite ways But there is no impossibihtv m a man
standing still yet moving his arms or m a op which is fixed

on one spot going round upon its axis There is no necessity

to mention all the possible exceptions let us provisionally

assume that opposites c nnot do or be or suffer opposites in

the same relation And to the class of opposites belong

assent and dissent desire and avoidance And one form

of desire is thirst and hunger and here arises i new point

—

thirst is thirst of drink hunger is hunger of rood not of

warm drink or of a particular kind of food, with the smgle

exception of course that the very fact of our desiring any

hmg mpl es tha it is good When relative terms have no
attribute their correlatives have no attributes when they

have attributes their correlatives alio hate them For

example the term greater is simply relative to less and

knowledge refers to a subject of knowledge But on the other

hand a particular knowledge is of a particular subject

Again every science has a distinct character which is defined

by an object medicine for example is the science of health

> although not to be confounded with health Having cleared

our ideas thus far let us return to the anginal instance of

thirst which has a definite object—drink Now the thirsty

soul may feel two distinct impulses the aruma1 one saying

Dnnk the rational one which says Do not drink

The two impulse are contiadictory and therefore we may
assume that they spring fiom distinct principles in the soul

But is passion a third principle or akin to desire ? There is

a story of a certain Leonuus which throws some light on
this question He was coming up from the Piraeus outside

the north wall and he passed a spot where there were dead

bodies lying by the executioner He felt a longing desire to

sec them and also an abhorrence of them at first he turned

away and shut his eyes then, suddenly p- them open.
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h- said — Take your fill, ye *nretcl'«s of the f 1 sight Now
11 there not here a third principle which is often found to

cotne to the assistance of reason against desire but never of

desire against reason f Tins s pas ion or spmt of the separate

existence of whicn «e may farther convince ourselves by

putting the following case —When a naan suffe s justly if

he be of a generous nature he is not indignant at the hardships

which he undergoes but when he suffers unjustly his

indignation is his great support hunger and thirst cannot

tame him the spin within him must do or die, until the

voice of the shepherd hat is of reason b ddjig his dog

ba k no more is heard within This shows that passion is the

ally of reason Is pas ion then the same with reason ? No
for the former exists n childr r ana brutes and Homer
affords a proof of the distinction between them when he

says He smote h s breas and thus rebuked his soul

And now at last we haw- reached firm ground and are

a ole to infer that the vi tucs of the State and of the individual

are the same For wisdom and courage and justice in the

State are severally the wisdom and courage and justice an the

individuals who form the State Each of the three classes

will do the worn of 1 s own class m the State and each part

in the individual soul reason the superior and passion, the

inferior will be harmonized by the influence of music and +
gymnastic The counsellor and the warrior the head and
the arm will act together in the town of Mansoul and keep

the desires in proper subjection The courage of the warriOT

is that quality which preserves a right opinion about danger

m spite of pleasures and pains The wisdom of the counsellor

is that small part of the soul which has authority and reason

The virtue of temperance is the friendship of the ruling and
the subject principles both in the State and in the individual

Of justice we have already spoken
, and the notion already

given of it may be confirmed by common instances Will the

just state or the just individual steal lie, commit adultery 44
or be guilty of impiety to gods nd men ? No And is not
the reason of this that the several pr nciples, whether n the
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state or m the individual do their own business? And
justice is the quality which mates just men and jost states

Moreover our old division of labour which recmred that

there should be one man for one use was a dream or anttci

pation of what was to follow and that dream has now been

realized in justice, which begins by binding together the three

chords of the soul, and then acts harmoniously in every

relation of life And injustice which is the insubordination

and disobedience of the inferior elements in the soul is the

opposite of justice and is inharmonious and unnatural, being

to the soul what disease is to the body for m the soul as well

as in the body good or bad actions produce good or bad
habits And virtue is the health and beauty and well being

of the soul, and vice is the disease and weakness and deformity

of the soul

Again the old question returns upon us Is justice or

injustice the more profitable? The question has become
ridiculous For injustice like mortal di case makes life not

worth having Come up with me to the hill which overhangs

the city and look down upon the single xorm of virtue

and the infinite rorms of vice among which are four special

ones characteristic both of states and of individuals And
the state which corresponds to the single form of virtue is

that which we have been describing wherem reason rules

under one of two names—monarchy and aristocracy Thus
there are five forms in all both of states and of souls

In attempting to prove that the soul has three separate

faculties Plato takes occasion to discuss what makes difference

of faculties And the criterion which he proposes is difference

m the working of the faculties The same faculty cannot
produce contradictory effects Bu the path of early reasoncrs

is beset by thorny entanglements, and he will not proceed
a step without first clearing the ground This leads him into

a tiresome digression which is mtendea to explain the nature
of contradiction First the contradiction must be at the
same time and in the same relation Secondly no extraneous
word murt be introduced into either of the t n which
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the contr-dictery propos on is expressed for example

thirst is of drink not of warm drink He implies what lie

does not say that if by the advice of reason or by the impulse

of anger a man is restrained from dunking this proves that

thirst or desire under which thnst is included is distinct

from anger and reason But suppose that we a1low the term

thirst or desire to be modified and say an angry thust

or a revengeful desire then the two spheres of desire and

anger overlap and become confused Tms case therefore

has to be excluded And still there remains an exception o

the rule m the use of the t„rm good which is alwnvs

implied in the object of desire These are the discus

sions of an age before logic and any one who is wearied

by them should emember that they are necessary to the

clearing up of ideas in the first development of the human
faculties

The psychology of Pla o extends no further than the

division of the soul into the rational irascible and concupi

scent elements which, as far as we know was first made by

him and has been retamed by Anstotle and succeeding

ethical writers The chief difficulty m this early analysis of

the mind is to define exactly the place of the nascible faculty

(du/xos) which may be variously described under he terms

righteous indignation spirit passion It is the founda

tion of courage which includes in Plato moral courage the

courage of enduring pain and of surmounting intellectual

difficulties as well as of meeting dangers m war Though
irrational it inclines to side with the rational it cannot be

aroused by punishment when justly inflicted it sometimes

takes the form of an enthusiasm which sustains a man m the

performance of great actions It is the lion heart with
which the reason makes a treaty (ix 589 B) On the other

hand it is negative rather than positive it is indignant at

wrong or falsehood, but does not like Love in the Symposium
and Phaedrus aspire to the vision of Truth or Good It is

the peremptory military sp nt wh ch p evails m th govern

ment of honour It differ* from anger {6prfq) this latter erm
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having no accessory notion of righteous ntLgnation Although

Aristotle has retamed the word yet we may observe that

passion (Ovfioi) has with him los its affinity to the rational

and has become mcLstmguishable from anger (opyr}) And
to this vernacular use Plato himself ir the Laws seems to

revert (ix 836 B) though not always (v 731 A) By modern
philosophy too as well as m our ordinary conversation the

wo ds anger or passion are employed almost exclusively

m a bad sense there is no connotation of a ]ust or reasonable

cause by which they are aroused The feeling of righteous

md gnation is too partial and accidental to admit of our

regarding it as a separate virtue or habit We are tempted

also to doubt whether Plato is right in supposing that an
offender however justly condemned, could be expected to

acknowledge the justice of his sentence this is the spirit of

a philosopher or martyr rather than of a criminal

We may observe (p 444D E) how nearly Plato approaches

Aristotle s famous thesis that good actions produce good
habits The words as healthy practices (emT^Seu/iura)

produce health, so do just practices produce justice ’ have

a sound very like the Nicomachean Ethics But we note

also that an incidental remark in Plato has become a far

reaching principle m Aristotle, and an inseparable part of

a great Ethical system

There is a -difficulty in understanding what Plato meant
by the longer way (433 D cp infra vi 504) he seems

to intimate some metaphysic of the future which will not be

satisfied with argumg from the principle of ontradiction

In the sixth and seventh books (compare Sophist and Parme
mdes) he has given us a sketch of such a metsphysic hut

when Glaucon asks ior the final revelation of the idea of

good he is put off with the declaration that he has not yet

studied the preliminary sciences How he would have filled

up the sketch, or argued about such questions from a higher

point of view we can only conjecture Perhaps he hoped
to find some a friort method of develop ng the parts out of

the whole or he m gl t haTe asked which of the deas con
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ta ns the o her dea* and pon bly hate stumbled on the

Hegelian identity of the ego and the universal ’ Or he

may have imagined that ideas might be constructed m some
manner analogous to the construction of figures and numbers

in the mathematical sciences The mos+ certain and necessar)

truth, was to Plato the universal and to this he was always

seeking to refer all knowledge or opinion just as in. modem
times we seek to rest them on the opposite pole of induction

and experience The aspiratiors of metaphysicians have

always terded to pass beyond the limits of human thought

and language they seem to have reached a height at wh.ch
they are moving about in worlds unrealized and their

conceptions although profoundly affecting their own minds

become invisible or unintelligible to others We are not

therefore surprised to find that Plato himself has nowhere
dearly explained his doctrine of ideas or that his school in

a later generation like his contemporaries Glaucon and
Adeimantus were unable to follow him in this region of

speculation In the Sophist where he is refuting the

scepticism which maintained either that there was no such

thing as predication or that all nugl t be predicated of all he
amves at the condusion hat some ideas combine with some
but not all with all But he makes only one or two steps

forward on this path he nowhere attains to any connected

Bystem of ideas or even to a knowledge of the most elementary

relations of the sciences to one another (see infra)

Book V I was going to enumerate the four forms of vice

or decline in states when Polemarchus—he was sitting

a little farther from me than Adeimantus—taking him by the

coat and leaning towards him, said something in an undertone
of which I only caught the words Shall we let him off?

Certainly not, said Adeimantus raising h s voice Whom
I said are you not going to let off i You he said Why?
Because we think that you are not dealing fairly with us m

emitting women and children, of whom you have silly dis-

posed under the general formula that friends have all things
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m common * And was I not right Yes he replied, bn
there are m ay sorts of communism or community and we
want to know winch of them is right The company as you
have just heard are resolved to have a further explanation

Thrasymacbus said Do you think that we hate come
hither to dig for gold, or to hear you discourse ? ’ Yes I said

but the discourse should oe of a reasonable length Glaucon
added Yes Socrates and there is reason in spending the

whole of life in such discussions
,
but pray without more

ado tell us how this community is to be carried out and

how the interval between birth and education is to be filled

up Well I said the subject has several difficulties—What
is possible? is the first question What is desirable? is the

second Fear not he replied, for you are speaking among
friends That I replied, is a sorry consolation I shall

destroy my friends as well as myself Not that I mind a little

innocent laughter Dut he who kills the truth is a murderer

Then, said Glaucon laughing in case you should murder
us we will acquit you befoiehand, and you shall be held free

from the guilt of deceiving ua

Socrates proceeds —The guardians of our state axe to be

watch dogs, as we have already said Now dogs are not

divided into hes and shes—we do not take the masculine

gender out to hunt and leave the females at home to look

after their puppies They have the same employments

—

tl e only difference between them is that the one seat is

stronger and the other weaker But if women are to have the

same employments as men they must have the same education

—they must be -aught music and gymnastics and the art of

war I know that a great joke will be made of their riding

on horseback and car-ying weapons the sight of the naked

old wrinkled women showing their agility in the palaestra

will certainly not be a vision of beauty and may be expected

to become a famous jest But we must not mind the wits

there w«s a time when they might have laugned at our

pr t tia All is habit people harr at last found
out that the exposure is better than the concealment of the
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person and no the? laugh no more L 1 onl> should be

the subject of ridiculet
The first question is whether women are able either whollj

or partially to share in the employments 01 men A id here

we mav be chaiged with mcons stency m making the proposal

at all For we started originally with the division of labour

and the diversity of employments w s based on the difference

of natures But is theie no difference between men and

women? Nay are they not wholly different? There was the

difficulty Glaucon which made me unwilling to speak of

family relations However when a man is out of his depth

whether m a pool or in an ocean, he cm only swim for hi

life and we must try to find a way of escape if we can

The argument is that different natures have different uses

and the natures of men and women are said to differ But
this is only a verbal opposition We do not consider that

the difference may be purely nominal and accidental fo

example a bald man and a hairy man are opposed in a single

point of view but you cannot infer that because a bald man
is a cobbler a hairy man ought not to be a cobbler Now v hy
is such an inference erroneous 11 Simply because the oppo
sition between them is partial only like the difference between

a male physician and a female physician, not running through

the whole nature like the difference between a physician and
a carpenter And if the difference of the sexes is only that

the one beget and the other bear children this does not

prove that theyought to have distinct educations Admitting

that women differ from men in capacity do not men equally

differ from one another * Has not nature scattered all the

qualities which our citizens require indifferently up and

down among the two sexes? and even in their peculiar

pursuits are not women often though in some cases superior

to men ridiculously enough surpassed by them? Women
are the same an kind as men and have the same aptitude or

want of aptitude for medicine or gymnastic or war but m
a leu degree One woman will be a good guardian, another

not and the good must be ch to be the colleagues of
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our guardians If Kovi eve their natures are the same the

inference is that their education must also be the same there

is no longer anything unnatural or impossible in a woman
learning music and gymnastic And the education, whicn we
give them will be the very best far superior to that of

cobblers and will tram up the very best women and nothing

can be more advantageous to the State than this Therefore

let them strip clothed m their chastity, and share m the

toils of war and in the defence of their country he who
laughs at them is a fool for his pains

The first wave is past, and the argument is compelled to

admit that men and women have common duties and pur
suits A second and greater wave is rolling in—community
of wives and children

,
is this either expedient or possible?

The expediency I do not doubt I am not so sure of the

possibility N y I think that a considerable doubt will be
entertained on both points I meant to have escaped the

trouble of proving the first but as you have detected the little

stratagem I must even submit Only allow me to feed my
fancy like the solitary in his walks with a dream of what

might be and then I will return to the question of what
can be

In the first place our rulers will enforce the laws and make
new ones where they are wanted, and their allies or ministers

will obey You, as legislator have already selected the men
and now you shall select the women After the selection

has been made they will dwell in common houses and have

the*r meals m common and will be brought together by
a necessity more certain than that of mathematics But they

cannot be allowed to live in licentiousness that is an unholy

thing which the rulers are determined to prevent For the

avoidance of this holy marriage festivals will be instituted

and their holiness will be in proportion to their usefulness

And here Glaucon I should like to ask (as I know that you
are a breeder of birds and animals) Do you not take the

greatest care n the mating? Certainly And there u no

cason to suppose that less care u required in the gc of
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human beings But then ou rulers must be skilful physicians

of the State for they will often need a strong dose of false

hood in order to bring about desirable unions Between their

subjects The good must be paired with the good, and the

bad with the Dad and the offspring of thi, one must be reared

and of the other destroyed
,

in this way the flock will be

prese ved in prime condition Hymeneal festivals will be

celebrated at times fixed with an eye to population and the

brides and bridegrooms will meet at them and by an

ingenious system of lots the rulers will contrive that the

brave and the fair come together and that those of inferior

breed are paired with inferiors—the latter will ascribe to

chance what is really the invention of the rulers And when
children are born tie offspring of the brave and Lir will be

carried to «n enclosure in a certain pa.t of the city and there

attended by suitable nurses the rest will be hurried away
to places unknown The mothers will be brought to the

fold and will suckle the children care however must be
taken that none of them recognize their own offspring and
if necessary other nurses may also be hued The trouble of

watching and getting up at night will be transferred to

attendants Then the wves of our guardians will have

a fine easy time when they are having children And quite

right too I said that they should

The parents ought to be in the prime of life which for

a man may be reckoned at thiny years—from twenty five

when he has passed the point at which the speed of life is

greatest to fifty five
,
and at twenty year for a woman—

from twenty to forty Any one above or below those ages

who partakes in the hymeneals shall be guilty of impiety also

every one who forms a marriage connexion at other times

without the consent of the rulers This latter regulation

applies to those who are within the specified ages after which
they may range at wifl provided they avoid the prohibited

degrees of parents and children or of brothers and sisters,

which last however are not absolutely prohib ted ifadispen

sation be procured. But how shall we know the degrees of
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affin ty when all th ngs are common? The answer is that

brothers and sisters are all such as are born seven or nine

months after the espousals and their parents those who are

then espoused and every one will nave many children and

every child many parents

Socra es proceeds I have now to prove that this scheme

is advantageous and also consisten with our entire polity

The greatest good of a State is unity the greatest evil

discord and distraction. And there will be unity where there

are no private pleasures or pains or interests—where if one

member suffers all the members suffer if one citizen is

touched all are quickly sensitive and the least hurt to the

little finger of the State runs through the whole body and

vibrates to the soul For the true State like an individual

is injured as a whole when any part is affected Every State

has subjects and rulers who in a democracy are called rulers

and in other States masters but in our State they are called

saviours and allies and the subjects who m other States are

termed slaves are by us termed nurtuTers and paymasters

and those who are termed comrades and co1leagues in other

places are by us called fathers and brothers And whereas

in other States members of the same government regard one of

thur colleagues as a friend and another as an enemy in our

State no man is a stranger to another for every citizen is

connected with every other by ties of blood and these names
and this way 0 speaking will have a corresponding reality

—

brotfter father sister mother repeated from infancy in the

ears of children will not be mere words Then again the

citizens will have all things in common and having common
property they will have common pleasures and pains

Can there be strife ana contention among those who are of

one mind or lawsuits about property when men have

nothing but their bodies winch they call their own or suits

about violence when every one is bound to defend himself ?

The permission to strike when insulted will be an antidote

to the knife and will prevent disturbance* in the Sta e But
m yn j.ll ftnt - -n - 1H . r~y- tctk-^ w>H nn^y'-nT
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him from laying hands on lus k ndred and he will fear hat

the rest of the family may retaliate Moreover our citizens

will be nd of the lesser evils of life there will be no flattery

of the rich no sordid household ca es no borrowing and not

paying Compared wi Ji the citizens of other States ours

will be Olympic victors and crowned with blessings grea er

still—they and their children having a better maintenance

during life and after death an honourable burial "Nor has

the happiness o* the individual been sacrificed to the happi

ness of the State (cp iv 419 E) our Olympic victor has not

been turned into a cobbler but he has a happiness beyond

that of any coobler At the same ime if any conceited

youth begins to dream of appropriating the State to himself

he must be reminded that half is better than the whole *

I should certainly advise him to stay where he is when he
has the promise o c such a brave life

But s such a community possible?—as among the animals

so also among men and if possible m what way possible >

About war there is no difficulty the principle of com
mumsm is adapted to military service Parents w 11 take

JhejL children to look on at a battle just as potters’ boys are

trained to the business by looking on at the wheel And to

the parents themselves as to other animals the sight of their

j oung ones will prove a great incentive to bravery Young
warriors must learn but they must not run into danger

although a certain degree of risk is worth incurring when
the benefit is great The young creatures should be placed

under the care of experienced veterans and they should

have wings—that is to say swift and tractable steeds on
which they may fly away and escape One of the first tilings

to be done is to teach a youth to ride

Cowards and deserters shall be degraded to the class of

husbandmen gentlemen who allow themselves to be t»ken

prisoners may be presented to the enemy But what shad
be done to the hero* First of all he shall be crowned by
all the youths m the army secondly lie shall receive the
right hand of fellowship and thirdly do you think that
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there rf any harm a hi bemg kissed f We have already

de emnned that he shall have more wives than others m
order that he may have as many children as possible And
at a feast he shall have more to eat we have the authority

of Homer for honouring brave men with long chines which
is an appropriate compliment because meat is a very

st engthemng thing Fill the bowl then, and give the best

seats and meats to the brave—may they do them good 1 And
he who dies m battle will be at once declared to be of the

golden race and will as we beheve become one of Hesiod s

1
guardian angels He shall be worshipped after death m the

manner prescribed by the orade and not only he but all

other benefactors of the State who die m any other way
shall be admitted to the same honours

The next question is How shall we treat our enemies !
1

Shall Hellenes be enslaved f No or there is too great a risk

of the whole race passing under the yoke of the barbarians

Or shall the dead be despoiled? Certainly not for that

sort of thing is an excuse fox skulking and has been the rum
of many an army There is meanness and feminine malice in

making an enemy of the dead body when the soul which was

theowner has fled—like a dog who cannot reach his assailants

and quarrels with the stones which are thrown at hnn instead

Again the arms of Hellenes should not be offered up in the

temples of the Gods they are a pollution, for they are

taken from brethren And on similar gronnds there should

be a limit to the devastation of Hellemc territory—the houses

should not be burnt, nor more than the annual produce

carried off For war is of two kinds civil and foreign the

first or which 13 properly termed discord and only the

second war and war between Hellenes is in reality civil

war—a quarrel in a family which is ever to be regarded as

unpatriotic and unnatural and ought to be prosecuted with

a view to reconciliation m a true phil Hellemc spirit as of

those who would chasten but not utterly enslave The war
u not against a whole nation who arc a friendly n altitude of

men women 1 rli.Mren b-t only aw.mst a few tm.lty
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persons when they are pun shed peace will be res ored

That is the way m which Hellenes should war against one

another—and against barbarians as they war against one

another now
Bnt my dear Socrates you are forgetting the mam

question Is such a State possible? I grant ak and more
than yon say about the blessedness of being one family

—

fathers brothers mothers daughters, going out to war
together but I want to ascertain the possibility of this ideal

State
5 You are too unmerciful The first wave and the

second wave I have haraly escaped and now yon will certainly

drown, me with the third When you see the towering crest

of the wave I expect you to take pity Not a whit

Well then we were led to form our ideal polity m the

search after justice and the just man answered to the just

State Is this ideal at all the worse for being impracticable?

Would the picture of a perfectly beautiful man be any the

worse because no such man ever lived? Can any reality

come up to the idea? Nature will not allow words to be
fully realized but if I am to try and realize the ideal of the

State in a measure I think that an approach may be made
to the perfection of which I dream by one or two I do not
say slight bnt possible changes m the present constitution

of States I would reduce them to a single one—the great

wate as I cak it Until then kings are philosophers or

philosophers are kings cities mil never cease from ill no nor

the human race nor will our ideal polity ever come into being

I know that this is a hard saying which few will be able to
receive Socrates all the world will take off his coat and
rush upon you with sticks and stones and the efore I would
advise you to prepare an answer You go me into the scrape
I said And I was right he replied however I will

stand by you as a sort of do nothing well meaning ally 5

Having the help of such a champion, I will do my beBt to
ma ntam my position. And first, I must explain of whom
I speak and what sort of natures these are who are to be
philosopher* and rulers As yon e of ul 1- you
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will not have forgotten how indiser inmate lovers are is

then? attachments they love all and turn blemishes into

beauties The snub nosed youth is said to have winning

grace the beat of another has a royal look the featureless

are faultless the dart are manly the fair angels the sickly

have a new term of ende rment invented expressly for them,

which is honey pale Lovers of wme and lovers of am
bition Iso desire the obj cts of their affection in every form

Ivow here comes the point —The philosopher too is a lover

of knowledge in every form he has an insatiable curios ty

But will curiosity make a philosopher? Are the loveis of

sights and sounds who let out their ears to every chorus at

the Dionysiac festivals to be called philosophers? They
are not true philosophers but only an imitation Then
how are we to describe the true ?

You would acknowledge the existence of abstract ideas

such as justice beauty good evil which are severally one

yet m their various combinations appear to be many Those

who recognize these realities are philosophers whereaB the

other class hear sounds and see colour and understand their

use in the arts but cannot attain to the true or waking vision

of absolute justice or beauty or truth they have not the

light of knowledge but of opinion, and what they see is a

dream only Perhaps he of whom we say the last will be

angjy with us can we pacify him without revealing the

disorder of his mind 1 Suppose we say that if he has know
ledge we rejoice to hear it but knowledge must be of 9ome

thing which is as ignorance is of something which is not

and there is a third thing which both is and is not and is

matter of opinion only Opinion and knowledge, then

having distinct objects must also be distinct faculties And
by faculties I mean powers unseen and distinguishable only

by the difference in their objects as opinion and knowledge

d ffer since the one is liable to err but the other is unerring

and is the mightiest of all our faculties If being is the

object of knowledge and not being of gno ranee, and these

.... rhi* on n on most i- betwe' n th. m rid may
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be cal ed darker than tl e one and brighter than tne other

This intermediate or contingent matter is and is not at the

same time and partakes both, coexistence and of non existence

Now I would ask my good friend who denies abstract beauty

and justice, and affirms a many beautiful and a many just

whether everything he sees is not in some point of view

different—the beautiful ugly the pious impious the just

unjust ? Is not the double also the half and are no heavy

and light relative t nns which pass mto one another ?

Everything is and is not as in the old riddle— A man and

and a man shot and did not shoot a bird and not a bud with a

stone and not a stone The mind cannot be fixed on either

alternative and these ambiguous intermediate erring

half lighted objects which have a disorderly movement in

the egion between being and not being are the proper

matter of opinion as the immutable objects are the propei

matter of knowledge And he who grovels m the world of

sense and has only this uncertain perception of things is not

a philosopher but a lover of opinion only

Tne fifth book is the new beginning of the Republic m
which the community of property and of family are first

maintained and the transition is made to the kingdom of

philosoph rs For both of these Plato, after his manner
has been preparing m some chance words of Book I\ (424 A)
which fall unperceived on th reader s mind as they are

supposed at first to have fallen on the ear of Glaucon and
Adeimantus The paradoxes as Morgenstern terms them,
of this book of the Republic will be reserved for nother nlace

a few remarks on the style and some explanations of difficul

ties may be briefly added.

First mere is the image of the waves which serves for

a sort of scheme or plan of the book The first wave, the

second wave, the third and greatest wave come rolling m,
and we hear the roar of them All that can be said of the

extravagance of Plato s proposals is anticipated by himself

Noth ng s more admirable than the hes tation with which he

p eposes the so emu text Until Icmgi are phdosophm &c.
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or the reaction from the sublime to the ridiculous when
Glaucon describes the manner m which the new truth Will

be received by mankind

Som° defects and difficulties may be notedm the execu ion

of the communistic plan Nothing is told us of the applica

tion of communism to the lower classes nor is the table of

prohibited degrees callable of being made out It is quite

possible hat a child born at one hymeneal festival may marry

one of its own brothers or sisters or even one of its parents

at another Plato is afraid of incestuous unions but at the

same tune he does not wish to bring before us the fact that

the aty would be divided into families of those born seven

and nine months after each hymeneal festival If it were

worth while to argue seriously about such fancies we might

remark that while all the old affinities are abolished, the

newly prohibited affinity rests not on any natural or rational

principle but only upon the acadcrt of children having

been bom m the same month and year Nor does he explain

how the lots could be so manipulated by the legislature as

to bring together the fairest and best The singular expres

sion {400 E) which is employed to describe the age of five

and twenty may perhaps be taken from some poet

In the delineation of the philosopher the illustrations of

the nature of philosophy derived from love are more suited

to the apprehension of Glaucon, the Athenian man of

pleasure than to modem tastes or feelings (cp v 474 475)
They are partly facetious but also contain a germ of truth

That science is a whole remains a true p-mciple of inductive

as well as of metaphys cal philosophy and the love of

universal knowledge is still the characteristic of the philo-

sopher in modern as well as m ancient tames

At the end of the fifth book Plato introduces the figment

of contingent matter which has exercised so great an influence

both on the Ethics and Theology of the modern world, and
which occurs here for the first tune m the history of philo

sophy He did not remark that the degrees of knowledge in

the subject have nothing corresponding to them m the
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objeet Wth him a word mast answer to «n dea and he
eotild not conceive of an opinion which was an opinion about

nothing The influence of analogy led him to invent

parallels and conjugates * and to overlook fact3 To ns some
of his difficulties are puzzling only from their simplicity we
do not perceive that the answer to them is tumbling out

at our feet
1 To the mind of early thinkers the conception

of not bang was dark and mysterious (Sophist 254 A) they

did not see that this terrible apparition which threatened

destruction to all knowledge was only a logical determina

tion The common term under which, through the acci

dental use or language two entirely different ideas were
included was another sou ce of confusion Thus through

the ambiguity of Sokclv <f>a(vercu eoncev kt X Plato

attempting to introduce order into the first chaos of human
thought, seems to have confused perception and opinion,

and to have failed to distinguish the contingent from the

relative In the Theaetetus the first of these difficulties

begins to clear up m the Sophist the second and for this

as well as for other reasons both these dialogues ar- probably

to be regarded as later than the Republic
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BOOK I

PERSONS OP THE DIALOGUE

Socrates who ts the narrator Cjfbalcs

Gladcoh Thraeykachus

AdEIMAHTVI ClEITOPHOW

POLSMARCHUS

And others who art mutt auditors.

The scene is laid in the house of Cephalus at the Piraeus and the whole

dialogue is narrated by Socrates the day after it actually took place

to Ttmaeui Hermocrates Cntiss and a nameless pe son who are

introduced in the Trainees

I
WENT down yesterday to the Piraeus with Glaucon the steph.

son of Axiston that I might offer up my prayers to the 337

goddess

1

and also because I wanted to see in what manner

they would celebrate the festival which was a new thing

I was delighted with the procession of the inhabitants bnt

that of the Thraoans was equally if not more beautiful

When we had finished our prayers and viewed the spectacle b
we turned in the direction of the city and at that instant

Polemarchus the son of Cephalus chanced to catch sight of

us from a distance as we were starting on our way home

and told his servant to run and bid us wait for him. The

servant took hold of me by the cloak behind, and said Pole-

maichus desires you to wart

Bead"*, the Thracun Artemu.
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I turned round and asked him wl c c ha mas er was

1 here he is said the youth, coning a£ er you if you will

onlv wait

G Certainly we will said Glaucon ana in a few minutes

Polemarchus appeared and with him Adeunantus Glaucon g

brother Niceratus the son of Nicsas, and several o hers who

had been at the procession

Polemarchus said to me I perceive Socrates that you

and your companion are alicady on your way to the aty

You are not far wrong I said

But do you see, he rejoined how many we are?

Of course

And arc you stronger tnan all these? for if not you will

have to remain where you are

May there not be the alternative I said, that we may

persuade you to let us go ?

But can you persuade us if we refuse to listen to you?

he said

Certainly not replied Glaucoii

Then we are not going to listen of that you may be

assured

328 Adeunantus added Has no one told you of the torch

race on horseback in honour of the goddess which will take

place m the evening?

With horses 1 I replied That is a novelty Will horsemen

carry torches and pass them one to another durmg the race?

Yes, said Polemarchus and not only so but a festival will

be celebrated at night, which you certainly ought to see

Let us rise soon after supoer and see this festival there

will be a gather ng of young men, and we will have a good

B talk Stay then, and do not be perverse
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Glaucon said I suppose since you insist that we must

Very good, I replied

Accordingly we went with Polemarchus to his house
,
and

there we found his brothers Lysias and Euthydemus aiid

with them Thrasymachus the Chalcedoman Charmantides

the Paeaman, and Cleitophon the son of Anstonymus There

too was Cephalus the father of Polemarchus whom I had

not seen for a long time and I thought him very much aged

He was seated on a cushioned chair and had a garland on hi3 C

head for he had been sacrificing m the court and there

we'e some other chairs in the room arranged m a semicircle,

upon which we sat down by him He sainted me eagerly,

and then he said —
You don t come to sec me, Socrates as often as you ought

If I were still able to go and see you I would not ask you

to come to me But at my age I can hardly get to the aty

and therefore you should come oftener to the Piraeus For D

let me tell you that the more the pleasures of the body fade

away the greater to me is the pleasure and charm of conver

sation Do not then deny my request but make our house

your resort and keep company with these young men we

are old friends and you will be quite at home with us

I replied There is nothingwhich for my part I like better

Cephalus than conversing with aged men for I regard E

them as travellers who have gone a journey which I too may

have to go and ot whom I ought to inquire whether the way

is smooth and easy, or rugged and difficult And this is

a question which I should like to ask of you who have arrived

at that time which the poets call the threshold of old age

I* fe harder towards the cad, or what report do you give

nf f-
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I will tell you Socrates he sa d what my own feeling is

Men of my age flock together we are birds of a feather, as

the old proverb says and at our meetings the tale of my
acquaintance commonly is—I cannot eat I cannot drink the

pleasures of youth and love are fled away there was a good

time once, but now that is gone and life is no longer life

Some complain of the slights wh ch a-e put upon them bj

relations, and they will tell you sadly of how many evils their

old age is the cause But to me Socrates these complamers

seem to blame that winch is rot really m fault For if old

age were the cause I too be ng old and every other old

man would have felt as they do But this is not my own

experience nor that of others whom I have known How
well I remember the aged poet Sophocles when in answer

to the question How does love suit with age, Sophocles —
are you still the man you were* Peace he replied most

gladly have I escaped the thing of which you speak I feel

as if I had escaped from a mad and furious master His

words have often occurred to my mmd since and they seem

as good to me now as at the time when he uttered them

For certainly old age has a great sense of calm and freedom

when the passions relax their hold then, as Sophocles says

we are freed from the grasp not of one mad master only

but of many The truth is Socrates that these regrets, and

also the complaints about relations axe to be attributed to

the same cause, which is not old age, but men’s characters

and tempers for he who is of a calm and happy nature will

hardly feel the pressure of age but to him who is of an

opposite disposition youth and age are equally a burden

I listened in admiration and wanting to draw him out,

that he m ght go on Yes Ccphalus, I ia d but I rather
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inspect that people in general are not convinced by yon

whenyou speak thus they think that old age sits lightly upon

you not because of your happy disposition but because you

are rich, and w alth is well known to be a great comforter

You are right, he replied they are not convinced and

there is something m what they say not however, so much

as they imagine I might answer them as Themistocles

answered the Senphian who was abusing him and Baying

that he was famous not for his own mer ts but because he

was an Athenian If you had been a native of my country 330

or I of yours neither of us would have been famous And to

those who are not rich and are impatient of old age the

same reply may be made for to the good poor man old age

cannot be a light burden nor can a bad rich man ever have

peace with himself

May I ask Cephalus whether your fortune was for the

most part inherited ox acquired by you?

Acquired 1 Socrates do you want to know how much B

I acquired? In the art of making money I have been mid

way between, my father and grandfather for my grand

father whose name I bear, doubled and trebled the value of

his patrimony that which he inherited being much what

I possess now but my father Lysamas reduced the property

below what it is at present and I shall be satisfied if I leave

to these my sons not less but a little more than I received

That was why I asked you the question I replied, because

I see that you are indifferent about money which is a charac c

tenstic rather of those who have inherited their fortunes

than of those who have acquired them the makers of

Jtortunef have a second love of money as a creation of their

own, resembling the affection of authors for their own
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poems or of parents for their children bes des that natural

love of it for the sake of use and profit which is common to

them and all men And hence they are very bad company

for they can talk about nothing but the praises of wealth

That is tiue he said

D Yes that is very true but may I ask another question ?—
What do you consider to be the greatest blessing which you

have reaped from your wealth ?

One, he said of which I could not expect easily to con

\ince others 1'or let me tell vou Socrates that when a man

thinks himself to be near death fears and cares cntc into

his mind which he never had before the tales of a world

below and tne punishment which is exacted there of deeds

i done here were once a kughing matter to him but now he

is tormented with the thought that they may be true either

from the weakness of age or because he is now di awing

nearer to that other place he has a clearer view of these

things suspicions and alarms crowd thickly upon him and

he begins to reflect and consider what wrongs nc has done to

others And when he finds that the sum of hi transgressions

is great he wll many a tune like a child start up in his sleep

for fear and he is filled with dark forebodings Bu to him

331 who is conscious of no sin sweet hope, as Pindar charmingly

says, is the kind nurse of his age

Hope, he says cherishes the soul of him who lives in

justice and hohress and is the nurse of his age and the com
pamon of his journey —hope which is mightiest to sway the

restless soul of man ’

How admirable are his words 1 And the great Dlessmg of

B r ches I do not say to every man, but to a good man, u

that he has had no occai on to decc ve or to defraud others
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either intentionally or unintentionally and when he departs

to the world below he is not in any apprehension about

offer ngs due to the gods or debts whicn he owes 0 men
Now to this peace of mind the possession of wealth greatly

contributes ard therefore I say that setting one thing

against a lother of the many advantages which wealth has

to give to a man of sense this is n my opinion the

greatest

Well said Cephalus I replied but as concerning justice, c

what is itf—to speak the truth and to pay your debts—no

more than this f And even to this are there not exceptions ?

Suppose that a friend when in his nght mind has deposited

arms with me and he asks for them when he is not in Ins right

mind ought I to give them bacit to him? No one would

say that I ought or that I should be right in doing so any

more than they would say that I ought always to speak the

truth to one who is m his condition.

You are quite right, he replied E
But then, I said speaking the truth and paying your debts

is not a correct definition of justice

Quite correct Socrates if Simonides is to be believed,

said Polenurchus interposing

I fear said Cephalus that I must go now for I have to

look after the sacrifices and I hand over the argument to

Polemarchus and the company

Is not Polexnaxchus your heir f I said

To be sure he answered and went away laughing to the

sacrifices

Tell me then 0 thou heir of the argument what did S

Simonides say and acco ding to you truly say about

l—i c }
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He si d La the repayment of a debt u just, nd n laying

so he appears to me to be ngl t

I should be sorry to doubt the word of such a wise and

inspned man but his meaning though probably clear to

you is the reverse of c*ear to me For ne certamly does not

mean as we were just now sayirg that I ought to return

a deposit of arms or of anything else to one who asks for it

33s when he is not in. his right senses and yet a deposit cannot

be denied to be a deb

True

Then when the person who asks me is not in his right

mind I am by no means to make the return?

Certainly not

When Simonides said that the repayment of a deb was

justice he did not mean to include that case?

Certainly not
,
for he thinks that a friend ought always to

do good to a friend and never evil

B You mean that the return of a deposit of gold which is to

the injury of the receiver, if the two parties are friends is not

the repayment of a debt —that is what you would imagine

him to say?

Yes

And are enemies also to receive what we owe to them f

To be sure, he said they are to receive what we owe them

and an enemy as I take it owes to an enemy that which

is due or proper to him—that is to say evil

Simonides tnen after the manner of poets would seem

C to have spoken darkly of the nature of justice for he really

meant to say that justice is the giving to each man what is

proper to him and this he termed a debt.

That must have been hit meaning be said.
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By heaven I replied and f we asked him what due or

proper thing is given by medicine and to whom, what

answer do yon think that he would make to as f

He would surely reply that medicine gives drugs and meat

and drink to human bodies

And what due or proper thing is given by cookery and to

what?

Seasoning to food D

And what *s that which justice gives and to whom ?

If Socrates we are to be guided at all by the analogy of

he preceding instances then justice is the art which gives

wood to friends and evil to enemies

That is his meaning then?

I think so

And who is best able to do good to his friends and evil to

his enemies in time of sickness ?

The physician

Or when they are on a voyage, amid the penis of the sea ? E

The pilot

And in what sort of actions or with a view to what result

is the just man most able to do harm to his enemy and good

to his friend ?

In going to war against the one and in making alliances

with the other

But when a man is well, my dear Polemarchus there 1$ no

need of a physician?

No
And he who is not on a voyage has no need of a pilot?

No
Then in time of peace justice will be of no use ?

T m y -ry- f». from th tilnuB so.
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3 You think that justice may be of use it peace as well as

in war?

Yes

Like husbandry for the acquisition of corn?

Yes

Or like shoemakmg for the acquisition of shoes —that is

what you mean?

Yes

And what similar use or power of acquisition has justice

in time of peace?

In contracts Socrates justice is of use

And bv contracts you mean partnerships?

Exactly

B But is the just man or the skilful player a more useful and

better partner at a game of draughts ?

The skilful player

And in the laying of bricks and stones is the just man

a more useful or better partner than the builder >

Quite the reverse

Then in what sort of partner nip is the just man a better

partner than the harp player as m playing the harp the

harp player is certainly a better partner than the just man?

In a money partnership

Yes Polemarchus
f
but surely not in the use of money for

you do not want a just man to be you counsellor in the

purchase or sale of a horse a man who is knowing about

horses would be better for that would he not

Certainly

And when you want to buy a ship the shipwright or the

pDot would be better?

Trnr.
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Then what u that oint use of silver o gold in which the

pst man is to be preferred

When you want a deposit to be kept safely

You mean, when money is not wanted but allowed to lie?

Precisely

Tha is to say justice is useful when money is useless ?

That is the inference D
And when you want to keep a pruning hook safe tiien

justice is useful to the individual and to the state but when

you want to use it then the art of the vine chesser ?

Clearly

And when you want to keep a shield or a lyre and not to

use them yon would say that justice is useful but when

you want to use them then die art of the soldier or of the

musiaan?

Certainly

And so of all other things —justice is useful when they are

useless and useless when they are useful?

That is the inference

Then justice is not good for much But let us consider E

this further point Is not he who can best strike a blow in

a boocing match or in any kind of fighting best able to ward

oil a blow?

Certainly

And he who is most skilful m preventing or escaping 1

from a disease is best able to create one ?

True ?

And he is the best guard of a camp who s best able to

steal a march upon the enemy? 334

Certainly

Rod) g eta ral \aS 3» oJ *r?U
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Then he who is a good keeper of anything is also a good

tfuef ?

That I suppose, is to be inferred

Then if the just man is good at keeping money he is good

at stealing it.

That is imp led n the argument

Then after all the just man has turned out to be a thief

And tins is a lesson which I suspect you must have learnt

B out of Homer for he speaking of Autolycus the maternal

grandfather of Odysseus who is a favourite of his affirms

that

He was excellent above all men in thett and perjury

And so you and Homer and Simonides are agreed that

justice is an art of theft to be practised however for the

good of friends and for the harm of enemies —that was

what you were saying?

No certainly not that though I do not now know what

I did say bu+ I still stand by the latter words

C Well, there is another question By fn.en.ds and enemies

do we mean those who are so really or only in seeming ?

Surely he said a man may be expected to love those whom
he thinks good and to hate those whom he thinks evil

Yes, but do not persons often err about good and evil

many who are not good seem to be so and conversely?

That is true

Then to them the good will be enemies and the evil will

be their friends ?

True

And n that case they will be r-ght n doing good to the

E evil and evil to the good?
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Clearly

But the good are just and would not do an injustice ?

True

Then according to your argument it is just to injure those

vsho do no wrong?

Nay Socrates the doctrine is immoral

Then I suppose that we ought to do good to the ju t and

harm to the unjust?

I like Jiat better

But see the consequence —Many a man who is ignorant

of human nature has friends who are bad friends and m that E

case he ought to do harm to them and he has good enemies

whom he ought to benefit but if so we shall be saying the

ve-y ooposite of that which we affirmed to be the meaning of

Simonides

Very true, he said and I think that we had better

correct an error into which we seem to have faller m the use

of the words fnend and enemy ’

What was the error Polemarchus? I asked.

We assumed that he is a friend who seems to be or who

is thought good

And how is the error to be co rected ?

We should rather say that he is a friend who is as we^l as

seems good and that he who seems only and is not good 335

only seems to be and is not a friend and of an enemy the

same may be said

You would argue that the good are our friends and the

bad our enemies ?

Yes

And instead of saying simply at we did at first, that t is

just to do good to our friends and harm to our enemies we
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should ftrther say It is just to do good to oar friends when

they are good ana harm to our enemies when they are ev 1?

B Yes that appears to me to be the truth

But ought the just to injure any one at all?

Undoubtedly he ougnt to injure those who are both

wicked and h s enemies

When horses are injured are thevunproved or deteriorated ?

The latter

Deteriorated that is to say in the good qualities of horse

not of dogs

’

Yes of horses

And dogs are deteriorated in the good qualities of dogs

and not of horses ?

Of course

C And will not men who are injured be deteriorated sn that

which is the proper virtue of man?

Certainly

And that human virtue is justice?

To be sure

Then men who are injured are of necessity made unju t
5

That is the result

But can the musician by his art make men unmusical’

Certainly not

Or the horseman by his art make them bad horsemen ’

Impossible

And can the just by justice make men unjust or speaking

D generally can the good by virtue make them bad ’

Assuredly not

Any more than heat can produce cold?

It cannot

Or drought mo store ?
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Clearly not

Nor can the good harm any oner

Impossible

And the ju t is the good?

Certainly

Then to injure a friend or any one else is not the act of

just man bnt of the opposite who is the unjust’

I think that what yoa say is quite true Socrates

Then if a man says that justice consists in the repayment E

of debts and that good is the debt which a just man owes to

his friends and evil the debt which he owes to his enemies

—to say this is not wise for it is not true if as has been

clearly shown the injuring of another can be in no case just

I agree with you s id Polemarcnus

Then you and I are prepared to take up arms against any

one who attributes such a saying to Simonides or Bias or

Pittacus or any other wise man or seer’

I am quite ready to do battle at your side ne said

Shall I tell you whose I believe th saying to be? 336

Whose?

I believe that Penander or Perdiccas or Xerxes or Ismenias

th<_ Theban or some other rich and mighty man who had

a great opinion of his own power was the first to say that

justice is doing good to vour friends and harm to youT

enemies

Most true he said

lies I said bnt if this definition of justice also breaks

down, what other can be offered ?

Several times m the couxse of the discussion Thrasymachu B

had made an attempt to get the argument nto his own hands

and had been put down by the rest of the company who
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wanted to hear the end But when Folemajchos and I had

done speaking and there was a pause he could no 1onger

hold 3ns peace and gathering him.elf up he came at us

like a wild beast seeking to detour us VI e were quite

panic-stricken at the sight of lira

He oared out to the whole company What folly Socrates

C has taken possession of you all? And why sillybillies do

you knock under to one another’ I sav that if you want

really to know wha justice is you should not only ask but

answer and you should not seek honour to yourself from the

refutation of an opponent but have your own answer

for there is many a one who car ask and cannot answer

D And now I will not have you sav that justice is duty or

advantage or profit or gam or interest for this sort of

nonsense will not do for me I must have clearness and

accuracy

I was panic stricken at his words and could not look at

him without trembling Indeed I believe that if I had not

fixed my eye upon him I should have been struck dumb
but when I saw his fury rising I looked at him firs* and was

E therefore able to reply to him

Thrasymachus I said with a quiver don t be hard upon

ns Polemarchus and I may have been guilty of a little

mistake in the argument but I can assure you that the error

was not intentional If we were seeking for a piece of gold

you would not imagine that we were knocking undei to one

another and so losing our chance of finding at And why
when we are seeking for justice, a thing more precious than

many pieces of gold, do you say that we are weakly yielding

to ore another and not doing our utmost to get at the truth ?

Nay my good friend, we are most willing and anxious to do
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10 but the fact is that we cannot And if to yon people

who know all things should pity us and not be angry

with us

How characteristic of Socrates 1 he replied with a bitter 337

laugh —that s your ironical style 1 Did 1 not foresee

—

have I not already told you that whatever he was asked he

would refuse to answer and try irony or any other shuffle

in order that he might avoid answering >

You are a philosopher Thiasymachus I replied, and well

know that if you ask a person what numbers make up twelve

taking care to jproJnbit him whom you ask from answering b
twice six or three times four or six times two or four times

three for this sort of nonsense will not do for me —then

obviously if that is your way of putting the question no one

can answer you But suppose that he w ere to retort Thrasy

machus what do you mean 11 If one of these numbers which

you interdict be the true answer to the question am I falsely

to say some other number which is not the right one?—is

that your meaning? —How would you answer him? C

Jfust as if the two cases were at all alike 1 he said

Why should they not be? I replied and even if they

are not but only appear to be so to the person who is asked

ought he not to aay what he thinks whether you and I forbid

him or not?

I presume then that you are going to make one of the

interdicted answers ?

I dare say that I may aotwi hstandmg the danger if upon

leflection I approve of any of them

But what if I give you an answer about justice other and d
better he sa d, than any of these? What do you deserve

to have done to you 7
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Done to me as becomes the gnerant, I must learn from

the wise—that is what I deserve to nave done to me

What and no payment 1 a pleasant notion

I will pay when I have the money I replied

But you have Socrates said Glaucon and you Thrasv

machus, need be under no anxiety about money for we will

all make a contribution fox Socrat s

E YeB he replied, and then Socrates will do as he always

does—refuse to answer himself but take and pull to pieces

the answer of some one else

Why my good friend I said how can any one answer who

knows and says that he knows just no hing and who even

if he has some faint no ions or his own is told by a mar of

authority not to utter them? The natural thing is that

338 the speaker should be some one like yourself who professes

to know and can tell what he knows Will you then kindly

answer for the edifica ion of the company and of myself?

Glaucon and the rest of the company mined in my request

and Thrasymachus as any one might see was m reaLty eager

to speak for he thought that he had an excellent answer

and would distinguish himself But at first he aff cted to

insist on my answering at length he consented to begin

B Behold, he said the wisdom of Socrates he refuses to teacn

himself, and goes about learning of others to whom he never

even says Thank you.

That I learn of others I replied is quite true but that

I am ungrateful I wholly deny Money I have none and

therefore I pay in praise, which is all I have and how ready

I am to praise any one who appears to me to speak well you

will very coon find out when yon answer for I expect that

you w U er well
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Listen then he 9a d I proclaim that justice js nothing c

else than the interest of the stronger And now why do you

not praise me f But of course yon won t

Let me first understand you, I replied Justice, as you

say is tne interest of the stronger What Thrasymachus is

he meaning of this ? You cannot mean to say that because

Polydamas, the pancratiast is stronger than we are and finds

the eating of beef conducive to his bodily strength that to

eat beef is therefore equally for our good who are weaker D

than he is and right and just for us ?

That s abominable of you Socrates you take the words

in the sense which is most damaging to the argument

Not at all my good sir I said I am trying to understand

them and I wish that you would be a little clearer

We^l he said have yon never heard that forms of govern

ment differ taere are tyrannies and there are democrac es

and there re aristocracies’

Yes I know

And the government is the ruling power in each state?

Certainly

And the different forms of government make laws demo E
cratical, anstocratical tyrannical with a view to their several

interests and these laws which are made bj them for their

own mterests are the justice which, they deliver to their sub

jects, and him who transgresses them they punish as a

breaker of the law and unjust And that is what I mean
when I say that m all states there is the same principle of

justice which is the interest of the government and as

the government must be supposed to have power, the only 33

reasonable conclusion is that everywhere there is one

principle of lustice which 11 the merest of the stronzw
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Now I understand you, 1 said and whether yon are right

or not I will try to discover But let me remark, that in

defining justice you have yoursel* used the word interest

which you forbade me to use It is true however that in

your definition the words of the stronger are added

B A small addition, you must allow he said

Great or small never mind about that we must first

inquire whether what you axe saytng is the truth Now
we are both agreed that justice is interest of some sort but

you go on to say of the stronger ’ about this addiaon I am

not so sure and must therefore consider further

Proceed

I will and first tell me Do you admit that it is just for

subjects to obey their rulers ?

Ido
3 But are the rulers of states absolutely infallible, or are they

sometimes liable to err ?

To be sure he replied they are liable to err

Then in making their laws they may sometimes make

them rightly, and sometimes not ?

True

When they make them rightly they make them agreeably

to their interest when they are mistaken contrary to their

interest you admit that ?

Yes

And the laws which they make must be obeyed by their

subjects—and that is wh«t you call justice f

Doubtless

3 Then justice according to your argument is not only

obedience to the interest of the stronger but the reverse}

What is that you are saying} he asked.
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I am only repeating what you are saying, I be] eye But

let us consider H*ve we not admitted tnat the rulers may-

be mistaken about then own interest in what they command

and also that to obey them is justice * Has not that been

admit ed?

Yes

Then you must also have acknowledged ustice not to be E

for the interest of the stronger when the rulers umnten

tionally command things to be done which are to their

own injury For if as you say justice is the obedience which

the subject renders to their commands in that case O wisest

of men is there any escape from the conclusion that the

weaker are commanded to do not what is for the interest,

but what is for the injury of the stronger?

Nothing can be clearer, Socra es said Polemarchus

Yes said Cleitophon interposing if you are allowed to 34°

be his witness

But there is no need of any witness said Polemarchus

for Thrasymachus himself acknowledges that rulers may

sometimes command what is not for their own interest and

that for subjects to obey them is justice.

Yes Polemarchus—Thrasymachus said that for subjects

to do what was commanded by their rulers is just

Yes Cleitophon but he also said that justice is the interest

of the stronger and while admitting both these propositions B

he further acknowledged that the stronger may command

the weaker who are h s subjects to do what is lot for his

own interest whence follows that justice is the injury quite

as much as the interest of the stronger

But, said Cleitophon he meant by he interest of the

stronger what the stronger thought to be his interest, this
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•was what the weaker 1 ad to do and this was affirmed by

him to be justice

Those were not his words rejoined Polemarebus

C Never mind I replied if he now says that they are let ns

accept his statement Tell me Thrasymachus I said dia

yon mean by justice what the stronger thought to be his

interest whether really so or not ?

Certainly not he said Do you suppose that I call him

who is mistaken the stronger at the time when he is mis

taken?

Yes I said, my impression was that you did so when you

admitted that the ruler was not infallible but might be some-

times mistaken

D You argue like an informer, Socrates Do you mean for

example that he who is mistaken about the sick is a physician

in that he is mistaken? or that he who errs in arithmetic or

grammar is an arithmetician or grammarian at the time

when he is making the mistake m respect of the mistake?

True we say that the physician or arithmetician or gram

marian has made a mistake but this is only a way of

speaking for the fact is that neither the grammarian nor

any other person of still ever makes a mistake m so far as

he is what his name implies they none of them err unless

their skill fails them, and then they cease to be skilled artists

No artist or sage or ruler errs at the time when he is what

his name implies though he is commonly said to err and

E I adopted the common mode of speaking But to be perfectly

accu ate since you are such a lover of accuracy we should

say that the ruler m so far as he is a ruler is unerring and

i being unerring, always commands that wh ch is for his own

intercs and the sub ect is required to execute his com
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tnands and therefore as I said at first and now repeat

justice is the interest of the Btronger

Indeed, Thrasymachus and do I really appear to you to

argue like an informer?

Certainly he replied

And do you suppose that 1 ask these questions with any

design of injuring you in the a gument ?

Nay he replied, suppose ’ is not the word—I know it

but you will be found out, and by sheer force of argument B

you will never prevail

I shal1 not make the attempt my dear man but to avoid

any misunderstanding occurring between us m future let me
ask m what sense do you speak of a ruler or stronger whose

interest as you were aying he being the superior it is just

that the inferior should execute—is he a ruler in the popular

or in the strict eenBe of the term ?

In the strictest of all senses he said And now cheat and

play the informer if you can I ask no quarter at your hands

But you never will be able never

And do you imagine I said, that I am such a madman as to C
try and cheat Thrasymachus ? I might as well shave a lion

Why he said, you made the attempt a minute ago, and you

failed

Enough I said of these civilities It will be better that

I should ask you a question Is the physician taken in that

strict sense 01 which you are speaking a healer of the sick

or a maker of money? And remember that I am now speak

mg of the true physician

A healer of the sick he replied

And the pilot that is to say the true pilot is he a captain

of s-'lors or - m.rei -lor?
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A cupta n of u on

D The circumstance hat he sails m the ship is not to be

taken into account neither is he to De called a sailor the

name pilot by which he is distinguished has nothing to do

with sailing but is igmficant of his skill ard of his authority

over the sailors

Very true he said

Now I said every art has an interest?

Certainly

For which the art has to consider and provide?

Yes that is the aim art

And the intei es of any art is the perfection of it—this and

nothing else ?

E What do you mean?

I mean what I may illustrate negatively by the example of

the body Suppose yon were to ask me whether the body is

self-sufficing or has wants I should reply Certainly the

body has wants for the body may be ill and require to be

cured and has therefore interests to which the art of medicine

ministers and this is the origin and intention of medicine

as you will acknowledge Am I not right?

34a Quite right he replied

But is the art of medicine or any other art faulty or

deficient in any quality m he same way that the eye may be

deficient in sight or the ear fail of hearing and therefore

requires another art to provide for the interests of seeing

and hearing—has art m itself I say any similar liability to

fault or defec- and does every art require another supple-

mentary art to provide for its interests and that another

and another without end? Or have the arts to look only

B after their own interests? Or h ve they rn wA r thrr of
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themaelve* or of another? haying no faults or defects, they

have no need to correct them either by the exercise of their

own ait or of any othe" they have only to consider the

interest of the-r subject matter For every art remains pure

and faultless while remaining true—that is to say wnile

perfect and unimpaired Take the words m your p ease

sense and tell me whether lam ro right

Yes clearly

Then medicine does not consider the interest of medicine C

but the interest of the body ?

T ue, he said

Nor does the art of horsemanship consider the interests of

the art of horsemanship but the interests of the horse

,

neither do any other arts care for themselves for they have

no needs they care only for that which is the subject of

their art?

True, he said

But surely Thrasymachus the arts are the superiors and

rulers of their own subjects f

To this he assented with a good deal of reluctance

Then I said no science or art considers or enjoins the

interest of the stronger or superior but only the interest

of the subject and weaker? D

He made an attempt to contest this proposition also but

finally acquiesced

Then I continued, no physician m so far as he is a

physician, considers his own good in what he prescribes, but

the good of his patient for the true physician 19 also a ruler

having the human body as a subject and is not a mere money

maker that has been admitted ?
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And the pilot likewise, in the strict sense of the term, 1

a ruler of sailors and rot a mere sailor?

E That has been admitted

And such a pilot and ruler will provide and prescribe for

the interest of the sailor who is under him, and not *or his

own or the ruler s interest?

He gave a reluctant Yes

Then I said Thrasysnacfius there is no one m any rule

who in so far as he is a ruler considers or enjoins what is

for his own interest, but always what is for *he mte.est of

his subject or suitable to his art to that he looks and that

alone he considers in everything which he says and does

343 When we had got to this point in the argument and every

one saw that the definition of justice had been completely

upset Thrasymachus instead of replying to me said Tell

me Socrates have you got a nurse ?

Why do you ask such a question I said when you ought

rather to be answering ?

Because she leaves you to snivel, and never wipes your nose

she has not even t*ught yon to mow the shepherd from the

sheep

What makes you say that ? I replied

B Because you fancy that the shepherd or neatherd fattens

or tends the sheep or oxen with a view to their own good

and not to the good of himself or his master and you

further imagine that the rulers of states if they are true

rulers never think of their subjects as sheep and that they

are not studying their own advantage day and night Oh

C no and so entirely astray axe you m your ideas about the

just and un ust as not even to know that justice and the

juit are in reality another’s rood that is to say the merest
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of the ruler and stronger and the Ion of the rubject and

servant and njustice the opposite for the unjust is lord

over the truly sample and just he is the stronger and his

subjects do what is for his interest and minister to his

happiness which is very far from being their own Consider I

further most foolish Socrates that the just is always a loser

m comparison with the unjust First of all, in pr vate

contracts wherever the unjust is the partner of the just

you will find that when the partnership is dissolved the

unjust man has always more and the just less Secondly

m their dealings with the State when there is an mcome-

tai the just man will pay more and the unjust less on the

same amount of income and when there is anything to be

received the one gams nothing and the other much Observe I

also what happens when they tale «n office there is the

just man neglecting Ins affairs and perhaps suffering other

losses and getting nothing out of the public because he is

just moreover he is hated by his friends and acquaintance

for refusing to serve them in unlawful ways But all this is

reversed in the case of the unjust man I am speaking as

before of injustice on a large scale in which the advantage

of the unjust is most apparent and my meaning will be

most clearly seen if we turn to that highest form of injustice

in which the criminal is the happiest of men and the sufferers

or those who refuse to do injustice are the most miserable

—

that is to say tyranny which by fraud and force takes away
the property of others not little by little but wholesale

comprehending in one, things sacred as well as profane

private and public for which acts of wrong if he were

detected perpetrating any one of them singly he would be

punished and ncur great disgrace they who do such wrong
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in particular case* a e called obbers of temples and roan

stealers and burglars and swindlers and Jueves But when

a man besides taking away the money of the citizens has made

slaves of them then instead of these names of reproach he

C is termed happy and blessed rot only by the citizens but by

all who hear of his having achieved the consummation of

injustice For mankind censure injustice feaung that they

may be the victims of it and not because they shiink from

committing it And thus as I have shown Socrates n

justice when on a sufficient scale has more strength and

freedom and masterv than justice and as I said at first

justice is tne interest of the stronger whereas injustice is

a man s own profit and interest

D Thrasymachus when he had thus spoken having like

a bath man, deluged our ears with his words had a mind to

go away But the company would not let him they insisted

that he should remain and defend his position and I myself

added my own humble request that he would not leave us

Thrasymachus I said to him, excellent man how suggestive

are your remarks 1 And are you going to run away before

you have airly taught or learned whether they are true or

E not P Is the attempt to determine the way of man s life so

small a matter in your eyes—to determine how life may be

passed by each one of us to the greatest advantage ?

And do I differ from you he said as to the importance

of the inquiry ?

You appear rather I replied to have no care or thought

about us Thrasymachus—-whether we live better or worse

from not knowing what you say you know is to you a matter

5 of indifference Prithee friend, do not keep your knowledge

to yourself, we a e a 1 ve p-rty anH _ny benefit wbrnhyo-i
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confer upon ns wiB be amp y rewarded For my own part

I openly declare that I am not convinced and that I do no

believe injustice to be more gainful than justice even i£

uncontrolled and allowed to have free play For granting

that there may he an unjust man who is able to commit

injustice either bj fraud or force still this does not convince

me of the superior advantage of injustice, and there may be

others who are in the same predicament with myself Perhaps

we may be wrong if 90 you m your wisdom should convince S

us that we are mistaken m preferring justice to injustice

And how am I to convince you he said, if you are not

already convinced by what I have just said what more can

I do for you ? Would you ha\ e me put the proof bodily into

your souls ?

Heaven forbid 1 I said I would only ask you to be con

sistent or if you change change openly and let there be no

deception For I must remark, Thrasymachus if yon will

recall what was previously said, that although you began by c
defining the true physician m an exact sense you did not

observe a like exactness when speaking of the shepherd

you thought that the shepherd as a shepherd tends the sheep

not with a view to their own good but like a mere dmer or

banqueter with a view to the pleasures of the table or

aga n as a trader for salem the market and not as a shepherd

Yet surely the an of the shepherd is concerned only with d
the good of his subjects he has only to provide the best

for them since the perfection of the art is already ensured

whenever all the requirements of it are satisfied And that

was what I was saying just now about the ruler I conceived

that the art of the ~ulcr coni dered as ruler whether in

a state or m private life, could only regard the good of his £
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flock o labjectB whereat you seem to th nk that the mien

m states that is to say the true rulers like be ng m authority

Think 1 Nay I am sure of it

Then why m the case of lease offices do men never take

them willingly without payment unless under the idea that

46 they govern for the advantage not of themselves but of

others? Let me ask you a question Ar^ not the several arts

different, by reason of their eaJi having a separate function?

And my dear illustrious friend do say what you th nk that

we may make a little progress

Yes that is the difference he replied

And each art gives us a pa t cular good and not merelv

a general one—medicine for example give3 us health

navigation safety at sea and so on ?

Yes he said

B And the art of payment has the spec al function of giving

pay but we do not confuse this with other arts any more

than the art of the pilot is to be confused with the art of

medicine, because Jie health of the pilot may be improved by

a sea voyage You would not be inclined to say would you

that navigation is the art of medicine at least if we are to

adopt your exact use of language ?

Certainly not

Or because a man is m good health when he receives pav

you would not say that the art of payment is medicine?

I should not

Nor would you say that medicine is the art of receiving

pay because a man takes fees when he is engaged in healing ?

C Certainly not

And we have admitted I si d that the good of each art u
specially confined to the art ?
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Yes

Then if there be any good which all artists hare in com

mon tha is to be attnbuted to something of which thej all

have the common use ?

True he replied

And when the artist is benefited by receiving pay the

advantage is gained by an additional use of the art of pay

which is not the art professed by him?

He gave a reluctant assent to this

Then the pay is not derived by the several artists horn D

their espective arts But the trjth is that while the art of

medicine gives health, and the art of the builder builds

a house, another art attends them which is the art of pay

The various arts may be doing their own business and bene

fitrag thar over which tney preside but would the artist

receive any benefit from his art unless he were paid as well?

I suppose not

But does he therefore confer no benefit when he works for E

nothing ?

Certainly he confers a benefit

Then now Thrasymachu there is no longer any doubt

that neither arts nor governments provide for their own

interests but as we were before saying they rule and pro

v de for the interests of their subjects who are the weak r

and not the stronger—to their good they attend and not to

the good of the superior And this is the reason my dear

Thrasyraachus why as I was just now saying, no one is

willing to govern because no one likes to take in hand the

reformation of evils which are not his concern without

remuneration For in the execution of his work, and m 347

giving his orders to another the true artist does not regard
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his own interest but always that of h 5 subjects and there-

fore in order that rulers may be willing to rule they must be

paid in one of three modes of payment money or honour, or

a penalty for refusing

What do you mean Socrates? said Glaucon The first

two inodes of payment are intelligible enough but what the

penalty is I do not understand or how a penalty can be

a payment

You mean tnat you do not understand the nature of this

B payment which to the Dest men is the great inducement to

rule? Of course you Icnow that ambition and avarice are

held to be as indeed they are a disgrace?

Very true

And for this reason, I said, money and honour have no

attraction for them good men do not wish to be openly

demanding payment for governing and so to get the name of

hirelings nor by secretly helping themselves out of the

public revenues to get the name of thieves And not being

ambitious they do not care about honour Wherefore neces

C sity must be laid upon them, and they must be induced to

serve from the fear of punishment And this as I imagine,

is the reason why the forwardness to take office instead of

waiting to be compelled, has been deemed dishonourable

Now the worst part of the punishment is that he who refuses

to rule is liable to be ruled by one who is worse than himself

And the fear of this as I conceive induces the good to take

D office, not because they would, but because they cannot help

—not under the idea that they are going to have any benefit

or enjoyment themselves but as a necessity and because

they are not able to commit the task of ruling to any one

who u better than themselves or indeed as good. For there
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u uioq to think that if a city were composed enti ely of

good m n then to avoid office would be as much an object

of contention as to obtain office is at present then we should

have plain proof that the true rnler is not meant by nature

to regard ins own interest but that of his subjects and

every one who knew this would choose rather to receive

a benefit from another than to have the trouble of conferring

one So far am I from agreeing with Thrasymachus that E

justice is the interest of the stronger This latter question

reed not be further discussed at present but when Thrasy

Kidchus says that the life of the unjust is more advantageous

than that of the just his new statement appears to me to be

of a far more serious character Which of U6 has spoken

truly? And which sort of life, Glaucon do you prefer’

I for my part deem the life of the just to be the more

advantageous he answered

Did you hear all the advantages 01 the nnjust which 34$

Thrasymachus was rehearsing ?

Yes I heard ham he replied but he has not convinced me
Then shall we try to find some way of convincing him

if we can that he is saying what is not true?

Most certainly he replied

If I said he makes a set speech and we make another

recounting all the advantages of being just and he answers

and we rejoin there must be a numbering and measuring of

the goods which are claimed on either side and in the B

end we shall want judges to decide but if we proceed m
oar inquiry as we lately did by making admissions to one

another, we shall unite the offices of judge and advocate in

our own persons

Very good, he said.
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And which method do I understand yon to p ef find
lhat which you propose

Well then Thrasymachus I said suppose you begin at

the beginning and answer me You say that perfect irjustice

is more gainful than perfect justice 5

C Yes that is what I say and I have g vea you my reasons

And what is your view about them? Would vou call one

of them virtue and the other vice f

Certainly

I suppose that you would call justice virtue and injustice

vice?

What a charming notion 1 So likely too seeing that I

affirm injustice to be profitable and justice not

What else then would you sayf

The opposite he replied

And would you call justice vice >

No I would rather say sublime s mplicity

D Then would you call injustice malignity

No I would rather say discretion

And do the unjust appear to you to be wise and good 5

Yes, he said at any rate those of them who are able to be

perfectly unjust and who have the power of subduing states

and nations but perhaps you imagine me to be talking

of cutpuises Even this profession if undetected has advan

tages though they are not to be compared with those of

which I was just now speaking

E I do not think that I misapprehend your meaning Thrasy

machus I replied but still I cannot hear without amaze

ment that you class injustice with wisdom and virtue, and

justice wth the oppos te.

Certainly I do so class them
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Now I *a d, yon are on more substantial and almost

unanswerable ground for if the injustice which you were

maintaining to be profitable had been admitted by you as by

othe.s to be vice and deformity an answer might hate been

given to you on received principles but now I perceive that

you will call injustice honourable and strong and to the 349

unjust you will attribute all the qualities which were atm

buted by us before to the just seeing that you do not hesitate

to rank injustice with wisdom and virtue

You have guessed most infallibly he replied

Tien I certainly ought not to shrink from going through

with the a gument so long as I have reason to think that you

Thrasymachus are speaking your real mmd for I do believe

that you are now in earnest and are not amusing yourself at

our expense

I may be m earnes or rot but what is that to you?—to

refute the argument is your business

Very true I said that is what I have to do But will you B

be so good as answer yet one more question > Does the

just man try to gain any advantage over the just 5

Far otherwise if he did he would not be the simple

musing creature which he is

And would he try to go beyond just action?

He would not

And how would he regard the attempt to gam an advantage

over the unjust would that be considered by him as just or

unjust?

He would think it just and would tryto gam the advantage

but he would not be able

Whether he would o would not be able, I said, u not

to the po nt My question is Day whether the just man, c
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while refusing to hare more than another just man would

wish and claim to hare more than the unjust

?

Yes he would

And what of the unjust—does he claim to hare more than

the just man and to do more than is just ?

Of course he said for he claims to have more th n all men

And the unjust man will strive and struggle to obtain more

than the unjust man or action m order that he may have

more than all?

True

We may pat the matter thus I said—the just does not

desire more than his like but more than his unlike whereas

the unjust desires more than both his like and his unlike?

D Nothing he said can he better than that statement

And the unjust is good and wise and the just is neither

Good again he said

And is not the unjust like the wise and good and the

just unlike them?

Of course he said he who is of a certain natu e is like

those who are of a certain nature he who is not not

Each of them I said is such as his like is ?

Certainly he replied

Veiy good, Thrasymachus I said and now to take the

case of the arts you would admit that one man is a musician

E and another not a musician?

Ves

And which is wise and which is foolish?

Clearly the musician is wise and he who is not a musician

is foolish

And he is good n u far as he is wise, and bad in as far as

he is foolish?
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Y«
And you would say the same sort of thing of the physician ?

Yes

And do yon think my excellent friend that a musician

when he adjusts the lyre would desire or claim to exceed or

go beyond a music an in the tightening and loosening the

strings 7

I do not think that he would

Bnt he would claim to exceed the non mus cian?

Of course

And what would yon say of the physician ? In prescribing 35°

meats and drinks would he wish to go beyond another

physician or beyond the practice of medicine ?

He would not

But he would wish to go beyond the non physician ?

Yes

And about knowledge and ignorance m general
, see

wnether you think that any man who has knowledge ever

would wish to have the choice of saying or doing more than

another man who has knowledge Would he not rather say

or do the same as his like m the same case 7

That I suppose can hardly be denied

And what of the ignorant ? would he not desire to have

more than either the knowing or the ignorant! B

I dare say

And the knowing is wise f

Yes

And the wise is good?

True

Then the wue and good will not desire to gam more than

b. l.V^ W mn, r til -n hll nnl.V^ -.A .mw it-?
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I suppose o

VVheieas the bad and ignorant will desire to gain more

than both 5

Yes

Bat did we not say Th asymachus that the unjust goes

beyond both his like and unlike > Were not liese y our words?

They were

C And you also said that the just will not go bey ond his like

but his unlike?

Yes

Tnen the just is like the wise and good and the unjust

like the eul and ignorant?

That is the inf rence

And each of them is such as his like is ?

That was admitted

Then the just has turned out to be wise and good and the

unjust evil and ignorant

Thrasymachus made all the c admissions not fluently as

D I repeat them but with extreme reluctance it was a 1 ot

summer s day and the perspiration poured from him in

torrents and then I saw what I had never seen before

Thrasymachus blushing As we were now agreed that justice

was virtue and wisdom and injustice vice and ignorance,

I proceeded to another point

Well 1 said Thrasymachus that matter is now settled

but were we not al o saying that injustice had strength

do you remember ?

Yes I remember he said but do not suppose that I

approve of what you are saying or have no answer if how
eve I were to answer you would be quite

-
to accuse

E me of haranguing therefore cither permit me to have my
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lay out, or f yon would rather ask, do *o and I will answer

Very good as they say to story telling old women, and

will nod Yes and No
Certainly not I said if contrary to your real opinion

Yes he said I will, to please yon since you will not let me
spe«k What else would yon hate f

Nothing m the world, I said
,
and if you are so disposed

I will ask and you shall answer

Proceed

Then I will repeat the question which I asLed before in

order that our examination of the relative nature of justice 351

and injustice may be carried on regularly A statement was

made that injustice is stronger and more powerful than

justice, but now jus ice having been identified with wisdom

and virtue is easily shown 0 be stronger than injustice if

injustice is ignorance this can no longer be questioned by

any one But I want to view the matter Thrasymachus in

a different way You would not deny that a state may be B

unjust and may be unjustly attempting to enslave other

states or may have already enslaved them and may be

holding many of them in subjection?

True he replied and I will add that the best and most

perfectly unjust state will be most Ukely to do so

I know I saia that such was your position but what

I would further consider is whether this power which is

possessed by the superior state can exist ox be exercised

without justice or only with justice

If you are right m your view and justice is wisdom c

then only with justice but if I am right then without

just e

I am delighted, Thrasymachus to see you not on y nodding
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assent and dissent but mafe ng answers wl eh are qtnte

excellent

That is out of civility to you he lephed

Von arc very kind I said and would r ou have the good

ness also to inform me whether you think that a stare or an

army or a band of robbers and thieve or any other gang of

evil doers could act at all if they injured one another

D No indeed, he said they could not

But if they abstained from injuring one another then

they might act together better ?

Yes

And this is because injustice creates di isions and hatreds

and fighting and justice imparts harmony and friendship is

not that true Thrasymachus ?

I agree, he sa d because I do not wish to quarrel with you

How good of you I said but I should like to know also

whetner injustice haing this tendency to arouse hatred

wherever existing among slaves or among freemen will

not make them hate one another and set them at variance

and render them incapable of common action?

Certainly

E And even if injustice be found in two only will they not

quarrei and fight and become enemies to one another and

to the just?

They wall

And suppose injustice abiding in a single person would

youi wisdom say that she loses or that she retains her natural

power ?

Let us assume that she retains her power

Yet b not the power which injustice exercises of such a

natu e that wherever she takes up her abode whether n
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i city n an army n a fun ly or n any o er body tha

body is to begin with rendered incapable of united action jS

by eason of sedition and distraction and does it not

become its own enemy and at variance with all that opposes

it and with the just f Is not thi3 the case f

Yes certainly

And is not injustice equally fatal when existing in a single

person in the fLst place rendering him incapable of action

because he is not at unity with himself and in the second

place making him an enemy to himself and the just? Is

not that true Thrasymachus ?

Yes

Ana O my friend I said surely the gods are just?

Granted that hey are

But if so the unjust will he tHe enemy of the gods and the B

just will be their friend ?

Feast away in tuumph and take your fil of the argument

I will not oppose you lest I should displease the company

Well then proceed with your answers and let me have

the remainder of my repast. For we have already shown that

the just are clearly wiser and better and abler than the

unjust and that the unjnst are incapable of common action

nay more that to speak as we did of men who are evil C

acting at any time vigorously together is not strictly true

for if they had been perfectly evil they would have laid

hands upon one another but it is evident that there must

have been some remnant of justice in them which enabled

them to combine if there had not been they would have

injured one another as well as their victims they were but

half-villains ill their enterprises for had they been whole

and utterly unjust they would have been n ter y
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D ncapable of action That as I bel eve is tic truth of he

matter and not what you said at first But whether the just

have a better and happier life than the unjust is a further

question which, we also proposed o consider I thmk that

they have, and for the reasons which I have given nut still

I should like to examine further for no light matter is at

stale nothing less than the rule of human ufe

Proceed

I will proceed by asking a question Would you not say

that a horse has some end?

E I should-

And the erd or use of a horse or of anything would be

that which could not be accomplished or not so well accom

piished by any other thing?

I do not understand, he said

Let me explain Can you see except with tne eye?

Certainly not

Or hear except with the ear ?

No
These then may be truly said to be the ends of these

organs

?

They may

353 But you can cut off a vine branch with a dagger or with a

chisel aijd in many other ways?

Of course

And yet not so well as with a pruning-hook made for the

purpose

?

True

May we not say that this is the end of a pruning nook?

We may

Then now I think yon will have no d fficulty n under
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standing my meaning when T asked the question whether the

end of anything would be that which could not be accom

plished, or not so well accomplished, by ny other thing*

I understand your meaning, ne said and assert b

And that to which an end is appointed has also an excel

lencef Need I ask again whether the eye has an end?

It has

And has not the eye an excellence?

Yes

And the ear has an end and an excellence also?

True

And the same is true of all other things they have each

of them an end and a special excellence?

That -s so

Well and can the eyes fulfil their end if they are wanting

in their own proper excellence and have a defect instead? C

How can they he said if they are blind and cannot see*

lou mean to say if they have lost their proper excellence

which is sight but I have not arrived at that point yet

I would rather ask the quest on more generally and only

inquire whether the things which fulfil their ends fulfil them

bv their own proper excellence and fail of fulfilling them by

their own defect ?

Certainly he replica

I might say the same of the ears when deprived of their

own proper excellence they cannot fulfil their end?

True

And the same observation will apply to all other things ? D

I agree

Well and has not the soul an end which nothing else

can fulfil for pie to superintend and co and
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del be ate and the 1 kc \ c not these functions proper to

the soul and can they rightly be assigned to any other >

To no other

And is not life to be reckoned among the ends of the soul?

Assuredly he said

And has not the soul an excellence also?

Yes

E And can she or can she not fulfil her own ends when

deprived of that excellence >

She cannot

Then an evil soul must necessarily be an evil rulei and

superintendent and the good soul a good ruler?

Yes necessarily

And we have admitted that justice is the excellence of

the soul and injustice the defect of the soul?

That has been admitted

Then Jie just soul and the just man will live well, and the

Unjust man will live ill ?

That is what your argument proves

3 d4 tad he who lives well is blessed and happy and he who

lives ill the reverse of happy ?

Certainly

Then the just is happy and the unjust miserable?

So be it

But happiness and not misery is profitable

Of course

Then, my blessed Thrasymachus injustice can never be

more profitable than justice

Let this Socrates he said, be your entertainment at the

Bendidea

For which I am indebted to you 1 said, now that you have
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grown gentle towards me, and haye left off sco ding Ncv r

theless I have not been well entertained but that was my 8

own fault and not yours As an epicure snatches a taste of

every dish which is successively brought to table he not

having allowed himself time to enjoy the one before so

have I gone from one subject to another without having

discovered what I sought at first the nature of justice

I left that inquiry and turned away to consider whether

justice is virtue and wisdom or evil and folly and when

there arose a further question about the comparative advan

tages of justice and injus ice I could not refrain from passing

on to that And the result of the whole discussion has been

that I know nothing at all For I know not what justice is

and therefore I am not likely to know whether it is or is not

a virtue nor can I sav whether the ju6t man is happy or

unhappy
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Stepb With these words I wa3 thinking that I had made an end

357 of the discussion but the end in truth proved to be only

a beginning For Glaucon who is alwai s the mo t pugna

cious of men was dissatisfied at Thrasjmachus retirement

he wanted to have the battle out So he said to me

Socrates do you wish really to persuade us or only to seem

B to have persuaded us that to be just is always better than to

be unjust ?

I should wish really to persuade you I replied, if I could

Then you certainly have not succeeded Let me ask you

now —IIow would you arrange goods—are there not some

which we welcome for their own sakes and independently of

their consequences as for example harmless pleasures aud

enjoym nts which dehght us at the time although, nothing

follows from them ?

I agree in thinking that there is such a class I replied

C Is there not also a second class of goods such as knowledge,

sight health, which are desirable not only in themselves,

but also for their results f

Certainly I said

And would you not recognize a third class such as gym

nast c and the care of the sick and the physician s art also

the various ways of money making—these do us good but we

regard them as disagreeable and no one would choose them

D for their own sakes but only for the sake of some reward or

result which flows from them?

There u I said this third dan alio But w y dn yon
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Because I want to know n which of the three classes you

would pla^e justice f

In the highest class I replied—among tflose goods which 3s®

he who would be happy desires both for their own sake and

for the sake of their results

Then the many are of another mind they think that

justice is to be reckoned m the troublesome class among

goods which are to be pursued for the sake of rewards and of

reputation but in themselves are disagreeable and rather to

be avoided.

I know I said that this is their manner of thinking and

that this was the thesis which Thrasymachus was maintaining

just now when he censured justice and praised injustice

But I am too stupid to be convinced by him

I wish, he said, that you would hear me as well as him B
and then I shall see whethe you and I agree For Thra
symaciius seems to me like a snake to have been charmed by
your voice sooner than he ought to have been but to my
mind the nature of justice and injustice have not yet been

made clear Setting aside their rewards and results I want
to know what they are .n themselves and how they inwardly

work in the soul If you please then I will revive the argu

ment of Thrasymachus And first I will speak of the nature c
and origin of justice according to the common view of them
S condly I will show that all men who practise justice do so

against the.r will of necessity out not as a good And
thirdly I will argue that there is reason in this view for the
life of the unjust is after all better far than the life of the just

—if what they say is true, Socrates, since I myself am not of
their opinion But still I acknowledge that I am perplexed
when I hear the vo ce* of Thrasymachus and myr ads of
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others dinning n my ears and on the o h hand, I hare

D never yet heard the superiority ot justice to njustice main

tamed by any one m a satisfactory waj I want to hear

jus ice praised m r spect of itself then I shall be satisfied

and you are the person from whom I think that I am most

likely to hear this and therefore I w ill praise the unjust life

to the utmost of my power and my manner if speaking will

indicate the manner in. which I desire o hear you too praising

justice and censuring injustice W ill you sat whether you

approve of mj propoaal *

Indeed I do nor can I imagine am theme ibout which

a man of sense would ortener wish to comeise

f- I am delighted he replied to hear vou sav so and shall

begin by speaking as I aroposed of the natu e and origin of

justice

They say that to do injustice is by nature good to suffer

injustice evil bat that the evil is greater than the good

And so when men have both done and suffered injustice and

j5s> have had experience of both not being able to avoid the one

and obtain the other they think that they had better agree

among themselves to have neither hence there ar sc laws

and mutual covenants
,
and that which is ordained by lat/ is

termed by them lawful and just This they affirm to be the

origin and nature of justice —it is a mean or compromise,

between the best of all, which is to do injustice and not be

punished and the worst of all which is to suffer injustice

without the power of retaliation and justice being at a

middle point between the two is tolerated not as a good but

as the lesser evil and honoured by reason of the inability of

B men to do injustice. For no man who u worthy to be eatM

a man would ever submit to such an afueemen if he were
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able to resist be would be mad if be did Sucb is tbe

received account Socrates of tbe nature and origin of justice

Now that those who practise justice do so involuntarily

and because they have not the power to be unjust will best

appear if we imagine something of this kind having given C

both to the just and the unjust power to do what they will

let us watch and see windier desire will lean them then wc

shall discover in the very act the just and unjust man to be

proceeding along the same road following their interest

which all natures deem to be their good and are only diverted

into the path of justice by the force of law The liberty

which we are supposing may be most completely given to

them in the form of such a power as is said to have been

possessed by Gyges the ancestor of Croesus the Lydian 1 D

According to the tradition Gyges was a shepherd in the

service of the king of Lydia there vas a great storm and

an earthquake made an opening in the earth at the place

whe e he was feeding his flock Amazed at the sight he

descended into the opening where among other marvels he

beheld a hollow brazen horse having doors at which he

stooping and looking m saw a dead body of stature as

appeared to him more than human and having nothing on

but a gold ring this he took from the finger of the dead and E

reascended Now the shenherds met together according to

custom that they might send their monthly report about

the flocks to the king into their assembly he came having

the ring on his finger and as he was sitting among them he

chanced to turn the collet of the ring inside his hand when

instantly he became b e to the rest of the company and
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they began to speak of him as if he we c bo 1 ger p esent

5o He was astonished at tins ard again touching the ring he

turned the collet outwards and reappeared ne made several

tnals of the ring and always with the same result—when he

turred the coilet inwards he became invisible when outwards

he reappeared Whereupon he contrived to be chosen one

of the messengers who were sert to the court where as

B soon as he arrived he seduced the queen and with her help

conspired against the ting and slew lum and took the king

don Suppose now that there were two such magic rings

and the just put or one of them and the unjust the other no

man can be imagined to oe of such an iron nature that he

would stand fast in justice No man would keep his hands

off what was not his own when he could safely take what he

~j liked out of the market or go into houses and lie with any

one at his pleasure or kill or release from prison whom he

would, and n all respects be like a god among men Then

the actions of the just would be as the actions of tne unjust

they would both come at last to the same point And this

we may truly affirm to be a great proof that a man is just,

not willingly or because he thinks that justice is any good to

him individually but of necessity for wherever any one

thinks that he can safely be unjust there he is unjust For

D all men believe m their hearts that injustice is far more

profitable to the individual than justice and he who argues

as I have been supposing will say that they axe right If

you could imagine any one obtaining this power of becoming

invisible, and never doing any wrong or touching what was

another s he would be thought by the lookers on to be

a moat wretched diot, although they won d praise hm to

nn.- -nntli. . i f-i -n.1 V

—

t> Mn nr*—mu • ith nn-
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another from a fear that thev too m ght suffer mjnsttee

Enough of th s

Now if we are to form a real judgement of the life of the E

just and unjust we must isolate them there is no other

way and how is the isolation to be effec ed ? I answer

Let the unjust man be enti cly unjust and the just man

entirely just nothing is to be taken away from either of

them and both are to be perfectly furnished for the work of

their respective lives First let the unjust be like other

distinguished ma ters of crart like the skilful pilot or

physician who knows intuitively his own powers and keeps 361

within thei limits and who if he fads at any point is able

to recover wmself So let the un ust make his unjust

attempts in the right way ard lie hidden if he means to be

great in his njustice (he who is found out is nobody ) for

the highest reach of injustice is to be deemed, just when you

are not Therefore I say that in the perfectly unjust man

we must assume the most perfect injustice ‘mere is to be no

deduction but we must allow him while doing the most

unjust acts to have acquired the greatest reputation for B

justice If he have taken a false step he must be able to

recover himself he must be one who can speak with effect if

any of jus deeds come to light and who can force his way

where force is required by his courage and strength, and

command of money and friends And at his side let us place

the just man m his nobleness and simplicity wishing as

Aeschylus says to be and not to seem good There must be no

seeming for if he seem to be just he will be honoured and c

rewarded and tiien we shall not know whether he is just for

the sake of justice or fo' the save of honours and reward

tbercf c let him be clothed in ust e only and hare no
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other covering aid he must be imagined in a state of life

the opposite to the former Let him be the best of men and

let him be thought the worst then he will have been put to

the proof and we shall see whether he will be affected by

the *ear of infamy and its consequences And let him con

D t nue thus to the hour of death being just and seeming to

be unjust When both have reached the uttermas extreme

the one of justice and the other of injustice let judgement

be given which ot them is the happier of the two

Heavens 1 my dear Glaucon I said how energetically you

polish them up for the decision first one and then the other

as if they were two statues

I do mj best he said And now that we know wnat the}

are like there is no difficulty m tracirg out the sort of life

E which awaits either of them This I will proceed to describe

but as you may think the description a little too coarse I ask

you to suppose So'iates that the words which follow are

not nunc—Let me put them into the mouths of the eulogists

of injustice They will tck you that the just man who is

thought unjust will be scou ged racked bound—will have

his eyes burnt out and at last after suffering every kind of

evil he will be impaled Then he will understand that he
362 ought to seem only and not to be just the words of

Aeschylus may be more truly spoken of the unjust than of

he just For the unjust is pursuing a reality he does not
live with a view to appearances—he wants to be really unjust

and not to seem only —
His mind has a soil deep and fertile

B Out of which spring his prudent counsels 1

In the first place he is thought just and therefore bears rule

S Ten agaunt TJu.be*, 574.
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m the city he can mairy whom he will and give in marriage

to whom he will also he can trade and deal where he like

and always to his own advantage because he has no mis

givings about injustice and at every contest whether in

public or private, he gets the better of his antagonists and

gains at their expense and is nch and out of his g ms he

can benefit his friends and harm his enemies moreover he

can oiler sacrifices and dedicate gifts to the gods abundantly

and magnificently and can honour the gods 01 any man

whom he wants to honour in a far better style than the just

and therefore he is likely to be dearer than they are to the

gods And thus Socrates gods and men are said to unite

in making the life of the unjust better than the life of the

just

I was going to sav something in answer to Glaucon when

Adeimantus his brother interposed Socrates he said, > on

do not sunpose that there is nothing more to be urged 11

Why what else is there > l answered

The stronger point of all has not been even mentioned

he replied

Well then according to the proverb Let brother help

brother —if he fails m any part do you assist Ium although

I must confess that Glaucon lias already said quite enough

to lay me in the dust and take from me the power of helping

justice

Nonsense he replied But let me add something more

There is another side to Glaucon s argument about the praise

and censure of justice and injustice which is equally requued

in order to bring out what I believe to be his meaning

Parents and tutors are always telling their sons and their

wards tha they arc to he just but why? not for the sake of
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justice but for the sake of character and reputation in. the

hope of obtaining for him who is reputed just some of those

offices marriages and the like which Glaucon has enumerated

among the advantages accruing to the unjust from the epu

taticn of justice More howeve is made of appearances by

this class of persons than by the otners for they throw in

the good opinion of the gods and will tell you of a shower

of benefits which the heavens as they say rain upon the

pious and this accords with the testimony of the noble

Hesiod and Homer the first of whom says that the gods

B make the oaks of the just

—

To bear acorns at their summit and bees m the tmddie

And the sheep are bowed down with the weight of Jieir

fleeces 1

and many other blessings of a like kind are provided for them

And Homer has a very similar strain for he speaks of one

whose fame is

—

As the fame of some blameless king who like a god,

Maintains justice to whom the black earth brings forth

C Wheat and barley whose trees are bowed with fruit

And his sheep never fail to bear and the sea gives him
fish 8

Still grander are the gifts of heaven which Musaeus and his

son s vouchsafe to the just they take them down mto the

world below where they have the samts lying on couches

at a feast everlastingly drunk crowned with garlands their

D idea seems to be that an immortality of drunkenness is the

highest meed of virtue Some extend their rewards yet

further the posterity as they say, of the faithful and just

'Hesiod Wonts aad Dajs 3 o Homer Od sis 109
* F molpnk
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shall survive o the third and *ourth generation This is tl

style in which they p aise rastice But about the wickc

there is another st am they bury them in a slough i

Hades and make them carry water in a sieve also whs

they are yet living they bring them to infamy and mfli

upon them the punishments which Glaucon described as tJ

portion of he just who are reputed to be unjust nothir

else does their invention supply Such is their manner

praising the one and censuring the other

Once more Socrates I will ask you to consider anotnerw
of speaking about justice and injustice which is not confini

to the poets but is found in prose writers The uruvera

voice of mankind is always declaring that justice and virti

are honourable bu grievous and toilsome and that tl

pleasures of vice and injustice are easy of attainment and a

only censuredby law and opinion They say also that hones

is for the most part less profitable than dishonesty and th

are quite ready to call wicked men happy and to hono

them both m public and private when they are rich or

any other way influential while they despise and overlo

those who may be weak and poor even though acknowledge

them to be better than the others But most extraordina

of 11 is their mode of speaking about virtue and the god

they say that the gods apportion calamity and misery

many good men and good and happiness to the wicke

And mendicant prophets go to rich men s doors andpersua

them that they have a power commit ed to them by t

gods of making an atonement for a man s own or his ancesto

sms by sacrifices or charms, with rejoicings and feasts a

they promise to harm an enemy whether just or unjust

a swrall cost veth mage arts and incantations bmdi

ur 1 t
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heaven as they say to execute their will And the poets are

the autho ities to v.hom they appeal now smoothing the

path of vice with the woids of Hesiod —
Vice may be had m abundance without trouble the

D way is smooth and her dwelling place is near But before

virtue the gods have set toil 1

and a tedious and uphill road then c ting Homer as a

witness that the gods may be mfluei ced by men for he

also says —
The god too may be turned from their purpo e and

men pray to them and avert thei wr th by sacrifices and

F soothing entreaties and b} libations and the odour of fat

when they have sinned and transgressed a

And they produce a host of books written by Musaeus and

Orpheus who were children of the Moon and the Muses—
that is wha they say—according to which they perform their

ritual and persuade not only individuals but whole cities

that expiations and atonements for sin may be made by

sacrifices and amusements which fill a vacant hour and are

equally at the service of the living and the dead the latter

365 sort the> cab mysteries and they redeem us from the pains

of hel
1 but if we neglect them no one knows what awaits us

He proceeded And now when the } oung hear all tins said

about virtue and vice and the way in which gods ard men
regard them how are their minds likely to be affected my
dear Socrates —those of them, I mean who are quick witted

and, like bees on the wing light on every flower and from
ail that they hear are prone to draw conclusions as to what
manner of persons they should be and m what way they

Hcuod, Wo ki u c Day* sS? H me ud ue 493.
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should wait if they would make the best of life f Proba

he youth will say to himself m the words of Pindar

—

Can I by justice or by crooked wiys of deceit ascent

loftier tower which may oe a fortress to me all my days ?

For what men say is that if I am really just and am not a

thought just, profit there is none but the pain „nd loss

the other hand are unmistakeable But if, though unji

I acquire the reputation of ustice a heavenly life is promi

to me Since then as philosophers prove, appearance tyr

mzes over truth and is lord of happiness to appearanc

must devote myself I will describe around me a pict

and shadow of virtue to be the vestibule and exterior of

house behind I will trail the subtle and crafty fox

Archilochus gre test of sages recommends But I b

some one exclaiming that the concealment of wickedae

often difficult to which I answer Nothing great is e

Nevertheless the argument indicates this, if we would

happy to be the path along which we should proceed V
a view to concealmen we will establish secret brotherhc

ii d political clubs And ther^. are professors of rhetoric

teach the art of persuading courts and assemblies and

partly by persnasion and partly by force I shall make uni

ful gains and not be punished Still I hear a voice sa

thai the gods cannot be deceived, neither can they

compelled But what if there are no gods? or sup

them to have no care of human things—why in either

should we mind about concealment f And even if t

are gods and they do care about us yet we know of t

only from tradi ton and the genealogies of the poets

these are the very person* who say that they may be inline
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and turned by sacrifices and soothing entreaties and by

offerings Let ns be consistent then and belies e both or

neither If the poets speak truly why then we had better

366 be unjust and offer of the fruits of injustice for if we

are just although we may escape the vengeance of heaven

we shall lose the gains of injustice but if we are unjust we

shall keep the gains and by our sinning and praying and

praying and sinning, the gods will be propitiated and we

shall not be punished But there is a world below m which

either we or our posterity will suffer for our unjust deeds

Yes my friend wi’l be the reflection out there are mysteries

and atonng de ties and these have great power That is

B what mighty ci lea declare and the children of the gods

who were then poets and prophets bear a like testimony

On what principle then, shall we any longer choose justice

rather than the worst injustice? when if we only unite the

latter with a deceitful regard to appearances We shall fare to

our mmd both with gods and men m life and after death as

the most numerous and the highest authorities tell us

C Knowing all this Socrates how can a man who has any

superiority of mind or person or rank or wealth be willing

to honour justice or indeed to refrain from laughing when
he hears justice praised ? And even if there should be some

one who is able to disprove the truth of my words and who
is satisfied that justice is best, still he is no angry with the

unjust but is very ready to forgive them because he also

D knows that men are not just of their own free will
,

unless

peradventure there be some one whom the divinity within

him may have inspired with a hatred of injustice, or who
has attained knowledge of the trnth—but no other man
He only blames injustice who owing to cowardice or age
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or some weakness lias not the power of "being unjust And

this is proved by the fact that when he obtains the power

he immediately becomes unjust as far as he can be

The cause of all this Socrates was indicated by us at the

beginning of the argument when my brother and I told you

how astonished we were to find that of all the professing

panegyrists of justice—beginning with the ancient heroes of E

whom any memorial has been preserved to us and ending

with the men of our own time—no one nas ever blamed

injustice or praised justice except with a view to the glories

honours and benefits which flow from them No one has

ever adequately described either in verse or prose the true

essential nature of either of them abiding in the soul, and

invisible to any human or dmne eye o shown that of all

the things of a man s soul which he has within him justice is

the greatest good and injustice the greatest evil Had this 36

been the universal strain had jou sought to persuade us of

this from our youth upwards we should not have been on

the watch to keep one another from doing wrong but every

one would have been his own watchman be ause afraid if he

did wrong of harbouring in himself the greatest of evils

I dare say that Thiasymachus and others would seriously hold

the language which I have been merely repeating and words

even stronger than these about justice and injustice grossly

a3

1

conceive perverting their true natuie But I speaa n

this vehement manner as I must frankly confess to you B

because I want to hear from you the opposite side and

I would ask you to show not only the superiority which

justice has over injustice but what effect they have on the

possessor of them which makes the one to be a good and the

o er an evil to Inm And please, as Glancon requested of
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you o exclude reputations for unless jou take awav f om
each of them his true reputation and add on the false we

shall say that you do not oraise justi e, but the appearance

C of t
,
we shad think that you are only exhoitmg us to keep

injustice dark and that you really agree with Thrasymachus

m Junking that justice is another s good and the interest of

the strongs and that injustice is a man s own profit and

interest, though injurious to the weaker Now as you I ave

admitted that justice is one of that highest class of goods

which are desired indeed for their results but in a far greater

D degree for their own sales—like sight or hearing or know

ledge or health or any other eal and natural and not merely

conventional good—I would ask you m your praise of justice

to regaid one point only T mean the essential good and evil

which justice and injustice work in the possessors of them

Let others praise justice and censure injustice magnifying

the rewaids and honours of the one and abusing the othei

that is a manner of arguing which coming from them I am
ready to tolerate but from you who have spent your whole

life in the considers on of this question unless I hear the

E contrary from your own lips I expect something better

And therefore Isay not only prove to us thatjustice is better

than injustice but show what they either of them do to the

possessor of them which makes the one to he a. good and
the other an evil whether seen or unseen bj gods and men

I had always admired the gemus of Glaucon and Adei
mantus out on hearing these worcs I was qui e delighted

358 and said Sons of an illustrious father that was not a bad
beginning of the Elegiac verses w hich the admirer of Glaucon
made m honour of you after you had distinguished yourselves

at Jie battle of Megarj —
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Sobs of Ariston h sang divine offspring of an illustrious

hero

The epithet is very approp late, for there is something truly

divine m being able to argue as you have done foi the supen

ority of injustice and remaining unconvinced by your own

arguments And I do believe that you are not convinced— B

this I infer from your general character for had I judged

only from your speeches I snould have mistrusted you But

now the greater my confidence in you, the greater is my
difficulty in knowing what to say For I am in a strait

between two on the one hand I fed that I am unequal

to the task and my inability is brought home to me by the

fact that you were rot satisfied with the answer which I made

to Thrasymachus proving as I thought the superiority

which justice has over injustice And vet I cannot refuse to

help while breath and speech, remain to me I am afraid

that there would be an impietv m being present when justice
|

is evil spoken of and not lifting up a hand in her defence &

And therefore I had best give such help as I can

Glaucon and the rest entreated me by all means not to let

the question drop but to pioceed in the investigation They

wanted to arrive at the truth first about the nature of justice

and injustice and secondly about their relative advantages

I told them what I really thought that the inquiry would be

of a serious nature and would lequire very good eyes

Seeing then I said that we are no great wits I think that D

we had bett r adopt a method which I may illustrate thus
,

suppose that a short sighted person had been asked by some

one to read small letters from a distance and it occurred to

some one else that they might be found m another place

wh ch was la ger and n wh ch the letters were la ger f
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they were the same and he could read the larger letters first

and then p oceed to the lesser—this wo aid have been thought

a rare piece of good fortune

Very true, said Adeimantua but how does the illustration

E apply to our inquiry >

I vr 11 tell you I replied justice which is the subject of

our inquiry is as you know sometimes spoken of as the

virtue of an individual and sometimes as the virtue of

a State

True he replied

And is not a State larger than an mdividua1
f

It is

Then ir the larger the quantity of justice is likely to be-

larger and more easily discernible I propose therefore th t

we inquire into the nature of justice nd injustice first as

369 they appear in the State and secondly in the individual

proceeding from the greater to the lesser and comparing

them

That he said is an excellent proposal

And if we imagine the Sta e in process of creation we

shall see the justice and injustice of the State in process

of creation al 0

I dare say

When the State is completed there may be a hope that the

object of our search will be more easily discovered.

B Yes rar more easily

But ought we to attempt to construct one? I said for to

do so as I am nchned to think will be a very serious task

Reflect therefore

I have reflected said Adeimantus, and am anxious that

you should proceed.
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A State I aid arises as I conceive out of tlie needs of

mankind no one is self sufficing but all of us Lave many

wants Can any other origin of a State be imagined?

There can be no other

Then as we have many wants and many persons are c
needed to supply them one takes a helper for one purpose

and another for another and when these partners and

helpers are gathered together in one habitation the body of

inhabitants is termed a State

True he said

And they exchange with one another and one gives and

another receives under the idea that the exchange will be

for their good

Very tru

Then X said let us begin and neate m idea a State and

yet the true creator is necessity who is the mother of our

invention

Of course he replied

Now the first and greatest of necessities is food, which is D
the condition of life and existence

Certainly

The second is a dwelling and the third clothing and the

like

True

And now let us see how our city will be able to supply

this great demand We may suppose that one man is a hus-

bandman another a builder some one else a weaver—shall

we add to them a shoemaker or perhaps some other purveyor

to our bodily wants J

Quite right

The barest not on of a S ate must nelnde font 0 five men
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£ Clearly

And how will they proceed ? Will each bring the resist

of his labours into a common. stock?—theindividnal husband

man for example producing for four and labouring four

tunes as long and as much as he need m the proviaion o

food with which he supplies others as well as himself or

wll he have nothing to do with others and not be at the

trouble of producing for them but provide for himself a1one

370 a fourth of the food m a fourth of the time ana in the

remaining three-fourths of Ii s time be employed in making

a house or a coat or a pair of shoes having no partnership

with others but supplying himself all his own wants ?

Adeimantus thought that he should aim at producing

food orly and not at producing everything

Probably I replied that would be the better way and

when I hear you say this I am myself reminded that we are

E not all alike there are diversities of natures among us which

are adapted to diffeient occupations

Very true

And will you have a work better done when the workman

has many occupations or when he has only on-* ?

When he has only one

Further there can be no doubt that a work is spoilt when

not done at the right time?

No doubt

For business is not disposed to wait until the doer of the

business is at leisure but the doer must follow up what he

C is doing and make the business his first object

He must

And if so we must infer that all dungs a e p
_odnccd more

plentifully and easily antj of a better quality when one qunj
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does one thing which is natural to him and does it at the

right time and leaves other things

Undoubtedly

Then more than four citizens will be required for the

husbandman will not make his own plough or mattock or

other implements of agriculture, if they are to be good for D

anything Neither will the builder make his tools—and he

too needs many and m like manner the weater and shoe

maker

True

Then carpenters and smiths and many other artisans will

be shareis in our little State which is already beginning to

grow ?

True

Yet even if we add neatherds shepherds and other herds

men in order that our husbandmen may hai e oxen to plough E

with and builders as well as husbandmen may have draught

cattle and curriers and weavers fleeces and hides—still our

State will not be very large

That is true yet neither will it be a very small State

wh-ch contains all these

Then again there is the situation of the city—to find

a place where nothing need be imported is wellmgh im

possible

Then there must be another class of citizens who will

bung the required supply from another city?

There must

But if the trader goes empty handed having nothing

which they require who would supply his need he will come

back empty handed

That 11 oe tan
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,
and retail trade

And therefore what they produ e at home must be not

only erough for themselves but such both in quantity and

quality as to accommodate hose Lom whom their wants re

supplied

V ry true

Then more husbandmen and mo e artisans will be re

quned ?

They will

Not to mention he importers and exporters who are

called merchants ?

Yes

Then we shall want me chants f

We shall

And if merchandise is to be carried over the sea skilful

B sailors will also be needed and in considerable numbers f

Yes m considerable numbers ?

Then again within the city how will they exchange their

productions ? To secure such an excharge was as you will

remember one of our p mcipal objects when we formed

them into a society and constituted a State

Clearly they will buy and sell

Then they will need a market place and a money token

for purposes of exchange

Certainly

C Suppose now that a husbandman or an artisan brings

some production to market and he comes at a time when
there is no one to exchange with him—is he to leave his

calling and sit idle m the market place ?

Not at all he will find people there who seeing the want

undertake the office of salesmc In well ordered State* th *y

a commonly tho*e who arc t c weakest n bod.ly itrrnmh
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and therefore of little use for any other purpose their duty

is to be m the market and to give money in exchange for d
goods to those who desire to sell and to take money from

those who desire to buy

This want then creates a class of retail traders m our

State Is not retailer the term which is applied to those

who sit in the market place engaged m buying and selling

while those who wander from one city to another are called

merchants f

Yes he said

And there is another class of servants who are intellectually £

hardly on the level of companionship still they have plenty

of bodiy strength for labour which accordingly they sell

and are called, if I do not mistake hirelings hir being the

name which is given to the price of he r labour

True

Then hirelings will help to make up our population’

Yes

And now Adeimantus is our State matured and perfected’

I think so

Where then is justice and where is injustice* and in what

part of the State did they spring up?

ProbaDly m the dealings of these citizens with one another 371

I cannot imagine that they are more likely to be found

anywhere else

I dare say that you are right m your suggestion I said

we had better think the matter out and not shrink from the

inquiry

Let us then consider first of all what wJl be their way of

life now that we have thus established them Will they not

n.orl... - mm -fd w-ni- -nd doth™ -nd ibn« -nd hudd
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houses for themselves? And when they are housed they

will work in summer commonly stripped and barefoot but

B in winter substantially clothed and shod They will feed on

barley meal and flour of wheat baking and kneading them,

making noble cakes and loaves these they will serve up on

a mat of reeds or on clean leaves themselves redmmg the

while upon beds strewn with yew or myrtle And they and

their children will feast drinking of tlie wim. which thev

have made wearing garlands on their heads and hymning the

praises or the gods m happy converse with one another

C And they will take care tha their families do not exceed

their means having an eye to poverty or war

But said Glaucon interposing you have not gi\en them

a relish to their meal

True I replied I had forgotten o* course they must have

a relish—salt and olives and cheese and they will boil roots

and herbs such as country people prepare for a dessert

we shall give them figs and peas and beans and they will

roast myrtle berries and acorns a the fire drinking in

D moderation And with such a diet they may be expected to

live m peace and health to a good old age and bequeath

a similar life to their children after them

Yes Socrates he said and if you were providing for a city

of pigs how ebe would you feed the beasts

>

But what would you have Glaucon ? X replied

Why he said you should give them the ordinary con

veiuences of life People who are to be comfortable are

accustomed to lie on sofas and dine off tables and they should

E have sauces and sweets m the modern style

Yes I said, now I understand the question which yon

would have me consider s, not only how t State but how
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a luxurious State is created and possibly there is no harm in

this for lit such a State we shall be more likely to see how

justice and injustice originate In mv opinion the true and

healthy constitution of the State is the one which I have

oescnbed But if you wish also to see a State at fever heat,

I have no objection For I suspect that many will not be

satisfied with the simpler way of life They will be for 373

adding sofas and tables and otner furniture also dainties

and perfumes and incense and courtesans and cakes all these

not of one sort only but m every 1 ariety we must go beyond

the necessaries of which I was at first speaking such as houses,

and clothes and shoes the arts of the painter and the

embroiderer will have to be set in motion and gold and ivory

and all soits of materials must be procured

True lie said B

Then we must enlarge our borders fox the original

nealthy State is no longer sufficient Now will the city have

to fill and swell with a multitude of callings which are not

required by any natural want such as the whole tribe of

hunters and actors of whom one large class have to do with

forms and colours another will be the votaries of music-

—

poets and their attendant tram of rhapsodists players

dancers contractors also makers of divers kinds of articles,

including women s dresses And we shall want more servants c
Will not tutors be also m request and nurses wet and dry

tirewomen and barbers as well as confectioners and cooks

and swineherds too who were not needed and therefore had

no place in the former edition of our State but are needed

nowr They must not be forgotten and there will be

animals of many other kinds if people eat them

Certainly
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D And living in thu way we shall have much greater need of

physicians than before ?

Much greater

And the country which was enough to support the ongmal

inhabitants will be too small now and not enough?

Quite true

Then a slice of our ne ghbouis land will be wanted by us

for pasture and tillage and they will want a slice of ouis

if like ourselves they exceed the limit of necessity and give

themselves up to the unlimited accumulat on of wealth?

E That Socrates will be inevitable

And so we shall go to war Glaucon Shall we not?

Most certainly he replied.

Then without determining as yet whether war does good

or harm thus much we may affirm that now we have dis

covered war to be derived from causes which are also the

causes of almost al the euls m States private as well as

public

Undoubtedly

And our State must once more enlarge and this time the

enlargement will be nothing short of a whole army which

3/1 will have to go out and fight with the invaders for all that we

have as well as for the things and pe sons whom we were

describing above

Why? he said are they not capable of defending them

selves?

No I said not if we were right in the principle which

was acknowledged by all of us when we were framing the

State the principle as you will remember was that one

man cannot practise many arts with success

Very true, he said.
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Bat is not war an art f B

Certainly

And an art requiring as much attention as shc«naking ?

Quite true

And the shoemaker was not allowed by us to be a husband

man or a weaver or a builder—m order that we might hare

our shoes well made but to him and to every othvjr worker

was assigned one work fo~ which he was by nature -fitted, and

at tha he was to continue working all Jus life long and at no C

other he was not to let opportunities slip, and then he

would become a good workman Now nothing can be mare

important than that the work of a soldier should be well

done But is war an art so easdy acquired that a man may
be a warrior who is also a husbandman or shoemaker or

other artisan although no one m the world would be a good

dice or draught player who merely took up the game as

a recreation and had not from his earliest years devoted

himself to this and nothing else? No tools will male a man

a skilled workman or master of defence nor be of any use to

him who has not learned how to handle them and has never

bestowed any attention upon them How then will he who D

takes up a shield ar other implement of war become a good

fighter all m a day whethe with heavy armed or any other

kind of troops '

Yes he said, the tools which would teach men their own

use would be beyond price

And the higher the duties of the guardian I said the more

tune, and skill, and art and application will be needed by E
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Certainly

Then it will be our duty to select, if we can natures which

are fit ed for the task of guarding the city 51

It will

And the selection will be no easy matter, I said but we

must be brave and do our best

375 We must

Is not the noble youth very like a well bred dog in respect

of guarding and watching?

What do you mean ?

I mean that both of them ought to be quick to see and

swift to overtake the enemy when they see him and Strong

too if when they have caught him, they have to fight with

him

All these qualities, he replied, will certainly be required

by them

Well and your guardian must be brave if he is to fight well?

Certamly

And is he likely to be brave who has no spirit whether

horse or dog or any other animal? Have you never observed

B how invincible and unconquerable is spirit and how the

presence of it makes the soul of any creature to be abso'utely

fearless and indomitable ?

I have

Then now we have a leax notion of the bodily qualities

which are required m the guardian

True.

And also of the mental ones his soul is to be fall of spirit?
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A difficulty by no means easy to overcome be replied

Whereas I said they ought to be dangerous to their c

enemies and gentle to their friends if not they will destroy

themselves without waiting for their enemies to destroy them

True he said

What is to be done then? I said how shall we find

a gentle nature which has also a great spirit for the one is the

contradiction of tiie other 1

True

He will not be a good guardian who is wanting in either

of these two qualities and yet the combination of them

appears to be impossible and hence we must infer that to d
be a good guardian is impossible

I am afraid that what you say is true he replied

Here feeling perplexed I began to think over what had

preceded —My friend, I said, no wonder that we are in a

perplexity for we have lost sight of the image which we

had before us

What do you mean? he said

I mein to say that there do exist natures gifted with those

opposite qualities

And where do you find them ?

Many animals I replied furnish examples of them onr

friend the dog is a very good one you know that well bred E
dogs are perfectly gentle to their familiars and acquaintances

and the reverse to strangers

Yes I know

Then there is nothing impossible or out of the order of

nature m our nndmg a guardian v ho has a similar combina

non of qual ties i

Cert nly nc-t
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Would not he who * fitted to be a guardian he* dcs the

spirited nature need to have the qualities of a philosopher?

I do not apprehend pour meaning

376 The trait of which I am speaking I r died map be also

seen in the dog and is remarkable in the animal

What trait?

Why a dog whenever he sees a stranger is angry when

an acquaintance he welcomes him although the one has

never done h m any harm nor he other anj good Did this

never strike you as curious ?

The matter never struck me before Dut I quite recognize

the truth of your remark

And surely this instinct of the dog is very charming -

B your dog is a rue philosopher

Why?
Why because he distinguishes the face of a friend and of

an enemy only by the criterion of knowing and not knowing

And must not an animal be a lover of learningwho determines

what he likes and dislikes by the test of knowledge and

ignorance?

Most assuredly

And is not the love of learning the love of wisdom which

is philosophy?

They are the same he replied

*
j

And may we not say confidently of man also that he who
d is likely to be gentle to his friends and acquaintances must

by nature be a lover of wisdom and knowledge F

( That we may safely affirm

Then he who is to be a really good and noble guardian of

the State will require to unite in himself philosophy and

pint and iwifmen and rtrength?
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Undoubtedly

Then we have found the desired natures and now that

we have found them how are they to be reared and educated?

TS not Jus n inquiry which may be expected to throw light

on the g-eater inquiry which is our final end—How do d
justice and injustice grow up in States ? for we do not want

either to omit what is to the point or to draw out the argu

rnent to an inconvenient length

Adeimantus thought that the inquiry would be of great

service o us

Then I said my dear friend the task must not be given

up even if somewhat long

Certainly not

Come then and let us pass a leisure hour in story telling

and our story shall be the education of our heroes

By all means £

And what shall be their education ? Can we find a better

than the traditional sort?—and this has two divisions

gymnastic for the body and music for the souk

True

Shall we begin education with music and go on to gym
nastic afterwards?

By all means

And when you speak of mu ic do you include literatuie

or not ?

I do

And literature may be eithe* true or false?

Yes

And the young should be trained in both kinds and we 377
begin w th the false?

I .lo on nn.l ti -n.l yon, it1 ,, -h.tht h- ? J
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You know I sa d that we begin by telling children atono

whicn though not wholly destitu e of truth are m the mam
fictitious and these stones are told them when they are not

of an age to learn gymnastics

Very true

That was my meaning when I said that we must teach

music before gymnastics

Quite right he said

You know also tha the beginning is the most important

Bp rt of any work especially in the case of a young and tende

thing ,
fo that is the time at which the character is being

formed and the desired impression s more readily taken

Quite true

And shall we just carelessly allow children to hear any

casual tales which may be devised by casual persons and

to receive into their minds ideas for the most part the very

opposite of those which we should wish them to have when

they are grown up f

We cannot

Then, the first thing will be to establish a censorship of

C the writers of fiction and let the censors recave any tale of

fiction which is good and reject the bad and we will desire

mothers and nurses to tell their children the authorized

ones only Let them fashion the mind with such tales even

more fondly than they mould the body with their hands

but most of those which are now in use must be dis

carded

Of what tales are you speaking? he said

You may find a model of the lesser in the greater I said

,

D for they are necoianly of the same type and there is the

tame sp ntia both of them
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d

Very likely he replied but I do not as yet know what

you would term the greater

Those I said which are narrated by Homer and Hesiod

and the rest of the poets who have ever been the great story

t llers of mankind

But which stories do you mean he said and what fault

do you find witn them ?

A fault which is most serious I said the fault of telling

a lie and what is more a bad lie

But when is this fault committed f

Whenever an erroneous representation is made of the E

nature of gods and heroes —as when a painter paints a

portrait not having the shadow of a likeness to the original

Yes he said that sort oi thing is certainly very blameable

but wnat are the stones which you mean? «. 1

First of all I said there was that greatest of all lies in high

places which the poet told about Uranus and which was

a bad he too—I mean what Hesiod says that Uranus did

and how Cronus retaliated on him 1 The doings of Cronus ,,78

and the sufferings which in turn his son inflicted upon him

even if they we e true ought certainly not to be lightly told

to young and thoughtless persons if possible they had

better be buried m silence But if there is an absolute

necessity for their mention a chosen few might hear them in

a mystery and they should sacrifice not a common. [Eleu

siman] pig but some huge and unprocurable victim and

then the number of the hearers will be very few indeed

Why yes said he
}
those stones are extremely objectionable

Yes Adeim&ntus they are stories not to oe repeated in B
gur State the young man should not be to d that n com

J mod, Theog 7 34, 450
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iHitting the worst of crimes he s far from do ng anything

outrageous and that even if he ehast ses his father when

he doeswrong m whatever manner he will only be following

the example of the first and greates among the gods

I entirely agree with you he said in my opinion those

stories are qu te unfit to be repeated

Neither if we mean our future guardians to regard the

habit of quarrelling among themselves as of all thing the

basest should any word be said to them of the wars m
C heaven and of the plots and fightings of the gods against

one another for they are not true No we shall never

mention the battles of the giants or let them be embroide ed

on garments and we shall be silent about Jic innumerable

other quarrels of gods and heroes with their friends and

relatives If they would only believe us we would tell them

that quarrelling is unholy and that never up to this time

D has there been any quarrel between citizens this is what

old men and old women should begin Dy telling children

and when they grow up the poets also should be told to

compose for them m a similar spirit
1 But the narrative of

Hephaestus binding Here his mother or how on another

occasion Zeus sent him flying for taking her part when she

was being beaten and all the battles of the gods in Homer

—

these tales must not be admitted in o our State whether

they are supposed to have an allegorical meaning or not

For a young person cannot mdge what is allegorical and

F what is literal anything that he receives mto Ins mind at

that age is likely to become indelible and unalterable and

therefore it is most important that the tales which the young

first hear should be models of virtuous thoughts

1 H*cu f the site ypnarL, and oo after -jtyropi aa
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There you are right lie replied but if any one asks

where are such models to be found and of what tales are you

speaking—how shall we answer him ?

I said to him You and I Adeimantus at this moment 379

are not poets bu founders of a State now the founders

of a State ought to know the general forms in which poets

should cast their tales and tl e limits which must be observed

by tflem but to make the tales is not their business

Very true he said but what are these forms of theology

which you mean?

Something of this kind I replied —God is always to be

represented as he truly is whatever be the sort of poetry
~

epic lync or tragic in which the representation is given l

Right

And is he not truly good ? and must he not be represented B

s such?

Certainly

And no good thing is hurtful ?

No indeed

And that which is not hurtful hurts not?

Certainly not

And that winch hurts not does no evil?

No
And can that which docs no evil be a cause of evil?

Impossible

And the good is advantageous f

Yes

Aud therefore the cause of well being?

Yes

It follows the efo e that the good s not the cause of all

thmat but of the rood only?
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C Assuredly

Then God if he be good is not the author of all things

as the many assert but he is the cause of a few things only

and not of most things that occur to men Tor few are the

goods of human life, and many are the evils and the good

is to be attributed to God alone of the evils the causes axe

to be sought elsewhere and not in him

That appears to me to be most true he said

Then we must not listen to Homer or to any other poet

D who is guilty of he folly of saying that- two casks

Lie at the threshold of Zeus full of lots one of good,

the other of evil lots
1

and that he to whom Zeus gives a mixture ot the two

Sometimes meets with evil fortune at other times with

good

but that he to whom is given the cnp of nnmingled ill

Him wild hunger drives o er the beau eous earth

E And again

—

Zeus who is tne dispenser of good and evl to us

And if any one asserts that the violation of oaths and treaties

which was really the wort of Pandarus * was brought about

by Athene and Zeus or that the strife and Contention of the

gods was instigated by Themis and Zeus 3 he shall not have

our approval
,

neither will we allow our young men to hear

the words of Aeschylus that

3®° God plants guilt among men when he desires utterly to

destroy a house

And f a poet wr tes of the suffer ngs of N obe—the subje^

ud nl 5*7 * b Gg. b
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of tie tragedy m which thcae amb c verses occur—or of tie

house of Pelops or of tie Trojan war or on any similar theme,

either we must not permit him to say that these are the

works of God or if they are of God, he must dense some

explanation of them such as we are seeking he must say that

God did what was just and right and they were the better B

for being punished but tnat those who are pumshed are

miserable and that God is the author of thej misery—the

poet is not to be permitted to say though he may say that

the wicked are miserable because they require to be punished

and are benefited by receiving punishment from God but

that God being good is the author of evil to any one is to he

strenuously denied and not to be said or sung or heard in C

verse or prose by any one whether old or young m any well

ordered commonwealth Such a fiction is smada1
ltunous

impious

I agree with you he replied and am ready to give my
assent to the law

Let this then be one of our rules and principles concerning

the gods, to which our poets and reciters will be expected to

conform —that God is not the author of all things but of

good only

That will do he said

And what do you tlunk of a second principle? Shall D

I ask yon whether God is a magician and of a nature to

apnear insidiously now in one shape and now in another

—

sometimes himself changing and passing into many forms

sometimes deceiving us with the semblance of such trans

formations or is he one and the same immutably fixed in

his own proper image ?

I cannot answc you he sa d w hou more thought.
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Well In d but if we suppose a change n anything tha

E change must be effected either by the thing itself, or by some

other thing 3

Most certainly

And things which are at the r best are also least liable to

be altered or discomposed for example when healthiest

and strongest the human frame is least liable to be affected

by meats and d mks and the plant which is in the fullest

vigour also suffeis least from winds or the neat of he sun or

any similar causes

Of course

381 And will not the bravest and wisest soul be least confused

or deranged by any external influence?

True

And the same principle as I should suppose applies to

all composite things—fu mture houses garments when

good and well made they are least altered by time and

c rcumstances

Very true

B Then everything which s good whether made by art or

nature or both, is least liable to suffer change from without?

True

But surely God and the things of God are in every way

perfect?

Of course they are

Then he can hardly be compelled by external influence to

take many shapes?

He cannot

But may he not change and transform himself ?

Clearly he sa d, that must be the case if ne is cha ged

at all
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And vrll he then change himself for the better and fairer

or for the worse and more unsightly?

If he change at all he can only change for the wois'- for C

we cannot suppose him to be deficient either m virtue or

beauty

Very true Adeimantus but then would any one whether

God 01 man desire to make himself worse?

Impossible

Then it is impossible that God should ever he wilitng to

change being as is supposed the fairest and best that is

conceivable everv God remains absolutely and for ever in

his own form

That necessarily follows he said in my jadgement

Then I said my dear friend let none of the poets tell us d
that

The gods taking the disguise of strangers from other

lands walk up and down cities in all sorts of to ms 1

and let no one slander Proteus and 1 hetis neither let any

one eithe in tragedy or in any other kmd of poetry intro

duce Here disguised in the likeness of a priestess asking

an alms

For the life giving daughters of Inachus the river of

Argos

—let us have no more hes of that sort Neither must we e

have mothers under the influence of the poets scaring their

chi'dren with a bad version of these myths—telling how

certain gods *s they say Go about by night in the likeness

of so many st angers and in divers forms but let them

Horn Od, rn 485
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the same time speak blasphemy against the gods

Heaven forbid he said

But although the gods are themselves unchangeable still

by w tchcraf and deception they may make us think that

they appear m various forms ?

Perhaps he replied

Well but can vou imagine tha God will be willing to he

whether in word or deed or to put forth a phantom of

himself ?

382 I cannot say he replied

Do you not know I said that the true lie if such an

expression may be allowed is hated of gods and men?

What do you mean * he Baid

I mean that no one is willingly deceived in that which is

the truest and highest part of himself or about the truest

and highest matters there above all, he is most afraid of

a lie having possession of him

Still he said I do not comprehend you

E The reason is I replied that you attribute some profound

meaning to my words but I am only saying that deception

or being deceived or uninformed about the highest realities

in the highest part of themselves which is the soul and in

that part of them to have and to hold the he is what mankind

least like —that I say is what they utterly detest

There is nothing more hateful to them

And as I was just now remarking this ignorance in the

soul of him who is deceived may be called the true he for

the he in words is only a kind of imitation and shadowy

image of a prev mu affection of the soul, not pure unadulter

C a ed Am I not right?
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Perfectly right

The true lie is hated not only by the gods but also by

men f

Yes

Whereas the he in words is in certain cases useful and not

hateful in dealing with enemies—that would be an instance

or again when those whom we call our friends in a fit of

madness or illusion are going to do some harm then it is

useful and is a sort of medicine or preventive also m the

tales of mythology of which we were just now speaking— D

because we do not know the truth about ancient times we

make falsehood as much like truth as we can and so turn

it 0 account

\ ery true he aid

But can any of these reasons apply to God? Can we

suppose that he is gnorant of antiquity and therefore has

recourse to invention f

That would De ridiculous he said

Then the lying poet has no place in our idea of God?

I should say not

Or perhaps he may tell a lie because he is afraid of

enemi es 5

That 15 inconceivable E

But he may have friends who are senseless or mad 5

But no mad or senseless person can be a friend of God

Then no motive can be imagined why God should he?

None whatever

Then the superh ~ and divine is absolutely neapable

of f ?
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deed h liange* not he decc vra no either by t gn or

word by dream or waking vision

383 Your thoughts he said are the reflection of my own

You agree with me then I said that this is the second

type or form m which we should write and speak about

divine things The gods are not magicians who transtorm

themselves neither do they deceive mankind in any way

I grant that

Then although we are admirers of Homer we do not

admire the lying dream which Zeus sends to Agamemnon

neither will we praise the verses of Aeschylus in which Thetis

5 says that Apollo at her nuptials

Was celebrating in song her fair progeny whose days were

to be long and to know no sickness And when he had

spoken of my lot as in all things blessed of heaven he raised

a note of triumph and cheered my soul And I thought

that the word of Phoebus being divine and full of prophecy

would not fail And now he himself who uttered the strain

he who was presen at the banquet and who said this—he

it is who has slam my son 2

C These are the kmd of sentiments about the gods which

will arouse our anger and he who utters them shall be

refused a chorus neither shall we allow teachers to make

use of them m the instruction of the young meaning as we

do that our guardians as far as men can be should be true

worshippers of the gods and like them

I entirely agree he said m these principles and promise

to make them my laws

Omitn ig tea a ejiavraa as From a last play



BOOK III

Such then I said are our pr nciples of theology—some ĉ vh

talas are to be told and others are not to be told to ora

discip’es from the r youth upwards if we mean them to

honour the gods and their paierrts and to value *nendship

with one another

Yes and I think that our principles are right he said

But if they are to be courageous must they not learn other

lessons besides these and lessons of such a Lind as will take

away the fear of death? a4jjr.man.lK courageous who B
has the fear of death in him?

Certainly not he said

And can he be fearless of death or will ae choose death m
battle xathet than defeat and slavery who believes the world

below to be real and terrible?

Impossible

Then we must assume a control ova: the narrators of this

class of tales as well as over the others and beg them not

simply to revile but rather to commend the world below

intimating to them that their descriptions are untrue and C

will do harm to oar future warriors

That will be our duty he said

Then I said, we shall have to obliterate many obnoxious

passages beginning with the verses,

I would rather be a serfon the land of a poor and portion

less man than rule over all the dead who have come to

naught 1

Od. xi 4S9
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We must also expunge the verse which tells as how Pluto

feared

D Lest the mansions grim and squalid which the gods abhor

should be seen both of mortals and immortals 1

And again —
O heavens 1 venly in the house of Hades the e is soul and

ghostly form but no mind at all 1 8

Again of Tiresias —
[To him even after death diet Persephone gran* mind

]

that he alone should be wise but the other souls are hitting

shades ’ 8

Again —
The soul flying from the hmbB had gone to Hades

lamenting her fate leaving manhood and youth 4

Again —
'’ft

7

And the soul, with shrilling cry passed like smote beneath

the earth 5

And—
As bats in hollow of mystic cavern, whenever any of them

has dropped out of the string and falls from the rock, fly

shrilling and elmg to one another so did they with shrilling

cry hold together as they moved s

B And we must beg Homer and the other poets not to be

angry if we strike out these and similar passages not because

they are unpoetical or unattractive to the popular ear but

because the greater the poetical charm of them the less are

they meet for the ears of boys and men who are meant to be

free, and who should fear slavery more than death

1 IL 64. Ib xaa 03 Od * 495-
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Undoubtedly

Also we shall nave 0 reject all the terrible and appalling

names which describe the world below—Cocvtu.3 and Styx,

ghosts under the earth and sapless shades, and any similar c

words o* which the very mention causes a shudder to pass

through the inmost soul of him who hears them I ao not

say that these horrible stories may not have a use of some

hind but there is a danger that the nerves of our guardians

may be rendered too exatabl and effeminate by them.

There is a real danger he s id.

Then we must have no more of them

True

Another and a nobler strain must be composed and sung

by us

Clearly

And shall we proceed to get rid of the weepings and wail D

ings of famous men*

They will go with the rest

But shall we be nghtin getting rid of them? Reflect our

principle is that the good man will not consider death terrible

to any other good man who is his comrade

Yes that is our principle

And therefor he will not sorrow for hi3 departed inend

as though he had suffered anything terrible?

He will not

Such an one as we further maintain is sufficient for him

self and his own happiness and therefore is least In need of f

other men

Tine, he said

And for this reason the low of a ion or brother or the

d<*TOT7 non of fort 11 n. u fn h.rn of -11 terrible
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Assuredly

And therefore he will be leas likely to 'ament and will

bear with the greatest equanimity any misfortune of dus sort

which may befall him

Yes he will feel such a misfortune far less than another

Then we shall be right m getting r d of the lamentations

of famous men and mating them over tojvpijjsa (and not **

388 even to women who are good for anything)" or to men of
f

a baser sort that those who are being educated by us to be

the defenders of their country may scorn to ao the like

That will be very right

Then wc will once more entreat Homer and the other

poets not to depict Achilles 1 who is the son of a goddess first

lying on his side then on his back and then on his *ace

then starting up and sailing in a frenzy along the shores of

B the barren sea now taking the sooty ashes in both his

hands 2 and pouring them over his head or weeping and

wailing in the various modes which Homer has delineated

Nor should he describe Priam the kmsman of the gods as

praying and beseeching

Rolling in the dirt calling each man loudly by his name 3

Still more earnestly will vse beg of him at all events not to

introduce the gods lamenting and saymg

C Alas ! my misery ! Alas ! mat I bore the bravest to my
sorrow 4

But if he must introduce the gods at anv rate let him not

dare so completely to misrepresent the greatest of the gods

as to make him say

—

* II xx t to 1 lb xrai 23 8 lb xxii 414,

b x n 54.
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O *ieavens 1 witn ir>y eyes ve ily I behold a dear fnend

of mine chased round and round the city and my heart is

so-rowful 1

Or again —
Woe is me that I am fated to have Sarpedon dearest of

men to me subdued at the hands of Pa roclus the son of D
Menoetius 2

For if my sweet Adeimantus our youth seriously listen to

such unworthy representations of the gods instead of iaugh

mg at them as they ought hardly will any of them deem that

he himBelf being but a man can be dishonoured by similar

actions neither will he rebuke any inclination which may

arise m his mind to say and do the like And instead of

having any shame or self control he will be always whining

and lamenting on slignt occasions

Yes he said that is most true E

Yes I replied but that surely is what ought not to be as

the argument has just proved to us and by that proof we

must abide until it is disproved by a better

It ought not to be

Neither ought our guardians to be given to laughter For

a fit of laughter which has been indulged to excess almost

always produces a violent reaction

So I believe

Then persons of worth e~cn if only mortal men, must not

be represented as overcome by laughter and still less must 1

such a representation of the gods be allowed

Still less of the gods as you say he replied

Then we shall not suffer such an expression to be used

about the gods as that of Homer when he describes how

I mu. 68 lb a 433
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IflsxtiEgn stable laughter arose amo g tin, blessed gods

when they saw Hephaest as bust1 ng about he mansion 1

On your views we must not adroit them

On my views if you hLe to father them on me that we

B must not admit them is certain

Again truth should be highly valued if as we were

saying a lie is useless to the gods and useful only as a medicine

to men then the use of such medicines should be restricted

to physicians private individuals have no business with

them

Clearly not he said

Then if any one at all is to have the pm ilege of lying the

rulers of the State should be the persons and they m their

dealings either with enemies or with their own citizens may

be allowed to he for the public good But nobody else should

C meddle with anything of the kind and although the rulers

have this privilege for a private man to lie to them m return

is o be deemed a more heinous fault than for the patient or

the pupil of a gymnas urn not to speak the truth about his

own bodily illnesses to tire physician or to the trainer or for

a sailor not to tell the captain what is happening about the

ship and the rest of the crew and how things are going with

himself or his fellow sailors

Most true he said

D If then the ruler catches anybody beside hurself lying

m the State

Any or the craftsmen wnether he be priest or physician

or carpenter a

he willpumah him for introducing % practice which is equally

subversive and destructive of ship or State

L 1.599 Od x 385*5
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Most certamlv lie said if our idea of he State is ever

Gained out 1

In tne ncx place our youth must be tempente?

Certainly

Are not the chief elements of temperance speaking

generally obedience to commander and self control in E

sensual pleasures ?

True

Then we shall approve such langu ge as that of Diomede

in Homer

Friend sit stdl and obey my word,3

and the verses which follow

The Greens marched breathing prowess 3

in silent we of their leaders 4

and other sentiments of the same kind.

We shall

What of this line

O heavy with wine who hast the eyes of a dog and the

heart of a stag °

and of the words which follow? Would you say that these 390

or any similar impertinences which private individuals are

upposed to address to their ruleis whether m verse or prose

are well o ill spoken?

They are ill spoken

They may very possibly afford some amusement but they

do not conduce to temperance And therefore they are

likely to do harm to our young men—you would agree with

me there?

orenpaoia! bj ta mu.

Ib . 1

Or f hn word
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Yet

And then again to make the wisest of men saythat nothing

in his opinion is more glorious han

B When tne tables are full of bread and meat and the cup

bearer carries round wine which he draws from the bowi and

pours into the cups 1

is it fit or conducive to temperance for a young man to hear

such words? Or the verse

The saddest of fates is to die and meet destiny from

hunger? 2

What would you say again to the tale of ZeuB who whig

other gods and men were asleep nd he the only person

C awake lay devising plans but forgot them all in a moment

through his lust, and was so completely overcome at the

sight of Here that he would not even go into the hut but

wanted to he w th her on the ground declaring that he had

never been m such a state of rapture before even when they

first met one another

Without the knowledge of their parents 3

or that other tale of how Hephaestus^ because of similar

going3 on cast a chain around Ares and Aphrodite <
4

Indeed he said I am strongly of opinion that they ought

not to hear that sort of thing

D But_ any deeds of endurance which are done or told by

famous men these they ought to see and hear as, for

example what is said in the verses

He smote his breast and thus reproached hi3 heart

Endure ny heart far worse hast thou endured ' 5

* lb xu 34a * IJ xiv abi
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Certainly he said.

In the next place we must not let them be receivers of

g'fts or lovers of money

Certainly not E

Neither must we sing to them of

Gifts persuading gods and pe s jading reverend kings 1

Neither is Phoenix the tutor of Achilles to be approved or

deeired to have given his pupil good counsel when he told

him that he should take the gifts of the Greeks and assist

them 2 but that without a gift he should not lay aside his

anger Neither will we believe or acknowledge Achilles

himself to have been such a lover of money that he took

Agamemnon s gifts or that when he h d received payment

he restored the dead body 0 Hector but that without

payment he was unwilling to do so 3

Undoubtedly he said these ar not sentiments which can 391

be approved

Loving Homer as I do 4 I hardly like to say that m attri

buting these feelings to Achilles or in believing that they

are truly attributed to him he is guilty of downright

impiety As little can I bdieve the narrative of his insolence

to Apollo where he 3ays

Thou hast wronged me O far darter most abominable of

deities \eruy I would be even with thee it I had only the

power

or Jus insubordination to the nver god ® on whose divinity b
he is ready to lay hands or his offering to the dead Pa+roclus

of his own hair 7 which had been previously dedicated to the

* Quoted by Suida as ttributed to H lod II a a ijj

lb xxiv it Cf fra x 95
* xxu

$
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o her r vci god Spcrcheius and that he a aally performed

this tow or that he dragged Hector round the omb of

Patroclus 1 and Slaughtered the captives at the pyre 2
of all

this I cannot believe that he was guilty any more than I can

Callow our citizens to believe that he the wise Cheirons

pupil tlie son of a goddess and of Peleus who was the gentlest

of men and third, in descent from Zeus was so disordered

in his wits as to be at one time the slave of two seemingly

inconsistent passions meanness not untainted by avarice

combined with overweening contempt of gods and men

You are quite lght he replied

And let us equally refuse to believe or allow to be re

peated the tale of Theseus son of Poseidon, or of Pemthous

D son of Zeus going forth as they did to perpetrate a horrid

rape , or of any other hero or sou of a god daring to do such

impious and dreadful things as they falsely ascnbe to them m
our day and let us further compel the poets to declare

either that th^se acts were not done by them or that they

were not the eons of gods —both in the same breath they

shall not oe permitted to affirm We will not have them }

trying to persuade our youth that the gods are the authors
j

,

of evil and that heroes are no better than men—-sentiments i f

E which, as we were saying are neither pious nor true for we
|

have already proved that evil cannot come from the gods
1
1

Assuredly not

And further they are likely to have a bad effect on those

who hear them for everybody will begin to excuse his own

vices when he is convinced that similar wickednesses are

always being perpetrated by

—

The kindred of the gods the relatives of Zeus whose

H xu 394. Ih. 1 73
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ance tral altar he altar of Zeus is alo t m air on the peak

of Ida

and who have

the D^ood of deities vet flowing m theur veins 1

And therefore let us put an end to such talcs lest they

engende 1mty 0 morals among the voung 39a

By all means b® replied

But now that we are determinjig what das es of subjects

are or are not to be spoken of let us see whether any have

been omitt d by ns The manner in whicit gods and demi

gods and heroes and the world below should be treated

has been already laid down

Very true

And what shall we sav about men? That is clearly the

remaining portion of our subject

Clearly so

But we are not m a condition to answer this que tion at

present my friend

Why not?

Because if I am. not mistaken we shall have to say that t

about men poets and story tellers are guilty of making the B ‘

gravest misstatements when hey te'l us that wicked men are

often happy and he good miserable and that injustice is
}

profitable when undetected but that justice is a man s own
|

loss and another s gam—these things we shall forbid tlmm 1

1

to utter and command them to sing and say the opposite

To be sure we shall he replied

But if you admit that I am right m this then I shall

Fran tie N obe of Aachyk*.
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ma atain that yon haYe mplied the pnne pie for which we

have been all along contending

I grant the truth of your nference

C That such things are or are not to be said about men is

a question which we cannot determine until we have dis-

covered what justice is and how naturally advantageous to

the possessor whether he seem to be just or not

Most true he said

Enough of the subjects of poetry let us now speak of the

style and when this has been considered both matter and

manner will have been completely treated

I do not understand what you mean said Adeimantus

D Then I must make you understand and perhaps I may be

more intelligible if I put the matter in this way You are

aware I suppose that all mythology and poetry is a narration

of events either past present or to come ?

Certainly, he replied

And narration may be either sunple narration or imitation,

or a union of the two ?

That again he said I do not quite understand

I fear that I must be a ridiculous teacher when I have

so much difficulty m making myself apprehended Like a bad

speaker therefore I will not take thv, whole of the subject

E but will break a piece off in illustration of my meaning You

know the first lines of the Iliad in which the poet says that

393 Chryses prayed Agamemnon to release his daughter and

that Agamemnon flew into a passion with him whereupon

Chryses fading of his object invoked the anger of the God
against the Achaeans Now as far as these lines

And he prayed all the Greeks but especially the two sons

of Atreus the chiefs of the people.
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the poet s speaking m his own person he never leads ns to

suppose that he is any one else But m what follows he

takes the person of Ciuyses and then he does all that he can

to make us believe that the speaker is not Homer but the 8

aged priest himself And m this double form he has cast the

entire narrative of the events which occurred at Troy and

in Ithaca and throughout the Odyssey

Yes

And a narrative it remains both m the speeches which the

poet recites ffrom time to time and m the intermediate

Quite true

But when the poet speaks m the person of another may C

we not say that he assimilates his style to that of the person

who as he informs you is going to speak l

Certainly

And this assimilation of himself to another either by the

use of voice or gesture is the imitation of the person whose

character he assumes f

Of course

Then m this c se the narrative of the poet may be said

to proceed by way of imitation 5

\ ery true

Or if the poet everywhere appears and never conceals

himself then again the imitation is dropped and his poetry D

becomes simple narration However in order that I may

make my meaning quite clear and that you may no moire say

I don t understand, I will show how the change mi°ht

be effected If Homer had said Tne priest came having

his daughter s ransom in his hands supplicating the Achaeans

and above all the kings and then if d of speaking m
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the person of Chiyses he had continued in his own person,

Jie words would have been not imitation out simple narra

tion The passage would have run as follows (I am no poet

E and therefore I drop the metre) The priest came and prayed

the gods on behalf of the Greeks tf-at they might captme

Troy and return safely home but begged that they would

give him back his daughter and take the ransom which he

brought and respect the God Thus lie spoke and the other

Greeks revered the priest and assented Bat Agamemnon

was wroth and bade him depart and not come again, lest the

staff and chaplets of the God should be of no avail to him

—

the daughter of Chryses should not be released he said—she

should grow old with him m Argos And then he tola him

to go away and not to provoke him if he intended to get

home unscathed And the old man went away in fear and

394 silence and when he had left the camp he called upon

Apollo by his many names eminding him of everything

which he had done pleasing to him whether in building his

temples or in offering sacrifice ana praying that his good

deeds might be returned to him and that the Achaeans

might expiate his tears by the arrows of the god —and so on

B In this way the whole becomes simple narrative

I understand he said

Or you may suppose the opposite case—that the inter

mediate passages are omitted and the dialogue only Left

That also he said, I understand you mean for example

as in tragedy

You have conceived my meaning perfectly and if I mis

take not what you failed to apprehend before is now made
C clear to you that poetry and mythology are, m some cases,

wholly mutative—instances pf th s are su} plied by trauedy
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and comedy there is likewise the opposite style in which the

poet is the only speaker—of this the dithyramb affords the

best example and the combination of both is foundm epic

ana in several other styles of poe ry Do I take y on with me *

Yes he said I see now what yon meant

I will a a you to emember also what I began by saying

that we had done with he subject ard might proceed to

the style

Yes I remember

In. saying this I intended to imply that we must come to D
an understanding about tiie mimetic art •—whether the poets,

m narrating their stories a^e to be allowed by us to imitate

and if so whether m whole or in part and if die latter, m
what parts or should all nutation be prohibited?

You mean, I suspect to ask whether tragedy and comedy

shall be admitted mto our State

Yes I said but there may be more than this in question

I really do not know as yet, but whither the argument may

blow thither we go

And go we will, he sad

Then Adeimantus let me ask you whether our guardians E

ought to be imitators or rather has not this question been

decided by the rule already laid down that one man can only

do one thing well and not many and that 1 he attempt

many he will altogether fail of gaming much reputation

in any?

Certainly

And this is equally true of imitation no one man can

imitate many things as well as he would imitate a single one ?

He cannot

Then the same person will hardly be ab e to play a senous 39
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part n life and at the ume time to be an mitator and imitate

many other parts as well for even when two species of

imitation are nearly allied the same persons cannot succeed

m both as for example the wi iters of tragedy and comedy

—did you not just now call them imitations?

Yes I did and you are right in thinking that the same

persons cannot succeed in both

Any more than they can be rhapsodists and actors at once*

True

B Neither are comic and tragic actors the same yet all these

things are but imitations

They re so

And human nature Adeimantus anpears to have been

coined into yet smaller pieces and to be as incapable of

imitating many things well, as of performing well the actions

of which the imitations are copies

Quite true, he replied

If then we adhere to our original notion and bear in mind

that our guardians setting aside every other business are to

C dedicate themselves wholly to the maintenance of freedom in

the State making this their craft and engaging in no work

which does not bear on this end they ought not to practise

or imitate anything else if they imitate at all they should

imitate from youth upward only those characters which are

suitable to their profession—the courageous temperate holy,

free and the like but they should not depict or be skilful at

imitating any kind of llliberality or baseness lest from

1 imitation they should come to be what they imitate Did

nyou never observe how imitations beginning m early youth

land continuing far into life at length grow into habits and

’become a second nature affecting body vo ce, and mind?
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Yes certainly he said

Then I said we will not allow those for whom we profess

a care and of whom we say that they ought to be good men
0 im tate a woman whether young or old quarrelling with

h„r husband or striving and vaunting against the gods m
conceit of her happiness or when she w in affliction orB
sor ow 01 weeping and certainly not one who is in sick

ness love or labour

Very righ he said.

Neither must they represent slaves male or female per

forming the offices ot slaves!

They must not

And surely not bad men, whether cowards or any others

who do the reverse of what we have just been prescribing

who scold or mock or revile one another in drink or out of

drink, or who in any other manner sin against th msdves

and their ne ghbours in. word or deed as the manner of such

is Neither should they be trained to imitate the action or 396

speech of men or women who are mad or bad for madness

like vice is to be known but not to be practised or imitated

Very true he replied

Neither may they imitate smiths or other artificers or

oarsmen, or boatswains or the like? B

How can they he said, when they are not allowed to apply

their minds to the callings of any of these ?

Nor may they imitate the neighing of horses the bellowing

of bulls the murmur of rivers and roll of the ocean, thunder

and all that sort of thing*

Nay he said, if madness be forbidden neither may they

copy the behaviour of madmen

You mean 1 said, if I understand you aright, that there it

SJbP 1 o
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on sort of nar aLive style wmch may be employed by a truly

C good man when he ha3 anything to say and hat another sort

will be used by a man of an opposite character and education

And which are these two sorts? he ashed

Suppose I answered that a just and good man m the

course of a narration come3 on some saying or action of

another good man —I should imagine tlut he will Idee to

personate him, ard will no be ashamed of this sort of lmita

tion he will be most re dy to pW the part of the good

D man when he is acting firrn'y and wisely in a less degree

when he is overtaken by illness or love or drink oi has

met with any other disaster But when he comes to a

character which is unworthv of him he will not make a study

of that he will di dam such a person ana will assume his

likeness if at all for a moment only when he is performing

ome good action at other times he will be ashamed to play

a part which he has never practised nor will he like to fashion

and frame himself after the baser models he feels the

p employment of such an art unless in jest, to be beneath

him and his mind revolts at it

So I should expect he replied

Then he will adopt a mode of nar ationsuch as we have

illustrated out of Homer that is to say his sty le will be both

imitative and narrative but there Will be very little of the

former and a great deal of the latter Do you agree f

Certainly he said that is the model which such a speaker

397 must necessarily take

But there is another sort of character who will narrate

anything and the worse he is the more unscrupulous he

will be nothing will be too bad for him and he will b

ready to imitate anything not as a yoke, but m right good
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earnest and before a large company As I was just now
saying he will attempt to represent the roll of thunde the

noise of wird and had or the credong of wheels and pulleys

and the various sounds of flutes pipes trumpets and all

sorts of instruments he will baik like a dog bleat like

a sheep or crow like a cock his entire art will consist in B

imitation of voice and gesture and there will be very little

narration

That he said will be his mode of speaking

These then are the two kinds of style ?

Yes

And you would agree with me m saying that one of them

is simple and has bnt slight changes and if the harmony

ana rhythm are also chosen for their simplicity the result

is that the speaker if he speaks coriectly is always pretty

much the same in style and he will keep within the limits

of a single harmony (for the changes are not great) and m
like manner he will make use of nearly the same rhythm? C

That is quite true he said

Whereas the other requires all sorts of harmonies and all

sorts of rhythms if the music and the style are to correspond,

because the style has all sorts of changes

That is also perfectly true he replied

And do not the two styles or the mixture of the two

comprehend all poetry and every form of express on m
words ? No one can say anything except in one or other of

them or m both together

They include all he said

And shall we receive mto our State all the three styles or D

one only of the two ummxed styles ? or would yon include

the m xcdf

9 *
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I should prefer only to admit the pure imitator of

virtue

Yes I said Adeunantus but the mixed stile is also very

charming ana indeed the pantomimic, which is the opposite

of the one chosen by vou is the most popular style with

children and their attendants «nd with the world m general

I do not deny it

But I suppose you would argue that such a stvle is unsuit

E able to our State in which human nature is not twofold or

manifold for one man plays one part only ?

Yes quite unsuitable

And this is the reason wiiy m our State and m our State

only we shall find a shoemaker to be a shoemaker and not

a pilot aLo and a husbandman to be a husbandman and not

a dicast also and a soldier a soldier and not a trader also and

the same throughout ?

True he said

398 And therefore when any one of these pantomimic gentle-

men who are so clever that they can imitate anything comes

to us and mak s a proposal to exhibit himself and hiB poetry

we will fall down and worship him as a sweet and holy and

wonderful being but we must also inform him that in our

State such as he are not permitted to exist the law will

not allow them And so when we have anointed him with

myrrh and set a garland of wool upon his head we shall

send him. away to another city For we mean to employ for

E our souls health the rougher and severer poet or story teller

who will imitate the style of the virtuous only and will

follow those models which we prescribed at first when we

began the education of our soldiers

We certa nly wiH, he said f we have the power
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Tnen now my fi end I said that part of music or literary

education which relates to the story or myth may be con

siaered to be finished for the matter and manner have both

been discussed

I think so too he said

Next in order will follow melody nd song C
That is obvious

Every one can see already what we ought to say about

them, if we are to be consistent with ourselves

I fear said Glancon, laughing that the word every one

hardly nclndes me for I cannot at the moment say what

they should be though I may guess

At any rate yon can tell that a song 0 ode has three

parts—the wo ds the melody and the rhythm that degree D

of knowledge I may presuppose ?

Yes he said so much as that you may

And as for the words there will surely be no difference

between words which are and wmch are not set to music

both will conform to the same laws, and these have been

aheady determined by us f

Yes

And the melody and rhythm will depend upon the words?

Certainly

We were saying when we spoke of the subject matter that

we had no need of lamentation and strains of sorrow

True

And which are the harmonies expressive of sorrow ? You E

are musical and can tell me

The harmonies which you mean are the mixed or tenof

Lvdian and the full toned or bass Lydian and such like

These then^ I amd must be banished even to women
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who luvc a character to namtarn they are of no use and

much less to men

Certain!}

In the next place drunkenness and softness and indolence

arc utterly unbecoming the character of our guardians

Utterly unbecoming

And which are the soft or drinking harmonies f

399 The Ionian he replied and the Lydian they are termed

relaxed

Well and are these of any military use f

Quite the reverse he replied and if so the Dorian and

the Phrygian are the only ones which you have left

I answered Of the harmonies I know nothing but I want

to have one warlike to sound the note oi accent which

a brave man utters in the hour of danger and stern resolve

or when his cause is failing and he is going to wounds or

B death or is overtaken by some other evil and at every such

crisis meets the blows of fortune vuth firm step and a deter

munition to enduie and anothei to be used by hnn m
times of peace and freedom of action when th rc is no

pressure of necessity and he is seeking to peisuade God by

prayer or man by instruction and admonition or on the other

hand when he is expressing his willingness to yield to per

suasion or entreaty or admonition and which represents him

when by prudent conduct he has attained his end, not

carried away by his success but acting moderately and wisely

C under the circumstances and acquiescing m the event

These two harmonies I ask you to leave the strain of

necessity and the strain of freedom the strain of the unfor

tunate and the strain of the tortunate the strain of courage

and the i of temperance these I say leave.
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And these, he replied «re the Dorian and Phrygian

harmonies of which I was just now speaking

Then I said if these and these only are to be used in our

songs and melodies we shall not want multiplicity of notes

or a panharmonic scale !

I suppose not

Then we shall not maintain the artificers of lyres with

three comers and complex scales or the makers of any other

many stringed curiously harmonized instruments? D

Certainly not

But what do yon say to flute makers and flute players i

Would you admit them into our State when you reflect that

in. this comoosite use of harmony the flute ib worse than,

all the stringed instruments put together even the pan

harmonic mu ic is only an imitation of the flute >

Clearly no

There remain then only the lyre and the harp for use m
th city and the shepherds may have a pipe in the country

That is surely the conclusion to be drawn ffom the

argument

The preferring of Apollo and his instruments to Marsyas E

and his instruments is not at all strange I said

Not at all he replied

And so by the dog of Egypt we have been unconsciously

purging the State which not long ago we teimed luxurious^

And we have done wisely he replied

Then let us now finish the purgation I said Next in

order to harmonies, rhythms will naturally follow and they

should be subject to the same rules for we ought not to

seek out complex systems of metre or metres of eveiy kind

but rather to d icover what rhythms are the erpres&oi* of
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4.00 a courageous and h» nuon am 1 fc and w cn ve have found

them we shall adapt the foot and the melody to words

having a lik spirit not the words to the foot and melody

To say what these rhythms are will be your duty—you must

teach me tiiem as you have already taught me the harmonies

But indeed he replied I cannot tell you I only know

that there are some three principles of rhythm out of which

metrical systems are framed just as m sounds there are four

notes 1 out of which all the harmonies are compo ed that is

an observation which I have made But of what sort of lives

they are severally the imitations I am unable to say

B Then I said we mus take Damon into our counsels and

he will tell us what rhythms are exp evSive of meanness

or insolence or fury or other unworthmess and what are fa

be reserved for the expression of opposite feelings And

I think that I have an indistinct recollection of h s mention

ing a complex Cretic rhvthm also a dactvlic or heroic and

he arranged them m some manner which I do not quite

understand making the rhythms equal in the rise and fall of

the foot long and short alternating and unless I am mis

taken he spoke or an iambic as well as of a trochaic rhythm

C and assigned to them short and long quantities Also m
some cases he appeared to pTaise or censure the movement

of the foot quite as much as the rhythm or perhaps a com

bination of the two for I am not certain what he meant

1 e the four notes of the tetrachord

! bocrates expresses himself ca elessly in accordance with hjs assumed

ignorance of the details of the subject In the first pan of the sentdJbe

he appears to be speaking of paeonic rhythms which are in the ratio or §
in the second port of dactyh md anapaestic rhythms which are n the

ratio of | tn the last danse of iambic and trochaic rhythms which are

Id h ratio of } or f
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nr
’hese natters however as I was saying had better be

referred to Damon ham elf for the analysis of the subject

would be difficult you know

Ra her so I shouia say

But there is no difficulty in seeing that grace or the absence

of grace is an effect of good or bad rhythm

None at all

And also that good and bad rhythm naturally assimilate to D

a good and bad stj le and that harmony and discord m like

manner follow style for our principle lSj&at rhythm and

harmony are regulated by the words and not the words by

them

Just so he said they should follow the words

And will not the words and the character of the style

depend on the temper of the soulf

Yes

And everything else on the style?

Yes

Then beauty of style and harmony and grace and good

rhythm depend on simplicity—I mean the true simplicity y

of a nghtlv and nobly ordered mind and character not that

other simplicity whic! is onh an euphemism for folly?

Very true he replied

And if our youth are to do their work m lift must they

not make these graces and harmonies their perpetual aim’

They must

And surely the art of the pamter and every other creative 401

and constructive art are full of them—weaving embroidery

architecture and every kind of manufacture also nature

an mil and vegetable n all of them there is grace or the

absence of crace And uMmen and discord and inhar
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mon ons motion are ne rly all ed to 11 words and ill nature

as grace and harmony are the twin sistei ol goodness and

virtue and hear their likeness

That is quite true he said

R But shall our superintendence go no further and are the

poets only to be required by us to express the image ol the

good m their works on pam if they do anything else of

expulsion from our Stater Or is the same control to he

extended to other artists and are they also to be prohibited

from exhibiting the opposite forms of vice and intemperance

and meanness and indecency in sculptme and building and

the other creative a ts and is he w ho cannot conforn to this

rule of ours to be prevented from practising his art m our

State lest the taste of our citizens bt_ corrupted by him >

We would not have our guardians grow up amid images of

moral deform ty as m some noxious pastuie and there

C browse *nd feed upon many a baneful lieib and flower day

by day little by little until they silently gather a festering

mass of corruption m their own soul _Let our artists rather

be those who arc gifted to discern the true nature of the

beautiful and graceful then will our youth dwell m a land

of health amid fair sights and sounds and receive the good

in everything aud beauty the effluence of fair works, shall

D flow into the eye and ear like a health giving breeze from

a purer region and insensibly draw the soul from earliest

years into likeness and sjxnpathy with the beauty of reason.

There can be no nobler training than that he replied

And therefore I said Glaucon musical training is a moie

potent instrument than any other because rhythm and

harmony find their way into the mwardplaces of the sou^on

wlych theyrnightiTy fasten^umpaitmg grace, and making the
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soul of Kim who is rightly educated graceful, or of him who

is ill educated ungraceful and also because he who has £

received this true education of the inner being will most

shrewdly per en e omissions or faults lr art and nature and

with a true taste whi1 e he praises and rejoices over and 4&a

receives into his soul the good, and becomes noble and good

he will justly blame and hate th bad now m the days of his

youth, even before he is able to know the eason vhy and

when reason comes he will recognize and salute the friend

wi h whom his education has made him long familiar

\es he said I quite agree with you m thinking that our

youth should be trained in uluslc and on the grounds which

you mention

jnst as in learning to read I said we were satisfied when

wc knew the letters of the alphabet which aie veiy few m all

their recurring sizes and combinations not slighting diem

as unimportant whether they occupy a space large or small B

but everywhere eager to make them out and not thinking

ourselves peifect in the art of eadmg until we recognize

Jiem wherever they are found *

Tiuc

—

Or as we recognize the reflection of letters m the water

or m a mi ror only when we know the letters themselves

<iie same art and study giving us the knowledge of both

Exactly

—

Even so as I maintain ne ther we nor our guardians, whom
we have to educate c^n ever_become muncaljinjyhl&'G-aud C

they know the essential forms of temperance courage

liberality magnificence and their kindred, as well as the

contrary forms m all their combinations, and can recognize

1 Cp tufw II g6S D
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them and thfcr mages whatever they are found not sighting
%

them either in smad things or great but bJieving them all i

to be -within the sphere of one art and study 1

Most assuredly

D And when a beautiful soul harmonizes with a beautiful

form and the two are cast in on mould that will be the

fairest of sights to him who has an eye to see it?

The fairest indeed

And the fairest is also the loveliest?

That may be assumed

And the man who has tne spirit of harmony will be most

in love with th lot dies t but he will not love him who is

of an inharmonious soul ?

That is true he replied if the deficiency be m lus soul

but if there be any merdj bodilv defect in anothe he will

h be patient of it and will love all the same

I perceive I said that you have or have had experiences

of this sort and I agree But let me ask vou another question

Has excess of pleasure any affinity to temperance ?

How can that be? he replied pleasure deprives a man of

the use of his faculties quite as much as pain

Or any affinity to virtue in general?

403 None whatever

Any affinity o wantonness and intemperance?

Yes the greatest

And is there any greater or keener pleasure than that of

sensual lore-’

No nor a madder

Whereas true love is a love of beauty and order—temperate

and harmonious ?

Quite true he said
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Then no intemperance or madness should be allowed to

approach true love ?

Certainly not

Then mad or intemperate pleasure must never be allowed B

to come near the lover and his beloved neither of them

can have any part n it if their love is of the right sort?

No indeed Socrates it must never come near them

Then 1 suppose that in the city which we are founding

you would make a law to the effect that a friend should use

no other familiarity to his love than a father would use to hi

son and then only for a noble purpose and he must first

have the other’s consent and this rnle is to limit him in

all his intercourse and he is never to be seen going further c

or if he exceeds he is to be deemed guilty of coarseness and

bad taste

I quite agree he said.

Thus much of muBic, which makes a fair ending for what

should be the end of music if cot the love of beauty >

I agree he said

After music comes gymnastic, in which, our youth are next

to be trained

Certainly

Gymnastic as well as music should begin in early years the

training in it should be careful and should continue through

life Now my belief is—and this is a matter upon which d
I should hke to have your opinion in confirmation of my
own but my own. belief is—not that the good body by any

bodily excellence improves theToul 'button the contrary

tha the good soul, by her own excellence improves the

body as far as this may be possible What do you say?

Yes I agree
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Then to the nund vhea adeqna ely tn ned re shall be

right m handing over the more particular care of the body

E and m order to avoid prohxi'y we will now only give the

general outlines of the subject

Very good.

That they must absta n from intoxication, has been already

remarked by us fo of all persons a guardian should be the

last to get drunk and not know where in the world he is

Yes, he said that a guardian should require another

guardian to take care of him is idiculous indeed

But next, what shall we say of their food for the men are

in framing for the great contest of all—are they not?

Yes he said

404 And will the habit of body of our ordinary athletes be

suited to them?

Why not J

I am afraid I said that a habit of body such as they have

is but a sleepy sort o4 thing and rather perilous to health.

Do you not observe tha* these athletes sleep away their lives

and are liable to most dangerous illnesses if they depart m
ever so slight a degree from their customary regimen ?

Yes Ido

Then I said a finer sort of training will be required for

our warrior athletes, who aie to be like wakeful dogs and

to see and hear with the utmost keenness pmd the many

changes of water and also of food, of summer heat and winter

B cold which they will have to endure when on a campaign,

thev must not be liable to break down. ijq. health

That is my view

The really excellent gymnastic is twin sister of that simple

music which we were^ust now describing
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How so’

Why I conceive that there is a gymnastic which "ike our

music is simple and good and especially the military gym
nastic

What do von mean f

My meaning may be learned Irom Ilojner he yon know

teeds Lis heroes at then feasts when they are campaigning

on soldiers fare they have no fish although they arc on

the hores of the Hellespont, and they are no allowed C

boded meats but only roast which is tli food most con

vcment for soldiers requiring only that thev si ould light

a fiie and not involving the trouble of carrymg about pots

and pans

True

\nd I can hardly be mistaken in saving that sweet sauces

are nowhere mentioned in Homer In proscribing thun

however he is not singular all professions' athlete are

well aware that a man who is to be m good condition should

take nothing of tire kind

Yes he said and knowing this they are quite right in

not tal ing them

Then you would not approve of Syracusan dinners and d

tlic refinements of Sicilian cookery >

I think not

Jnoj. if a man is to be in condition would you allow him

o have a Corinthian girl as his fair friend

Certainly not

Neither would you approve of the delicacies as they are

thought of Atneman confectionery?

Certainly not

All such feeding and bring may be rightly compared by
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h ns to melody and song compo 'll t t panhanaomc style

and in all the rhythms

Exactly

T. here complexity engendered heence and here disease

whereas simplicity m mus c was the p 11 en of emperance in

the soul and simplicity m gymnastic of liealth in the body

Most tine he said

403 But when intemperance and diseases multiply m a State

halls of justice and medicine are always being opened and

the arts of the doctor and the lawyer give themselves airs

finding how keen ts the interest which no only the slaves bat

the freemen of a city take about them

Of course

And yet what greater proof can there be of a bad and

disgraceful state of education than this that not only artisans

and the meaner sort of people need the skill of fiist rate

physicians and judges, but also those who would proiess to

B have had a liberal education? Is it not disgraceful and

a great sign of the want of good breeding th t a man should

have to go abroad for his law and physic because he has none

of his own at home, and must therefore surrender himself

into the hands of other men whom he makes lords and judges

over him *

Of all things he said the most disgraceful

Would you say most I replied when you consider that

there is a further stage of the evil m which a man is not only

a life long litigant passmg all his days in the courts, either

as plaintiff or defendant but s actually led by his bad taste

to pride himself on his litigiousness he imagines that he is

C a master m dishonesty ,
able to take every crooked turn, and

wr ggle into and out of every hole, bending like a withy and
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getting out of the way of justice and all for what?—in

order to gain small poults not worth mentioning he not

knowing that so to cider his life as to be able to do without

a napp ng judge is a far higher and nobler sort of thing Is

Lot that s+ili more dngraceful

Yes he said that is still more disgraceful

Well I aid and to require the help of medicine not when

a wound has to be cured or on occasion of an epidemic but

jast because by indolence and a habit of life such as we have D

been describing men fill themselves with waters and winds,

as if tnei bodies were a marsh compelling the ingenious

sons of Asclepius to find more names for diseases such as

flatulence and catarrh is not this too a disgrace?

Yes he said they do certainly give very strange and new

fangled names to diseases

Yes I said and I do not believe that there were any such

diseases m the days of Asclepius and this I infer from the E

circumstance that the hero Eurypylus after he has been

wounded n Homer drinks a posset of Pramman wine well

besprinkled wi^h barley meal and grated cheese which are 406

certainly inflammatory and yet the sons of Asclepius who

were at the Trojan war do not blame the damsel who gives

him the drink or rebuke Patroclus who is treating his case

Well he said that was surely an extraordinary drink to be

given to a person m his condition

Not so extraordinary I replied if you bear in mind that

ir former days as is commonly said before the time of

Herodicus the guild of Asclepius did not practise our present

system of medicine which may be said to educate diseases

But Herodicus being a trainer, and himself of a sickly consti-

tution, by a combination of training and doc oring found
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B out a way of torturing first and eh efly h mself and secondly

the res+ of the world

How was that 5 he sud

By the invention of lingering death for he hid a mortal

disease which he perpetually tended and as recovery was out

of the question he passed his entire life as a valetudinarian

he could do nothing hut attend upon himself and he was

m constant torment whenever he depn ted in anything from

his usual regimen and so dying hard by the help of science

he struggled on to old age

A rare reward of his shill !

C Yes I said a reward which a man might fanly expect

who never understood that if Asclepius did not instruct Ins

descendants m valetudinarian arts the omission arose not

from ignorance or inexperience of such a branch of medicine

but because he knew that m all well ordered states every

individual has an occupation to which he must attend and

ha9 the efor no leisure to spend m continually being ill

This we lemark m the case of the artisan but, ludicrously

enough do not apply the same rule to people of the richer

sort

How do vou mean f he said

D I mean this When a carpenter is ill he asns the physician

for a rough and ready cure an emetic or a purge or a cautery

ox the knife —these are his remedies And if some one pre-

scribes for him a course of dietetic and tells him that he

must swathe and swaddle his head and all that sort of thing

he replies at once that he has no time to be ill and that he

sees no good in a life which is spent m nursing his disease to

the neglect of his customary employment and therefore

X b dding good bye to this sort of phvi cian, he r h»
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ordinary habits ana either gets well and lives and does his

business or if his constitution fails he dies and has no more

tiouble

Yes, he said and a man in his condition, of life ought to

use the ait of medicine thus far only

Has he no 1 said, an occupation and wtiat profit would 4.07

there be in his life if he were deprived of his occupation

f

Qu te true he said

But with the rich man this is otherwise of him we do not

say that he has any specially ppo nted work which he mas1
'

perform 11 he would live

He is generally supposed to have nothing to do

Then you never heard of the saying of Phocylxdes that as ‘

soon as a man has a livelihood he should practise virtue?

Nay he said, I think that he had better begin somewhat

sooner

Let us not have a dispute with him about this I said but

rather ask ourselves Is the practice of virtue obligatory on

the rich man or caa he hve without it? And i obligatory b

on him then let us raise a further question whether this

dieting of disorders which is an impediment to the apphca

tion of the mind in carpentering and the mechanical arts

does not equally stand m the way of the sentiment of

Phocyhdes?

Of that he replied there can be no doubt such excessive

care of the body when carried beyond the rules of gymnastic,

is most mimical to the practice of virtue

1 Yes maeed, I replied and equally incompatible with the

management of a house n army or an office of state and,

what is most mpoitant of all ureconcilcable with any bud

Making the a el Socata l)cgm a aa jip wpi * tA
r z
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C of study or thought or aelf-r^eet on—there s 3 constant

suspicion that headache and giddiness aie to be ascribed to

philosophy, and hence all practising or making trial of vmtte

in the highj sense is absolu eiy stopped for a man «

always fancying that he is being made ill and is in constant

anxiety about the state of his body

Yes likely enough _

And therefore our poll ic Asclepius may b supposed to

have exhibi ed the power of his art only to persons who

being generally of healthy constitution, and habits of life, had

D a definite ailment such as these he cured by purges and

operations, and bade them live as usual herein consulting

the interests of the State but bodies which disease had

penetrated through and through he would not have attempted

to cure oy gradual processes of evacuation and infusion he

did not want to lengthen out good fox nothing lives or to

have weak fathers begetting weaker sons —if a man was not

able to live m the ordinary way he had no business to cure

E him for such a cure would have been of no use either to

Jumself, or to the State

Then he said, you egard Asclepius as a statesman

Clearly and his character is further illustrated bv his

408 sons Note that they were heroes in the days of old and

practised the medicines of which I am speaking at the siege

of Troy You will remember how, when Pandarus wounded

Menelaus they

Sucked the blood, out of the wound and sprinkled sooth

mg remedies 1

but they never prescribed what the patient was afterwards to

eat or drink m the case of Menelaus any more than m the
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ease of Eurypylus the icmed es, as they conceived were

enough to heal any man who before he was wounded was
healthy and regular m his habits and even though he did B
happen to h ink a posset of Pramman wine he might get

well all the same But they would have nothing to do with

unhealthy and intemperate subjects whose lives were of no

use either to themselves or others the art of medicine was

not designed for their good and though they were as rich

as Midas the sons of Asclepms would have declined to attend

them

They were very acute persons those sons of Asclepms

Naturally so I replied Nevertheless the tragedians and

Pindar disobeying our behests although they acknowledge

that Asclepms was the son of Apollo say also that he was

bribed into healing a rich man who was at the point of

death and for this reason he was struck by lightning But c
we m accordance with the principle aheady affirmed by us

will not believe them when they tell us both. —if he was the

bob of a god we maintain that he was not avaricious or if

ne was avaricious he was not the son of a god

AH that, Socrates is excellent but I should like to put

a question to you Ought there not to be good physicians

m a State and a e not the best those who have treated the

greatest number of constitutions good and bad ? and are not D
the best judges m like manner those who are acquainted

with all sorts of mora natures *

Yes I said I too would have good judges and good

physicians But do you know whom I think good?

Will you tell meP

I will f I can T et me however note that n the same

oti^rinn yon n.n two rh.ns* wh.. h -re nor rb^ t.m .
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How so? he asked

Why I said you join physicians and judges Now the

most skilful physicians are those who horn their youth

upwards have combined with the knowltdge of their art

E the greatest experience of disease they had better not be

robust in heaitli, ana should have had all manner of diseases

in their own persons Tor *he body as I conceive is not

the instrument with which they cure the body m. that case

we could not allow them ever to be or to have been sickly

but they cure the body with the mind and the mind which

has become and is s ck can cure nothing

That is very true he said

409 But with the judge it is 0 heiwise since he governs mind

by mind he ought not therefore to have been trained among

vicious minds and to have associated with them from youth

upwards and to have gone through the whole calendar of

crime only in order that he may quickly infer the crimes

of others as he might them bodily diseases from, his own

self consciousness the honourable mend which _s to form

a healthy judgement should have had uo experience or con

tanunation of evil habits when young And this is the reason

why m yoath good men often appear to be simple and are

B easily practised upon by the dishonest, because they have no

examples of what evil is in their own souls

Yes he said, they are far too apt to be deceived

Therefore I said the judge sltou’d not be young he

should have learned to know evil not from his own soul but

frdm late and long observation of the nature of evilm others

C knowledge should be his guide not personal experience

Yes he said, that is the ideal of a judge

Yes I replied, and he will be a good man which is my
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answe to your question) for he is good who has a good

soul But the cunning and suspicious nature of which we

spoke—he who has committed many crimes and fancies

himself to be a master in wickedness when he is amongst

his fellows is wonderful m the precautions which he takes

because he judges of them by himself but wnen he gets into

the company of men oi virtue who have the experience of

ge he appears to be a fool again owing to his unseasonable

suspicions he cannot recognize an honest man because he D

has no pattern of honesty in himself at the same time as

the bad arc more numerous than the good and he meets

with them, oftener he thinks himself and is by others thought

to be rather wise than foolish

Most true he said

Then the good and wise judge whom we are seeking is not

this man but the other for vice cannot know virtue too,but

a virtuous nature educated by time will acquire a know! dge

both of virtue and vice the virtuous and not the vicioub E

man has wisdom—*m my opinion

And in mine also

This is the sort of medicine, and this is the sort of law

which you will sanction in your state They will minister to

better natures giving health both of soul and of body but 4.10

those who are diseased in their bodies they will leave to die

and the corrupt and incurable souls they will put an end to

themselv s

That is clearly the best thing both for the patients and for

the State

And thus our youth having been educated only in hat

simple mm c which a we stud inspire temperance w 11 be

reluctant to go o law
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Clea y

B And the musician who keeping to the same track is con

tent to practise the simple gymnastic will have nothing to

do with medicine unless in some extreme case

That I quite believe

The verv exercises na toils which he undergoes are

intended to stimulate the spirited element of his nature

and not to increase his strength he will not like common

athletes use exercise and regim n to develop his muscles

Very right he said

C Neither are the two aLts of music and gymnastic really

designed as is often supposed the one for the training of

the soul, the other for the training of the body

What tnen is the real object of them ?

I believe I said that the teachers of both have in view

chiefly the improvement of the soul

How can hat be? he asked

Did you never observe I said the effect on the mird itself

of exclusive devotion to gymnastic, o the opposite effect of

an exclusive devotion to music ?

In what way shown f he said i

D The one producing a temper of hardness and ferocity the

other of softness and effeminacy I replied

Yes he said I am quite aware that the mere athlete

becomes too much of a savage and that the mere musician

is melted and softened beyond what is good for him

Yet surely I said this ferocity only comes from spi it

which, if rightlv educated would give courage but if too

much intensified is liable to become hard and brutal

That I quite think

£ On the other hand the philosopher will have the quality
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of gentleness And this also when too much indulged will

turn to softness bat if educated rightly will be gentle and

moderate

True

Andm our opinion the guardians ought to liave both these

qualities f

Assuredly

And both should be m harmony ?

Beyond question

And the harmonious soul is both temperate and courageous? 411

Yes

4nd the inharmonious is cowardly and boorish ?

Very true

And when a man allows music to play upon him and

to pour into his soul through the funnel of his ears those

sweet and soft and melancholy airs of which we were just now

speaking and his whole life is passed m warbling and the

delights 01 song in the first stage of the process the passion

or spint which is in him is tempered like iron and made

useful, instead of brittle and useless But if he carries on B

the softening and soothing process in the next stage he

begins to melt and waste until he has wasted away his spirit

and cut out the sinews of his soul and he becomes a feeble

warrior

Very true

If the element of spirit is naturally weak m him the change

is speedily accomplished but if he have a good deal then the

power of music weakening the spirit renders him excitable

—on the least provocation he flames up at once and is

speedily ext ngtusl ed ns ead of hav ng sp t he g ows c
notable and passionate and is quite mpracticab e
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Exactly

And so in gymnastics if a roan takes violent exercise and

is a great feeder and the reverse of a great student of music

and philosophy at first the high condition of his body fills

him with pride and spirit and he b comes wice the man

that he was

Certainly

And what happens ? if he do nothing else and holds no

D converse with the Muses does not even that m elhgence

winch there may be in him h ring no taste of ny sort of

learning or inquiry or thought or culture grow feeble and

dull and blind his mind never waking np or receiving

nourishment and Jus senses not beirg purged of their mists?

True he said

And he ends by oecommg a hatei of philosophy unc vihzed,

never using the weapon of persuasion —he is like a wild

E beast all violence and fierceness and know no other way of

dealing and he lives in all ignorance and evil conditions

and has no sense of propriety and grace

That is quite true he saia

And as there are two principles of human nature, one the

spin ed and the other the philosophical some God as I

should say has given mankind two arts answering to them

(and only indirectly to the soul and body) in order that these

41a two pimciples (like tne strings of an instrument) may be

relaxed or drawn tighter until they are duly harmonized.

That appears to be the intention

And he who mingles music with gymnastic in the fairest

proport ons and best attempers them to the soul may be

rightly called the true musician and harmonist in afar higher

sense than the tuner of the strings
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You are quite right, Socrates

And such a presiding genius will he always required in our

State if the government is to kst^^"

Yes he will be absolutely necessary B

Such, then are our principle of nurture and education

Where would be the use of going into further details about

thedances of our citizens or about their hunting and coursing

thei gymnastic and equestrian contests 5 For these all

follow the general principle, and having found that we shall

have no difficulty in discovering them

I dare say that there will be no difficulty

Very good I said then what is the next question Must

we not ask who are to be rulers and who subjects 5

Certainly C

There can be no doubt that the elder must rule the

younger

C' early

And th*itthe best of these must rule.

That is also dear

Now are not the best husbandmen those who are most

devoted to husbandry?

Yes

And as we are to have the best of guardians for our city

must they not _be those^who haw mn«t the character of

guardians?

YelT

And to this end they ought to be wise and efficient and

to nave a special care of the State?

True D
And a man vnl be most likely to care about that which he

l<w~?
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lobt sure

And he will be most Likely to love that which he regards

as having the same interests with himself and that of which

the good or evil fortune is supposed by him at any time

most to affect his own f

Very true he replied.

Then there must be a selection Let us note among the

guardians those who in their whole lire show the greatest

E eagerness to do what is for the good of their country, and the

greatest repugnance to do what is against her interests

Those are the right men
And they will have to be watched at every age in order

that we may see whether they preserve their resolution and

never under the influence either of force or enchantment,

forget or cast off heir sense of dutj to the State

How cast off > he said

I will explain to you I replied A resolution may go out

of a man s mind either with his will or against his will with

413 his will when he gets rid of a falsehood and learns better

against his will whenever he is deprived of a truth

I understand he said the willing loss of a resolution the

meaning o
r the unwilling I have yet to learn

Why I said do you not see that men are unwillingly

deprived of good and willingly of evil? Is not to have lost

the truth an evil and to possess the truth a good ? and you

would agree that to conceive things as they are is to possess

the truth?

Yes he replied I agree with you m thinking that man

kind are deprived of truth against their will

B And is not this involuntary deprivation caused either by

theft, or force, or encluumnen ?
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Still lie replied I do not understand you

I fear that I must have been talking darkly like the trage

dians I only mean that some men are changed by persuasion

and that others forget argument steals away the hearts of

one class and time of the other and this I call theft Now
you understand me f

Yes

Those again who are forced, are those whom the violence

of some pain or grief compels to change their opinion

I understand he said and you are quite right

And you would also acknowledge that the enchanted a e c

those who change their minds either under the softer in

fluence of pleasure, or the sterner influence of fear f

Yes he said everything that deceives may be said to

enchant

Theiefore as I was just now saying we must inquire who

are the best guardians of their own conviction that what they

think the interest of the State is to be the rule of their lives

We must watch them from their youth upwards and make

them perform actions in which they are most likely to forget

or to be deceived and he who remembers and is not deceived

is to be selected, and he who fails in the trial is to be re d

jecteA That will be the way f

Yes

And there should also be toils and pains and conflicts pre

scribed for them m which, they will be made to give further

proof of the same quaht es

Very right he replied

And then I said we must try them with enchantments

—

that t the third tort of teat and see what w II be the r

behav our like those who take colts amid noise and tumult
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to tec f th v are of a tim d nature, to most wc taVi- DCr

youth amid terro 3 of some Kind and again pass them into

E pleasures and prove them more thoroughly tnan gold «
proved ir the furnace that we may discover whether they

are armed against all enchantments and of a noble bearing

alwavs good guardians of themselves and of th- music which

they have learned and retaining under all circumstances a

rhythmical and harmonious nature such as will be moat

serviceable to the individual and to the State And he

who at every age as boy and youth and in mature life has

come out of the trial victorious and pxue shall be appointed

4x4 a ruler and guardian of the State he shall be honoured m
life and death, and shall receive sepulture ano other me-

morials of honour the greatest that we have to give But

him who fails we must reject I am inclined to think that

this is the sort of way m which oar rulers and guardians

should be chosen and appointed I speak generally and not

with any pretension to exactness

And speaking generally I agree with you he s<ncu

B And pernaps the word guardian m the -fullest sense

ought to be applied to this higher class only who preserve us

against foreign enemies and maintain peace among our

citizens at home that the one may not have the will or the

other the power to harm us The young men whom we

before called guardians may be more properly designated

auxiliaries and supporters of the principles of the rulers

I agree with you he said

How then may we devise one of those reedful falsehoods

of which we lately spoke—just one royal be which may

C deceive the rulers if that be possible and at any rate the

rest of the city!
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WI at sort of lie f he said

Nothing new I replied only an old Phoenician 1 tale of

•what has often occurred before nowm other places (as the

poets say and have made the world believe ) thouga not in

our tune and I do not know whether such an event could

ever happen again or could now even be made probable if

it did

How your words seem to hesitate on your lips 1

You. will not wonder I replied, at my hesitation when yon

nave heard

Speak, he said and fear not

Well then I will speak although I really know not how d

to look you in the face or in what words o titter the auda

cions fiction which I propose to communicate graduallj first

to the rulers tl en to the soldiers and lastly to the people

They a e to be told that their youth was a dream and the

education and training which they received from us an

appearance only in reality during all that time they were

bang formed and fed in the womb of the earth where they

themselves and their arms and appurtenances were manu t

factured, when they were completed the earth their

mother sent them up and o their country being their

modi-er and also their nurse, they are bound to advise for her

good and to defend her against attacks and her citizens

they are to regard as children of the earth and then own

brothers

You had good reason he said to be ashamed of the he

whi h you were going to tell,

True I replied, but there is more coming I have only 415

to d you ha f C wc shall say o them in our tale, you

r., 1-*- (f, v
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y 1 be parable of tf e metals

are brothers y t God has framed yon differen y Some

of you have he power of command and in the composition

of these he has mingled gold wherefore also they have the

greatest honour others he his made of silver to he aosdi

aries others again who are to be husbandmen and crafts

men he has composed of brass and non and the species will

generally be preserved in the child.en But as all are of the

same original stock a golden parent will sometimes have a

B silver son or a silver parent a golden son And God pro

claims as a first principle to the rulers and above all else

that there is nothing which they should so annously guard,

or of which they are to be such good guardians as of the

purity of the race They should observe what elements

mingle m their offspring for if the son of a golden or silver

parent has an admixture of brass and iron then nature orders

C a transposition of ranks and the eye of the ruler must not be

pitiful towards the child because he has to descend in the

scale and become a husbandman or artisan just as there may

be sons of artisans who having an admixture of gold or silver

m them are raised to honour, and become guardians or

auxiliaries For an oracle says that when a man of brass or

iron guards the State it will be destroyed Such is the

tale is there any possibility of making our citizens believe

mi it ?

D Not m tne present generation he replied there is no way

of accomplishing this but their sons may be made to believe

m the tale and their sons sons and posterity after them

I see the difficulty I replied yet the fostering of such

a beuef will make them care more for the city and for one

another Enough however of the fiction which may now
fly abroad upon the wing* of rumour win e we arm our
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earth born heroes and lead them forth under the command
of their rulers Let them look round and select a spot whence

they can best suppress insurrection if any prove refractory

within and also def nd themselves against enemies who like E

wolves may come down on the fold from without there

let them encamp and when they hate encamped, let tnem

sacrifice to the propci Gods nd prepare their dwellings

Just so he said

And their dwellings must be such as will shield them against

the cold of winter and the heat of summer

I suppose that you mean houses, lie replied

Yes I said but they must be the houses of soldiers and

not of shop keepers

What is the difference ? he Said

That I will endeavour to explain I replied To keep 4*6

watch dogs who from want of discipline or hunger or some

evil habit or other would turn upon the sheep and worry

them and behave not like dogs but wolves would be a foul

and monstrous thing in a shepherd f

Truly monstrous he said

And therefore every care must be taken that our auxiliaries S

being stronger than our citizens may not grow to be too

much for them and become savage tyrants instead of friends

and alius f

Yes great care should be taken

And would not a really good education furnish the best

safeguard?

But they are well educa ed already he replied

I cannot be so confident my dear Glaucon I said I am
much more certain that they ought to be and that true

education whatever that may be, will have the greatest 0

ur 1 d
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tenden ytoc c anl ] un jnj e th n ji t] c ationi

lo one another and to those who are under thui protection

Very true he replied

And not only their education but tl eir habitations and

11 that belongs to them shou'd be such as 11111 neither impui

them virtue as guardians nor tempt them to prey ipon the

p other citizens Any man of ense must acknowledge that

He must

Then now le us consider v hat will be then way of hfe

if they are to realize our idea of them In the first place

none of hem should have any pioperty of lus own beyond

what is absolutely necessary neithei should they have

a private house or store closed against any one who has

a mind to enter their p ovisions should be omy such as

are required by trained warriors who are men of t mpcrancc

and courage they should agree to receive from the citizens

a fixed rate of pay enough to meet the expenses ot the year

and no more and they will go to mess and live togethe like

soldiers in a camp Gold and silver we will tell them that

they have from God the diviner metal is witnm them

and they have therefore no need of the dross which is current

among men and ought not to pollute the divine by any

417 such earthly admixture for that commoner metal has Leen

the source of many unholy deeds but their own is undefiled

And they alone of til the citizens may not touch or handle

silver or gold or be under the same roof with them, or weat

them, or drink from them And this will be their salvation

and they will be the saviours of the State But should they

ever acquire homes or lands or moneys of their own, they will

become housekeepers and husbandmen instead of guardians,

B enemies and tyrants ns ead of all ea of the other citizens
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ha mg and be ng hated plotting and being plotted aga nst

they will pass tneir whole hfe n much greate. terror of

internal than of external enemies and the hour of rum both

to themselves and. to the rest of the State, wJl be at hand

For all which reasons may we not say that thus shad our

State be ordered and that these shall be tUe regulations

appointed by ns for our guardians concerning their hou es

and all other matters?

Yes, said Glauconsy



UOUK IV

Steph Here Ade mantns interposed a question How would you

4 ! 9 answer Socrates said he if a person were to say that you

are making 1 these people miserable and that they are the

cause of their own unhappiness the city m fact belongs to

them but they aie none the better for it whereas other men

acquire lands and build large and handsome houses and

have everything handsome about them, offering sacrifices

to the gods on their own account and practising nospitahty

mo eover as you were saying just now they have gold and

silver and all that is usual among the favourites of fortune

but our poor citizens are no better than mercenaries who

are quartered in the city and aie always mounting guard

>

/_o Yes I said and you may add that they are only fed

and not paid m addition to their food like other men and

therefore they cannot if they would take a journey of

pleasure thev have no money to spend on a mistress or any

other luxurious fancy which as the world goes is thought

to be happiness and many othe accusations of the same

nature might be added

But said he let us suppose all this to be included in the

charge

B You mean to ask I said what will be our answer ?

Yes

If we proceed along the old path, my belief I said w

that we shall find the answer And our answer will be that,

1 Or that for their own good you are mah ng these people mi arable.
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even as they are our guardians may very likely be the

happiest of men but that our aim in founding the Statew s

not the disproportionate happiness of any one class but the

greatest happiness of the whole we thought that m a State

which is ordered with a view to the good of the whole we
should be most likely to find justice and in the Ul-ordered

Sta e injustice and having found them we might then C
decide which of the two is the happier At present I take it

we are fashioning the happy State not piecemeal or with

a view of making a few happy citizens but as a whole and

by and by we will proceed to view the opposite kind of State.

Suppose that we were painting a statue and some one came

up to us and said Why do you not put the most beautiful

colours on the most beautiful paits of the body—the ey^s

ought to be purple but you have made them black—to him

we might fairly answer Sir you would not surely have us D

beautify the eyes to such a degree that they are no longer

eyes consider ra her whether by giving this and the other

features their due proportion we make the whole beautiful

And so I say to you do not compel us to assign to the guardians

a sort of happiness which will make them anything but

guaidians for we too can clothe our husbandmen in royal F

apparel and set crowns of gold on their heads and bid them

till the ground as much as they like and no more Our

pottSrs also might be allowed to repose on couches and

feast by the fireside passing round the winecup while their

wheel is conveniently at hand and working at pottery only

as much a3 they like lr this way we might make every class

happy—and then as you imagine the whole State would

be happy But do not put this dea nto our heads for

f ve isten to you the uibandman w be no ongcr a 4a
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husbandman the potter will ceisc o be a pot cr and no one

will have the character or any distinct class m Jie State

i blow this is not of much con quence wncre the connption

of societs and pret nsion to ee what you are not is con

Sined to cobblers but v.nen the guardians of the laws and of

the government are only seeming and not real guardians,

then see how tney turn the State upside down
, and on the

other hand they alone hate the power of giving order and

happiress to the State We mean our euardians to he true

P saviours and not the destroyers of he State whereas our

opponent is thinking of pc wants at a festival who are enjoying

a life of revelry, not of citizens who are doing then duty to the

1

j State But if so we n ean different things and he is speaking

of something whicn is not a State And therefore we must

consider whether n appointing our guardians we would look

* ^ to their greatest happiness individually or whether this

principle of happiness does not rather reside in the State as

a whole But if the latter be the truth he i the guardians

t and auxiliaries and all cithers equally wit i them must fee

,
compelled or induced to do the r own work in the best way

4 And thus the whole State will grow up in. a noble order and

the several classes will receive the proportion of happiness

which nature assigns to them

I think that yon are quite right

}

I wonder whether you will agree with another remark

^ which occurs to me

j

What may that be?

, D There seem to be two causes of the deterioration of the

j arts

What are they

Wealth, I said and poverty
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How do they act 5

The piocess is as follows When, a potter becomes rich

will he think you any longer tale the same pains with

his art ?

Cer amir not

He wll grow more and more indolent and careless ?

Very true

And the result will be that he becomes a wo e pottei 5

Yes he greatly deteriorates

But on the other hand if he has no money and cannot

Diovid himself with tools or instruments he will not work

equally well himself nor will he teach his sons or apprent ces F

0 work equally wel1

Certainly not.

Then unaer the influence either 01 poverty or of wealth

workmen and their work are equally liable to degenerate ?

That is evident

Here then s discovery of new evils I said against

which the guardians will have to watch, or they will creep

into the city unobserved

What evils f

Wealth, I sa d and poverty the one is the parent of 4 *

luxury ard indolence, and the other of meanness and vicious

ness and both of discontent

That is terv true he replied but still I should like to

know Socrates how our aty will be able to go to war

especially against an enemy who is rich and powerful if

deprived of the smews of war

There would certainly be a difficulty I replied, m going

to war with one such cnemv but there is no d faculty B

where the-e ar- two of them
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How so he aikcd

In the first place I said if we have to tight our side will

be trained warriors fighting agains an army of rich men.

That is true he said

And do you not suppose Adeimantus that a smgl boxer

who was perfect m his art would easily be a match for two

stout and well to do gen lemen who were not boxers

?

Hardly if they came upon him at once

What not I said if he were able to run array and then

C turn and strike at the one who fiist came up? And sup

posing he were to do this several times under the heat of

a scorclung sun might he not being an expert overturn

more than one stout personage?

Certainly be said there w ould be nothing wonderful in

that

And yet rich men probably have a greater superiority in

the science and practice of boxing than they have m military

qualities

Likely enougli

Then we may assume that our athletes will be able to fight

with two or three times their own number?

I agree with you for I think you right

D And suppose that before engaging, our citizens send an

emDassy to one of the two cities telling them what is the

truth Silver and gold we neither have nor are permitted to

have but you may do you therefore come and help us in

war and take the spoils of the other city Who on hearing

these words would choose to fight agains i lean wiry dogs

rather than with the dogs on their side, against fat and

tender sheep?

That i* ntrt likely and yet tbe t m ght be a danger to the
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poor State if the wealth of many States were to be gathered E

nto one

But how simple of you to use the term State at all of any

but our own

'

Why so ?

You ought to speak of other States in the plural number

not one of them is a citj bu many cities is the) say in the

game For indeed any city however small is in fact divided

into two one the city of the poor the other of the rich

these are at war with one another and m either there are 423

many smaller divisions and you would be altogether beside

the mark if you treated them all as a single State But if you

deal with them as many and give the wealth or power o

persons of the one to the others you will alwavs have a great

manv friends and not many enemies And your State while

the wise order which has now been prescribed continues to

prevail m her will be the greatest of States I do not mean

to say in reputation or appearance but m deed and truth

though she number not more than a thousand defenders

A single State which is her equal jou will hardly find either

among Hellenes or barbarians though many that appear to B

be as great and many times greater

That is most rue he said.

And what I sud, will bi_ the best limit for our rulers to fix

when they a e considering the size of the State and the

amount of territory which thev are to include and beyond

which they will not go f

What limit would vou propose?

I would allow the State to increase so far s is consistent

wi h un tv tl at I think, is the p ope Ifflt
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Here then I uil s ano h order wuh will liave to be

conveyed to onr guardians Let our citv be accounted

neither large nor small, but one and self sufficing

And surely said he this is not a very severe order which

we impose upon them

And the other said I of winch we were speaking before is

lighter still —I mein the duty of degrading the offspring of

the guardians when inferior and of elevating into the rant

D of guardians the offspring of the lower classes when naturally

superior The intention was that in the case of the citizens

gene ally each individual should be put to the use for which

nature intended him one to one wort and then every man

would do his own business and be one and not many and

so the whole city would be one and not many

Yes he said that is not so difficult

The regulations which we «re prescribing, my good

Adeimantus are not as might be supposed, a number of

great principles but trifles all i
+ care be taken, as the saying

F is of the one great thing —a thing 1 owever which I would

rather call not great but sufficient for our purpose

What may that be f lie asked

Education I said and nurture If our citizens are well

educated and grow into sensible men they will easily see

their way through all these as well as other matters which

I omit such, for example as marriage the possession of

414 women and the procreation of children, wLch will all follow

the general principle that friends have all things in common

as the proverb says

That will be the best way of settling them

Also I said, the State f once started well, moves with

ac ulating force like a wheel F r good nurture and
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education implant good constitutions and these good consti

tutions taking root n a good educ tion improve more and

more and thi improvement affects the breed in man as n

other strnmaH

Very possibly he said

Then to sum up This is the point to which abc e all,

the attention of our rulers should be directed—that music

and gymnastic be preserved in their original form, and no

mnova ion made Th j must do their utmost to maintain

*hem intact And when any one says that mankind most

legard

The newest songs which the singers hare 1

they will be afraid that he may be praising not new songs

but a new land of song and this ought not to be praised or

conceived to be the meaning of th poe for any muBical

innovation is 'bill of danger to the whole State and ought to

be prohibited So Damon tells me and I can quite believe

him —he savs that when modes of music change the funda

mental laws of the S ate always change with them

Yes said Adeimantus and vou may add my suffrage to

Damon s and your own

Then I said our guardians must lav the. foundations of

their fortress m music?

Yes he said the lawlessness of which you speak too easily

steals in

Yes I replied m the form of amusement and at first

sight it appears harmless

Why yes he said and there is no harm
,
were it not that

little by little this spirit of Lcence, finding a home impel

epnbly penetrate* into manner* and custom* whence,

Od 33*

B

a
i

1

D
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iisn nq with grea er force t nvades contracts l 'ween mtn

S and man and from contracts goes on to laws and constitu

tions m utter recklessness ending at last Socra es by an

overthrow of all lights private as well as public

Is that true ? I said

That is my belief he replied

Then as I was saying our youth should be trained from

the first in a stricter system for if amusements become

lawless and the youths themselves become lawless they can

never giow up into w<-Il conducted and virtuous citizens

Very true he and

And when they have made a good b ginning in play and

by the help of music have gained the habit of good order

then this habit of order m a manner how unlike the lawless

play of the others ! will accompany them in all their actions

and be a principle of growth lo them and if there be any

fallen places in the State will raise them up again

Very true, he said

Thus educated they will invent for themselves any lesser

ules which heir predecessors have altogether neglected

What do you mean ?

B I mean such things, as these —when the young are to be

silent before their elders how they aie to show respect to

them by standing and making them sit what honour is due

to parents what garments or shoes are to be worn the

mode of dressing the hair deportment and manners in

general You would agree with me f

Yes

But theie is I think small wisdom in legislating about

such matters —I doubt if it is ever done nor aie any

precise written enactments about them likely to be kiting
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Impossible

It would seem Adeimantus tha the direction in vhich

education starts a man will determine his future h e Does C

not like always attract like

To be ure

Until some one “are and grand result is readied which

may be good and may be the reverse of good*

fha is not to be denied

And for this reason I said I shall not a tempt o legislate

fuither about them

Naturally enough he replied

Well and about the business of the agora and the ordmarv

dealings between man and man or again about agreements

with artisans about nsult and injury or the commence D

ment of actions *nd the appointment of juries what would

you say! there may also arise questions about any mpos

tions and exactions of market and harbour dues which may

be required, and in general about the regulations of mailets

police harbours and the like But oh heavens 1 shall we

condescend to legislate on any of these particulars *

I think he said that there is no need to impose laws about

them on good men what regulations are neces aiy they will E

find out soon enough for themselves

Yes I said my friend if God will only preserve to them

the laws which we hat e given them

And without divine help said Adeiman us they will go on

for ever making and mending their law3 and their live* in ttie

hope of attaining nerfection

You would compare them I said to those invalids who

having no self cttra nt will no lea e off the r hab U of
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Exactly

4-6 Yes I said and what a delightful life they lead 1 they are

always do toring and increasing and complicating their dia

orders and always fancying that they wnl be cured by any

nostrum which anybody advises tnem to try

Such cases are very common he said with invalids of

this sort

Yes I replied and the charming thing is that they deem

him their worst enemy who tells them the truth which is

simp’y that unless they give up eating and drinlang and

B wenching and idling neither drug nor cautery nor spell nor

amulet nor any other remedy will avail

Charming 1 he replied. I see nothing charming m going

into a passion with a man who tells you what is right

These gentlemen, I said do not seem to be m your good

graces

Assuredly not

Nor would you praise the behaviour of States which act

like the men whom I was just now describing For are there

not ill-ordered States in which the citizens are forbidden

C under pain of death to alter the constitution and yet he who

most sweetly courts those who live under this regime and

indulges them and fawns upon them and is skilful in antici

pating and gratifying their humours is held to be a great and

good statesman—do not these States resemble the persona

whom I was describing?

Yes he said the States are as bad as the men and I am

very far from praising them

D But do you not admire I said, the coolness and dertenty

of these ready ministers of political corruption?

Yes, he *a d, I do but not of all of them, for there are
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some whom the applause of the multitude has deluded into

the belief that the} are really statesmen and these arc not

much to be admired

What do you mcan ? I said vou should hate more feeling

foi them When a man cannot measure and a great many

others who canno'* measure declare that he is lour cubits E

I ij.h can he help believing what the} say i

Nay he said certainly not m that case

Well then do not be angry with them foi are tl ey not

as good as a play trying their hand at paltry refoims such as

I was descnbmg they are always fancying that bv legs.sk

cion they will make an end or frauds in contracts and the

other rascalities which I was mentioning not knowing that

thev are m realm cutting off the heads of a hydr ?

les he aid that is just what they are doing 427

I conceive I sa.d that the true legislator will not t oable

himself with tms class of enactments -whether concerning

laws or the constitution either in an ill oidered or in a well

ordered State for m the former they are quite useless and

m the latter there will be no difficulty m devising them

and many of them will naturally flow out of our previous

legulations

What then he said 1 still remaining to us of the work of B

legislation 5

Nothing to us I replied but to Apollo the god of Delphi

there remains the ordering of the greatest and noblest and

chiefest things of all

Which are they ' he said

The institution of temples and sacrifices and the entire

,erv ce of gods dem gods and heroes also the order ag

of the eposi 0 cs of the dead and the rites which have
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to be observe 1 by mm 1 o would prop ate the inhabitants

of the world below These are matters of which we ate

ignorant ourselves and s founders of a city we should be

C unwise in trusting them to in/ inteiprcter but our ancestral

deity He is the god who sits in the centre on the navel

of the earth and he is the interpreter of religion to afl

mankind

You are right, and wc will do as you piopose

But where amid all this is justice? son of Anston tell

D me where Now that our city has been made habitable

light a candle and s arch and get your brother and Pole-

jnarchus and the rest of our friends to help and let us see

where in it we can discover justice and where injustice,

and in what they differ fiom one another and which of them

th man who would be happy should have for his portion

whether seen or unseen by gods and men

Nonserse, said Glaucon cLd you not promise to search

E yourself saying that for you not to help justice m her need

would be an impiety ?

I do not deny that I said so and as you remind me I will

be as good as my word but you must join

We will he eplied

Well then, I hope to crake the discovery m this way

I mean to begin with the assumption that our State, if rightly

ordered is perfect

That is most certam

And being perfect 15 therefore wise and valiant and

temperate and just

lliat is likewise dear

And whichever of these qualities we find in the State

the one which is not found will be the residue ?
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Very good 42S

If there were four things and we were searching for one

of them wherever it might be the one sought for might be

known to ns from the first, and there would be no urther

trouble or we might know the other three first and hen

the fonrth wonld clearly be the one left

Very true, he said

And as not a similar method to be pursued about the

virtues which are also four in number?

Clearly

First among the virtu “9 found in the State, wisdom comes

into view and in this I detect a certain peculiarity B

What is that?

The State which we have been describing is said to be

t wise as being good m ounsel?

Very true

And good counsel is clearly a hud of knowledge for not

by ignorance but oy knowledge do men counsel well?

Clearly

And the kinds of knowledge m a State are many and

diverse?

» Of course

There is the knowledge of the carpenter but is that the

sort of knowledge which gives a city the title of wise and

good in counsel?

Certainly not that would only give a city the reputation c

of skill m carpentering

Then a city is not ter be called wise because possessing

a knowledge whicn counsels for tne best about wooaen

implements*

Certainly not

nr 1 z
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Nor by reason of a knowledge wh h ad? es about brazen

pots he said nor as possessing 2ny other similar knowledge?

Not by reason of any of them he said

Nor yet by reason of a knowledge which cultivates the

earth that would give the city the name <r agricultural?

hes

Well I said and is there any knowledge in our recently

founded State among any of the citizens which advises not

1) about any particular thing in the State out about the whole

and considers how a State can best deal with itself and with

other States ?

There certainly is

And what is this knowledge and among whom is it found?

I asked

It is the krowledge of the guardians, he replied and is

found among those whom we were just now describing as

perfect guardians

And what is the name which the city derives from the

possession of this sort of knowledge ?

The name of good in counsel and truly wise

E And will there be in o ir city more of these true guardians

or more smiths?

The smiths he replied will be far more numerous

Will not the guardians be the smallest of all the classes

who receive a name from the profession of some kind of

knowledge?

Much the smallest

And so by reason of the smallest part or class, and of the

knowledge winch resides in. this presiding and ruling part of

itself, the whole State being thus constituted according to

429 nature will be wise and this, which has the only knowledge
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wortiiy to be called wisdom, has been ordained by nat are to

be of all classes the least

Most true

Thus then I said the nature and place m the State of

one of the four virtues has somehow or other been dis-

covered

And in my humble opinion, very satisfactorily discovered

he replied

Again I said, there is no difficulty in seeing the nature of

courage, and in what part that quality resides which gives

the name of courageous to the State

How do you mean?

Why I said, every one who calls any State courageous or b

cowardly will b thinking of the part which fights and goes

out to war on the State s behalf

No one he repLed, would ever think of any other

The rest of the citizens may be courageous or may be

cowardly but their courage or cowardice will not as I con

ceive have the effect of making the city either the one or the

other

Certainly not

The city will be courageous in virtue of a portion of her-*

self which preserves under all circumstances that opinion *

about the nature of things to be feared and not to be feared C

in which our legislator educated them and this is what you

term courage

I should like to hear what you are saying once more for

I do not think that I perfectly understand you.

I mean that courage is a kind of salvation

Salvation of what ? '

Of the opinion rejecting things to be feared, what they
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are and of what natu e vl h the law implants through

education and I mean by the words under all circum

D stances to intimate that in pleasure or in pain or under the

influence of desire or fear a man presen es and does not lose

this opinion Shal1 1 give jou an illustiatioa?

If you please

You know I said that dyers when they want to dye wool

fo mak ng the rue sea nurple begin by select ng their white

colour first this they prepare and dress with much care and

cams in order that the white ground may take the purple

hue m full perfection The dyeing then proceeds and

£ whatever is dyed m tins manner becomes a fast colour and

no washing either with lyes or without them can take away

tne bloom But, when the ground has not been duly pre-

pared you will have noticed how poor is the look either of

purple or of any other colour

Yes he said I know that they have a washed out and

ridiculous appearance

Then now I said you will understand what our object was

4jO m selecting our soldiers and educating them in music and

gymnastic we were contriving influences which would

prepare them to take the dye of the laws m perfection and

the colour of their opinion about dangers and of every other

opinion was to be indelibly fired by their nurture and train

ing not to be washed away by such potent lyes as pleasure

—

mightier agent far in washing the soal than any soda or lye

B or by sorrow fear and desire the mightiest of all other

solvents And this sort of universal saving power of true

opinion in conformity with law about real and false dangers

I call and maintain to be courage unless you disagree

But I agree, he replied for I suppose that you mean to
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exclude mere uninstructed courage such, as that of a wild

beas or of a slave—this m your opinion is not the courage

whicii the law ordains and ought to have another name

Mos certainly 0
Then I may infer courage to be such as you describe ?

Why yes aid I you may and if jou add the words of

a citizen you will not be far wrong —-hereaftei if
j
ou like

we will carry the examination further but at present we are

seeking not lor courage but justice and for the purpose of

our inquiry we have said enough

You are right he replied

Two virtues remain to be discovered n the State—fust

temperance and then justice winch is the end of our starch D

Very true

Now can we find justice without troubling ourselves about

temperance?

I do not know how that can be accomplished he said nor

do I desire that justice should be brought to hght and

temperance lost sight of and therefore I wish that you

would do me the favour of considering temperance first

Certainly I replied I should not be justified in refusing e

your request

Then consider he said

Yes I replied I will and as far as I can at present see

the virtue of temperance has more of the nature of harmony

and symphony than the preceding

How so ? he asked

Temperance I replied is the ordering or controlling of

certain pleasures and desires this is curiously enough im

phed in the saying of a man being his own master mid

other Ira es of the same notion may be found in language
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Nd donbt he said

There is something ridiculous m the expression master of

4.31 himself 5 for the master is also the servant and the servant

the master and in all these modes of speaking the same

person is denoted

Certainly

The meaning is I believe that in the human soul there is

a better and also a worse prmcipl and when the better has

the worse under control then a man is said to be master of

himself and this is a term of praise but when owing to

evil educat-on or association the better principle wmch is

also the smaller is overwhelmed by the greater mass of the

B worse—in this case he is blamed and is called the slave of self

and unprincipled

Yes there is reason m that

And now I said look at our newly created State nd there

you will find one of hese two conditions realized for the

State as you will acknowledge may be justly called master

of itself if the words temperance and self mastery truly

express the rule of the better part over the worse

Yes, he said, I see that what you say is true

Let mefurther note thatthe manifold and complex pleasures

C and desires and pains are generally found in children and

women and servants and in the freemen so called who are

of the lowest and more numerous class

Certainly he said

Whereas the simple and moderate desires which follow

reason and are under the guidance of mind and true opinion,

are to be found only in a few, and those the best bom and

best educated

Very true.
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These two as you may percen e have a place m our State

and the meaner desires of the many are held down by the D
virtuous desires and wisdom of the few

That I perceive, he said

Then, if there be any city which may be described as

master of its own pleasures and desires, and master of itself

ours may J.aim such a designation ?

Certainly he replied

It may also be called temperate, and for the same reasons?

Yes

And if there be any State m which rulers and subjects will

be agreed as to the question who are to rule that again will E

be oar State?

Undoubtedly

And the citizens being thus agreed among themselves m
which class will temperance be found—m the rulers or in the

subjects?

In both as I should imagine, he replied.

Do you observe that we were not far wrong m our guess

that temperance was a sort of harmony?

Why so?

Why because temperance is unlike courage and wisdom,

each of which resides m a part only the one mating the

State wise and the other valiant not so temperance which 4.3

extends to the whole and runs through all the notes of the

scale, and produces a harmony of the weaker and the stronger

and the middle class whether you suppose them to be

stronger or weaker in wisdom or power or numbers or wealth

or anything else Most truly then may we deem temperance

to be tl e agreement of the naturally supeno and nfenor

as to the mht to rule of e ther both a state* and mdrv dual*
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2 I entire y agree w th yon

And so I said we may consider three out of the four

virtues to have been, discovered in our State The last of

those qualities which make a state virtuous must be justice

if we only knew what that was

The inference is obvious

The ime then has arrived Glaucon when hie huntsmen

we should surround the cover and look sharp that justice

does not steal away and pass out of sight and escape us for

C beyond a doubt she is somewhere in this country watch

therefore and sti ve to catJt a sight of her and if you see

her first let me know

Would that I could ' but you should regard me rather as

a follower who has just eyes enough to sec what you show

him—that is about as much as I am good fox ^ e

Offer up a prayer with me and ol'ow

I will but you must show me the way

Here is no path I said and the wood is dart and per

plexing still we must push on

D Let us push on

Here I saw something Halloo 1 I said I begin to per

ceive a track and I believe that the quauy will not

escape

Good news he said

Truly I said we are stupid fellows

Why so?

Why my good sir at the beginning of our inquiry, ages

ago there was justice tumbling out at our feet and we never

saw her nothing could be more ridiculous Like people

who go about looking for what they have in their hands

—

E that was the way w th us wc looked not at what we were
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seeling, but at what was far off m the distance and there

fore I suppose we missed her

What do you mean?

I mean to say that m reality for a long time past we have

been alking of justice and nave failed to recognize her

I grow impatient at the length of your exordium

Well then tell me I said whether I am right or not 433

You remember the original principle which we were always

aying down at the foundation of the State tnat one man

should practise one thing only the thing to which his nature

was best adapted —now justice is this principle or a part of it

Yes we often said that one man should do one thing only

Further we affirmed that justice wis doing ones own

business and not being 1 busybody we said so again and

again and many others have said the same to us B
Yes we said so

Then to do one s own business in a certain waj may be

assumed to be justice Can jou tell me whence I derive this

inference ?

I cannot but I should liVe to be told

Because I think that this is the only virtue which remama

m the State when the other virtues of temperance and

courage and wisdom are abstracted and that this is the

ultimate cause and condi ion of the existence of all of them

and while remaining in them is also their preservative and

we were saying that if the three were discovered by us C
justice would be the fourth or remaining one

That follows of necesBitv

If we are ashed to determine which of these four qualities

by its presence contributes most to the excellence of the

State, whetlie the agreement of rulers and subject* or the
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p escrration n the sold ers of the op n on which the l*w

ordains about the true nattne of dangers or wisdom and

D watchfulness in. the rulers or whether this other which I

am mentioning and which is found m children and women,

slave and freeman ai tisan ruler subject—the quality I

mean of every one doing his own work and not being a

busybody would claim the palm—the question is not so

easily answered.

Certainly he replied there would be a difhculty in saying

which

Then the power of each individual in the State to do his

own work appears to compete with the other political virtues

wisdom temperance, courage

Yes he said

And the virtue which enters into this competition is

E justice ?

Exactly

Let us look at the question from another point of view

Are not the rulers in a State those to whom you would

entrust the office of determining suits at law?

Certainly

And are smts decided on any other ground but that a man

may neither take what is another s nor be deprived of what

is his own?

Yes that is their principle.

Which is a just principle f

Yes

Then on this view also justice will be admitted to be the

having and doing what is a irans own and belongs to him?

434 Very true

Think, now and say whether you agree with me or not.
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Suppose a carpenter to be doing the business of a cobbler

or a cobbler of a carpenter
,
and suppose them to exchange

their implements or then duties or the same pe son to be

doing the work of bo h or whateve be the change do you

think that any great harm would result to the State?

Not much

But when the cobbler or any other man whom nature

designed to be a trader having his heart lifted up by wealth B

or str ngth or the number of his followers or any like ad

vantage attempts to force his way into the class of warriors

or a warrior into that of legislators and guardians for which

he is unfitted and either to take the implements or the duties

of the other or when one man is trader legislator and

warnor ail in one then I think you will agiee with me n

saying that this interchange and tins meddling of one with

another is the ruin of the State

Most true

Seeing then I said that there are three distinct classes

any meddling of one with another or the change of one into

another is the greatest harm to the State and may be most C

justly termed evil doing?

Precisely

And the greatest degree of evil doing to ones own city

would be termed by you injustice?

Certainly

This then is injustice and on the other hand when the

trader the auxiliary and the guardian each do their own

business that is justice and will make the city just

I agree with you D

We will not, I Baid, be over positive as yet but if on trial

rFi,- mu. nnnn of n nre be verified n the .ndi? dn 1 well
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st man and the just Estate

as ut the State there li be no longer nv room for doubt

if it be not vended we must have a ficsh inquiry Tirst let

us complete the old investigation which we began as you

remember under the impiession that if we could previously

examine justice on the larger scale there would be less

difficulty in discerning her in the individual That larger

C example appeared to be the State and accordingly we con

structed as good a one as we could knowing well that in the

good State justice would be found Let the discovery which

we made be now applied to the ind vidual—if they agree

we shall be satisfied or if there be a difference in the

individual we will come back to the State and have another

43$ tr a of the theory The friction of the two when rubbed

together may possibly strike a light in which justice will

shine forth, ana the vision which is then revealed we will

fix in our souIsj^,

That will be in regular course let us do as you say

I proceeded to ask When two things a greater and less,

are called by the same name are they like or unlike m 60 far

as they are called the same?

Like, he replied

B The just man then if we regard the idea of justice only

will be nke the just State 5

He will

And a State was thought by us to be just when the three

classes m the State severally did their own business and

also thought to be temperate and valiant and wise by reason

of certain other affections and qualities of these same classes 5

True he said

And so of the individual
,
we may assume that he has the

C same three p maples m hu own soul which are found in
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the State and he may be rightly described m the same

terms because he is affected in the same manner}

Certa nly he sa d

Once more then O my friend we have alighted upon an

easy question—whether the soul has these three principles

or not?

An easy question 1 Nay rather Socrates the proverb

holds that hard is the good

Very true I said and I do not think that the method

which we are employin'* is at all adequate to the accurate D

solution of this question the true method is another and

a longer one Still we may arrive at a solution not below the

level of the previous inquiry

May we not be satisfied with that f he said —under the

circumstances lam quite content

I too I replied shall be extremely well satisfied

Then faint not in pursuing the speculation, he said

Must we not acknowledge I said that in each of us there E

ar the same principles and habits which there are in the

State and tha from the individual they pass mto the

State?—how else can they come there? Take the quality

of passion or spirit —it would be ridiculous to imagine

that this quail y when found in States 1 not deiv ed from

the individuals who are supposed to nossess it e g the

Thraci ns Scythians and in. general the northerr nations

and the same may be said of the love of knowledge which is

the special characteristic of our part of the world or of the

love of money which, may with equal truth be attributed 436

to the Phoenicians and Egyptians

Exactly so he said

There is no difficul y in understanding this.
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None whatever

But the question is not quite so easy when we proceed

to ask whether these principles are three or one whether

that is to say we learn with one part of our nature are

angry with another and with a third part desire the satis

B faction of cur natural appetites or whether the whole soul

comes into play in each sort of action—to determine that is

the difficulty

Yes he said there lies the difficulty

Then let us now try and determine whether they are the

same or different

How can we ? he ask>.d

I replied as follows The same thing clearly cannot act

or be acted upon in the same part or in relation to the same

thing at the same tune m contrary ways and therefore

whenever this contradiction occurs in things apparently the

same we know that they are really not the same but

C different

Good

For example I said, can the same hing be at rest and in

motion at the same time m the same part J

Impossible

Still I said let us have a more precise statement of terms,

lest we should hereafter fall out by the way Imagine the

case of a man who is standing and also moving his hands

and his head and suppose a person to say that one and

the same person is in motion and at rest at the same moment

—to such a mode of speech we should object and should

D rather say that one part of him is in motion while another is

at rest

Very true
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And suppose tlie objector to efine stiL furthe and to

draw the nice distinction that not only parts of tops but

whole tops when they spm round with their pegs fixed on

the spot re at rest and m motion at the same time (and he

may saj the same of anything winch revolt es in the same

spot) his objectior would not be admitted by ns because

in such cases things are not at rest and in motion m the V.

same parts of themselves we should rather say that they

have both an axis and a circumference and that the axis

stands still for there is no deviation from the perpendicular

and that the circumference goes round But if while

revolving the axis inclines either to the right or left forwards

or backwards then in no point of view can they be at rest

That is the correct mode of describing them he replied.

Then none of these objections will confuse us, or incline

us to believe that the same thing at the same time m the

same par or in relation to the same thing can act or be acted 4.37

upon m contrary ways

Certainly not according to my way of thinking

Yet I said that we may not be compelled to examine all

such objections and prove at length that they are untrue

let us assume their absurdity, and go forward on the under

standing that hereafter if this assumption turn out to be

untrue all the consequences which follow shall be withdrawn

Yes he said, that will be the best way

Well I said would you not allow that assent and dissent B

desire and aversion, attraction and repulsion, are all of them

opposites whether they are regarded as active or passive

(for that makes no difference m the fact of then opposition) ?

Yes he said they are opposites

Well I said and hunger and thirst and the desires m
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general and agam wiLmg and wishmg—all these you would

C refer to the classes air ady mentioned You would say

—

would you not?—that the soul of him who desires is seeking

after the object of his desire or that he is drawing to him

self the thing which he wishes to possess or again, when

a person wants anything to be given hnn his mind longmg

for the realization of his desire intimates his wish to have

it by a nod of assent as if he had been asked a question?

Very true

Ard what would you say of unwillingness and dislike and

the absence of desire should not these be referred to the

opposite class of repulsion and rejection ?

D Certainly

Admitting this to be true of desire generallj let us suppose

a particular class of desires and out of these we will select

hunger and thirst as they are termed which are the most

obvious of them ?

Let us take that class he said

The object of one is food, and of the other drink?

Yes

And here comes the point is not thirst the desire which

the soul has of dunk, and of drink only not of drink qualified

by anything else fo example warm or cold or much or

little or in a word drink of any particular sort but if the

E thirst be accompanied by heat then the desire is of cold

drink or if accompanied by cold then of warm drink or

if the thirst be excessive then the drink which is desired will

be excessive or if not great the quantity of drink will also

be small bat thirst pure and simple will desire drink pure

and simule, which is the natural satisfaction of thirst as

food t> of hunger
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Yea he said the simple desire is as yon say in every case

o£ the simple object and the qualified desire of the qualified

object

But here a confusion may arise and I should wish to 43S

guard against an opponent starting up and saying that no

man desires drink only but good dunk or food only but

good food for good is the universal object of desire and

thirst, being a desire will necessarily be thirst after good

drink and the same is true of every other desire

Yes he replied, the opponent might have something to

say

Nevertheless I should still maintain that of relatives some

have a quality attached to either term of the relation others B

are simple and have their correlatives simple

I do not know what you mean

Well, you know of course that the greater is relative to the

less*

Certainly

And the much greater 0 the much less ?

Yes

And the sometune greater to the sometime less and the

greater that is to be to the less that is to be?

Certainly he said

And so of more and less and of other correlative terms c

such as the double and the half or again the heavier and the

lighter, the swifter and the slower , and of hot and cold and

of any other relatives —is not this true of all of them?

Yes

And does not the same principle hold in the sciences?

The object of science is knowledge (assuming that to be the

true defimt on) but the object of a particular saence 11 a
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D particular kmd of knowledge I mean, for example that he

science of house building is a kind of knowledge which is

defined and distinguished from other kinds and is therefore

termed architecture

Certainly

Because it has a particular quality which no other has*

Yes

And it has this particular quality because it has an object

of a particular kind and this is true of the other arts and

sciences ?

Yes

Now then if I have made myself clear you will understand

my original meaning in what I said about relatives My
meaning was that if one term of a relation is taken alone the

other is taken alone if one term is qualified, the other is

E also qualified X do not mean to say that relatives may not

be disparate or that the science of health is healthy or

of disease necessarily diseased or that the sciences of good

and evil are therefore good and evil bu only tnat when the

term science is no longer useu absolutely but has a qualified

object which in this vase is the nature of health and disease

it becomes defined and is hence called not merely science

but the saence of medicine

I quite understand and I think as you do

439 Would you not say that thirst is one of these essentially

relative terms having clearly a relation

—

Yes, thirst is relative to drink

And a certain kir d of thirst is relative to a certain kmd of

drink but thirst taken jdone is neither of much nor little

nor of good nor bad nor of any particular kmd of drink but

of drill only?
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Certainly

Then the soul of the thirsty one in so far as he is thirsty

desires only dnni for this he yearns and tries to obtain it ? B
That is plain

And if you suppose something when pulls a thirsty soul

away from diml that must be different from the thirsty

principle which draws him Idee a beast to dnnk for a we
were saying the same thing cannot at the same time with

the same part of itself act in contraw ways about the same

Impossible

No more than you can say that the hands of the archer

push and pull the bow at the same time but what you say is

that one hand pushes and the other pulls

Exactly so he replied q
And might a man be thirsty and yet unwilling to drink?

Yes he said it constantly happens

And in such a case what is one to say? Would you not

say that there was something in the soul bidding a man. to

drink, and something else forbidding him which js other and

stronger than the principle which bids him?

I should say so

And the forbidding principle is derived from reason and D
that which bids and attracts proceeds from passion and

disease ?

Clearly

Then we may fairly assume that they are two and that they

differ from one another the one with which a man reasons,

we may call the rational principle of the soul the other

with which he loves and hungers and thirsts and feels the

futtenngs of any other desire may be termed the irrational

or appet’t the ally of sundry pleasures and satisfactions?
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E Yes he said, we may fa rly assume them to be d Ferent

Then let us finally determine that there are two principles

existing in. the soul And what of passion, or spirit? Is it

a third or akm to one of the preceding*

I should be inclined to say—akm to desire

Well I said there is a story which I remembei to have

heard and in which I put faith The story is that Leontius

the son of Aglaion coming up one day from the Pnaens

unde the north wall on the outside observed some dead

bodies lying on the ground at the place of execution He
felt a desire to see them and also a dread and abhorrence of

44° them for a time he struggled and covered his eyes but at

length the desire got the better of him and forcing them

open he ran up o the dead bodies saying Look ye wretches,

take your fill of the fair sight

I have heard the story myself he said

The moral of the tale is that anger at times goes to war

with desire as though they were two distinct things

Yes tha is the meaning he said

And are there not many other cases m which we observe

B that when a man s desires violently prevail over hu reason,

he reviles himself and is angry at the violence withm him

and that m this struggle which is like the struggle of factions

m a State, his spirit is on the side of his reason —but for the

passionate or spirited element to take part with the desires

when reason decides that she should not be opposed 1
is

a sort ot thing which I believe that you never observed

occurring m yourself, nor as I should imagine in any one

else?

Certainly not

Reading pi} Star &rnwp&.TTitr w lout cocurm ftrr ft
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Suppose that a man trunks fle has done a wrong to another c

the nobler he is the less able is he to feel indignant at any

suffering such as hunger or cold or any other pam which

the injured person may irflict upon him—these he deems to

be just and as 1 say his anger refuses to be excited by

them

True he said

But when he thinks that he is the sufferer of the wrong

then he boils and chafes and is on the side of what he be-

lieves to be justice and because he suffers hunger or cold

or other pain he i* only the more determined to persevere d

and conquer His noble spirit will not be quelled until he

either slap or is slam
,

or until he hears the voice of the

shepherd that is reason bidcung his dog bark no more

The lllustra ion is perfect he replied
,
and in our State

as we were saying the auxiliaries were to be dogs and to

hear the voice of the rulers who are their shepherds

I perceive I said, that you quite understand me there is

however a further point which I wish you to consider

What point ?
E

You remember that passion or spirit appeared at first sight

to be a kind of desire but now we hould say quite the con

tnry for m the conflict of the soul spirit is arrayed on the

side of the rational principle

Most assuredly

But a further question arises Is passion different from

reason also or only a kind of reason in which latter case

instead of three principles in the soul there will only be two

the rational and tne concupiscent
,

or rather as the State 441

was composed of three classes traders auxiliaries counsellors

10 may there not be n the indiv dual sou a th xd element
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which u pass on or spirit and when not corrupted by bad

education is the natural auxiliary of reason?

Yes he said there mus be a third

Yes I replied if passion which lias already been shown

to be different from desire, turn out also to be dtffe eat from

reason

But that is easily proved —We may observe even m young

children that they are full of spin almost as soon as they

are bo n wherea some of them never seem to attain to the

B use of reason and most of them late enough

Excellen I said and you may see passion equally in brute

animals which is a further proof of the tru h of what you are

saying And we may once more appeal to the words of

Homer which have been already quoted by us,

He smote his breast^ and thus rebuted his soul 1

C for in this verse Homer has clearly supposed the power which

reasons about the better and worse to be different from the

unreasomng anger which is rebuked by it

Very true he said.

And so after much tossing we have reached land and are

fairly agreed that the same principles which exist n the

State exist also in the individual and that they are three m
number

Exactly

Must we not then infer that the individual is wise m the

same way and m virtue of the same quality which makes the

State wise f

Certainly

D Also that the same quality which constitutes courage in the

1 Od. xx. 17 quoted wqiw, Ht. 390 D
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State constitutes courage in the individual and that both

the State and the individual bear the same relation to all the

other virtues f

Assuredly

And the individual will be acknowledged by us to be ]ust

in the same way m which he State is just?

That follows ot course

We cannot but remember that the justice of the State

consisted m each of the three classes doing the work of its own 6

class?

We me not ve_y hfeelv to Kite forgotten he said

We must recollect that the individual in whom the several

qualities ot his nature do their own work will be just, and

will do his own work

Yes he sain we must remember that too

And ought not the rational principle wmch is wise and

has the care of the whole soul to rule and the passionate or

spirited principle to be the subject and ally ?

Certaml)

And as we were saj mg the united influence of music and

gymnastic will bring th m into accord, nerving and sustain

mg the re son with noble words and lessons and moderating

and soothing and cn ihzmg the wildness of passion by harmony 44*

and rhythm ?

Quite true he said

And these two thus nurtured and educated and having

learned truly to know their own f unctions, will rule1 over the

Reading irpoara-njaerov with Bgkker cr if the reading vpacrrij
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concnp scent winch m each of us is the largest part of the

sou! and by nature most insatiable of gain oyer this they

will keep guard lest waxing great and strong with the fullness

of bodily pleasures as they are termed, th concupiscent

B soul no longer confined to her own sphere should attempt to

enslave and rule those who are not her natural born subjects,

and overturn the whole life of man ?

Very true he said

Both together will they not be the best defenders of the

whole soul and the whole body aga nst ttacU from, without

the one coun ellmg and the other fighting under his leader

and courageously executing his commands and counsels?

True

And he is to be deemed courageous whose spirit retains

C in pleasure and m pam the commands of reason about what

he ought or ought not to fear?

jRight he replied

And him we call wise who has m him that little part which

rules and which proclaims these commands that part too

being supposed to have a knowledge of what is for the

interest of each of the three parts and of the whole f

Assuredly

And would you not say that he is temperate who has these

same elements in friendly harmony m whom the one ruling

principle of reason, and the two subject ones of spirit and

D desire are equally agreed that reason ought to rule and do

not rebel?

Certainly he said, that is the true account of temperance

whether m the State or individual

And surely, I said we have explained again and again how

and by virtue of what quality a man will be just
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That is very certain

And is justice dimmer m the individual and is her form

different or s she the same which we found her to be in the

State f

There is no difference in my opinion, he said

B cause, if any doab is still lingering in cur minds a few

commonplace inst nces will satisfy us of he truth of what e

I am saying

What sort of instances do you mean?

If the case is pu to us must we not admit that the just

State or the man who is trained in the principles of such 443

a State will be less likely than, the unjust to make away with

a deposit of gold or silver? Would any one deny this?

No one he repLed.

Will the just man or citizen ever be guilty of sacrilege or

theft or treachery either to his friends or to his country?

Never

Neither will he ever break faith where there have been

oaths or agreements?

Impossible

No one will be less likely to commit adultery or to dis

honour his father and mother or to fail in his religious

duties ?

No one

And the reason is that each part of him is doing its own a

business, whether m ruling or being ruled ?

Exactly so

Are you satisfied then that the quality which makes such

men and such states is justice or do you hope to discover

some other f

Not I indeed.
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Then our dream has been realized and the snip non

which we entertained <*t the begmn ng of oar work of con

C straction that some divine power must have conducted us

to a primary form of justice has now been verified f

Yes certainly

And the division of labour which required the carpenter

and the shoem her and the rest of the citizens to be doing

each his own business and not another s was a shadow of

justice and for that reason it was of use?

Clearly

But in reality justice was such as we were describing

being concerned however not with he outward man, but

D with the inward winch, is the true self and concernment of

man for the just man does not permit the several elements

within him to interfere with one another or any of them to

do the work of Others,—he sets in orde his own inner life

and is his own master and his own law, and at peace with

himself and when he has bound together the three prmci

pies within him which may be compared to the higher

lower and middle notes of the scale and the intermediate

intervals—when he has bound all these together and is no

F longer many but lias become one entirely temperate and

perfectly adjusted nature, then he proceeds to act if he has

to act whether in a matter of property or in the treatment

or the body or m some affair of politics or private business

always thinking and calling that which preserves and co-

operates with this harmonious condition just and good

action, and the knowledge which presides over it wisdom,

444 and that which at any time impairs this condition he will

call unjust actior and the opinion which presides over it

ignorance.
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You have said the exact tenth Socrates

Very good and if we were to affirm that we had dis

covered the just man and the just State and the nature of

ju tice in each of them, we should not be telling a falsehood?

Most certainly not

May we say so then ?

Let us say so

And now I said injustice has to be considered

Clearly

Must not injustice be a strife which arises among the three B

principles—a meddlesom ness and interference and rising

up of a part of the soul against the whole an assertion of

unlawful authority which is made by a rebellious subject

against a true prince of whom he is the natural vassal—what

is all this confusion and delusion but injustice and intemper

ance and cowardice and ignorance and every form, of vice?

Exactly so

And if the nature of justice and injustice he Inown then C

the meaning of acting unjustly and being unjust or again,

of acting justly will also be perfectly clear?

What do you mean? he said

Why I said they aie like disease and health being m the

soul
j
ast what disease and health are m the body

How so? he said

Why I said that which is healthy causes health and that

which is unhealthy causes disease

Yes

And just act ons cause justice and un tut actiom cause D
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o der and government of one by anotl er in the parts of the

body and he creation oi disease is the pioduction of a state

of things at variance with this natural o der ?

True

And is not the creation of justice the nstitutioxi of a

natural ord r and government of one by another n the parts

of the soul and the cieation of injustice the production of

a state of things at variance with the natural order?

Exac ly so he said

Then virtue is the health and beauty and well beng of the

E soul and vice the disease and weakness and deformity of the

same?

True

And do not good practices lead to virtue and evil practices

to vice?

Assuredly

+45 Still our old question of the comparative advantage of

justice and injustice has not been answered Winch is the

more profitable to be just and act justly and practise virtue

whether seen or unseen of gods and men or to be unjust and

act unjustly if only unpunished and unreformed f

In my judgement Socrates the question has now become

ridiculous We know that when the bodily constitution is

gone life is no longer endurable though pampered with all

kinds of meats and drinks and having all wealth and all

power and shall we be told that when the very essence of

the vital p maple is undermined and corrupted life is

B still worth having to a man f only he be allowed to do what

ever he hfees with the single exception that he is not to

acquire justice and virtue or to escape from injustice and

v ce assuming them, both to be such as we hav described?
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Yes I said the question is as yon say ridiculous Still

as we are near the spot at which we may see the truth m the

clearest manner with our own eyes let us not famt by the

way

Certainly not he replied

Come up hither I said and. behold the various forms of c

vice, those of them, I mean, which are worth look ng at

I am following you he replied proceed

I said The argument seems to have reached a height from

which, as from some tower of speculation a man may look

down and see that vntue is one but that the forms of vice

are innumerable there being four special ones which are

deserving of note

What do you mean? he said.

I mean, I replied, that there appear to be as many forms of

the soul as there ate distinct forms of the State

How many?

There are five of the State, and five of the soul, I said d
What are they?

The first I said is that which we have been describing

and which may he said to have two names monarchy and

aristocracy accordingly as rule is exercised by one distm

grnshed man or by many

True he replied

But I regard the two names as describing one form only

,

for whether the government is in. the hands of one or many, g

if the governors have been trained in the manner which

we have supposed, the fundamental laws of the State will be

maintained

That u true, he replied.
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Stepb Such is the good and true City or State and the good

449 and true man is of the same pattern and if this is right every

other is wrong ano the evil is one which affects not only

the ordering of the Sta e but also the regulation of the

md vidual soul and is exhibited in lour forms

What are they? he said.

I was proceeding to tell the order m wlnJi the four evil

B forms appeared to me to succeed one another when Pole

marchus who was sitting a little way off just beyond Adei

mantus began to whisper to him stretching forth his

hand he took hold of the upper part of his coat by the

shoulder and drew him towards him leaning forward hra

self so as to be qmte dose and spying something m his ear of

which I only caught the words Shall we let him off or

what shall we do ?

Certainly not said Adeimantus raising his voice

Who is it I said whom you are refusing to let off ?

You he said

C I repeated,
1 Why am I especially not to be let off?

Why he said we think that you are lazy and mean to

cheat us out of a whole chapter which is a very important

part of the story and you fancy that we shall not notice

yonr airy way of proceeding as if it were self evident to

everybody that in the matter of women and children

friends have all things in common

Reading n £701 rftrt*
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?

V 449 c

And was I not right Adeiraawtus ?

Yes he said but what is right in this particular case, like

everything else requires to be explained for community

may be of many t nds Please therefore to say what sort

of community you mean We have been long expecting j)

that you would <-el’ us something about the family life of

your citizens—how they will bring children into the world

and rear them when they have arrived and in general, what

is the nitnre of this community of women and cmldren

—

for we are of opinion that the lght or wrong management

of such, matters will have a great and paramount influence on

the State for good or fox evil And now since the question

is still undetermined and you are taking in hand another

State we have resolved as you heard not to let you go until 450

you give au account of all this

To that resolution, said Giaucon you may regard me as

saying Agreed

And without more ado said Thrasymachus, you may

consider us all to be equally agreed

I said You know not what you are doing in thus assailing

me What an argument are you raising about the State *

Just as I thought that I had finished and was only too glad

that I had laid this question to sleep and was reflecting how

fortunate I was m your acceptance of what I then said you

ask me to begin again at the very foundation, ignorant of

what a hornet s nest of words you are stirring Now I fore b

saw this gathering trouble, and avoided it

For what purpose do you conceive that we have come

here said Thrasymachus —to look for gold or to hear dis

course f

Ye* but du should have a hm t
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Yes Socrates sa d Glaucon and the whole of hfe is the

only limit which wise men assign to the hearing of such dis

courses But never mind about us take heart yourself

C and answer the question m your own way What sort of

community of women and children is this which is to prevail

among our guardians ? and how shall we manage the period

between birth and education which seems to require the

greatest care ? Tell 11s how these things will be

Yes my simple friend but the answer is the reverse of easy

many moie doubts arise about this than about our previous

conclusions For the practicability of wnat is said may be

doubted and looked at m another point of view whether

tile scheme if ever so practicable would be for the best is

also doubtful Hence I feel a reluctance to approach the

D subject lest our aspiration my dear friend should turn out

to be a dream only

Fear not he replied, for your audience wih not be hard

upon you they are not sceptical or hostile

I said My good friend I suppose that you mean to

encourage me by these words

Yes he said

Then let me tell you that you are doing just the reverse

the encouragement which you offer would have been all

very well had I myself believed that I knew what I was

talking about to declare the truth about matters of high

E interest which a man honours and loves among wise men

who love him need occasion no fear or faltering m his mind

,

but to carry on an argument when you are yourself only

451 a hesitating inquirer which is my condition is a dangerous

and slippery thing and the danger is not that I shall be

laughed at (of wh ch the fear would be chi diah) but that
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I shall miss the truth where I have most need to he sure of

my footing and drag my fnends after me in my fall And

I pray Nemesis not to Yisit upon me the words which I am
going to utter For I do indeed believe that to be an in

voluntary homicide is a less crime than to be a deceiver

about beauty or goodness or justice in the matter of laws 1

And that is a risk which I would rather run among enemies

than among friends and therefore you do well to encourage

me 8 B

Glaucon laughed and said Well then Socrates in case

you and your argument do us any serious injury you shall be

acquitted beforehand of the homicide and shall not be held

to be a deceiver
,
take courage then and speak

Well, I said the law says that when a man is acquitted h“

is free from guilt and what holds at law may hold in argu

ment

Then why should you mind ?

Well I replied,, I suppose that I must retrace my steps

and say what I perhaps ought to have said before in the c
proper place The part of the men has been played out

and now properly enough comes the turn of the women

Of them I will proceed to speak and the more readily since

I am invited by you

For men born and educated like our citizens the only

way m my opinion of arriving at a right conclusion about

the possession and use of women and children is to follow

the path on which we originally started when we said that

the men were to be the guardians and watchdogs of the herd.

1 0 inserting kcu before rofil/mr a deceiver abo t bes ty o good

Due or prui pks of uftico o kw
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*

True.

D Let us further suppose the birth and education o{ our

women to be subject to imuar or near’y sirrilar regulations

then we shall see whether the result accords with our design

What do you mean?

What I mean may be put into the form of a question

I said Are dogs divided into hes and shes or do they both

share equally in hunting and in keeping watch and in the other

duties of dogs? or do we entrust to the males the entire

and exclusive care of the flocks while we leave the females

at home under the idea that the bearing and suckling the;r

puppies is labour enough for them?

E No he said, they share able the only difference between

them is that the males are stronger and the females weaker

But can you use different animals for the same purpose,

unless they are bred and fed in the same way?

You cannot

Then if women are to have the same duties as men, they

452 must have the same nurture and education >

Yes

The education which was assigned to the men was music

and gymnastic

Yes

Then women must be taught music and gymnastic and

also the art of war which they must practise luce the men?

That is the inference I suppose

I should rather expect I said that several of our pro

posals, if they are carried out, being unusual, may appear

ridiculous

No doubt of it

Yes, and the moat r dicukm* thing of all wiQ be the sight
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of women naked m the palaestra exercising with the men

especially when they are no longer young they certnmly jj

will not he a vision of beauty anv more than the enthusi

astic old men who in pite of wrinkles and ugliness continue

to frequert the gy mnasia

Yes indeed he said according to present notions the

proposal would, be thought ridiculous

But then I said as we nave determined to speak our minds

we must not fear the jests of tiie wits which will be directed

against this sort of innovation how they will talk of women s

attainments both in music and gymnastic, and above all C

about their wearing armour and nding upon horseback 1

Very true he replied

Vet having begun we must go forward to the rough places

of the law at the same time begging of these gentlemen

for once w their life to be serious Not long ago as we shall

remind them the Hellenes were of the opinion which is still

generally received among the barbarians that the sight of

a naked man was ridiculous and improper and when first

the Cretans and then the Lacedaemonians introduced the

custom the wits of that day might equally hate ridiculed D

the innovation

No doubt

But when experience showed that to let all things be

uncovered was far better than to cover them up and the

ludicrous effect to tlie outward eye vanished before the better

principle which reason asserted then the man was perceived

to be a fool who directs the shafts of his ridicule at any other

sight but that of folly and vice, or seriously inclines to weigh E

the beautiful by any other standard but that of the good.
1

Reading with Pant A. tel
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Very true he r pi ed

First then whether the question is to be put in jest or in

453 earnest let us come to an understanding about the nature of

woman Is she capable of sharing either wholly or partiall
y

ir the actions of men or not at all? And is the art of war

one of those arts in which she i-an or canno share ? That

will be the best way of "omnencmg the inquiry and will

probably lead to the fairest conclusion

That will be much the best way

Shall we take the other side first and begin by arguing

against ourselves m this manner the adversaries position

will not be undefended

B Why not ? he said

Then let us put a speech into he mouths of our opponents

They will say Socrates and Glaucon, no adversary need

convict you for you yourselves at the fust foundafon of the

State admitted the principle that everybody was to do the

one wort suited to his own nature And certainly if I am

not mistaken such an adimssion was made by us And do

not the natures ofmen and women differ very much indeed f

And. we shall reply Of course they do Then we shall be

asked Whether the tasks assigned to men and to women

should not be different and such as are agreeable to their

C different natures f * Certainly they should But if so have

you not fallen into a serious inconsistency in saying that men

and women whose natures are so entirely different ought to

perform the same act ons ? —What defence will you make for

us my good Sir against any one who offers these objections?

That is not an easy question to answer when asked sud

denly
,
and I shall and I do beg of you to draw out the case

on our side.
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These are the objections GLucor and there are many

others of a like kind which I foresaw long ago they made D
me afraid and reluctant to take in hind any law about the

possession and nurtuie of women and child cn

By Zens he said the problem to be solved 13 anything

but easy

Why yes I said but the fact is that when a man is out of

his depth whetrer he has fallen into a httl swimming hath

or into mid ocean he has o swim all the same

Very true

And must not we swim and try to reach the shore we

will hope that Anons dolphin or some other miraculous

help may save us ?

I suppose 50 he said E

Well then let ns see if arw way of escape can be

found We acknowledged—did wc not ?—that different

natures ought to have different pursuits and that mens

and womens natures are different And now what are

we saying ?—that different natures ought to have the

same pursuits —tins is the inconsistency which is charged

upon us

PrecisJy

Verily Glaucon I said glorious is the power of the art of 4S-,

contradiction 1

Why do you say sol

Because I think that many a man falls into the practice

against his will When he thinks that he is reasoning he is

really disputing just because he cannot define and divide

and so know that of which he is speaking and he will pursue

a merely verbal oppos tmn u the sp t of conten cm and not

of fair discuss on
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Yli he replied such u very often the cate but what hat

that to do w th us and our argument?

A great deal for the e is certainly a ding~r of our getting

unintentionally into a verbal opposition

In what way ?

Why we valiantly and pugnaciously insist upon the verbal

truth that different natures ought to have different pursuits

but we never considered at all what was the meaning of

sameness or difference of nature or why we distinguished

them when we ass gned different pursuits to different natures

and the same to the same natures

Why no he said that was never considered by ns

C 1 9aid Suppose that by way of illustration we were to ask

the question whether there is not an opposition m nature

between bald men and hairy men
,
and if this is admitted by

us then if bald men are cobblers we should forbid the hairy

men to be cobblers and conversely?

Tha would be a jes he said

Yes I said a jest and why 5 because we never meant

when we constructed the State that the opposition of

natures should extend to every difference but only to those

D differences which affected the pursuit m which the individual

is engaged we should have argued, for example that

a physician and one who is in mind a physician 1 may be

said to have the same nature

True

Whereas the physician and the carpenter have different

natures f

Certainly

And if I said the male and female sex appear to differ m
Reading larp&w ftkv Mol tarpuiw fnrxfa Sm.
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their fitness for any art or pursuit, we should say that such

pursuit or ar ought to be assigned to one or the other of

rhem but if the difference consists only m women bearing

and men begetting children this does not amount to a proof E

that a woman differs from a man in respect of the sort of

education she should recerv e and we shall therefore con

tinue to maintain that our guardians and their wives ought

to have the same pursuits

Very true he said

Next we shall ask our opponent how in refeience to any

of the pursuits or arts of civic tife, Jie nature of a woman 455

differs from that of a man'1

That will be quite fair

And perhaps he like yourself will reply that to give a

sufficient answ er on the instant is not easy but after a little

reflection there is no difficulty

Yes perhaps

Suppose then that we invite him to accompany us in the

argument and then we may hope to show him. that there is B

nothing peculiar in the constitution of women which would

affect them in the administration of the State

Bv all means

Let us say to him. Come now and we will ask you

a question —when you spoke of a nature gifted or not gifted

m any respect did you mean to say that one man will acquire

a thing easily another with difficulty a little learning will

lead the one to discover a great deal whereas the other,

after much study and application no sooner learns thajj. he

forgets or again did you mean that the one has a body

which is a good servant to his mmd while the body of the

other is a hindrance to hnni—would not these be the sort
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C of differen es wh ch distinguish the man gifted bv nature

from the ore who is ungifteaf

No one will deny hat

And can you mention any pursuit of mankind m which

the male sex has not al
1 these gifts and qualities in a higher

degree than the femme ? Need I waste time in speaking

of the art of weaving and the management of pancakes and

preserves in which womankind does really appear to be

g ea and m which for her to be beaten oy a man is of all

D tmngs the most absurd?

You are quite lght he replied m maintaining the general

inferiority o the female sex although many women are in

many things superior to many men yet on the whole what

you say is true

And if so my friend I said, there is no special faculty or

administrationm a state which a woman has because she is

a woman or which a man has by virtue of his sex but the

gifts of nature are alike diffused in both all the pursuits of

E men are the pursuits of w omen also but in all of them

a woman is inferior to a man
Very true

Then are we to impose all our enactments on men and

none of them on women 5

That will never do

456 One woman has a gift of healing anotner not onp is

a musician and another has no music in her nature*

Very true

And one woman has a turn for gymnastic and military

exercises and another is unwarlike and hates gymnastics?

Certainly

And one woman is a philosopher and another u an enemy
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of philosophy one has spirit, and another is without

spirit *

That is also true

Then one woman will have the temper of a guardian and

arother not Was not the selection of the male guardians

determined by differences of this sort?

Yes

Men. and women alike possess the qualities which make

a guardian hey differ only in their comparative strength or

weakness

Obviously

And those women who have such qualities are to be selected B

as the companions and colleagues of men who have sim lar

qualities andwhomtheyTesemblemcapacity and in character f

Very true

And oughtnot the same natures to have the same pursuits!

They ought

Then as we were saying before there is nothing un

natural in assigning music and gymnastic to theruves of the

guardians—to that point we come round again

Certainly not

The law which we then enacted was agreeable to nature

and therefore not an impossibility or mere aepiraton andc

the contrary practice which prevails at present is m reality

a violation of nature.

That appears to be true

We had to consider, first whether our proposals were

possible and secondly whether they were the most bene

fioalf

Yes

And the po»"b1ity has been acknowledged?
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Yes

T e ery g eat beneft has rte t o be est b bed?

Quite so

You will adroit that the same education which males a man

a good guardian w 11 make a woman a good guardian for

D their or gmat nature is the same?

Yes

I should like to ask you a question

What i it f

Would you say that all men. are equal n excellence, or is

one man better than another?

The latter

And in. the commonwealth which we vi ere founding do you

conceive the guardians who have been Drought up on our

model system to be more perfect men or the cobblers whose

education has been cobbling ?

What a ridiculous question 1

You have answered me I replied Well and may we not

E further say that our guardians are the best of our citizens?

By far the best

And will not their wives be the best women?

Yes by far the best

And can there be anything better for the interests of the

State than that the men and women of a State should be as

good as possible ?

There can be nothing better

457 And this is what the arts of music and gymnastic when

present in such manner as we have described will accomplish?

Certainly

Then we have made an enactment not omy possible but in

the highest degree beneficial to the State?
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True

Then let the wives of our guardians strip for their virtue

will be their robe and let them snare in the toils of war and

the defence of their country only in the distribution of

labours the lighter are to be assigned to the women who are

the weaker natures but m other respects their duties are to

be the same And as for the man who laughs at naked B

women exercising their bodies from the best of motives in

his laughter he is plucking

A fruit of unripe wisdom,

and he himself is ignorant of what he is laughing at or what

he is about —for that is and ever will be, the best of sayings,

’That the useful is the noble and tie hurtful is the base

Very true

Here then is one difficultym our law about women which

we may say that we have now escaped the wave has not

swallowed us up alive for enacting that the guardians of either

sex should have all their pursuits m common to the utility

and also to the possibility of this arrangement the consistency c

of the argument with itself bears witness

Yes that was a mighty wave which you have escaped

Yes I said, but a greater is coming you will not think

much of this when you see the next

Go on let me see

The law I said which is the sequel of this and of all that

has preceded is to the following effect— that the wives of

our guardians are to be common, and their children are to d

be common, and no parent is to know his own child, nor any

child his parent

Yes he said that is a much greater wave than the other
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and the -pessibil ty as veil as the util ty of Stic 1 a law are far

more questionable

I do not think I said that there can be any dispute

about the very great utility of having wives and children in

common the possibility is quite another matter and will

be very much disputed

E I think that a good many doubts may be raised aboa both

You imply that the two questions must be combined

I replied Now I meant that you should adnu he utility

and m this way as I thought I should escape from one of

them and then there would remain only the possibility

But that httle attempt is detected and therefore you will

please to give a defence of both

Well I said I submit to my fate Yet grant me a little

458 favour let me feast my mina. with the dream as day dreamers

are m the habit of feasting themselves when they are walking

alone for before they have discovered any means of effecting

their wishes—that is a matter which never roubles them—

they wouid rather not tire themselves by thinking about

possibilities but assuming that what they desire is already

granted to them they proceed with their plan and delight in

detailing what they mean to do when, their wish has come

true—that is a way which they have of not doing much good

B to a capacity which was net er good for much Now I myself

am beginning to lose heart and I should like with your

permission to pass over the question of possibility at present

Assuming therefore the possibility of the proposal I shall

now proceed to inquire how the rulers will carry out these

arrangements and I shall demonstrate that our plan if

executed will be of the greatest benefit to the State and to

the guardians. First of all, then, if you have no objection.
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I will endeavour with your help to consider the advantages

of the measure and. hereafter the question of possibility

I have no objection proceed

First I thick that if our rulers and their auxiliaries are to

be worthy of the name which they bear, ther must beC

willingness to obey in the one and the power of command in

the other the guardians must themselves obey the laws

and they must also imitate the spirit of them in any details

which are entrusted to their care

That is right he said

You, I said, who arc their legislator, having selected the

men will now select the women and give them to them —
they must he as far as possible of hie natures with them and

they must hve m common houses and. meet at common meals

None of them will have anything specially 'ns or her own

they will be together and will be brought up together and d

will associate at gymnastic exercises And so they will be

drawn by a necessity of their natures to have intercourse

with each other—necessity is not too strong a word I think?

Yes he said —necessity not geometucal but another sort

of neces lty which lovers know and which is far more con

voicing and constraining to the mass of mankind

True I said and this Glaucon, like all the rest must

proceed after an orderly fashion in a city of the blessed

licentiousness is an unholy thing which the rulers will forbid E

Yes he said, and it ought not to be permitted

Then clearly the next thing will be to make matrimony

sacred in the highest degree and what is most beneficial will

be deemed sacred 7

c
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a question wh ch I pat to yon because I see n your house

dogs for hunting and of the nobler sort of birds nof a few

Now I beseech yon do tell me, have you ever attended

to their pairing and breeding?

In what particulars ?

Why m the first place although they are all of a good

sort are not some better than others ?

True

And do you breed from them all indifferently or do you

take care to breed f om the best only ?

From the best

B And do you take the oldest or the youngest or only those

of ripe age f

I choose only those of ripe age

And if care was not taken in the breeding your dogs and

birds would greatly deteriorate ?

Certainly

And the same of horses and of animals in. general?

Undoubtedly

Good heavens 1 my dear friend I said wha consummate

skill will our rulers need if the same principle holds of the

human species

'

C Certainly the same principle holds but why does this

involve any particular skill?

Because I said our rulers will often have to practise upon

the body corporate with medicines Now you know that

when patients do not require medicines, but have only to

be put tinder a regimen, the inferior sort of practitioner is

deemed to be good enough but when medicine has to be

given, then the doctor should be more of a man.

That is quite true he said but to what are you alluding?
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I mean I replied that our rulers will find a considerable

dose of falsehood and de eit necessary for the good of their

subjects we were saying that the use of -ill these things d
regarded as medicines might be of advantage

And we were very right

And th s lawful use of them seems likely to be often needed

in the regulations of marriages and births

How so?

Why, I said the principle has been already laid down that

the best of either sex should be united with the best as often

and the inferior with the inferior as seldom as possible and

that they should rear the offspring of the one sort of union,

but not of the other if the flock is to be maintained m first e

rate condition Now these goings on must be a secret which

the rulers only know or there will be a further danger of our

herd, as the guardians may be termed breaking out into

rebellion

Very true.

Had we not better appoint certain festivals at which we will

bring together the brides and bridegrooms and sacrifices

will be offered and suitable hymeneal songs composed by our 460

poets the number of weddings is a matter which must he

left to the discretion of the rulers whose aim will be to

preserve the average of population 1 There are many other

things which they will have to consider, such as the effects of

wars and diseases and any similar agencies in order as far

as this is possible to prevent the State from becoming either

too large or too small

Certainly he replied

We shall have to invent some ingenious kind of lots which

the less worthy may draw on each occasion of our bringing
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them together and then they will seeuse the r own iS In \

and not the rulers

To be sure he said

B And I think that our braver and be ter youth, besides

the r other honours and rewards might hive greater facilities

of intercourse with women given them their bravery will

be a reason and such fathers ought to have as man) sons as

possible

True

And the proper officers whether male or female or both,

fox offices are to be held by women as well as by men

—

Yes—

C The proper officers will take the offspring of the good

parents to the pen or fold, and there they will deposit them

with certain nurses who dwell in a separate quarter but die

offspring of the inferior or of the better when they chance to

be deformed will be put away in some mysterious unknown

place as they should be

Yes he said that must be aone lithe breed of the guardians

is to be kept pure

They will provide for their nurture and will bring the

mothers to the fold when they are full of milk taking the

D greatest possible care that no mother recognizes her own

child and other wet nurses may be engaged if more are

required Care will also be taken that the process of suckling

shall not be protracted too long and the mothers will have

no getting up at night or other trouble but will hand over all

this sort of thing to the nurses and attendants

You suppose the wives of our guardians to have a fine easy

tune of it when they are having children

Why said I and so they ought. Let us, however proceed
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with ottr scheme We were saying that the parents should,

be m tire prune of life ?

Very true

And what is he prime of life ? Mav it not be defined as F

a period of about twenty years in a woman s life and thirty

in a man s?

Which years do you. mean to include ?

A woman I said at twenty years of age may begin to bear

children to the State and continue to bear them until forty

a man may begin at five-arid twenty when he has passed the

point at which the pulse of life beats quietest, and continue

to beget children until he be fifty five

Certainly he said both in men and women those years are 461

the prune of physical as well as of intellectual vigour

Any one above or below the prescribed ages who tales part

in the public hymeneals shall be said to have done an unholy

and unrighteous thing
,
the child of which he is the father

if it steals into Me will have been conceived under auspices

very unlike the sacrifices and prayers which at each hymeneal

priestesses and priests and the whole city will offer that

the new generation may be better and more useful than their

good and useful parents whereas hi* child will be the off 0

spring of darkness and strange lust

Very true he replied

And the same law will apply to any one of those within the

prescribed age who forms a connexion with any woman in

the prime of life without the sanction of the rulers for we

shall say that he is raising up a bastard to the State uncertified

and unconseciated

Very true he replied

This applie* however only to those who are within the
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specified age after that we allow them to range at will,

c eiceptthat a man may not marry Ls daughteror his daughter’s

daughter or Ins mother or his mother s mother and women,

on the other hand are prohibited from marrying their sons

or fathers a son s son or father 3 father and so on in either

direction And we grant all this accompanying the permis

sion with strict orders to prevent any embryo which may

come into being from seeing the light and if any force

a way to the birth the parents must understand that the

offspring of such a union cannot be maintained and arrange

accordingly

That also he said, is a reasonable proposition But how

D will they know who are fathers and daughters and so on i

They will never know The way w 11 he this —dating

from the day of the hymeneal, the bridegroom who was then

married will call all the male children who are born m the

seventh and the tenth month afterwards his sons and the

female children his daughters and tney will call him father

and he will call their children his grandchildren and they

will call the elder generation grandfathers and grandmothers

All who were begotten at the time when their fathers and

mothers came together will be called their brothers and

E sisters, and these as I was saying will be forbidden to inter

marry This however is not to be understood as an absolute

prohibition of the marriage of orothers and sisters if the lot

favours them, and they receive the sanction of the Pythian

oracle the law will allow them

Quite right he replied

Such is the scheme Glaucon, according to which the

guardians of our State are to have their wives and families

in common. And now you would have the argument show
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that this community JS consistent with the rest of our polity

and also that nothing can he better—would you not?

Yes certainly
gfi2

Shall we try to find a common basis by asking of ourselves

what ought to be the chief aim of the legislator m making

laws and m the organisation of a State—what is the greatest

good and what is the greatest evil and then consider whether

our previous description has the stamp of the good or of

the evil ?

By all means

Can there be any greater evil than discord and detraction

and plurality where unity ought to reign? or any greater B

good than the bond of unity?

There cannot

And there is unity where there is community of pleasures

and pains—where all the citizens are glad or grieved on the

same occasions of py ana sorrow?

No doubt

Yes and where there is no common but only private

feeling a State 13 disorganized—when you have one half

of the world triumphing and the other plunged ifi gnef at

the same events happening to the city or the citizens? C

Certainly

Such differences commonly originate in a disagreement

about the use of the terms mine and not mine * his
’

and not his
*

Exactly so

And is not that thebest-ordered State in which the greatest

number of persons apply the terms mine and not mine

'

in the same way to the same thing?

Quite true

v 1
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Or tl at aga n wh c most nearly approaches to the con

dition of the indiudual—as m the body whet but s finger

of one of us is hurt the whole frame drawn towards the soul

as a centre and forming one kingdom under the ruling power

D therein feels the hurt and sympathizes all together with the

part affected and we say that the man has i pain m his finger

and the same expression is used abo it any other part of the

body which has a sensation of pam at suffering or of pleasure

at the alleviation of suffering

Very true he replied and I agree with rou that m the

best ordered State there is the nearest approach to this

common feeling which you describe

Then when any one of the citizens experiences any good

E or evil the whole State will make his case their own, and

will either rejoice or sorrow with him?

Yes he said that is what will happen m a well ordered

State

It will now be time I said for us to retnrn to our State

and see whether this or some other form is most in accor-

dance with these fundamental principles

Very good.

463 Our State like every other has rulers and subjects?

True

All of whom will call one another citizens ?

Of course

But is there not another name which people give to their

rulers m other States ?

Generally they call them masters but in democratic States

they simply call them rulers

And m our State what other name besides that of citizens

do the people give the rulers *
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They are called saviours and helpers L, replied B

And what do tL, rulers call the people?

Their maintainors and foster fathers

And wha*- do they call them in other States?

Slaves

And what do the rulers call one another in other States?

Fellow rulers

And what in ours ?

Fellow guardians

Did you eve know an example in any other State of

a ruler who would speak of one of his colleagues as his friend

and of another as not being his friend?

Yes very often

And the fnend he regards and describes as one in whom
he has an interest and the other as a stranger in whom he C

has no interest ?

Exactly

But would any of your guardians think or speak of any

other guardian as a stranger?

Certainly he would not for every one whom they meet

will be regarded by them either as a brother or sister or

father or mother or son or daughter or as the child or

parent of those who are thus connected with him

Capital I said but let me ask you once more Shall they

be a family in name only or shall they in all their actions be d

true to the name? For example in the use of the word

father
,
would the care of a father be implied and the filial

reverence and duty and obedience to him which the law

commands and is the violator of these duties to he regarded

as an impious and unrighteous person who is not likely to

receive much good either at the hands of God or of man?
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d Harmony aid unity of the htate

Arc these to be or not to be the stn n* which the hSdien

will hear repeated ir their ears by all the citizens about those

who are intimated, to them to be their parents and the rest

of their kinsfolk ?

E These he said, and none other for what- can be more

ridiculous than for them to utter the names of family ties

with the lips only and not to act in the smut oi them ?

Then m our c ty the language of harmony and concord

will be more often heard than in any other As I was de

scribing before when any one is well or ill the universal

word will be with me it is wed or it s ill
*

4O4 Most true

And agreeably to this mode of th nking and speaking

were we not saying that they will have their pleasures and

pams in common ?

Yes and so they wilL

And they will have a common interest- in the same thing

which they will alike call my own ’ and having this common

interest they will hate a common feeling of pleasure and

pain?

Yes far more so than m other States

And the reason of this over and above the general consti

tution of the State will be that the guaidians will have

a community of women and children?

That will be the chief reason

B And this unity of feeling we admitted to be the greatest

good, as was implied in our own comparison of a well-ordered

State to the relation of the body and the members, when

affected by pleasure or pain?

That we acknowledged and very rightly

Then the community of wive* and children among our
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citizens is clearly the source of the greatest good to the

Stated

Certainly

And this agrees with the other pr nctple which we were

ffirmmg—that the guardians were not to have houses or

lands or any other property their pay was to be their food c

which they we e to receive from the other citizens and they

were to have no pi vate expenses for we intended them to

preserve their true character of guardians

Right he replied

Both the community of property and the community of

families as I am saying tend to make them, more truly

guardians they will not tear the city in pieces by differ ng

about mine and not mine’ each man dragging any

acquisition which he has made into a separate house of his d

own where he has a separate wife and children, and private

pleasures and pains but all will be affected as far as may be

by the same pleasures and pains because they axe all of one

opin on about wbat is near and dear to them and therefore

they all tend towards a common end.

Certainly he replied

And as they have nothing but their persons which they can

call their own, suits and complaints will have no existence

among them they will be delivered from all those quarrels E

of which money or children or relations are the occasion

Of course they will

Neither will trials for assault or insult ever be likely to

occur among them. For that equals should defend them-

selves against equals we shall maintain to be honourable

and r ght we ulmll male the protection of the person 465

a matter of necessity
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That is good lie sa d

Yes and there is a further good m the law viz that tf

a man has a quarr 1 w ith another he will satisfy his resent

meit then and there and no proceed to more dangerous

lengths

Certainty

To the elder shall be assigned the duty of ruling and

chastising the younger

Clearly

Nor c r there be a doubt that the younger will not strite

or do any other violence to an elder unless the magistrates

command him nor will he slight him n any way Por

there are two guardnns, shame and fear mighty to prevent

him shame, which mates men refrain from, laymg hands on

B those who are to them in tiie relation of parents fear that

the injured one will be succoured by he others who are his

brothers sons fathers

That is true he replied

Then m every way the laws wal help the citizens to keep

the peace with one another ?

Yes there will be no want of peace

And as the guardians will never quarrel among themselves

there will be no danger of the rest of the aty being divided

either against them or against one another

None whatever

I hardly like even to mention the little meannesses of

C which they will be rid for they are beneath notice such

for example, as the flattery of the rich by the poor, and all

the pains and pangs which men experience in bringing up

a family andm finding money to buy necessaries for then

household borrowing and then repudiating getting how
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they can and giving the money nto the hands of women
and slaves tp keep—the many evils of so many kinds which

peopl suffer in this way are mean enough and obvious enough,

wd not worth speaking of

Yes he said «. man has no need of eyes in order to perceive D
that

And froir all these evils they will be delivered, and their

life will be blessed as the hfe of Olympic victors and yet

more blessed

How so ?

The Olympic Victor I said, :s deemed happy in receiving

a part only of the blessedness which is secured to our citizens

who have won a more glorious victory and have a more

complete maintenance at the public cost Fo the victory

which they have won is the salvation of the whole State

and the crown with which they and their children are

crowned is the fullness of all that life needs they receive

rewards from the hands of their country while living and E

after death have an honourable burial

Yes he said and glonou3 rewards they are

Do you remember I saic how in the course of the previous

discussion 1 some one who shall be nameless accused us of

making our guardians unhappy—they had nothing and might

have possessed all things—to whom we replied that, if an

occasion offered we might perhaps hereafter consider this

Question, but that, as at present advised, we would make our

guardians truly guardians and that we were fashioning the

State with a view to the greatest happiness, not of any

particular class but of the whole?

Yes I remember

Pages 419 4*0 ft
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And what do you s*y now that the Lfe of our protectors

is made out to be far better and nobler than tha*. of Olympic

B victors—is the life of shoemakers or any other artisans, or of

husbandmen to be compared with it ?

Certainly not

At the same time I ought here to repeat what I have said

elsewhere that if any of our guardians shall try to be happy

m such a manner that he will cease to be a guardian, and is

not content with this safe ana harmonious life which m our

judgement is of all lives the best but infatuated by some

youthful conceit of happiness which gets up into hi6 head

C shall seek to appropriate the whole state to himself then he

will have to learn how wisely Hesiod spoke, when he said

half is more than the whole

If he were to consult me I should say to him Stay where

you are when you have the offer of such a life

You agree then I said that men and women are to have

a common way of life such as we have described—common

education common children and they are to watch over

the citizens in common whether abiding m the city or going

out to war they are to keep watch together and to hunt

D together like dogs and always and in all things, as fax as they

are able women are to share with the men ? And in so doing

they will do what is best and will not violate, but preserve

the natural relation of the sexes

I agree with you he replied

The inquiry I said has yet to be made, whether such

a community will be found possible—as among other animals,

so also among men—and if possible in what way possible?

You have anticipated the question which I was about to

suggest
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There is no difficulty, I said m seeing how wat will he E
carried on by them

How ?

Why of course they will go on exped tions together and

will take with th_m any of their children who are strong

enough that after the manner of the artisan s child they

may look on at the woik whicn they will have to do when

they are grown up and besides looking on they will have to 4.67

help and be of use m war, and to wait upon their fathers and

mothers Did you never observe in the arts now the potters

boys look on and help long before tiiey touch the wheel?

Yes I have

And shall potters be more careful in educating their chn

dren and in giving them the opportunity of seeing and

practising tneir duties than our guardians will be?

The idea is ridiculous, he said

There is also the effect on the parents with whom as with

other animals the presence of their young ones will be the B

greatest incentive to valour

That is quite true Socrates and yet if they are defeated

which may often happen m war how great the danger is 1

the children will be lost as wel1 as their parents, and the

State will never recover

True I said but would you never allow tnem to run any

risk?

I am far from saying that

Well but if they are ever to run a risk should they not do

so on some occasion when, if they escape disaster they will

be the better for t?
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days of their youth 1 a very mpo ant n atter fo the take

of which some risk may fairly be incurred.

Yes \ery important

This then must be our first step —to make our children

spectators of war but we must also contrite that they shall

be secured aga nst danger then all will be well

True

Their parents may be supposed not to be blind to the nsks

of war but to know as far a6 human foresight can, what

D expedit ons are safe and what dangerous?

That may be assumed

And they will take them on the safe expeditions and be

cautious about the dangerous ones ?

True

And they will place them under the command of expen

enced veterans who will be the r leaders and teachers ?

Very properly

Still the dangers of war cannot be always foreseen there

is a good deal of chance about them?

True

Then against such chances the children must be at once

furnished with wings m order that in the hour of need they

mav fly away and escape

E What do you mean ? he said

I mean that we must mount them on horses in their earliest

youth, and when they have learnt to ride take them on

horseback to see war the horses must not be spirited and

warlike but the most tractable and yet the swiftest that can

be had In this way they will get an excellent view of what

468 is hereafter to be their own business and if there is danger

they have only to follow their elder leaden and escape
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I believe that you are right he said

Nezt as to wa what are to be the relations of your

soldiers to one another and to their enemies? I should be

inclined to propose that the soldier who leaves his rank or

throws away h s a ms or is gndty of any other act of cowardice

should be degraded into the rank of a husbandman or artisan

What do you think 1

By all means I snould say

And he who allows himself to be taken pr soner may as

well be made a present of to his enemies he is their lawful

prey and let them do what they like with him

Certainly B

But the hero who has distinguished himself what shall be

done to him *
1 In the first place he shall receive honour m

the army from his youthful comrades every one of them m
succession shall crown him What do you say ?

I approve

And what do you say to his receiving the right hand of

fellowship ?

To that too I agree

But you will hardly agree to my next proposaL

What is your proposal?

That he should kiss and be kissed by them

Most certainly and I should be disposed to go further

and say Let no one whom he has a mind to kiss refuse C

to be kissed by him while the expedition lasts So that

if there be a lover m the army whether his love be youth

or maiden, he may be more eager to win the pnie of

valour

Capital I said That the brave man is to have more

wives than others has been already determined and he is to
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have first cho ces a such matters more than others a order

that he may have as many children as possible ^

Agreed

Again there is ano her manner m which according to

D Homer brave youths should De honoured for he tells how

A]ax 1 after he had distinguished himself in battle was

rewarded with long chines, which seems to be a compliment

appropriate to a hero in. the flower of his «ge, being not only

a tribute of honour but also a very 6 rengthemng thing

Most true he said

Then in this I said Homer shall be our teache* and we

too at sacrifices and on the liie occasions will honour the

brave according to the measure of their valour whether men

or women, with hymns and those other cLstmctions which we

were mentioning also with

E seats of precedence, and meats and full cups 8 ’

and in honouring them, we shall be at the same time naming

them

That he replied, is excellent

Yes I Baid and when a man dieB gloriously m war shall

we not say, in the nrst place, that he is of the golden race?

To be sure

Nay have we not the authority of Hesiod for affirming that

when they are dead

469 They are holy angers upon the earth authors of good,

avcrters of evil the guardians of speech gifted men ?
*

Yes , and we accept his authority

We must learn of the god how we are to order the sepulture

Iliad vu 321
8 Probably Works and Days lai foil* Hiad vui ifia
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of divine and heroic personages and what is to be their

special distinction and we must do as he bids ?

By all means

And m ages to come we will reverence them and kneel

before their sepulchres as at the graves of heroes And not B

only they but any who are deemed pre-eminently good

whether they die from age or m any other way, shall be

admitted to the same honours

That is very right he said.

Next how shall our soldiers treat their enemies? What

about this ?

In what respect do you mean ?

First of all, in regard to slavery? Do you think it right

that Hellenes should enslave Hellenic States or allow others

to enslave them if they can help ? Should not their custom

be to spare them considering the danger which there is

that the whole race may one day fall under the yoke of the C

barbarians?

To spare them is infinitely better

Then no Hellene should be owned by them as a slave

that is a rule which they will observe and advise the other

Hellenes to observe

Certainly he said they will in this way be united against

the barbarians and will keep their hands oS one another

Next *s to the slam ought the conquerors I said to

take anything but their armour? Does not the practice of

despoiling an enemy afford an excuse for not facing the D

battle? Cowards skulk about the dead pretending that they

are fulfilling a duty, and many an army before now has been

lost from this love of plunder

Very true.
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And * he e not 11 beral ty and ava n obb ng a corpse,

and also a degree of meanness and womanishness m mating

an enemy of the dead body when th* real enunj has flown

away and left only his fighting gear behind him—is not th.s

E rather like a dog who cannot get at his assailant quarrelling

with the atones which strike him instead?

Very like a dog he said

Then we must abstain from spoiling the dead or hindering

their burial?

\ es he replied we most certainly must

Neither shall we offer up arms at the temples of the gods

470 least of all the arms o Hellenes if we care to maintain good

feeling with other Hellenes
,
and indeed we have reason to

fear that the offering of spoils taken from kinsmen may be

a pollution unless commanded by the god himself

\ eiy true

Again as to the devastation of Hellenic territory or the

burning of houses what is to be the practice?

May I hav e the pleasure he said 01 hearing your opinion?

Both should be forbidden, in my judgement I would take

B the annual produce and no more Shall I tell you why

>

Pray do

Why you see, there is a difference in the names discord
’

and war and I imagine that there is also a difference in

their natures the one is expressive of what is internal and

domestic the other or what is external and foreign and the

first of the two is termed discord and only the second war

That is a very proper distinction he replied

C And may I not observe with equal propriety that the

Hellenic race is all united together by ties of blood and

friendship and alien and strange to the barbarians?
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Very good he ca d

And Ji rofore when Hel enes fi ht with hi ba ms n 5

barbarians with Hellenes they will be described bv 11 as

being a war when th y fight and bj nit arc enemies and tl

kmd of antagonism should be ailed wai but w hen Hd> 1 es

fight with one another we shill say tint 1 1 1 1 is th 1 i

a state of disorder and discord they bem0 by n 1 are li d

and such enmitv is to be called discord D
1 I agree

Consider thcr I saia when that winch we hiv ad now

ledged to be discoid occurs and a city is dm led if both

parties destroy the lands and burn the houseB of one ano 1 cr

how wicked does the strife appear 1 No true lover of h s

country would bring himself to tear in pieces his own nui^e

and mother There might be reason in the conqueror de

|

privrng the corquered of their harvest but still tliev would

hare the idea of peace in their hearts and would not xn an to F

go on fighting for ever

Yes he said that is a better temper than the other

And will not the city which you are founding be an

Hellenic city?

It ought to be he replied

Then will not the citizens be good and civilized ?

,

Yes very civilized

, And will they not be lovcis of Hell is and thti k of Hcihs

|

as their own ’and and share m the common temples ?

Most certainly

And any difference which arises among them will be
regarded by them as discord only—a quarrel among friends 47J

which is not to be called a war?

j not
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Then they w 11 quarrel as those wl o nt nd some day to be

reconciled f

Certainly

They will use friendly correction but will not enslave

01 destroy their opponents they will be correctors not

enemies ?

just so

And as they are Hellenes themselves they will not devastate

Hellas nor wiL. they burn houses nor ever suppose that the

whole population of a city—men women and children

—

are equal’y their enemies for they know that the guilt of war

is always confined o a few persons and that the many are

B their friends And for all these leasons they will be unwilling

to waste their lands and raze their houses their enmity to

them will only last until the many innocent suffeiers have

compelled the guilty few to give satisfaction?

I agree he said, that our citizens should thus deal with

their Hellenic enemies and with barbarians as the Hellenes

now deal with one another

Then let us enact this law also for our guardians —that

they are neither to devastate the lands of Hellenes nor to

C bum their houses

Agreed and we may agree also m thinking that these

like all our previous enactments are very good

But still I must say Socrates that if you are allowed to

go on n tins way you will entirely forget the other question

which at the commencement of this discussion you thrust

aside —Is such an order of things possible and how if at

all? For I am quite ready to acknowledge that the plan-frhich

you propose if only feasible would do all eortB of good to

the State. I will add, what you have omitted, that your
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citizens will be the bravest of warriors and will never leave 1

their -ranis "for they will all know one another and each will

call the other father brother son and if you suppose the

women to ]om their armies whether in the same rani or m
the rear either as a terror to the enemy or as auxiliaries m
case of need I know that they will then oe absolntely m
invincible and there are many domestic advantages which

might also be mentioned and which 1 also fully acknowledge

but as I admit all these advantages and as many more as

you please if only this State of yours were to come into

existence we need say no more about them assuming then

the existence of the State let us now turn to the qu stion of

possibility and ways and means—the rest may be left

If I loiter 1 for a moment you instantly make a raid upon 4

me I said and have no mercy I have hardly escaped the

first and second waves and you seem not to be aware that

you are now bringing upon me the third, which is tie

greatest and heaviest When you have seen and heard the

third wave I think you will be more considerate and will

acknowledge that some fear and hesitation was natural

respecting a proposal so extraordinary as that which I have

now to state and investigate

The more appeals of this sort which yon make he said the

more determined are we that you shall tell us how such!

a Sta e is possible speak out and at once

L t me begin by reminding you that we found our way

hither m the search after justice and injustice

True he replied but what of that?

I was only going to ask whether if we have discovered

yhpm, we are to require that the just man should m nothing

Retdj g
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fa I of absolute justice or may we be sa shed with an ap

C proximation, and the atta nment in him of a higher degree

of justice than is to be found in other mer f

The approximation will be enough

We were inquiring into the nature of absoLte justice and

mto the character of the perfectly just and into injustice

and the perfectly unjust that we might have an ideal We
were to look at these m order that we might judge of our

own happ ness and unhappiness according to the standard

D which they exhibited and the degree m which we resembled

them, but not with any view of showing that they could

ex $t m fact

True he said

Would a painter be ary tne worse because after having

delineated wth consummate art an ideal of a perfectly

beautiful man he was unable to show that any such man

could ever have existed?

He would be none the worse

E Well, ard were we not creating an ideal of a perfect State >

To be sure

And is our theory a worse taeory because we are unable to

prove the possibility of a city being ordered in the manner

described?

Surely not he replied

That is the truth I said But if at your equest I am to

try and show how and under what conditions the possibility

is highest I must ask you, having thism view to repeat your

former admissions

What admissions ?

3 I want to know whether ideals are ever fully realized in

language ? Hoes not the word express more than the fact

and must not the actual, whatever a may think, always
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in the nature of things fall short oc the truth? What do

yon say ?

I agree

Then you must not insist on my proving that the actual

State will in. every respect coincide wi h the ideal if we are

only able to discover how a City may be governed nearly as

we proposed, you will admi that we have discovered the

possibility which you demand nd will be con ented I am. b

sure that I should be contented—will not you?

Yes I wilL

Let me next endeavour to show what is that fault in States

which is the cause of their present maladministration, and

what is the least change which will enable a State to p ss

mto the truer form and let the change, if possible, be of one

thing only or if not of two at any rate let the changes be

as few and slight as possible

Certainly he replied C

I think I said that there might be a reform of the State

if only one change were made which is not a slight or easy

though still a possible one

What is it ? he said

Now then I said I go to meet that which I liken to the

greatest of the waves yet shall the word be spoken even

though he wave break and drown me in laughter and dis

honour and do you mark my words

Proceed

I said Until philosophers are km^s or the kings and princes

of this world have the spirit and power of philosophy and d

political greatness and msdsm meet in me and those commoner

natures who pursue either to the exclusion of the other are com

palled to land as de cities will never have rest f am theirev Is —

>

no nor the human race as I believe and then mh » 7
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h our State have a po tiU ty of l fe and behold the bght of day

Such was the thought my dear Gkucon which I would fain

Lave uttered if it had not seemed too extravagant for to be

convinced that m no other State can there be happiness

private or public is indeed a hard thing

Socrates what do jou mean? I would have jou consider

that the word which you have uttered is one at which

numerous persons and very respectable persons too m
474. a figure pulling off their coats all m a moment and seizing

any weapon that comes to hand will run at you might and

main before you LnQw where you are intending to do

heaven knows what and if yon don t piepare an answer,

and pu yourself m motion you will be pared by their fine

w ts and no mistake

You got me mto the scrape I said

And I was quite right however I will do all I can to get

you out of it but 1 can only give you goodwill and good

advice and perhaps I may be able to fit answers to your

questions better than another—that is all And now having

B such an auxiliary you must do your best to show the in

believers that you are right

I ought to try I said, since yon offer me such invaluable

assistance And I thmk that if there is to be a chance of

our escaping we must explain to them whom we mean when

we say that philosophers are to rule in the State then we

shall be able to defend ourselves There wiU be discovered

to be some natures who ought to study philosophy and to be

C leaders in the State
,
and others who are not born to be philo

sophere, and are meant to be followers rather than leaders

Then now for a definition he said

Follow me, I said, and 1 hope that I may n some way or

other be able to give you a satisfactory explanation.
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Proceed

I dare say that you remember and therefore I need not

remind yon that a lover if he is worthy of the name ought

to show his love not to acme one part of that which he loves

but to the whole

I really do not understand, and therefore beg of you to D
assist my memory

Another person I said might fairly reply as you do but

a man of pleasure like yourself ought to know that all who are

in the flower of youth do somehow or other raise a pang or

emotion in a lover s breast and are thought by him to be

worthy of his affectionate regards Is not this a way which

you have with the fair one has a snub nose, and you praise

his charming face the hook nose of another has you say

a royal look while he who is neither snub nor hooked has

the gTace of regularity the dark visage is manly the fair are E

children of the gods and as to the sweet honey pale as

they are called what is the very name but the invention of

a lover who talks m diminutives and is not averse to paleness

if appearing on the cheek of youth } In a word there is no

excuse which you will not make and nothing which you will 4.75

not say m order not to lose 3 single flower that blooms in the

springtime of youth

If you make me an authority m matters of love for the

sake of the argument I assent

And what do you say of lovers of wine ? Do you not see

them doing the same? They are glad of any pretext of

drinking any wine

Very good.

And the same is true of ambitious men if the} cannot

co
— ~d an army they are willing 0 command a file and

if they cannot be honoured by really threat
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person* they are glad to be hooo red by lcrse and meaner

people —bat honour of some kind they must have

Exactly

Once more let me ask Does he who desires any class of

goods desire the whole class or a part only?

The whole

And may we not say of he philosopher that he is a lover,

not of a part of wisdom only but of the whole*

Yes of the whole ?

And he who dislikes lea ning especially in } onth when he

C has ro power of judging wlnt is good and what is not such

an one we maintain not to be a philosopher or a lover of

knowledge mst as he who refuses his food is not hungry

and may be said to have a bad appetite and not a good one?

Very trne he said

Whereas he who has a taste fox every sort of knowledge

and who is curious to learn and is never satisfied may be

justly termed a philosopner * Am I not right?

D Glaucon said If curiosity makes a philosopher, you will

find many a strange being will have a ltle to the name All

the lovers of sights have a deLght in learning and must there-

fore be included Musical amateurs too are a folk strangely

out of place among philosophers for they are the last persons

m the world who would come to anything like a philosophical

discussion, if they could help while they run about at the

Dionysiac festivals as if they had let out their ears to hear

every chorus whether the performance is in town or country

—that makes no difference—they are there Now are we

E to maintain that all these and any who have similar tastes, as

well as the professors of quite minor arts are philosophers?

Certainly not, I replied they are only an nmtaUon,

He said Who then are the true philosophers f
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Those, I jsaid who are lovers of the vision of truth

That is also good he sa±d but I should like to know what

you mean?

To another, I replied I might have a difficulty m explain

mg but I am sure that you will admit a proposition which

I am about to make

What is the proposition?

That since beauty is the opposite of ugliness they a e two ?

Certainly

And inasmuch as they axe two each of them is one? 4.76

True again

And of just and unjust, good and evil and of every othe

class the same remark holds taken singly each of them is

one but from the various combinations of them with

actions and things and with one another they are seen in all

sorts of lights and appear many ?

Very true

And this s the distinction which I draw between the sight

loving art loving practical class and those of whom I am

speaking and who are alone worthy of the name of phiio b

sophers

How do yon distinguish them ? he said.

The lovers of sounds and sights I replied are as I con

ceive, fond of fine tones and colours and forms and all the

artificial products that are made ont of them but their mind

is incapable of seeing or loving absolute beauty

True he replied

Few are they who are able to attain to the sight of this

Very true C

And he who having a sense of beautiful things has no

sente of absolute beauty or who f another lead hm to

a knowledge of that bcantv 11 unable n fn Irrw ( ™ u
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one I ask Is he awake or at a dream only Reflect is not

the dreamer sleeping or waking one who likens dissimilar

things who puts the copy m the place of the real object?

I should certainly say that such an one was dreaming

But take the case of the other who recognizes the existence

D of absolute beauty and is able to distinguish the idea from

the objects which participate m the idea, neither putting the

objects in the place of the idea nor the idea in the place of

the objects—is he a oreamei or is he awake 5

He s wide awake

And may we no say that the mind of the one who knows

has knowledge and that the mind of the other who opines

only has opinion?

Certainly

But suppose that the latter should quarrel with us and

dispute our statement, can we administer any soothing

E cordial or advice to him without revealing to him that there

is 6ad disorder in his wits 5

We must certainly offer him some good advice, he replied

Come then and let us think of something to say to him

Shall we begin by assuring him that he is welcome to any

knowledge which he may have and that we are rejoiced at

Ins having it? But we should like to ask him a question

Does he who has knowledge know something or nothing 5

(You. must answer for him

)

I answer that he knows something

Something that is or is not 5

Something that is , for how can thatwhich is not ever be

known?

7 And are we assured, after looking at the matter from many

po nts of v ew that absolute being is or may be absolutely

known, but that the utterly non ent is utterly unknown?
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Nothing can be more certain.

Good But if there be anything which is of such a nature

as to be and not o be that will have a place intermediate

between pure being and the absolute negation of being!

Yes be*wehn them

And as knowledge corresponded to being and ignorance

of necessity to not being for that intermediate between

being aid not being there has to be discovered a correspond

ing intermediate between ignorance and knowledge if there B

be such f

Certainly

Do we admit the existence of opinion?

Undoubtedly

As being the same w th knowledge or another faculty?

Another faculty

Then opinion and knowledge have to do with different

kinds of matter corresponding to this difference of facul

ties?

Yes

And knowledge is relatn e to being and knows being But

before I proceed further I will make a division

What division ?

I will begin by placing faculties m a class by themselves c

they are powers in us and in al other things by which we

do as we do Sight and hearing for example I should

call faculties Have I clearly explained the class which.

I mean?

Yes, I quite understand.

Then let me tell you my view about them. I do not see

them and therefore the distinctions of figure colour *nd

the like, which enab’e me to discern the difference* of some

things do not apply to them In speaking of a facnltv T thmV
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D only of ts sphe c and ts rcsn t and that wl h has tie

same sphere and the same result
T

call the same faculty but

that which has another sphere and anothe result I call

different Would that be your way of speaking ?

Yes

And will you be so very good as to answer one more

question? Would you say that knowledge is a faculty or m
what class would you place it ?

Certainly knowledge is a faculty, and the mightiest of all

faculties

E And is opinion also a faculty?

Certainly he said for opinion is that with which we are

*ble to form an opinion v
And ye*- you were acknowledging a little while ago hat

knowledge is not the same as opinion *

Why yes, he said how can any reasonable being ever

identify that which is infallible with that which errs 11

478 An excellent answer proving I said that we are quite

conscious of a distinction between them

"kes

Then knowledge and opmion having distinct powers have

also distinct spheres or subject matters ?

That is certain

Being is the sphere or subject matter of knowledge, and

knowledge is to know the nature of being?

Yes

And opinion is to have an opinion?

Yes

And do we know what we opine? or is the subject matter

of opinion the same as the subject matter of knowledge?

Nay he replied, that has been already diiproven if

d.ffrrence n faculty unpl et d Science in the iph/re or
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subject matter and if as we were saying opinion and know B

Sedge are distinct faculties then the sphere of knowledge

and of opinion canno be the same

Then if being is the subject matter of knowledge some

thing else mijjt be the subject matter of opinion f

Yes something else

Well then is not being the subject matter of opinion? or

lather how can there be an opinion at all about no being?

Reflect when a man has an opimon has he not an opinion

about something? Can he ha« an opinion whtch is an

opinion about nothing ?

Impossible

Hewho has an opimonhas an opinion about some one thing?

Yes

And not being is not one thing out properly speaking

nothing c

True

Of not being ignorance was assumed to be the necessary

correlative of being knowledge 8

True he said

Then opimon is not concerned either with be ng or with

not being?

Not with either

And can therefore neither be ignorance nor knowledge?

That seems to be true

But is opimon to be sought without and beyond either of

them m a greater clearness than knowledge or m a greater

darkness than ignorance?

In neither

Then I suppose that opinion appears to jou to be darker

than knowledge, bnt lighter than ignorance >

Both and in no small degree.
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D And also to be vn+hm and between them ?

Yes

Then yon would infer hat opm on is intermediate?

No qnestion

But were we not saying before that if anything appeared

to be of a sort which is and is not at the same time that sort

of thing would appear also to lie m the interval between pure

being and absolute not being and that the corresponding

faculty is neither knowledge nor ignorance but will be found

in the nterval between them 5

True

And in that interval there has now been discovered some-

thing which we call opinion ?

There has

E Then what remains to be discovered is the object which

partakes equally of the nature of being ard not being, and

cannot rightly be termed either pure and simple this

unknown term when discovered we may truly call the

subject of opinion and assign each to their proper faculty—
the extremes to the faculties of the extremes and the mean

to the faculty of the mean

True

479 This being premised, I would ask the gentleman who is of

opinion that there is no absolute or unchangeable idea of

beauty—m whose opinion the beantiful is the manifold—he

I say your lover of beautiful sights who cannot bear to be

told that the beautiful is one and the just s one or that

anything is one—to him I would appeal saying Will you be

so very kind, sir as to tell ns whether, of all these beautiful

things there is one which will not be found ugly or of the

just, which will not be found unjust or of the holy which

wDl not also be unholy f
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No he replied the beaut ful will in some point of view B
be found ugly and the same is true of the rest.

And may not the many which are doubles be aLo halves?

—doubles that is of one thing and halves of another?

Quite true

And things gieat and small heavy and light ns they are

termed, will not be denoted by these any more than by the

opposite names f

True both these and the opposite names will always

attach, to ali of them

And can any one of those many things which are called by

particular names be said to be this rather than not to be this >

He replied They are like the punmng riddles which are

asked at feasts or the children s puzzle about the eunuch C

aiming at the bat with what he hit him as they say in the

puzzle and upon what the bat was sitting The individual

objects of which I am speaking are also a riddle and have

a double sense nor can you fix them w your mind either as

being or not being ox both or neither

Then what will you do with them* I said Can they have

a better place than between being and not being 7 For they

are clearly not m greater darkness or negation than not

being or more full of light and existence than being D
That is quite true he said

Thus then we seem to have discovered that the many ideas

which the multitude entenara about the beautiful and about

all other things are tossing about in some region which is

half way between pure being and pure not being?

We have

Yes
,
and we had before agreed that anything of this kind

which we might find was to be described as matter of opinion,

and not as matter of knowledge being the in e
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flax wh eh s caught and deta fled by the intermediate

facaltv

Quite true

E Then those who see the mmy beautiful and who yet

neither see absolute beauty nor can follow any guide who

points the way thither who see the many Just and not

absolute justice, and the hke—such persons may be said to

have opinion but not knowledge?

That is certain

But those who see the absolute and eternal and immutable

may be said to know and not to have opinion only?

Neither can that be dented

Tne one love and embrace the subjects of knowledge the

other those of opinion ? The latter are the same as I dare

480 say you will remember, who listened to sweet sounds and

gazed upon fair colours but would not tolerate the existence

of absolute beauty

Yes I remember

Shall we then be guilty of any impropriety m calling them

lovers of opinion rather than lovers of wisdom and will they

be very angrv with us for thus describing them?

I shall tell them not to be angry no man should be angry

at what is true

But those who love the truth in each thing are to be called

lovers of wisdom and not lovers of opinion

Assuredly
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